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INTRODUCTION

This research project will focus on the education system in the People's Republic of China

(PRC). I chose this topic because education is such an esaential element in China's efforts to

modernize and also because there have been tremendous changes in this system in the past 100

years. The information set forth in this report is the product of my visit to China under the auspices

of the FulbrightilIays Summer Seminar Program in 1990. During this visit I attended numerous

lectures on the subject of education on all levels, I visited several schools on different levels of ed-

ucation, I held many conversations and interviews with students and educators, and I gathered in-

formation from government publications, magazine, and newspaper articles. In addition, I relied

on my own personal observations in drawing conclusions on the various aspects of education in

China today.

I decided to approach this rather large topic from several different angles. 1 begin with a brief

historical survey of education in China to provide the reader with a historical context within which

s/he can appreciate the changes that have occurred in education over the centuries. I then discuss

the structure of education on all levels along with the curriculum from preschool to the postgrad-

uate stages of education. The information I acquired regarding teaching conditions seems to be

contradictory when you compare Chinese perceptions with actual practices. 1 also report on several

social factors because of the influence they have exerted on education. I conclude the report with



an overview of the educational reform% that have been introduced in recent years and the problems

that continue to plague education in China today and tend to hinder progress. One fmal segment

of this report includes some suggested classroom activities making use of the information availabk

in the report.

lb
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'

BRIEF IIISTORY OF EDUCATION IN CHINA

China's educational system is a little over three thousand years old. The earliest schools began

appearing in the 1 lth century D.C. From these earliest schools throughout the centuries until

modern times education was only available to the wealthy. Schools were designed to prepare stu-

dents for government senice and there wen very few changes in this educational system until the

19th century. During all this time the greatest influences exerted on the schools were the teachings

of Confucius (551 - 479 B.C.) and the institution of the Imperial Examinations System in the year

606 during the Sui Dynasty (581 - 618). The Imperial Examinations System was modified during

the Tang Dynasty (618 907), the Song Dynasty (960 - 1279), the Ming Dynasty (1368 - 1644),

and finally the Qing Dynasty (1644 - 1911). The Confucian classics became the core of the curric-

ulum which had to be mastered by rote learning. The Imperial Examinations System reinforced this

method of teaching by requiring a thorough knowledge of the classics to ensure passage of ihe

exam. fliis system continued virtually unchanged right into the 19th century.

In the 19th century profound changes in the system of education began to take root. As in-

creased numbers of people from Western nations started arriving in China during the 19th century,

missionary schools and private schools were founded in large numbers. This Western influence

gradually led to changes in the Chinese system of education. Courses in science, math, and foreign

languages were added to the curriculum in an attempt to modernize education and to provide China

3
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with the necessary skiffs to become an emerging industrial nation. Tilt., latter part of the 19th cen-

tury saw the founding of the first universities in China.

At the outset .of the 20th century the Imperial Examinations System was abolished, women

gained equal rights in education, the number of newly founded universities and other institutions

of higher education reached 21, and more and more elementary and meondary schools were built

so that greater segments of the population would have access to educatioral opportunities. How-

ever, the political turmoil brought about by ..he revolutions and the civil war between 1911 and

1949 along with the war against Japan from 1931 to 1945 had such a devastatit g effect on education

that by thc founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949 approximately SO % of the popu-

lation was illiterate and had little or no education at all. In some rural areas of China this number

reached an astonishing 95% illiteracy rate.

Clearly in 1949 the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) was faced with the enormous task of

breathing new life into an educational system that had not Unproved much in nearly half a century.

In the 41 years since 1949 the illiteracy rate has been reduced to approximately 20% of the popu-

lation. While this statistic would indicate a great achievement in the field of education, it was not

accomplished without difficulties. This reduction in the illiteracy rate can be attributed in part to

the establishment of an adult education system in part-time schools and evening schools since 1949

and the development of a system of simplified Chinese characters in the 1950's.

After 1949 the Chinese government took over all public, private, and missionary schools, in-

corporating them into one school system available to all segments of the population both in the

I 1
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cities and in the rural areas. All levels of education were tuition free and compulsory education was

required for 9 years. In the early years of the PRC there was considerable cooperation between

China and the Soviet Union. China learned a great deal from the educational system in dm Soviet

Union and the Chinese used the Soviit model in the organizalion and structure of their own schools

in the 1950's. In 1958, however, China entered into an kleological debate with the Soviet Union that

strained relations between these two nations to the breaking point, resulting in the withdrawal of

all Soviet technicians and advisors. This bmught about dramatic changes in education required to

meet the demands of the economic reforms envisioned in the Great Leap Forward. Many teachers

and students were sent out into the countryside to work in the fields of the newly formed com-

munes: other teachers and students were sent to work in factories. This unprecedented drain of the

country's intellectual fes0111-CCS was a major setback for education. At about the same time, between

1959 and 1962, China was rocked with a number of natural disasters. The combination of all these

factors at the same time -- the loss of Soviet technological expertise, the loss of educational re-

sources, and the destruction caused by natural disasters -- coupled with the economic disaster

brought about by the failures of the Great Leap Forward resulted in an educational system that, in

a few short years, suffered much the same fate as education did in the years 1911 - 1949.

Another major setback to education occurred during the Cultural Revolution (1966 - 1974

All institutions of higher education were closed in 1966 and once again teachers and students were

sent out to work in factories and in the fields. During this period as many as 106 institutions of

higher education (nearly 25% of the 434 in existence in 1965) were completely dismantled, books
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and equipment were destroyed or otherwise lost, and the buildings and facilities were used for var-

ious purposes by the Red Guards. The same fate befell many secondary schools as well. Teachers,

professors, and students were ridiculed, attacked, persecuted, and jailed as "bourgeois intellectuals'

and 'counter - revolutionaries.- In the early 1970's when the universities finally reopened only

peasants, workers, soldiers, and their children were admitted. This Was the same type of injustice

and folly that existed in the feudal educational system when only tlw children of the wealthy had

access to education. This condition continued until 1976 when, finally alter Mao Ze Dong's death,

the universities once again admitted only the most qualified students based on the results of a na-

tional standardized admissions examination. llowever, the damage had already been done.

In 1965 there had been 434 institutions of higher education in the PRC; by 1976 there were only

392 that had reopened. A whole generation of young people lost an education during the Cultural

Revolution, the consequences of which are still being felt today in China. It is estimated that the

Cultural Revolution set China back perhaps 20 years in its attempts to modernize.

Since 1976 new strides have been made to improve education on all levels. Numerous educa-

tional reforms have been introduced, the curriculum has been revised and updated, the structure

of the educational system has been modified and new types of schools have been established,

teacher training programs have been improvvi and expanded, and student enrollments have in-

creased overall. All of these changes will be discussed in detail later on in this report. A glance at

the tables in the appendices will give the reader a sense of the accomplishments that have been made

in education since 1949. These accomplishments are all !he more impressive when one considers
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the periods of turmoil, upheaval, and disaster that have had such a devastating effect on education

in the PRC in the last 41 years. Today approximately 96% of all school age ehiklren attend ek-

mentary school. This compares very favorably with a figure of 20% of the same school age children

attending elementary school in 1949.

ORGANIZATION AM; STRUCTURE OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

'Mere are great differences in the organization and structure of schools in the various cities and

regions due to the varying social and economic conditions from one part of China to another. The

following description of the educational system is therefore a general overview. The statistics cited

here and in the appendices were taken from various publications in the PRC and most are based

on the conclusions reported at the end of the 6th Five Year Plan in 1985. Complete statistics for

the 7th Five Year Plan which will conclude in 1990 are not yet available. Additional information

for this report was gathered from lectures I attended during my stay in China. I also obtained some

very valuablo information from conversations and interviews I had with administrators, professors,

teachers, and students on all educational levels. Still other information resulted from personal ob-

servations made during visits to a number of schools.
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While in China I had the opportunity to visit a Kindergarten in Beijing affiliated with Beijing

Normal University and a Kindergarten in Da Ming Gong, a large village on the outskirts of Xian.

In the same village I also visited an elementary/secondary school complex but school was not in

session because of summer vacation. On the secondary level I visited the Beijing #2 Middk School

(a key school affiliated with Beijing Normal University) and the Minority Nationalities Middle

School in DA in Yunnan Province. On the post secondary level I lived in the forrigi experts

dormitory on the campus of Beijing Normal University and I also vitited the Beijing Foreign

Language Institute, the Yunnan Institute for Minority Nationalities in Kunming, and the Shanghai

College of Medicine. These visits were invaluahl.? to me in providing a first hand look at education

in China today.

The schools I visited are all key schools, that is, showcase schools which have expert teachers

and which attract exceptional students. Key schools have been established on all levels of education:

as of 1980 there were 7,000 elementary schools, 5,700 ordinary secondary schools, 239 specialized

secondary schools, and 97 colleges and universities all of which were designated as key schools. In

some key elementary and secondary schools students board because their homes arc a great distance

from the school. This was the case at the Minority Nationalities Middle School in Dali. Tlwre are

often misconceptions among Americans regarding the Middle School in China because of our use

of the term and its meaning in the United States. "the Middle School in China is a six year sec-

ondary school from grade 7 to 12 which is divided into two levels: Junior Middle School for grades

7 - 9 and Senivr Middle School for grades 10 - 12. To add to the confusion some Chinese publi-
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cations refer to these two levels of secondary school as Junior Iligh School and Senior Iligh School,

terms which correspond exactly with many American school systems. For this report I will refer to

the secondary kvel of education in China as the Middk School.

The school year for elementary and secondary schools lasts 40 weeks which is about the same

as the school year here in the United States. Classes on these levels are held 6 days a week but el-

ementiry students receive an average of 25 hours of instruction a week while secondary students

receive an avenge of 30 - 32 hours of instruction a week. In addition, all Middle School students

must devote an additional 4 weeks to some form of manual labor and technical training during the

Middle School years. The curriculum for elementary and secondary schools is standardized na-

tionwide and it is prescribed by the State Education Commission (SEC). The college entrance ex-

aminations are also standardized nationwide but all other examinations are standardized by city and

region. Most schools are coed but there are still a few all-girl and all-boy schools throughout China.

There are actually three different school systems in China today: full-time schools, part-time

schools, and work/study schools. The largest system by far is the full-time school system which

begins with Kindergarten (see Appendix A). Kindergarten is another term which is often confused

because of its use and meaning elsewhere in the v. rld. A Kindergtrten in China is very similar to

a nursery school nr a day care center in the United States. In a Kindergarten in China children are

admitted at the age of 3 although often younger children, even infants as young as 56 days, are ac-

cepted in some Kindergartens. The children are kept occupied with a full day of activities broken
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up only by rest periods and meals which are also provided for the children. In Kindergarten the

children are given the opportunity to develop their intellect as well as their physical coordinatinn.

As part of their education in Kindergarten the children are introduced to music and the arts

language arts, simple math, and an appreciation and understanding of their environment and their

heritage. This is accomplished by means of story telling, games, role playing skits, individual

pinjects, and cooperative projects in large groups and small groups. In addition, these activities ate

designed to instill in the children moral values and social skills such as honesty, bravery, cooper-

ation, friendliness, self-discipline, and politeness.

In Kindergarten the children are divided into three groups by age and level of maturity. In the

Kindergarten I visited in Beijing the youngest group and the middle group were outdoors on the

playground engaged in various games that were supervised by their teachers. The playground was

well equipped with the usual playground equipment such as swings, slides, sand boxes, see-saws,

and other such delights for children. The oldest group ...as inside the school building working on

a project. The building consisted of two stories divided into large rooms where each group of chil-

dren could work on indoor activities. The walls were covered with displays of the children's art

work and similar projects. One display consisted of the children's drawings depicting themselves

and their family as well as their home and garden. In the Kindergarten outsitk Xian the youngest

group was sitting all together on a long L-shaped bench in a garden playing a game. The middle

group was in the school building taking a nap and the oldest group was seated on stools in a large

circle in a courtyard. Nearby a teacher was playing a small piano and the children were engaged in
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a sing-along game whete one youngster would sit on a stool in the middle of the circle and exchange

places with anothcr youngster with each stanza of the song.

After Kindergarten children enter elementary school at the age of 7 where they have 6 years of

schooling. In China this level of education is referred to as "the business of the future,' that is pre-

paring students for continuing education and the work force. The primal,/ goals of the elementary

school arc to instill in du students patriotism and loyalty to the CCP and the country, to lay a solid

foundation in the basic skills, to develop good study habits, and to prepare students with the skills

they will need for future study and work. Students in grades I - 3 are not given any homework as-

signments because of the many after school activities that are provided by the school where students

have plent> of opportunities to use the academic skills they acquire in the classroom. Students in

tmades 4 - 6 arc given I hour of homework each thy. Very often these assignments can be completed

in self study classCS during the school day where teachers are always available to provide guidance

and assistance as needed.

In the past before the new compulsory education law was put into effect only about 50% of

elementary school students continued their education in Junior Middle School. Of these only about

33% continued on into Senior Middle School and of these only about 3% went on to study in

colleges and universities. The new compulsory education law which is being phased in between

1987 and 1990 requires that all students receive a minimum of 9 years of schooling on the eletnen-

taiy and secondary level. Theoretically, ail elementary school graduates should complete 3 years

/5
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of schooling in a Junior Middle School but there are no statistics available that would indicate the

extent of compliance with the new law.

After Junior Middle School students may enter sevend different types of secondary schools

based on the results of a standardized test: Senior Middle School for a total of 3 years (at the

present time only about 40% of Junior Middle School graduates continue their education in the

Senior Middle School), specializrd secondary schools for a total of 3 - 6 years bz 11 on the area

of spccialiiation, and agricultural and vocational schools for a total of 3 - 6 years depending on the

field of study and training (see appendices A and II). Agricultural and vocational schools ate rela-

tively new in thc Chinese educational system; they have only been in existence since 1976. The

greatest majority of students enter a Senior Middle School, about 66% of all those continuing on

in a secondary school in 1985 (see appendix C). The primary goals of secondary education are to

instruct students in the fundamental principles of the CCP, to expose students to a wide range of

academic subjects, to prepare students further with the skills they will need fin future study and

work, and also to provide students with life skills; for example, students are tauglai how to cook,

to wash clothes, to do simple manual labor, to do simple carpentry work, and to perform other

simple technical jobs.

At the completion of Senior Middle School students take a series of standardized college en-

trance examinations that arc administered over a 3 day period. For those students who wish to enter

institutions of higher education in the fields of science and math the exams test the students'

knowledge in 7 subject areas: political science, Chinese language and literature, foreign language,
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math, chemistry, Holm, and physics. For those students who plan to enter fields in the humanities

and social sciences the exams cover 5 subject areas: political science, Chineae language and !item-

tint, foreign anguage, history, and geography. Since there are so few openings for entering students

in colleges and universi ies only about 4% of Senior Middle School graduates today are able to

continue their education in a post-secondary school. The students can indicate their choices of

schools when they take the exams but more often than not admissions are based on a student's

academic talent and aptitude as well as on the needs of society as perceived by the government.

Those students who do not make the cut off for admission to an institution of higher education

must wait for a job assigmnent based on the same criteria. Most often these job assignments are

made in a student's hometown or nearby but sometimes young people are sent to far off cities or

villages. Since job assignments are usually for life this practice creates a great hardship for those

families that are affected.

Specialized secondary schools provide the same basic education that students receive in a Senior

Middle School while at the same time providing training in specialized skills for specific fields such

as teacher training, engineering, forestry, agriculture, political science and law, business adminis-

tration, physical therapy training, nursing, medical and dental technicians, the arts, and coal mining.

Some schools that specialize in engineering may even operate their own factory. When students

complete their studies in a specialized secondary school they arc usually assigned to a job in their

area of specialization but this is not always the case. During my stay in China in the summer of

1990 1 had the opportunity to talk with many young men and women about their schooling and

4
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work experiences. Two of le young people I spoke with woe not assigned to jobs in the field of

specialization that they had trained for. They were very bitter about their job assignments and dis-

satisfied with the work they were doing. They spoke vaguely about the possibility of changing jobs

or transfening to a different department where their job skills would be more useful but I did not

get the impression that they had much hope that this would actually happen.

Agricultural and vocational schools also provide the same basic education that students receive

in a Senior Middle School. In an agricultural school the students also study agricultural seknee and

they leartl the skills and processyn necessary for agricultural production. Some agricultural schools

operate their own farm where students receive practical on the job training. Upon completion of

thcir studies at an agricultural school students enter the agricultural work force. In vocational

schools in addition to the academic subjects, the students also receive tnining in the vocational

skills of a particular occupational field in much the same way as secondary school students do in

BOCES schools in New York State. Upon completion of their studies in a vocational school the

students enter the work force.

The few students who gain admission to a college or university generally follow a 4 year course

of study; for science and engineering it is 5 years and for the medical sciences it is 6 years. In 1980

the teacher - student ratio in institutions of higher education was 1:4.6. In 1985 the percentage of

students studying in various fields was reported as follows: engineering - 34%; teacher training -

25%; medicine and pharmacy - 9.3%; finance and economics - 8.7%; humanities - 7.5%; natural

sciences - 5.7%; agriculture - 5.2%;

I

political science and law - 2.1%; forestry - 1%; physical edu-
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cation - 0.8%; and art 0.7% (see appendix D).The field of study that a student will pursue is de-

termined by the needs of the state. Job assignments upon completion of studies are also deb:mined

on this basis.

The primary goals of institutions of higher education are to train students in highly specialized

fields and to promote research and development in science and technology. All students must also

be proficient in at least I foreign language so that they can reaci professional journals and articles

in that language that are pertinent to their field. Many universities have research institutes affiliated

with them which serve as a training ground for stuck:tits While also provkling much needed research

and development in such specialized areas as microbiology, nuclear energy, economics, etc. Tuition

in institutions of higher education is generally fire and students receive a small living allowance. In

recent years, however, a certain number of openings in each school has become available to stu-

dents who did not pass the college entrance exams but can afford to pay a relatively high tuition

fee. Such students ate referred to derisively by their fellow students as -back door students.- They

are usually the sons and daughters of government officials and CCP cadres. This practice has been

one of the objects of student protests and demonstrations in recent :cars %hich ended so brutally

in the bloody massacre at Tiananmcn Square on June 3, !M.

In the wake of Tiananmen Square some major changes havo been implemen'ed in higher edu-

cation. The entering freshman class must now complete 1 year of mdit training tsefore beginiiing

their studies, resulting in the loss of a full year of education for an entire eta* tb.fmghoct China.

The number of Chinese students studying abroad has been reduced to almost zero today. -1 his
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stands in stark contrast with the situation in this past decade. In the 1980's over 50,000 Clinese

students have studied in the United Stater a lone, many of them the sons and daughters of China's

leadership today. This tremendous number of students studying abroad was China's attempt to

make up for the losses in education suffered during the Cultural Revolution. It repreaented the only

chance for China to begin to meet the needs of its policy of the Four Modentizationa. In onler for

a student in China to get permission to study abroad today the student must first work for 5 years

after completion of his/Ler studies. This new policy will virtually eliminate study abroad and ad-

versely affect education. The number of foreign students studying in China has also been reduced

to a mere fraction of last year's numbers. A glance at appendix E will show how the numbers of

Chinese students studying abroad and the numbers of foreign students studying in China have

doubled and tripled between 1980 and 1985. In 1983 over 100 American universities had exchange

programs with universities in China. Today that number has probably been reduced considerably.

On the secondary level there were also a number of exchange programs with high schools in

Japan, England, and the United States. The foreign students who went to China usually lived in

the homes of teachers. The Beijing #2 Middle School that I visited has an exchange program with

a high school in Washington State but no exchange has taken place between the two schools since

last year. In order to arrange such a program with a school in China it would be necessary to con-

tact the Foreign Affairs Office of the State Education Commission in Beijing.

In addition to all the various types of schools already discussed above, as of 1985 there were

also 375 special schools for the blind and the deaf-mute. Students with other handicapping condi-
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tions and retarded students are generally educated in special classrooms in ordinary schools, al-

though in recent years a few experimental schools have been opened for the mentally retarded,

notably in Shanghai.

Part-time schools, first established in 1951, exist on all levels of education. In order to complete

any level a student must pass a written exam similar to our GED pmgram, regardless of the number

of years spent in studies on that level. Each level, however, does requite a minimutn number of class

hours for graduation: elementary - 360 hours; secondary - 720 hours; and higher education - 2,000

- 2,500 hours depending on the course of study. Work/study schools are still in the experimental

stages of development. They were first tried in 1958 and were completely closed down during the

Cultural Revolution. They were originally designed to provide continuing education on all levels

for those students who dropped out of school to enter the work force or to engar in agricultural

jobs. In recent years correspondence courses, evening courses, as well as radio and television courses

have grown in popularity.

TIIE CURRICULUM

Pre State FAlucation Commission (SEC) prescribes one general preschool, elementary, and

secondary curriculum for all students in the entire country. Variations are allowed for regional needs
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and especially in minority nationalitia schools. In addition to traditional academic subjects, stu-

dents are also taught that they have obligations and responsibilities to their family and to society.

In Kindergarten the children follow a prescribed program every day which includes test par Ids,

mealtimes, games and play time, as well as classes in a variety of subjects (see appendix F). The

youngest group (3 and 4 year olds) have 14 classes each week; the middle group (4 and 5 year olds)

have 21 classes each week; and the oldest group (5 and 6 year olds) have 24 classes each week. The

classes for the youngest group last 10 - 15 minutes; classes for the middle group last 20 - 25

and classes for the oldest group last 25 - 30 minutes.

On the elementary level the students are instructed in ethics, Chinese language arts, math, sci-

ence. geogaphy, history, physical education, music, fme arts, manual labor (for grades 4 - 6 only),

and foreign languages (in special key schools). In the upper grades students are required to perform

1 hour of manual labor each week which may include gardening, planting trees, cleaning, and other

types of community service. In rural areas students may help in the fields to satisfy this requirement.

After school activities are provided 6 class hours each week. These extracurricular activities include

private study time (for completing homework assignments under the supervision of a teacher),

sports, academic and recreational activities, weekly club meetings, and activities of the Young Pio-

neers.

On the secondary level the curriculum becomes much more demanding in thc academic areas

and ir political studies (see appendix G). At first glance a secondary school schedule looks very

demanding until you realize that most courses do not meet every day. Only Chinese language
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classes meet every day and then only in Junior Middle School. Math classes meet every day hut

only in the 2nd and 3nd year of Junior Middle School. Foreign languages begin in the 1st year of

Middle School and continue throughout all 6 years. The most common fotrign languages am

English, Japanese, German, and Russian. Most Middle Schools offer only 1012 foreign languages

and students do not have a choice as to which language they will take. As a matter of fact, students

do not have any choices in the curriculum as all courses are required except in some key schools

where students may have a choice of electives in liberal arts and sciences. The electives include such

courses as computer science, map making, electronic technology, basic astronomy, oceanography,

elementary medical science, formal logic, history of literature, theory of art and literature, classical

Chinese, and a second foreign language. Along with the academic program students are also in-

structed in moral values and appropriate behavior.

Most secondary schools also offer a varied program of after school activities which include

spoits and other recreational activities, clubs and special interest organizations, art and music, and

lectures on topics in the fields of science and technology. In addition to this academic and extra-

curricular program, students are also required to devote 4 weeks to some form of manual labor and

technical training during their 6 years of study in secondary schools. This work may be performed

in a factory, on a farm, in a training center, or in some other form of public service.

In institutions of higher education required subjects for all students include foreign languages,

political science, economics, the history of the CCP and the international communist movement,

physical education, as well as basic and advanced courses in a student's major field. Higher educa-
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tkm is highly specialized with very little emphasis on general education although some dective

courses are available in subjects related to the student's major field and in liberal arts counes.

Undergraduate stories usually last 4 - 5 years and graduate studies vaq in length fivm 2 to 4 years.

Graduate students are required to know 2 foreign languages in addition to an intense puradt of

advanced studies and reatuch in their major fields. In uldition, esch stwient must devote 10 weeks

in the performance of manual labor or public service in his/hcr major fieki dtuing the undergraduate

years.

TEACHING CONDITIONS

The number of teachers on all levels of education has grown on an average of 10 times since

1949 (see appendix II). Teacher training and background will vary depending on the educational

level in which the teacher is employed. Teachers on the elementary level must be graduates of a

normal school (teacher training school). Middle School teachers must be graduates of a college or

university. Today 25% of all college and university students are pursuing prognuns in teacher

training -- second only to the number of students pursuing engineering studies (34% of all college

and university students). On the secondary level teachers teach an average of 10 - 12 classes a week

(compared to the average of 25 classes a week in the United States) but they must also be available
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to assist students during self study classes and after school in extracunicular activities. They also

spend some time each week visiting the homes of students. Teachers have half a day off once a week

to pursue professional develwment programs. Salaries are commensurate with a highly impeded

position in society. As a matter of fact, elementary and secondaty teacher salaries arc now higher

than time of university professors. Femak texims may retire at age 55 and male teachers at agp

60 with 100% of their fmal salary.

Ironically, these tclatively favorable teaching conditions are the result of the Cultural Revo-

lution. The lou of prospective teachers during the Cultural Revolution created such a tremendous

shortage of teachers on all levels during the late 1970's and early 1980s that the govenunent had

to take drastic action to reverse this situation and to make the teaching profession more attractive

for young people. Aside from substantial pay increases for teachers, additional measures were taken

to alleviate this problem including special in-service training programs holiday periods for teachers

whose trainim was interrupted or cancelled in the years 1966 - 1976. Unfortunately, there is no

guanustee that the teaching conditions of today will remain the same in the future. Once the teacher

shortage has been eliminated completely govenunent policies can change unpredictably and without

warning. The end result is a paradoxical uneasy sense of security :a the teaching profession.
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS THAT IMPACT ON EDUCATION

A number of social and economic factors is having a significant east on education, especiaNy

on the elementary and secondary level. Based on lectures I have attended on the subject sad my

own personal observations in the PRC, I have identified 4 factors which seem to be most influen-

fial: economic reforms and the free market system, the government's policy of one child per family,

parental involvement in the schools, and government policies geared toward the minority

nationalities. While economic reforms have generated a great deal of entrepreneurial activity, in-

creased productivity, and some small degree of prosperity, especially in rural areas, these same re-

forms have also resulted in an increase in the school drop out rate. More and more students are

dropping out of school to work in a family enterprise or to mind younger brothers and sisters be-

cause both parents work. This new development is bound to come into conflict with the new

government policy of compulsory education.

The fact that some students drop out of school to mind younger siblings would seem to be a

contradiction of the government policy of one child per family. Actually, this policy only seems to

be having some success in the cities. It is not observed in rural areas where approximately SO% of

the population of the PRC lives and the minority nationalities arc exempt from the policy, in the

cities where it is working, it is creating a number of problems in the schools never before experi-

enced on such a large scale. Teachers are reporting many cases of spoiled and self-centered children

in their classes, a phenomenon that is rather humorously teferred to in China as the *little emperor
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complex.' This situation is resulting in an increase in the incidents of conflicts between male and

female student& Another unfortunate consequence of the one child per family policy is the fact that

many families want a son and if they have a daughter the parents may not place much emphasis

on her education.

The schools tecognize the dangers of this fotm of neglect and they also recognize that parental

concern and involvement in the educational process is crucial for a good atmosphere of cooperation

between home and school. In older to ensure that society, the family, and the school work as a unit,

schools have established various procedures to make the schools more accessible to the parents.

Each class has a teacher advisor /tutor or homeroom teacher who is responsible for holding parent

meetinto for hisiher class. Most often these open house meetings are held at the beginning of each

semester and also just before mid-term and final exams. Frequently, parents are invited to visit the

school and observe classes. There is no nationwide organization like our frfA but in some schools

parents form a parents committee serve in an advisory capacity to the school. Some schools even

have parent-teachers who meet with teachers to discuss and make recommendations on educational

issues and who also serve as teacher aides in the classroom. Most of these measures have only been

introduced in recent years and seem to have achieved the main goal of developing a spirit or co-

operation betweer home and school.

Since the founding of the ['RC the Chinese government has made great progress in improving

educational opportunities for the 55 minority nationalities in China. In 1949 there were almost no

schools for the minority nationalities. Since then the state has invested more money in minority
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schools than it has invested in ordinary schools. As a result of these expenditures many new schools

on all levels of education have been built just for minority nationality students. In addition, large

numbers of minority nationality teachers haw been trained to provide improved educational pro-

grams in mitiotity regions all over China. The cuniculum in minority nationality schools is the

same as that in other schools except for the fact that minority students study their own native lan-

guage as well as Chinese. For this reason Mid& School studies generally take I year longer than

they do in non-minotity schools. In some minotity regions students cannot speak Mandarin

Chinese and for them instruction is in their own native language while they begin to study Chinese.

Gradually, instruction is provided in both languages until the students have gained proficiency in

Chinese. There are a few problems involved in teaching in minority languages. Some of the mi-

nority nationalities do not have a writing system for their language while others use writing systems

Ar to Arabic and I lindi. The vocabulary of some minority languages is also a difficult problem

because the vocabulary has not kept up with the latest scientific developments and technological

advances. Therefore, instruction in Mandarin Chinese plays a very important role in minority areas.

During my stay in China I had the opportunity to visit Yunnan Province in southwestern China

where some 25 of the 55 minority nationalities live. Me total population of Yunnan Province is

34 million of which some 10 million are minority nationalities. In Yunnan Province I visited a

Minority Nationalities Middle School in Dali which is attended by approximately 800 students from

14 different minority nationalities from the region. Thc Chinese government has invested 5 million

yuan (about 51,062,00 at today's rate of exchange) in this school since it was built in 1982. 'Ile
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student population is roughly '75 80% boys and 20 - 25% gids all of whom board at the school.

This imbalance in the ratio of boys to girls is due largely to the high dmp out Me of gitis after the

Junior Middle School level. The language of instruction at this school is Mandarin Chinese but the

students are encouraged to speak their own native languages after class. They are also encouraged

to wear their native costumes and to maintain the traditions of their indivklual minority group.

Evening activities are designed to encourage the maintenance of cultural identity by participation

in native dances and the singing of songs from their native regions. Many of the activities ate de-

signed to help students from different minority groups to get to know one another and to gain an

understanding and appreciation of other cultures and traditions.

After graduation from the Dali Minority Nationalities Middle School about 30% of the stu-

dents are accepted into key universities. Others enter normal schools and colleges where they par-

ticipate in teacher training programs and then mturn to their native villages to assume a teaching

post. Still others are sent to minorities training centers where they are prepared for government

positions in their native regions. The students I met at the school were asked to indicate what their

career goals are. Their responses were not unlike those of American high school students. The most

frequently mentioned occupational fields were photography, teaching, police work, translation

work, biology, law, forestry, theology, a writing profession, and military service in the People's

liberation Army.

There are several minority nationality colleges and universities throughout China. Minority

students do not have to take the national college entrance exams for admission to these schools.
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Local authorities prepare their own entrance exams in the native languages of the minority students.

Other colleges and universities have lowered admission requirements for minority students in order

to give more of these students opportunities to pursue further studies. Often these students Inv en-

tolled in special Chinese classes at the outset of their studies until their proficiency in Chinese has

improved to the point where they can be mainstreamed.

1 also had the opportunity to visit the Yunnan Institute for Minority Nationalities i Kunming

in Yunnan Province which was founded in 1951. Although it had the title of an institution of higher

education the academic standards woe on a much lower level in the beenning. The teachers were

Middle School teachers and the textbooks were actually elementary school textbooks. Enrollments

at that time were extremely low due to the poor economic and political conditions of the period.

Some of the students were as young as 16 while others were as old as 55 and older. The students

also came from many different minority groups and they were not used to living together. These

differences in age and background resulted in many arguments and lights in the beginning. In the

ensuing years there have been many improvements at this school. Today the students from differ-

ent minority groups get along well with one another. The school is staffed with 'ersity trained

pmfessors and in the 19SO's the sclExal finally gained true university status in its curriculum and in

its standards.

The example of the Yunnan Institute for Minority Nationalities underscores the importance

of teacher training as a key factor in improving education for the minority nationalities. Yunnan

Province has a very successful minority educational system for several reasons:
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1. the SEC has staffed the Yunnan Provincial Education Commission with well educated and

competent minority members from the region

2. education is available to all minority groups on all levels from preschool to university

3. minority studies classes have been intitoduced in many scipaols on all levels

4. minority students enjoy equal educational opportunities with the Ilan majority students be-

cause of the lower test score cut off levels on the national college entrance exams.

The success of the government's policies toward the education of minoiity students in Yunnan

Pmvince can be measured by the percentage of these students who attend school. Minority groups

make up about 31.7% of the population of Yunnan Province. In education they compose about

32.1% of the total elementary school population; 27.5% of the total secondary school populati-

and 18% of the total university population. Today 99.3% of all school-age children in minority

groups in China attend elementary school, a figure that is nearly 3.3% higher than the national

average. In spite of these impressive numbers the illiteracy rate among minority nationalities still

remains very high at 58%.
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EDUCATIONAL REFORMS

Today many reforms are in preparation to improve the quality of education and to solve lin-

gering problems. Peshaps most turtable among the curtent educational reform is a new emphasis

on teaching methods. The age old system of rote learning is gradually giving way to new methods

of teaching such as peer teaching, inductive and deductive reasoning, and the use of outlines and

highlights. *Me process of learning is becoming more important than the result as quality is now

preferred over quantity. Teachers now guide students to identify problems and greater emphasis is

placed on developing originality and creativity so that students will learn to think for themselves in

finding solutions to problem. Reforms are also underway in the requirements for textbooks. In the

past one standanlized textbook was required for each subject for the entire nation. It has been re-

cognized that this policy is inappropriate because it does not take into account regional differences.

The work load for teachers is being reduced as more and more younger teachers enter the teaching

profession. It is estimated that today nearly 90% of all teachers have an unduly heavy work load.

Every year more and more general secondary schools are being converted to agricultural, vocational,

and specialized secondary schools. The new compulsory education law, discussed earlier in this re-

port, requiring students to attend elementary and secondary school for a minimum of 9 years will

complete its phase-in period in 1990 in an attempt to eliminate illiteracy and to mum a better ed-

ucated populace. Finally, Premier Li Peng recently proposed a reduction in the work load for ek-
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tnentary sthool students, saying: 'Too much homework is detrimental to the pupils' moml,

intellectual and physical development.' The SEC responded by issuing regulations in 19811 limiting

testing and restricting homework assignments to no mom than 1 hour a day.

CURRFAT PROBLEMS IN EDUCATION

In spite of some of the favorable statistics reported earlier in this report, there are still many

ongoing problems that threaten to reverse the gains that have been made in education in recent

years. Everywhere I went in China officials and educational leaders conceded that there were nu-

merous problems in education but they always countered with the statement: 'China is a developing

country and we are working hard to overcome our problems.' 'Mese words, repeated so often by

so many people, had the ring of a government sanctioned directive.

Perhaps the most serious criticism of the government's strictly centralized control of education

is that it is resulting in neglect of a system that is already in crisis. Thc lack of government funding

for education, especially in rural areas, is resulting in shortages of basic equipment such as books,

chairs, desks, and even chalk. Dilapidated school buildings and other facilities are not being replaced

which is resulting more and more in dangerous conditions for students and teachers alike. China

spends only 2.6% of its GNP for education compared with a 4% figure in other developing coun-
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tries. This lack of government financing and the introduction of school fees which a family must

pay to cover the cost of electricity, books, and teacher salaties are causing a relatively high drop out

rate. As a consequence, the illiteracy rate is on the rise again. Some observers estimate that in 10

years as many as 50% of children in rural ateas will be illiterate. Upgrading the quality of education

in rural areas and border areas where most of the minority nationalities reside will be one of China's

greatest challenges in the future.

There are other problems that will need tG be addressed as well. For example, there are not

enough openings in universities and other institutions of higher education for the number of stu-

dents who are well qualified. Only about 4% of Senior Middle School graduates have the oppor-

tunity to enter college or university. This results in large numbers of young people being assigned

to jobs where they are dissatisfied. Students realize that they have little hope of continuing their

education unless they are at the very top of their class. Consequently, many do not take their

studies seriously. It also creates problems at the college and university level because students tend

to relax their efforts in their studies once they are accepted. In an attempt to avoid this problem,

admissions pohcies have changed to take into account recommendations and student involvement

in school activities in addition to test scores on the college entrance exams. Still other problems

on the elementary and secondary level include class sizes between 40 and 60 students which create

a great challenge for teachers to maintain discipline in the classroom. The most common discipline

problems are cheating on exams and fighting. Teachers salaries, while improving, are still not as

high as the salaries of cab drivers, hotel workers, entrepreneurs, and even some students who
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moonlight in the free market. Consequently, there are many unqualified teachers on all levels and

fewer students have an interest in teaching as a profession compared with the situation of just a few

years ago. One official newspaper, the Worker's Dab, estimates that as many as 70% of clamor=

teachers today arc unqualified to teach.

There are also numerous problems in higher education. In the wake of the Tanana= Square

incident of June 1989 a crisis of morale has set in on China's campuses as a result of new govern-

mcnt policies and dashed hopes of greater academic freedom. This crisis has been building over the

past few years and is reflected in the fact that 2 out of 3 students who went abroad in the past

decade did not return to China. 'Me despair has been fueled by new government policies that place

restrictions on study abroad, require entering freshmen to undergo 1 year of military and political

training, provide for the transfer of young professors to outlying areas to teach for 1 year, and the

implementation of stricter controls on job placement practices. The shortage of job openings for

graduates has led to the fcar that only those with connections will be able to get good jobs in the

field that they were trained for.
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SUGGESITD CLASSROOM AC1IVITIFS

The following activities ate designed for use by secondary school students:

Working individually or in small groups, have the students analyze the table in appendix E,

'Number of Students Studying Abroad & Returned,' and have them determine what problems

these numbers pose for China. Then have the students also suggest reasons why so many Chinese

students abroad would choose not to return home after finishing their studies. Ask the students to

voice their views on China's new policy regarding student eligibility requitements for study abroad.

lIave the students read the segment on the problems still faced in education in China and ask

the atudents to suggest solutions they would propose if they were members of the SEC.

I lave the students compare their own class schedules with the courses that a Chinese student

on the same grazie level would be required to take (see appendix G Turticulum") and list the

advantages and disadvantages of both programs. Some questions to ask students as a follow-up

activity are:

1. If you were a Chinese student of the same age what suggestions would you make to improve

the Chinese school system?

2. Which course in the Chinese curriculum on your grade level would you want to see dropped?

State why! 11;
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3. Which COMM would you add to the Chinese curriculum on your grade level? State why!

4. Would you be willing to devote 4 weeks of your own free time to community service during

the 6 year period you will spend in grades 7 - 12 as students do in China? Indicate why or

why not!

The 5 stories on the following rxages were taken fmm Road of Life, a collection of the accounts

of people's experiences at various stages of life. !lave the students read these stories and answer the

following questions:

'Homework Blues" by Rao Wei:

1. What experiences do you share with Rao Wei? Describe yoor own experiences!

2. What attitude or viewpoint expressed by Rao Wei do you agree with very strongly? Explain

why!

3. What attitude or viewpoint expressed by Rao Wci do you disagree with very strongly? Explain

why!
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4, Do you approve of the measures taken by Rao Wei's teachers and family to correct his be-

havior in school and at home, to change his attitude toward homework, and to improve his

achievement in school? Explain your answer!

5. Do you agree with Rao Wei's statement that if you have enough money you will be free? Ex-

plain why you agree or disagree!

6. Why do you suppose a 10 year old in China would express such a viewpoint?

'A Country Boy Goes to School" by Li Shuneai:

I. What problems or injustices in the Chinese education system are evident in I i Shuncais story?

2. What do you admire most about li Shuncai?

3. If you were in a position to help I i Shtmcai what would you do to help out?

4. In your opinion, what is 1 A Shuncai's greatest motivation to get a good education?

1S
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"Being a Monitor' by Zhang Jianguo:

1. What seems to be the function of a monitor in Zhang Jianguo's school?

2. Does your school have a student organization similar to the monitor system in this Chinese

school? If so, compare it with the organization in the Chinese school! If not, should your

school have such an organization? Explain why or why not!

3. If you were a student in Zhang Jianguo's school would you be willing to serve as a monitor?

Explain your answer!

Mating in Senior Middle School" by uin I lux

1. What similarities are there in the dating practices of teenagers in China and in the United

States?

2. What differences are there in the dating practices of teenagers in China and in the United

States?

3. Why do you suppose uin Ma has chosen not to find a boyfriend?



1

4. If you were Jin Ma's teacher what would you have said in the class discussion about the

positive and negative aspects of teenage riating?

'Exam Fever" by Wang Yan:

I. Do American students experience the same anxieties as Wang Yan did in preparing for her

college entrance exams?

2. What study techniques did Wang Yan use in preparing for hcr college entrance exams?

3. Do you ever use any of these study techniques in your classes? If so, which ones? If not, which

study techniques do you use?

4. Why was Wang Yan's experience at the village school beneficial for her?

5. In all the stories you have read what role do parents in China play in the education of their

children?
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Road of We

Homework Blues

RAO WEI

T AM 12 years old, a student in the fifth grade of Baiwan..
Owens Elementary School near the China Reconstructs

office in tkijing. I was born at a time when China had already
begun its birth control policy of "one family, one child," so I
ant the only son in our family. My parents and grandparents
dote on me. sometimes with too much love and care. Children
like me are often called "little kings" or "queens."

When I was six years old..my parent., sent me to school.
At first 1 was faacinated by the bright. clean classroom, and
the unfamiliar faces of pupils sitting nervously on their chairs.
I walked around happily, watching this, touching that, but
when class began, the teacher pulled me down into a chair.
This was the beginning of my school life.

1 had been very free at home and couldn't sit quietly on
s chair for 45 minutes, listening attentively to what the teacher
said. In class I drcw pictures on my bag and books, and walk.
ed artrund in thc classroom while the class was still on.

OON my parents were asked to come to school. I did
not unrkn,tand when the teacher said to them, "Your

son is clever and active. The only probkm is that he does not
listen attentively in class. I hope you can do something to
change him." From then on, my parents became "teaching
assistants.- Every evening while I did my homework, they
would sit one on either side of me. Whenever 1 tried to stand

RAO WU told the tam. Ifis lobar, Rao Fsoaqi of the miters' see-
thes at Chios Reeereetntets, disi the etilting.
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Rao Wel does Ms hootewark earefally.

up, they would pull me back. When Grandma saw this, she
did nothing, but she sighed. "'He is like a caged bird. Why
does hc have to live such a hard life at such an early age?"

All I had to do was study, I was f/Of expected to do any
housework. When I tried to sweep the flour, Grandpa or
Grandma would stop me because they were afraid I might get
too tired. When I tried to fe$i hot water, Dad or Mom would
stop me because they were afraid I might get scalded, and I
was not allowed to wash dishes In MC I Citepped something.
When it came to mealtimes, however, it was a different story.
Grandma would shell the boiled egp and put them into my
bowl; Grandpa boned my fish and put it into my mouth, and
Dad and Mom always told me to eat more vegetables. Having
meals was not enjoyable, but a struggle against the "oppres .
sion" of too much care. I could not do anything for myself.
Once, on a school excursion I found I had two boiled eggs for
lunch, but had to take them home with me again becauie, after
several tries, I had not been able to get the shells offl

At home, I am king. Grandpa and Grandma spoil me,
and although Dad is strict, he has to do whatever Grandpa
says. When my parents cannot control me, they ask my teachers
for help.

There are 40 pupils in my class, of whom 30 ate only
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children. In the early years of elementary school, the teachers
often held contests involving dressing ourselves, tying shoe
laces, pencil-sharpening, and washing up to help us develop
independence. Although I never came first, the teachers often
praised me for my progress. Each week we have an ethics..
class, which is one of my favorites. The teacher tells us storks
to help us to love the motherland and the people and live in-
dependently as soon as possible.

H OLIDAYS like Children's Day (lune l), Natieml Day
(Oct. I) and Spring Festival are the best t;mes because

we receive presents from our parents and only children also get
presents from their parents' work units. Before the holidays,
we decorate the classroom and sing, dance and play games.
Afterward we eat cakes and dishes brought from home. Some-

rather and son.
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times we make jieozi (Chineses(yle ravioli with meat and
vegetable stuffing), which are traditionally eaten on the eve
of a holiday. Most of us have never learned to make them at
home, but at school we all compete with one another to wrap
the small pieces of dough neatly around the filling. It's fun.
and we laugh a lot while we do it.

In fourth grade, we went regularly to a home for the aged
in the western outskirt of reijing where over 30 childless old
people livc. Wc helped them to do housework and sang songs
and told stories about our life and study. They seemed very
happy to see us. which made me feel I had grown up.

I ;lin in fifth gra& hut nty parent% still treat me like
a child. I think that I am already nearly grown up. Not long
ago Mom got seriously ill and had to stay in hed while Dad
sas away on business. Because it was cold in the room.
filled a hot water bottle to help her warm her body and then
I cooked a bowl of instant noodles for her. When I presented
her with the noodles I saw tears running down her face. "You
aren't feeling well, Mom?" I asked. "No. I am so proud of
you." she said.

What bothers me most is too much homework. For in-
stance, last summer vacation lasted for 45 days. Apart from
finishing a book of exercises assigned by the city's educational
department. we were told to copy 20 texts from our textbooks,
looking up every new character in a dictionary and writing
down their pronunciation and definition in a notebook, as well
as reading one or two other books. I had planned to have a
real vacation, but when I learned that I had to do so much
homework it broke my heart. Chinese language in particular
gives me a headache. I have to remember every character, and
I easily get impatient because I find it unbearable to copy and
recite things.

Y PARENTS have the same 'altitude as my teachers to-
JYl study. They form a "unitel front" to supervise me.
Wc have a homework notebook, which my parents must sign
evory day when I have finished my assignments. I then have
to take the book to school for the teacher to see. Whenever

complain about homework, my parents get angry and say.
"How can you learn without working at it?" I guess they are
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U. strict with me because they want me to do well later and so
that they won't lose face.

Dm I have ways of tie ding with them. If I want to go
and play with other kids. I lic and say that I am going to the

toilet (the place we are now living in does not have an indoor

toikt.) As it gets close to Ittnelitime. I do my exercises very
slowly because I know the tewhers will get too hungry to
supervise me.

In front of our school there is a big free market where peo-

pie sell vegetables. meat and fruits. There arc also Uygur peo .

pie from Xinjiang. in northwest China, who sell kebabs. Every
time I pass the market. I look at those sdlers crying "kebabs,
kebabs" with envy. Once Dad asked me what I was going

to do when I grew up. "I'm going to he a rkh farmer." I quick-
ly answered. Ile was shocked at nw anwer and asked mc why.

"Farmers arc the freest people. They doh"( have to go to work

every day. If they have enough moat y. they will he free,
won't they?" I said. Ilc stared at me and then smiled. I

wondered whethm the smile was natural or forced.
Today many people arc demanding that the burden of

homework for children be reduced. We nrc very happy about
this. The school is also doing something to change the situation.
Teachers ask us to finish out homework in class so that we can

have more spare time to develop our interests. Nature, biology,
music. painting and table tennis dubs have been organized. I

like biology and I am now a member of the biology eN1,,
often go with my parents to collect specimens in the countryside,
and am beginning to like school and my parents more and more.
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Road of Life

A Country Boy Goes to
School

LI SHUNCAI

j AM FROM a farmer's family in Weishl county. Henan
1 province, and at 16 the eldest of four children. My patents
are illiterate. and they have suffered for it. Last year, for
csample. my mother damaged our cotton by using too much
pesticide. So, although they arc poor, my parents are deter-
mined to sec us through school.

I have been doing quite well. After I graduated from
elementary school, my scores were high enough to get into
Weishi No. 1 Junior Middle School, the key school in our
county. The school is 15 kilometers away from home. In the
past, few village children could enter a county-level school,
so when the news came my friends, relatives and neiglthors
all came to congratulate me. I was so happy I even smiled in
my sleep. However shortly before school started, my parents
began to worry, They needed money to pay my fees, and they
wanted to buy me some new clothes, ln the end, they manag-
ed to scrape together 35 yuan by selling one of our elms and
botrowing money from other families.

WION I first saw the school, I was stunned. The build-
ings were even taller than our elms. Some of the stu-

dents were wearing well-pressed Western-style suits and shiny
leather shoes. Other students whose fathers were probably
cadres came to school by car or motorcycle. Looking at the
way we were dressed. I could see seven or eight students like
me who were obviously members of the "third world."

Some of the courses were new to me, including English,
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physics, chemistry and hotany. 1 liked :English hest, hut I did
well in the other courses, too. I rentet'ullelied what my father
had told me on the way to school the first day: "They say
you can find a good job anywhere if you master math, physics
and chemistry, but I think you'd better learn some practical
things, too, so you can help tts improve our farming and raise
animals." Now I think he was setting his sights too. low
why shouldn't .1.go on to college filer?

ECAUSE my home is far away..15 hoard at school. There
are several things I am afraid of. One is meals. Although

to; family has contracted over 1.3 hectares of land and we have
ettough wheat, wc do not have enough money. Other students
can buy their favorite foods, hut I have to sneak away and eat
pickles brought from home. I have to save money because
my younger brothers and my younger sister also need money
to put them through school.

I'm afraid of ate weekends, too. On Saturday afternoon,
most of the students go back home. 1 have to stay at the school
even though I'd like to go home and help my parents with thc
farm worlr., because I don't have a bike or enough money for
the bus fare. Last year my father got so ill that he had to stop
work for a time. Because of that, my younger sister had to .

stop school Many country people still think that because girls
move in with their husbands' families when they marry, seeing
them through school is a waste of money. In our village many
girls stop school before they finish middle school, and some-
times even elementary school. My .iste cried and did not
want to leave school. Her teachers also came and told my
parents she was a top student, hoping they would let her stay.
but in the end she had to leave.

Another thing I fear is home-sickness. Sometimes I can't
get to sleep, and I miss my family very much. The household
responsibility system relates income to output, hut it also means
the land Is divided up into small family plots, and oxcn have
to he used instead of tractors to plow the fields. Those families
who do not have an ex have to use spades. My mother is one
of the people who has to use a spade, and I've made up my
mind to study harder and modernize our village.

One thing I'm not afraid of is exams. Most of thc top
students are from the countryside fn our class. but I still think

S
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it is difficult for country children to learn in school. It is not
that they arc slow-witted, but that the teachers themselves ars

not so knowledgeable. Some of them are only junior middle
school graduates themselves. They know very little about

some new sciences, so how can they teach them to their stu-

In the past. country children went to high schools so they
could find a good job in the cities, but the countryside has
changed a lot recently. Some students still take jobs in the
cities. hut others are out doing business by themselves. They've
made their families rich. but when my mother sees other
families' color TV sets and two-story homes, she often says to
my father. "Aren't wc poor because our children are at school?
They spend money instead of earning it. If they stop school
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and work, well be better off. Our three sons are gmwing up.
but none of them is engaged. Haven't you thought about ?hat?"

But my father never says anything. He wants us to stop
being poor as soon as possible, but he has his own ideas. He
wants his children to stay at school even if he has to do all the
hard work by himself. What a great person he is.

When I come baffle during the holidays. f oftcn help my
parents with the farm. Sometimes. when I sec them dripping
with sweat from the work. I wonder if I shoud go on in school.
I am as capable as other young people. and I'm not afraid of
hard work. But when I told my father I was hesitating about
whcthcr to go on, he got mad at me and said. -My son, don't
be silly. Do 4ll in school. Your father is illiterate, but he
can see the fiitui\c."

B ECA USE of that, I began to study harder. The teachers
LP and the students from the town understand us students
from the countryside. They help us a lot, and we ourselves
make full use of our time to learn. I've been in junior middle
school nearly three years, and I have always been a top stu-
dent. My parents arc very happy about this. More long I
will graduate. I n determined to go on to senior middle
school, and later to a university. This has been my father's
wish all along.

1,1
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Road of Life

Being a Monitor

ZHANG flANGUO

Air Y NAME I. Zhang flanguo, and rm a 16-year-old student
I at Beijing No. 110 Middle School. On my first day at the

school, in the summer of 1986, my teacher asked me to be a
monitor. I said no straight away 1 was at the school to
karn, and I thought being a monitor would be too much trouble,
as well as making it difficult to get on with my classmates. My
teacher finally convinced me to do the job by explaining that
it was only temporary, and a new monitor would be elected
in three months' time.

There are 45 students In my class, most of them born in
1973. Like other schools, we have a student union and a class
committee for each class. These art organized by the students
and are meant to help teachers with their work and to develop
various activities for the students. The class committee con-
sists of a form captain, a deputy form captain (usually a girl
who looks after the girl students), a sports monitor, a class
news monitor, a classroom monitor and two studies monitors.
After three months at the school, 1 was reelected monitor in
a secirt ballot. I sunpose I must have done a good job.

UPF.1NG
a monitor is very difficult, sincc most of thc boys

and girls don't like being ordered about. Once I saw a
boy copying somebody else's homework. I took his notebook
and we nearly had a fight. He was very angry with me. I

went to talk to him, and explained that 1 was only doing my
job. and would be neglecting my duty if I didn't bother about
him. After a while he could see my point and our relation-
ship improved.

95
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One dm, 7 1.3d !t) ht. -k tip a chalk fight during our break.
1 g.t C the oat, stodcts talking.to and tried to get them to
stop W.. ako i, .dcrt 1,3 fr.e all those involved 50 cents, which
woo!,! tti2 11St`ki to pay for da,i activities. Most or them didn't
trim!, th:.y oki v.:1,41y p,o; fine out of their pocket money,
b it Inc.; kh asimmtJ nd classroom was quiet for a couple
of d.,vs.

spil/t..ttmes the other students complain about me and say
I aM : icachees la-,orite. When we all have our hands up
to a /cw.!r question. the teacher often asks me to anwer. hut
what can i do? There arc also a lot of social duties involved
with king i monitor and I have to organize my time well so
that they dual affect my studies. I work hard, and so far have
managed to stay among the top two in the class.

My home room teacher. Im Eniumg. does a really good
job. She knows all the students very well and has visited most
of our parents. She is so dedicated that she carries on teaching
even when she is sick. Once I went with her to visit the parents
of a boy who misbehaved in class. The boy was terrified of
the visit because he thought his father would beat him, but
Lu Enhong handled the situation very well. She praised the
boy's trilent for ;minting before telling his parents that he must
work harder. Both the hay and his parents appreciated her
help, and later in the year the boy gave her one of his paintings,
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Yr HE STUDENTS in my class used to divide themselves into
I. groups. the good students in one group. the poor students

in another. This was all right for good students, but the poor-er.ones influenced each other and their results got worse. The
class monitors tried to improve the situation by getting the top
students to give a hand to the poorer ones. We moved their
seats together, and the poorer students were supervised during
lessons. Their notes were checked after classes, and we also
helped them with their homework. I chose to help Cui Wei-
sheng, who was not very good at studying. I made friends with
him, and gradually he accepted my advice and made some pro-
gress.

I enjoy being a monitor now because I can help the other
students with their studies, and arrange interesting activities.

think I do thc job well, and even voted for myclf in the last
election.
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Dating in Senior Middle
School

JIN HUA

A FTER I became a senior middle school student. I felt just
the same at: always, but gradually I began to rebel again.t

the clothes that MOM and Dad chose for me. I realized that
had become an adolescent.

When I graduated from junior high school in the summer
of l985. I. like many other students, had to make a choice be-
tween going on to a general or a vocational senior middle
school. (In Beijing the ratio between the number of students
at general senior high schools and those in vocational schools
is 6:4). Finally, I went to Ganjiakou School. a three-year voca-
!knurl school sponsored by the Diaoyutai State Guesthouse.
Graduates of the school eventually go to work at the guest-
house. Students at general schools hove to work very hard
if they want to pass the entrance exams to- college or univer-
sity after graduation. But students like us, assured of a job,
(I* not work so hard.

U NTIL recently even a simple dating relationships between
I.) senior middle school students of the opposite sex caused
great concern among sociologists, writers, teachers and parents.
When I was in junior middle school, a few students in my class
began to date. Both the teachers and the students parents
worked together to stop it. The students found to he involved
were penalized by the school. Teachers gave each student a
piece of paper recording the time when the last class was dis-
miswd The paper had to be handed to the students' parents,
who could then tell if their children had not come straight
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home. If any student was thought to be dating, he or she
would receive a talking to from both teachers and parents.
Parents kept a , dose watch on their children, secretly reading
their diaries and letters to find out what was going on.

The greater the pressure from pinata, the more students'
curiosity is amused. They believe the forbidden fruit is sweet-
cr. A few brave atudents stole the printed notepaper for re-
cording the time of dismissal, and wrote their own notes so
that they could go out with their friends without fear of being
questioned by their parents.

Today, students receive more understanding and are more
likely to receive advice than condemnation. MI the students
in my class are now 18 or 19 years old (I'm 18), and most of
them have found a girlfriend or a boyfriend. Teachers tell
them to treat their relationships seriously and not to neglect
their studies. (Parents, however, still do not allow the stu-
dents to bring friends of the opposite sex home.) It's no longer
considered strange for a student to have a girlfriend or boy-
friend, and teachers and students often talk about love on an
equal footing. My English teacher once asked me whether I
had a boyfriend. When I said no. she told me not to worry
and said there were nice boys everywhere, and she would help
me to find one later on.

Other students in my class say that I am too proud be-
cause I never considered finding a boyfriend while I am still
at school. Several boys have asked me out, but I have always
refused. However, there is one boy 1 care about. I met him
late one afternoon last summer when I heard him singing and
playing the guitar in a park. He told me he had fallen for me,
and had tried to talk to me several times. He had even asked
other students about me. My heart was racing and I became
quite speechless.

I thought about it for a long time after I got home and
felt I hadn't handled things very well. He is very talented,
good at sports and public speaking. Many of the girls at
school are crazy about him. I really like him, but I don't
love him. My parents do not want me to have a boyfriend
while I am still at school, they feel I should concentrate
on my studies. I find I don't really want such a popular stu-
dent as my boyfriend, but we have remained good friends.
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I T U LI, one of my best friends, has got a beau who is three
1. years older than she is. Students at vocational schools

often go outside school to practice what they have learned. In
one such period, she got to know a young man. She was tries.
mcrized by his deep eyes and good looks. But she hid her
feelings for the time being to preserve hcr dignity. Later they
worked together again. They were attracted to each other. The
young man expressed his love for her on the last day of the
practice program.

Our teacher once held a discussion on the positive and
negative sicks of love among secondary school students. I ask-
ed Ilu Li what she thought. She grinned and said, "Students
who are in lore can help each other. When they get tired of
studying, they can go out for a drink, sec a movie or go danc-
ing. It makes life more colorful."

Secondary school idents are usually very serious about
their relationships, even though some grown-ups think we are
too ignorant and naive. No matter what happens in the fu-
ture. I think we'll cherish these experiences of young affection.
Though true that people's feelings can get hurt. Yao Qin,
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a boy in my class. fell in love with a girt in the second year of
senior high. For quite some time, they were always together.
but she fell in love with someone else and left him. Ile was
so hurt that he could not concentrate on his studies, and later
told me that he would never love anybody else. At least. that's
what he thinks now.

Ye Fei, also in my class, is very warm and cheerful and
has several boyfriends. She has a bad reputation with the rcst
of the class, however, because we believe she hurts the boys'
feeling.

I don't believe it does any good to tell students of my age,
"You should do this or you shouldn't do that" I agree with
those teachers and parents who say that many high school stu-
dents are too young to fall in love, but giving advice is better
than just imposing restrictions. We ore beginning to ex-
perience life, and need to mak e. our own decisions, but I feel
that "blooming too early is a beautiful mistake."
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Road of life

Exam Fever

WANG YAN

TA AD SHOOK me awake. "Come on. lime to get up and
I! study." hc said.

"It's Sunday. I want to sleep," I groaned, burying myself
further under the bedclothes. Unfortunately, as I turned over
I caught sight of the calendar on my wall and realized that
Dad was right. The date of the colkipentranee enams was
getting uncomfortably close. I would have to get up and study.

Ever since junior middle school, I was sure I would go
to college or unh,erslty for further education. H seemed as
natural to me as growing up. I didn't really think about getting
a good job afterwards, that decision could wait until I became
a college student. In junior middle school, I liked math very
much. but now I'm determined to enter an arts college and
major in mass communkations. Perhaps this is because my
father is a journalist. He travels a lot and is always full of
fascinating stories about the people and places he has seen.
The lifc of a journalist seems much more interesting than deal-
ing with pages of boring figures every day.

A ETFR graduatkm from junior middle school I went to art
orOinary secondary school Beijing Senior Middle School

No. 43. I found it very difficult to study, the whole atmosphere
was just wrong, and by the spring semester of my first year
I had decided to change schools. I knew that there was a very
good key middle school in my parents' home village. Loudi in

WANG TAN is 17-year.old seconders school student.
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Woes Yon *gond tigitt) et BehtoThe, a seaside resort, doyens
the sustmer voestion.

Hunan province. My uncle works as a Chinese teacher at the
school, and I thought studying there would give me a better
chance to pass the college-entrance exams.

Dad didn't agree with me at first, he thought It would be
difficult for me to get used to the hard life in the countryside.
but I persisted and finally he gave in.

I found the students in the countryside very different from
those in Beijing. They were much more diligent their eyes
almost never left their books except to cat and sleep. Perhaps
this is because it's not easy for them to go to school, and they
value the chance to study much more than urban students.
Knowing I was from the capital. at first my classmates stayed
a respectful distance from me, but I soon became friends with
them. I made considerable progress during those two years in
thc village.

At the beginning of thc last semester of secondary school,
I transferred back to Beijing, because according to regulations
every student must take the examination in his or her home
town. The last semester was the hardest for me. To enter
a liberal arts college I had to take MIMS in Chinese, math,
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Wang Van an a visit to her parents' home virlase in Hunan province.
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politics, English. and the biggest headache of all history and
geography. Much of the work was rote learning and required
link comprehension, but the amount to be memorized was
enortrtOtta.

I hate mechanical menwrizing. I like to learn the principles
of things. But to pass the examinations I had to do it. To
make things a little more interesting. my classmates and I made
up rhymes to help us memorize the dull facts and figures. We
often got together to ask each other odd and esoteric questions
which made studying more fun. It's a joy to stump others with
really hard questkms, and to be able to come up with the an-
swers to these brain-teasers yourself.

The students who want to enter for the science exams don't
need to leant history and geography. hut study physics and
chemistry instead. I don't think this early tracking is a good
idea. Quite a number of science students know nothing about
history and geography, whik others are illiterate in science.
I'm glad to hear that this division will he eliminated next year.
What a pity it will be too late for me to benefit from the change!

A S the date of the exams comes closer. I remember good
ti students who have failed, and my confidence becomes a
bit shaky. Of all the hundrrds of thousands who try, only a
small minority can go to college right now, simply because our
country does not yet have enough schools or teachers. nut I
wasn't the only one to suffer, my parents and teachers become
tense and nervous, too. They know how much depends on
our success in the exams. I'm grateful to my father for help-
ing mc so much. After work, he devoted almost all his time
to me. preparing meals and traveling all over town in search
of reference hooks. fie inspires me to work harder grid he
well prepared for the final hurdle.
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APPEN DIX A

Full-time school system:

Age Grade
(6)

5

4

(3)
2
1

(23) 5

22) 4
(21) 3

20) 2

,(19) 1

18 (6)

17 5

16 4

15 3

14 2

13 1

12 (6)

11

10 4

9 _3

8 2

7 1

6 4

3

4 2

,a-:=1.1754

PHD

MA

Institutions of higher learning (BA)

Vocational
and agricultural Secondary

subjects specialized
Senior school

high school

Junior high school

Elementary school

Kindergarten



APPENDIX 13

-44tA-1V13Zlit
Number of Schools by Level /I; Type

11111k: NI

1980 1981 1982

-

1983 1984 1985

It ill X Vil*
Inst. of Higher Education 675 704 715 805 902 1, 016

FP iiliin
Stcondary Schools 124, 760 112, 305 107. 829 105, 157 104, 119 104, 946

Specialized Sec. Schools 3, 069 3, 132 3, 076 3, 090 3, 301 3, 557

4a*tt** it
Sec. Technical Schools 2, 052 2. 170 2, 168 2, 229 2, 293 2, 529

400. itie ft
Teacher Training Schools

tiacilie

1, 017 962 908 861 1, 008 1, 028

General Sec. Schools 118.377 106, 718 101. 649 96, 474 93, 714 93, 221

16,43
Senior 31, 300 24, 447 20. 874 18, 876 17, 847 17, 318

APP
Junior 87, 077 82, 271 80, 775 77. 598 75, 867 75, 903

Agricultural & Vocational
Schools 3, 314 2, 655 3, 104 5, 481 7, 002 8, 070

4,4k
Primary Schools 917, 316 894, 074 880, 516 862, 165 853, 7 W 832. 309

*IS Mei
Kindergartens 170. 419 130, 296 122. 107 136, 306 166. 526 172, 262

**pile/
Schools for the Blind,& the
Deaf-mute 292 302 312 319 330 375
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APPENDIX C

A- Alt 4ME R 1E It

Enrolment of Schools by Level & Type
/111R. 7fA lii I. ageseml

1980 1981 1982 1983 1954 1983

WItt
Postgraduates . 2. 16 I. 88 2. 58 3. 72 5. 76 8.73

Iti litiltikt2
Reg. Inst. of Higher Education 114. 4 127.9 115.4 120.7 139.6 170.3

44141#2
Secondary Schools

gillt*tikti

5, 677. 8 5, 014. 6 4, 702. 8 4,634. 7 4, 861. 4 5. 093. 3

Specialized Sec. Schools 124.3 106.9 103.9 114.3 132.2 137.1

434C12tiEt2
Sec. Technical Schools 76.1 63.2 62.8 68.8 81,1 101.3

43*qt/it&
Teacher Training Schools

iltd4sli

48. 2 43. 7 41. 1 45. 5 51. 1 -)5. 8

General Sec. Schools

affi

5, 508. 1 4, 839. 6 4, 528. 5 4. 397. 8 4, 554. 1 4, 705. 9

Senior 969. 8 715. 0 640. 5 629. 0 689, 8 741.1

WO
Junior

fitt.Bitttsik
4, 538. 3 4, 144. 6 3, 888. 0 3. 768. 8 3. 864. 3 3, 964. 8

Agricultural & Vocational
Schools 45. 4 48. I 70. 4 122. 0 174. 5 229. 6

44
Primary Schools 13.627,0 14, 332. 8 13, 972. 0 13. 578. 0 13, 557. 1 13. 370.2

M/Lill
Kindergartens

irellike
1, 150. 8 1, 058. 2 1, 113. 1 1, 140. 3 1, 294. 7 1, 179. 7

Schools for the Blind, & the
Deaf-mute 3. 3 3. 3 3. 4 3.6 4.0 4. 2
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APPENDIX D

f4 t
Number of Students by Field of Study

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

SI it
Total

fi
Engineering

Agriculture

#
Forestry

Medicine & Pharmacy

Teacher Training

IC 14
Humanities

ft
Natural Sciences

It 0
Finance & Economics

a
Political
Science & Law

*
Physical Culture

E
Art

1

1.143,712 1, 279, 472 1, 153. 954 1, 201, 923 1. 395, 115i 1, 793, 115

383,520 461,265 398,214 418,545 479,527 580,168

70,494 78,837 64,327 67,951 77,497 88,535

11,681 13,618 11,472 13,501 15,128 17,499

139,569 158,986 V 1,038 140,051 143,855 j 137.388

338,197 321,444 29.348 313,339 361,827 425,047

58,054 69,076 59,663 67,999 89,146 126,826

83,651 99,840 81,132 I 79.818 ! 86,894 97,707

37,082 47,895 55,980 71,100 97,405 147,543

6,029 9,944 14,635 . 18,286 25,237 16.129

9,412 11,241 9,505 10,027 11,639 13,629

6,023 7,326 5,540 6,266 7,501 12,644

R
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APPENDIX E

Cli$181-WAI:11310tiAMAtt
Number of Students Studing Abroad

& Returned

Sit: A

,/

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1983

igliiPialarikta
No. of Studenu
Studying Abrood

*CPIERitilittIR
No.of Returned
Students........-----.

2,124

162

2,922

1,143

2,326

2,116

2,633

2,303

3,073

2,290

4,888

1,424

*ttilifill**111-1-tAtt
Number of Foreign Students in China

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

VAIMettt
No. of Foreign students
in China

570 749 865 1,036 1,293 1,585

fi!I



APPENDIX F

Kindergarten Timetable

class

period

subject

Lowest

class
Middle

class

Highest

class

AM PM AM PM AM PM

Sports 1 1 1 1

1

1

Language 1 1 2 2 2 2

General
Knowled e 2 2 2 2

Arithmetic
,

1 1
J 2 2

4

2

Music 2 2 2 2 2 2

Art 2 2 I 2 1 2 1 3 3

Total
1

i 8 10 ! 1 1 12 12
*

AITENDIX

Curriculum

Grade
Hours

Subfect

Junior secondary school Senior secondwy scnooi
Total class hotts

I1 2 3 1 2

Poktical and idsokircat education 2 2 2 2 2 2 3734

i.Chinese language 6 6 6 5 4 4 000

Mathematics 5 6 6 5 5 S 1. 026

Foreign language 5 5 5 5 5 4

Physics 2 3 4 3 4 500

Chemistry 3 3 372

History 3 2 3 266

, GeograPhY 3 2 234
P

8ioiogy 2 2 2 192

Physiology and hygisr 2 64

education 2 2 2 2 2 2 384,Physicst

Music 1 1 100

Fine arts 1 I 1 100

Weekly required course hours Xl 31 31 29 26 6 5. 554

Elective course hours 24 240-
Job trarning 2 weeks' 2 week

_
2 weeks 576

amoi
Job training hOur Ca,CulattOn is based on four classes daily for both iunior and senior secondary schools.
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WHAT I WANT TO KNOW ABQUT THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

Brief answers to questions asked about the People's Republic of

China by Senior High School Students

BY

I)AVID CHASKO

TIGARD HIGH SCHOOL

TIGARD, OREGON
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In the summer of 1990, I traveled to the People's Republic

of China as a member of a Fulbright Semlnar. In preparation for

that trip, I asked my senior economics students at Tigard High

School to create a set of questions they wanted me to

investigate. My assumption was that their questions would

represent what a typical group of high school students would want

to know about China.

Answering these questions has been both interesting and

challenging. Interesting because the questions asked by the

3tudents are excellent. Challenging because of the variety of

possible answers that I found in China. Get me try to explain

what I mean.

Inrst of all, the People's Republic has over one billion

inhabitants who live in a wide variety of situations from small

villages to some of the largest cities in the world. Their huge

nation varies tremendously in climate and topography from one

side of the country to the other. Because of this vastness and

huge population, it is very difficult to give an answer that is

accurate for all of China or all of the Chinese. The reader

should realize that these are my answers and represent what 1

learned from visiting four large cities over a thirty day period

in the summer of 1990. It seems to me to be very possible that

another observer visiting other cities could have Jifferent

answers from these.
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I WANT TO KNOW ABOUT A TYPICAL HIGH SCHOOL. HOW LONG IS THE

SCHOOL DAY, HOW MANY DAYS OF SCHOOL IN A WEEK?

In China a senior hlgh school is called upper middle school

and comes after the nine years of compulsory education required

by law. Students who choose to go on to upper middle school must

take and pass an entrance test. Students are placed in a school

based on their GPA and their test score. The best students go to

the best schools. The schools offer two courses of study: a

liberal arts track and a science and math track. The difference

between the two is in the amount of material and the difficulty

level of the courses. Por ox,Imple, all students take math. But

the liberal arts track student will not cover as much mathematics

as the science and math track :iitudent will.

A typical school day begins t seven o'clock with an hour

study hall for language, Literature and social studies. Between

eight and noon there are Live classes of approximately 45

minutes. Between the ;;econd and third period there is an half-

hour exercise class. Lunch is at noon and that is followed by

another study period. r:chool begins again at two in the

afternoon with two more periods until four p.m. This is followed

by a voluntary Activity period. Students are supposed to have

two hours of homework 'Jut my impression is that they have much

more than that. Ichool io 3ix days a week.

By the way, teachers in China have a very different

situation than your teachers in the U.S. Language and social

7f;
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studies teachers teach 12 hours of class per week while math,

science and P. E. teachers teach 10 hours a week. Teachers are

expected to help students during study time, to visit their

students homes and to run student activities.

HOW DIFFICULT IS IT TO GO TO COLLEGE IN CHINA?

It is very difficult to become a college student in China.

The Iducational system in China has placed a great deal of

,2mphasis on the passing of exams. While the current laws provide

for a mandatory nine years of education, the practice of

encouraging only the best stills seems to be very influential.

The number of students helps to explain the situation. The

number of junior high school students in 1987 was 41,743,800

while the number of senior high students was 717371300 and the

number of undergraduates was almost 2,000,000. One way to

analyze these numbers is to notice that a senior high class of

about 2,500,000 compete to join a freshman college class of

500,000.

Students who are admitted to undergraduate school have to

pay a very sitiall amount ot money for their education. In recent

years, a few coll.:=ges have allowed a small number of students who

almost passed the entrance oxam to attend as tuition-paying

students. The amount of tuition at one BeJing University was

1,000 to 1,500 yuan per year (about five to seven months wages

for a professional). One U.S. dollar is 4.71 yuan. The
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government seems to be discouraging this practice for the 1991

school year.

Besides college there are other types of post secondary

education available to students. There are agricultural and

vocational institutes, and specialized technical institutes that

prepare students for careers in tourism, industry, and business

fields.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE POPULAR SPORTS THAT HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

PLAY?

I had a chance to visit three urban secondary schools.

Every school had a large field for playing soccer. The fields

were dirt without any grass. There were movable basketball

standards on the edge of the field. Some students told me that

they had a school basketball team and that they played teams from

other schools. I don't know if they played In a gym or not.

didn't see one. In Shanghai the leaders of a village within the

city told me that the village ran a swimming pool for all ages to

use. Tn general, I did not see evidence of the emphasis on

sports that you see in the U.S.

WHAT DO TEENS DO FOR FUN ON WEEKENDS?

While in China I aw many teens going to movies, parks,

shopping and riding bicycles. I would say that the average teen

7S
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spends 1,is tree time in inexpensive recreation with other

friends of the same 3ex. The typical teen does not have a lot of

money to spend and, unlike the U.S., I did not see merchandizing

directed towards the "teen market". Teens who are still in

school seemed more academically serious and probably use their

one day off to study. Teens who are working are probably working

six days a week and the system in the large cities at least does

not 9ive every one the same day off. So, in one sense, there are

no weekends as we know them in China.

VANT TO KNOW WHAT THE REQUIREMENTS ARE FOR A DRIVERS LICENCE

AND HOW MUCH DO CARS COST?

First of all, you need to realize that China, as a

developing country, has a very different view of cart; than we do.

There are many more bicycles on the road than cars, trucks or

busses. In fact, major roads in cities are divided between

center lanes for motor vehicles and outer lanes for bikes. There

is usually an island or some other divider between the bike and

car lanes. The government is not encouraging individuals to get

their own cars. I think there im a very practical reason tor

this. Cities such aa Bejing with a population of over nine

million people or :Thanghai with over eleven million do not have a

road and highway system to handle a large number of family cars.

Air quality is already affected by the extensive use of coal tor

heating and cooking. The addition of a few million cars would
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be awful.

The government uses challenging drivers licence

requirements and high costs of cars to keep the numbers down. In

order to get a regular drivers licence you have to first take a

driving course. The course is very comprehensive and is a

commitment of six month of full time school. The course for a

chauffeurs licence to drive a van, truck, bus or taxi lasts for

a year! Tile cost of a car is also an obstacle. While I do not

have any information on a domestic make car, r do know that a

new, base model, small Toyota costs 188,400 yuan (about U.S.

740,000). This is in an economy where a doctor in Beijing is

paid 400 yuan a month, secondary teachers 200 yuan, and an

aircraft machinist 90 yuan.

Public transportatitn Lhe urban areas is abundant and

cheap. Beijing, for example, has many articulated buses and

regular buses that cost about five U.S. cents to ride. There are

many taxis. For eight cents you can ride Beijing's modern,

clean subway system.

I WANT TO KNOW IF IT IS COMMON FOR TEENS TO MOVE OUT OF THE HOUSE

WHEN THEY ARE EIGHTEEN?

No, it is not very common. There are several reasons for

this. The major factors are a strong family cohesiveness and the

limitations of space.

The tradition in China is for males to remain with the

S
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family, or household, permanently. This resulted in a multi-
Ir

generational household living in a cluster buildings.

Daughters traditionally left their families when they married and

moved into their husbands household. This tradition is still

common in rural regions. And while it is less common in an urban

area to have the space to keep the extended family intact, it is

not uncommon at all to have sons and daughters who are in their

twenties to still be living at home.

In urban areas the household tradition is now much less

..7ommon. But don't get the impression that the situation is 117

similar to yours in the U.S. One difference is the availability

of housing. In urban areas housing is usually available from the

'brork unit to which you belong to. Once a person has a full time
11

job with a recognized work unit, the unit provides the worker and

his family with a place to live. This is usually an :Ipartment.

There are very few apartments or condominiums available to rent.

AT WHAT AGE TO MOST CHINESE GET MARRIED?

The legal age for women to get married is 20 years old and

for men it is 22. The practice for couples in major cities, such

as Beijing, is for women to marry at about 23 and men Lit 2. The

reason for the delay seems to be primarily economic. The delay

gives the couple more years to work and save some money so that

they can start their marriage more comfortably. The practice in

the countryside is for marriage to be closer to the legal

81 1
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minimum. The government i3 encouraging later marriages as a part

of their population control efforts. Couples that belong to one

of the fifty-five minority groups can marry at age 18 for the

woman and 20 for the man. They are also exempt from China's one

child policy.

WHAT DO THE CHINESE THINK OF THEIR GOVERNMENT'S ONE CHILD PER

FAMILY POLICY?

(Mina is home to more than one-fifth of the human race and

the government estimates the current population to be one point

one billion people. :3inco the mid 1970's, China has encouraged

population control. In the past 30 years, 600,000,000 babies

have been born. This is about two million a year. The

population growth rate i about the same as Australia but ihe

numty.ers are larger than most nations. There are about 40,000

Chinese born every day. The government is quick to point out the

effect of such a huge population on the country.

Let me give you some of their examples. China ranks third

in the world in land area but when you divide that area by the

population to get a per capita number, the country is thirty-

three percent of the world'f_; average. China ranks sixth ;a the

world in fresh water resources but on a per capita basis :t i t

eighteen percent of the world average. Its GNP in 1988 was

twenty percent larger than in 1949 and ranked eighth in the

world. However, on a per capita basis, it ranks 120th with the

S2
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?quival,nt of three hundred U.S.dollars a year.

The government believes that the way to improve the quality

of people's lives is to control the quantity of people. Their

goal to reduce the rate of growth to 9.4 births per thousand

people by the end of the century. Currently they have reduced it

to 14 births per thousand. The approach taken by the government

stresses educating couples regarding the benefits of a small

:mily. Pesides this stress on civic duty there are also rewards

rIc3 i),,nalties imposed by the state.

The (3overnment issues a Certificate to Honor for Couples

with Only One Child to couples after the birth of their first

'hild and a promil:e from the couple that they will not have any

more. Urban couples then receive a bonus of about 60 yuan a

:ear. Preferential treatment is given to the child and the

family in nursery, elementary, and secondary school 4-2nro1lment.

This goes along with i:pecial consideration for college

enrollment/ housing distribution and medical treatment. Couples

breaking this promiz;e face the possibility of a 2,000 yuan fine

loss of privileges and a five to ten percent deduction from their

monthly wages tor :3even to tourteen years. There are similar

rewards and penaiLis for rural cou0es.

The government r.:Tort:.5 good cooperation in urban areas where

-ntorcement is str ct !)ut Iea success in rural area where

tuthorities are not as diligent. By the way, the ethnic

minorit;es, who make up five percent of the population are not

included in the one child policy. The government recognizes that
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these fifty-five different groups need a higher birth rate in

order to survive and keep their ethnic identities.

The Chinese to whom I spoke concerning the policy all said

that they understood the necessity for the program and that they

agreed with it. Now, it is important to remember they were all

either professionals or students and that I cannot say from

personal experience what the "average" citizen thinks about the

policy. One group that usually is opposed to family planning is

.1e Catholic Church. In China we had a chance to meet with the

1.aders of the Catholic Church, which is an approved organization

within the country. They said they understood the necessity for

populatian control in China and therefore did not oppose the one

child policy.

WHAT 1:3 CHINE3E TV LIKE?

During the month I was in China, I had an opportunity to

watch about fifteen to twenty hours of TV. Much of it was at the

same time of the day, a f w minutes in the afternoon and late in

-:t.he evening oo I mi5ed more programing than I saw. A major

city like the capital, Beijing, has two channelz. I was told

that with bett?r rf!ception you could pick up more channeI3 from

othe: areas but I ever .,,aw them. Programing on one t;tation

seemed to begin betore noon and on the other at about four. Both

:5tations had a lot ot what we would call educational programs in

the afternoon and early ,v,?ning hours. The programs were on
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computer programing, mathematics, Russian language/ and Japanese

language. At least two a day were on English language and one was

on Esperanto (a language Invented about 80 years ago by combining

the chief European languages). There were some American programs

with Chinese dubbed over the English. I saw the series Hunter and

Beauty and the Beast. They also showed two American mLivies. One

was an old Bob Hope movie that I did not recognize and the other

was Delta Force. Delta Force was not dubbed or sub-titled. On

late night TV once a week they showed the 1989 NBA Finals between

tho Pistons and the Lakers (without time outs or commercials).

The Chinese programing included movies (from the People's

Republic/ Hong Kong and Taiwan); a series about a group on

business women that was *et (and made) in Hong Kong; a series

liaout the lives of a multi-gcnerational family; two mini-series

one on the life of Mao durinq the 1930'3 and the other on a

guerilla group fighting the Japanese in the 1930's. 1 saw a

variety show that was f,2aturing comic routines and what leemed to

be a special program chat had an all military audience watching a

variety show that prair;ed a man y the name of Lei Fung (Lie Fung

has been held up as an ,!xample, f3ince the Tiananmen Square

massacre of L939, '41',W loyal Chinese Communist should live

and act).

The :,ports broadcazits 1 .;aw were World Cup -iocer ,james. A

Joccer game between a team frr.nil the People's Republic ind one

from North Korea and a basketball game between a women'fl team

from the People's Republic and another team. What caught my eye

1
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in that game was the fact that it was broadcast from Kuala

Lumpur, the capital of Malaysia.

At ten p.m. on one channel, and eleven p.m. on the other,

there was a news broadcast that was divided between national

news, some international news, sports and the weather.

Chinese commercials were interesting. On one channel,

commercials come on about every twenty or thirty minutes. On the

ither, the interruptions were less frequent but the commercial

1.nt,-!rruption was for about twenty minutes. Items advertized

1,1cluded expensive things such as refrigerators, televisions and

7olkswagens. More often, however, they were inexpensive consumer

1.t:oms zuch a3 toothpaste, shampoo, hand cream, make-up,

hairspray, clothing, beer, bug-spray, China Cola and, of course,

c)ca-Cola. At the end of every commercial was the address and

phone number of the advertier.

f;
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TIANANMEN SQUARE AND CHINA ONE YEAR LATER

Tiananmen Square, Mao's Masoleum, The Forbidden City. As I walked

in this enormous open section of Beijing in %lune 1990, I recalled the poignant

cavers of num magazine of a year ago with Chinese students calling for more

democracy, leading a hunger strike in protest ci their government's policies.

erecting the "Goddess of Democracy" and even defacing Mao's portrait with

red paint. Yet one year later I was on a Fulbright program seminar in China

with eighteen high school teachers. Our trip was postponed for one year

because of "the events of last June" but now we were spending four weeks

in China studying Chinese History and Culture. For me it was an opportunity

to observe the effects of a political revolution first hand and to view those

eventful days of the swing of 1989 from several perspectives.

Before arriving in China I read critiques of the democracy movement

in the American press. I watched every television news report I could, and

heard Ted Koppel interviewing Beijing University students about their

dreams for the future of China. I admired the students courage to go on a

hunger strike until their demands were met. I cheered as they erected the

"Goddess of Deomcracy" and placed it on the sacred meridian line which

extends through the Meridian Gate into the Forbidden City. I admired the

people of Beijing who rode their bicycles to the square to bring food and

water to the protesting students. But when some of the workers began to

join with the students, and when Deng Xiaoping lost face with the disruption

in the central square of Beijing during Mikhail Gorbachev's visit, I began to

fear that the noble ideals of the students would not be realized. When the

uprising was surpressed by "The Beijing Massacre" according to the

American press or "The Turmoil in Beijing" according to the Chinese press, I



knew that my 1989 Summer Fulbright Seminar would be postponed,

perhaps even cancelled. In retrospect, going to China in 1990 was a much

more meaningful experience. I was able to assess this historic event not

only from the point of view of' the press of each country, but from personal

interviews with people directly or indirectly affected by it.

During our orientation in San Francisco, we had a briefing with the

Consul General of China. He encouraged us to feel free to talk to anyone

during our stay in China. He told us the government had released about

eight hundred of the protestors and still retained three hundred of them. He

blamed the "events of last June," as so many Chinese refer to them, on the

Communist Party, saying "We didn't explain enough to them (the rtudents)."

When asked to enlarge upon this statement during the question and answer

period, he said that the students forgot their patriotism, their ma

obligation to the state. He said the "education system is to blame." "If the

students are not educated, the state (party) is to blame."

While in China I took every opportunity to question people about their

impressions of "the events of last June." They did not speak with one voice .

In a lecture at Beijing Niormal University, Professor Jin shu-lian, a professor

of Marxism-Leninism, stated that last June a few persons wanted to overturn

the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party. He said most students don't

want to overturn the state and that the government's ending of the turmoil

met "most people's needs." He emphasized that the government's drive to

modernization necessitated complete internal stability. "The people will

suffer if there is turmoil," he concluded, giving what I discovered is the

official rationale for the government action.

A young female translator in Beijing was ready to study in Ottawa,

Canada last June, but because of the "events of last June" she cannot go.



Now in order to leave, she must be either thirty-five, have worked for five

years, or have a scholarship from the United States or Canada. She said that

the only way around these requirements is to pay 2000 Yuan to the

government for each year short of the required five years. This is an

impossible figure for her on a salary of 130 Yuan a month. Like many other

ambitious young students she is frustrated by the system and desperately

wants to explore the world beyond China.

Professor Wang Yingiie, of Beijing Normal University was a visiting

professor at the University of Vermont in the spring of 1989. When asked

whether the American media was fair in its coverage of the event, he said,

"No one really knows what happened." He returned to Beijing in December

1989 and talked with everyone he could. People told him the suppression of

the rebellion occurred, but it "was exaggerated." When he first watched it

on American television, he cried, thinking that many his students must

have lost their lives; however, when he returned, he discovered that only

one of his students had been killed. Having personal experience with some

of the atrocities committed during the Cultural Revolution, Wang was

especially fearful of the repercussions for those involved in the protests.

When Gorbachev's visit was disrupted in mid-May, Professor Wang

knew the situation would take a serious turn because the government had

lost face. Like many of the official communiques, he felt the students had

forgotten what the country had done for them and that disagreements

within the government prevented it from acting sooner to quell the

disturbances.

We visited the American Embassy in Beijing where we had a briefing

with Jim Moriarity, a political officer in the embassy, who arrived in Beijing

in May 1989. He went to the square each day and spoke to the students.



He said they wanted "democracy to be able to elect their leaders on a

regular basis." He felt the government didn't try to negotiate with them and

the government didn't have the equipment (i.e. hoses and rubber bullets) to

use other methods of control. The Beijing University students are the "creme

de la creme." They have more hope, more opportunities than the students

in less prestigious universities. Therefore, the Beijing University students

dropped out earlier and those students from "the dorky little towns" outside

of Beijing dominated the rest ci the rebellion.

Mr. Moriarity feels that based on conversations with "well-plugged

cadre kids" at least 700 1000 people were killed, Thousands were arrested

by the "sons of bitches." "We never hear about these, he said in an acerbic

tone. The government says there are "three hundred in detention but it

doesn't say how many others are already convicted." Clearly his cynical

attitude reflects the effect of his daily confrontations with the Chinese

government, its insistance on stability over free expression of ideas, and his

knowledge that his apartment is bugged.

A minor government official in Kunming in southwest China said there

were also student protests in this capital of the Yunnan Province. He agreed

with the protests of government oarruption and stated that since last June

some officials have been discharged. He said no students from Kunming

were killed but he felt that the government had no other alternative in

responding to such a direct challenge to its authority. Several people

connected with the government mentioned "extremists" or "outside

influences"' as playing a role in the uprising. They seemed to be referring to

radical students, Taiwanese or Overseas Chinese, groups which had a stake

in disrupting the government. He said that "extremists used the students"

and he is angry the democrats. They "caused bad things for China
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economically," a reference to the international economic repercussions since

Tiananmen.

Another man in Kunming, a translator, looked furtively over his

shoulder as be whispered to me that there were many student protests in

Kunming. He said many other people agreed with the students but were too

afraid to vocalize those protests. He knew of one Bai minority student who

was dismissed from his university in Kunming, and sent back to his

hometown where he has become a **persona non grata." This student will

have difficulty getting a job and his record will follow him for the rest d* his

life. This gentleman said the peasants and the workers have enough to eat

and therefore didn't join in with the students. He added, "I am warm in

winter. I have enough to eat. But I want to be free to think for myself, to

be rewarded for what I do. Here it is just the same for everyone." His

frustration is with the system. He desires a better future for his family,

particularly for his young daughter. This concern reflects the attitudes of

many younger people we met. They are ambitious and yet unconnected

with the party. They see others getting ahead through connections ("the

back door") and realize that despite their personal efforts and ambitions,

few opportunities are open to them because they have chosen not to join the

Party.

We also had a conversation with a teacher who spent a year on an

exchange in the United States. Since his return to China he has joined the

Communist Party and has risen in the field of education. He expressed a

different point of view. He said most of the students in Kunming

demonstrated (at least 10,000). He felt the government was patient with

these protests. The students voted to send ten studerts on to Beijing. Later

"some elements" controlled the students. When questioned specifically

9 2
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about Tiananmen Square, he said "the government reported that 34 36

students were killed." He added, "since I am in ibis position, I believe the

figures." He mentioned that now the government pays attention to

privateering. A teacher from his university is still in prison because he got

"out of hand." When this teacher gets out of prison, he can't return to

Kunminge This educator then added humorously, and with some sarcasm in

his voice, "when he gets out ci prison, he'll start a free enterprise and get

rich." He also felt that Mr. Zhou Ziang was used by the students. "He should

have worked with the leaders. But he went his own way." He also believed,

as did several other Chinese we interviewed, that foreign journalists were

provoking the situation. This teacher has obviously chosen to buy into the

system, and accept with little reservation the party explanations of events.

As a result, advancement opportunities are open to him.

Xi'an, the ancient capital of eleven dynasties, was another stop where

we were able to explore feelwgs about the demc4racy movement.

Throughout the trip students and young people came up to us on the streets

anxious to practice their English and to question us about America. A young

Xi'an university student told us that "every student participated in the June

4, 1989 uprisings." He demonstrated but he doesn't feel he'll be blacklisted

and chastised. A teacher at a university in Xi 'an confirmed that all the

students protested and filled the people's square. He said some classes

stopped and many of the teachers went to the square "to watch out for their

students." He confirmed that anyone who protested could be blacklisted

and have difficulties for tne rest of their life. This young professor earns

about 130 Yuan a month (426.00). He hopes to work for one of the joint-

venture hotels where he could earn several times that amount. Meanwhile,

his wife works, and he moonlirhts so that he can afford such "luxury items
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as a refrigerate( which costs about 1930 Yuan ($380). This is an ambitious

young teacher who, rather than buying into the system," has figured out

how to live with it and in some ways to get around iti

In Shanghai, our last stop, I was able to gain even more insight into

China of May and June 1989. This bustling city had a European feel in some

areas due to its settlement by Western merchants between the Opium War

of 1840 and World War IL On a steamy night while walking along the

Bund, I met a young man of twenty- eight who taught himself English by

listening to tapes. When I mentioned I was from New York State, but not

New York City, he astounded me by saying "Oh , Upstate New York,

Buffalo? Rochester? the Finger Lakes Region? Lake Ontario? Lake Erie?"

He loves everything about the West, even romanticizes its benefits. He

found a sponsor in the United States, and hopes to be able to leave China

and come to the United States to study and to work. He and his sponsor

have completed all the necessary paper work and guarantees, and he plans

to wait in one of the long lines we saw near the United States Consulate in

Shanghai in hopes of being one of the five percent of the applicants to obtain

a visa. Like other Chinese who want to leave the country, he complained

about the lack of opportunity to advance in China. "Everyone is treated alike

and it doesn't matter whether you do a good job or not. People sometimes

sleep or read on the job." This energetic young man sai0, he feit many who

get ahead do so through quan chi or "the back door," that is through

knowing someone in tt .! party. The Chinese will lose one of their "best and

their brightest" when this young man leaves for good.

As a history teacher, I try to have my students look at historical

events from different perspectives. In Beijing, I was able to purchase

several books published through the China Press. One Mkt. publication
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entitled ihraumiljakijing presented "the events of last June" from an

entirely different perspective than the American press. Here you saw no

bleeding students, no goddess of democracy, no students suffering the

effects of their hunger stril.z.. Here were young uniformed members of the

People's Army smiling, helping people, bleeding from rocks being hurled at

them. and even strung up naked and burned. I thought to myself these

were not the images I received from the United States press and media. The

China pre's reflects the government and Communist party positions, and the

leadership's emphasis on stability and the need to preserve their hard-

fought revolution. For the American press, the rights of the students, their

desire for more say in the government, and an end to corruption, were the

focus of their news reports.

After five weeks in China, I have many images. There is not just one

China. There are many Chinas. It is a vibrant country with thousands of

years rich in history. There is the genius of a China which made engineering,

scientific, domestic, and musical discoveries much earlier than those same

discoveries in the West. There is a China with 80% of its people engaged in

labor intensive agriculture, a China still employing farming methods of 2000

years ago. Yet there is a China which has made amazing advances since

liberation in 1949, and especially in the last ten years. Through my

personal interactions, I discovered a China with warm, friendly and open

people, many of whom shared their feelings, hopes and dreams with me. I

observed a China with people willing to do anything to leave their country,

with others willing to join the Communist party in order to advance

themselves. There were still others leading successful, fulfilling lives

without buying into the system. I experienced a China with a family of four

welcoming me, a total stranger, into their 8 foot by 12 foot living
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room/bedrooni, and offering me dinner and their best rice wine. I observed

a China with a population of 1.2 billion where the people in the cities are

aozepting and adapting to the one -child policy, while the people in the

countryside are largely ignoring these policies because they need sons to

work their fields. I witnessed women still suffering the effects of years of

bound feet and interviewed other women who spoke of infanticide of baby

girls, and of many opportunities and job advancements denied to them. I

observed a China which has a rigid political system yet has opened its

economic system to the free market techniques of the West. I saw a China

which feels it needs political stability in order to advance economically, a

China which is experiencing grave problems and is still feelirg the

repercussions of June 1989. I travelled to a China which the United States

government and United States students must come to know, to appreciate,

and to live with in the Twentieth Century.
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DOING BUSINESS IN CHINA:

A CURRICULUM UNIT ON JOINT VENTURES
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Doing Business In China:
A curriculum unit on Joint Ventures

Judith G. Heine
Social Studies Teacher Canton High School (Canton, MA)
1990 China Fuibright Seminar Participant

Grade levels: 9-12
Subjects: Asian Studies

Economics

Time: 5 to 7 days

Day 1- Show slides or pictures to class which illustrate theexistence of Sino-foreign joint ventures. Examples may.include:Boeing
Coca-Cola
Chrysler Jeep Cherokee
Gillette Razors
Good & Plenty (Leaf Inc.)
Holiday Inn
Johnson & Johnson Band-aids
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Mc Donnell Douglas Corp.
Otto Elevators
PPG
Polaroid
Proctor and Gamble
Reebok
RJR Nabisco (Ritz crackers)
Seagram wine coolers
Sheraton Hotels
Smith Kline Beecham Laboratories
Volkswagen

Questions for students may Include:
What products or services do each of these companies provide?What do they have In common? (All have entered into jointventure arrangements with China.)
Why do these advertisements present a paradox? (They areviewed as symbols of capitalism and produce their products In themixed economy of China.)
Why did these companies decide to invest In China?

(Population, untapped third world market, source of resources).
What other nations have entered into Joint ventures withChina?



Evaluation Instrument-
Students will research a specific corporation's Joint ventureIn China and prepare a short paper at end of unit.

Day 2
Divide class into 4-5 groups of students.
Teacher mAy select articles from the accompanying bibliography

and supply copies to the groups. After reading the articles, the
groups will present oral reports which answer the following guidequestions:

What company is Involved?
What Is their product?
What are their reasons for establishing Joint ventures inChina?
What particular problems have they encountered?
How financially successful Is the Joint venture?

or

Distribute copies of 'One Company's China Debacle', a 3 pagereview of Jim Mann's book DeLljna Jeep to entire class.
After reading the article, have class discuss the reasons forthe debacle.
What other questions does the article raise which need to be

answered to complete the assigned paper on Joint ventures?

Homework- Distribute reading on 'Joint Business Ventures In China'and which will be the basis of next day's class.

Day 3

Students should have an understanding of a "planned economy'
or a 'command economy' and the history of Sino-foreign business
investment 1800-1900. Depending upon the background of the
students in Chinese history and/or economics, this topic may be
extended to cover two or more days.

Materials needed
Readings "Joint Business Ventures Id China' and Qina, :FActsFlopres.
Map of China.

Teacher will review the background of foreign business
investment in China (1800's-1949) and the policy of the People's
Republic of China toward capitalism and foreign investment
(1949-1990).

Discussion Questions may include:
What changes have tlken place?
Why?
How consistent has Chinese policy been?



After a discussion of the planned economy of China, have classindicate the areas of China's Special Economic Zones on a map ofChina.
Discusrlon questions may include:
Why have these regions been selected? What historic role havethey played In the Chinese economy?
What natural resources are located in these areas?
What Is the availability of trahsportation and labor in theSEZis?
What are the incentives provided to foreign companies tointerest them In investing In China?
What are the prospects for growth in China?
What are the benefits to China? To the foreign company?

* Parallels can be drawn to the '500 Day Man' forrestructuring the economy in the USSR and the potential for USjoint ventures there and In the newly opened Central Europeannations.
Day 4

Materials
Chinese

Renminbi.
Foreign

and one from

currency or pictures of Chinese currency, both FEC and

exchange report rates chart from a current newspaper
approximately one year ago.

Objective: Students will understand foreign exchange and itsImportance In doing business internationally.

Teacher will assist the students to understand the meanings ofthe chart, by asking them to read Information from it. Ouestionsmay include:
If a tourist wishes to convert COO to English pounds, howmany will he/she receive? How many French francs? How many Germanmarks? How many Mexican pesos? How many Japanese yen? How manyTajwanese ? How many Hong Kong dollars?
How many would have been received last year? (Reading from theolder foreign exchange rate chart)
If a Japanese tourist or businessman wishes to convert yen toUS dollars, how many will he/she receive? An Englishman? AFrenchman? A German? A Mexican? A Japanese? A Taiwanese? Aresident of Hong Kong?
How many wou!d have been received last year? (Employ olderforeign exchange rate chart)
Why le the currency of the PRC not included?
What does this mean for businesses wishing to engage in importand export activities with China?

After examination of the two Chinese currencies, discuss the
veasons for having two types operating within the same nation.What are the implications for Chinese business?
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Day 5

Materials- Readings *FOXBORO-SHANGHAI* & *A TAIWANESE JOINT
VENTURE*

After reading the articles, students will discuss the problems
and possibilities of doing business in China.

Discussion questions may includis
What are the political or economic inhibitors to doing

business In China?
What are the advantages seen by specific companies to doing

business In China?
In what ways are the two companies different and In what ways

are they similar in their attitudes on doing business In China?
On a personal level, what problems do each businessman suggest

exist in managing a Chinese joint venture production plant?
What does each think the future holds for their company? For

lurther business ventures In China?

Day 6
Divide class into groups of 4 to 5 students . Each group will

assume the role of the Board of Directors of a foreign company
contemplating a Joint Venture or the expansion of business with the
People's Republic of China.

A. A Hong Kong hotel corporation considering opening a luxury
tourist hotel in a maJor city.

B. A Japanese truck manufacturer interested In a Joint venture
with a Chinese company.

C. A Taiwanese clothing designer needing to find a Chinese
textile firm to produce the goods.

D. A French pharmaceutical company Involved in the production
of a new antibiotic.

E. A German maker of oil refinery equipment.
F. An American Oil Company seeking new oil fields for

drilling.
G. An American Chemical company interested In forming a Joint

Venture with a Chinese plastics company for the manufacturing of
biodegradable plastic bags.

H. An American toy maker which wishes to find a Chinese
manufacturer for its new line of toys.

or
Other roles that the teacher may wish to create.

Student groups will be given 10-15 minutes to discuss the
financial prospects of expansion into China and then be asked to
share the decisions with the class. Suggested considerations
Include:

1. Is there a market for the product world wide? In China?
What might happen to change the market potential? (What would make
it improve and what would make the market weaken?)

2. Does China have the necessary resources and labor to
benefit your firm?

3. Is there a specific area In China where your firm would
plan its expansion?



4. If It is expected that the start up costs of the expansionwill be so largo that there will not be profit for at least 3years. Do you still feel that it Is wise to expand ?
S. Does the fact that Chinese currency cannot be directlyexported affect your plans for expansion? What plans does yourfirm have for removing its profits from China?

Presume that it Is late June of 1989, after the violence inTien An Men Square. Will the changed political situation changeyour company's plans for expansion? Why?

Presume that it is August 19900 after the Iraqi invasion ofKuwait. Will the changed political situation change your company'splans for expansion? Why?

Each group will report on their plans under each of the three.circumstances. Time should be given for debriefing of the groupsand drawing conclusions. (Particular Importance should be paid tothe role that political and foreign policy play In making economicexpansion decisions.)

Day 7
As a culminating activity, students will write an essay in

class, discussing the importance of international investment inChina. Students should be sure to discuss topics such as thefollowing:
The past history of foreign investment in China.
The changed attitude toward foreign investment In China.The impact of foreign investment on the current Chineseeconomy.
The

China.
The

"Westerni
The

political
The

political
The

economy.

expansion possibilities for foreign companies within

political and social problems that have accompanied
zation" and foreign investment in China.
ability of foreign governments to pressure China to make
social and economic changes.

potential for changed economic policy under a younger
leadership.
likelihood of real economic restructuring of the Chinese



JOINT BUSINESS VENTURES IN CHINA
In Past centuries, when China was weak, China was occupied by

foreign powers and the Chinese were forced by a series of 'unequal
treaties' to give up trading privileges, manufacturing concessions,
control of customs, and extraterritorial rights to foreigners.

During the 1950s, over half of China's trade was conducted
with the USSR and Soviet-bloc countries. The PRC imported
machinery, automobiles, steel, timber, and many other commodities.
The Soviets, in return, purchased vast amounts of food, textiles,and metal ores. But as ideological differences grew wider in the
late 1950s, Sino-Soviet trade dropped of abruptly.

With the CUltural Revolution over, In the early 1970s the
relations with Moscow still frosty, Beijing began to seek new
trade partners, including Third World nations. In the Mao's last
years there was a realigned its trade toward
the United States, Western Europe, Japan, and other non-Communist
countries.

Between 1971 and 1978 trade between China and the US increasedfrom almost nothing to more than 101 billion annually. Full
diplomatic relations with China were opened In 1978 and the US
granted China 'most favored nation* status*, which made China
eligible for special loans, and promoted the establishment of
government and private trade offices In both nations. By 1981,
trade had increased to $5.5 billion. Until the mid-1970s, China's
leading export was food grain, but slice then textile products have
emerged as the top commodity, but petroleum products are gaining
fast. By 1984 China's greatest import needs were machinery, iron,
steel, corn and wheat, and textile fibers.

Since opening diplomatic relations with Japan In 1972,
their trade has grown to more than 11,10 billion annually, making
Japan China's leading supplier of machinery and equipment.
Together with Japan, China's other important trade partners (Hong
Kong, West Germany and the US) account for about half of China's
total foreign trade and over 90% of its trade today is with
non-Communist nations. Nevertheless, In its pursuit of
modernization and economic strength, Beijing has expanded bilateral
trade with the USSR and Eastern Europe.

China has introduced a system of economic zones, "lpen
cities,' and *open coastal areas" to facilitate foreign investment
in China and encourage the inflow of capital, technology, and
managerial skills.

There are five "Special" Economic Zones or SEZ1s. The SEZs are
located at Shunzhen, Zhuhai, and Shantou (all in Guangdong
Province), Xiamen In Fujian Province'and Hainan
Island. In addition, 14 coastal cities of China have been granted
economic decision-making power allowing them to offer incentives
similar to the SEZs. The fourteen coastal cities are, from north
to south, Dalian In Liaoning Province; Qinhuangdao in Hebei
Province;Tianjin;Uantao and Qingdao in Shandong Province;
Lianyungang and Nantong In Jiangsu Province; Fuzhou In Fujian
Province;Guangzhou and Zhanjiang In Guangdong Province ; and Belhal
In the Guangxi Autonomous Region. The rush to bring in foreign
capital and technology Is not only directed at the coastal areas.
Those provinces located in China's vast interior are trying to
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encourage foreign Investment too. But while a number of them arerich in resources and can provide special incentives, they tend tolack the transport network, power and communications facilitiesprovided on the coast.
In an effort to open its doors, China has endeavored to attractforeign corporations and financial institutions. This effort hashelped China renovate old factories, absorb foreign technology, andearn Western management methods, as well as generate new sources ofbusiness Income.

They have provided a favorable environment for foreigninvestment, including inexpensive labor, cheap land, tax breaks andother incentives In the new 'coastal economy". Enterprises aremanaged almost exclusively by foreigners, with plants as models forlearning new methods. The SUB also represent an experiment In thecapitalistic system and each one operates according to free marketeconomics. Though factories in the SEZs produce goods primarilyfor export, the zones may also include housing and office complexesand holiday resorts.
Included In the incentives offered to investors In regionaldevelopment centers ores an income tax rate of 15 percent comparedwith 33 percent elsewhere in China; tax holidays or reductions intax for large capital Investments; reduction or elimination ofimport and export taxes; simpler visa procedures; the right ofenterprises to hire and fire staff under a contract system; theright to repatriate after-tax profits; szle of up to 30 percent ofcertain products within China; no restriction on sales within Chinaof certain "high tech" products; and prefe,-ential land use leases.In an effort to open its doors, China has endeavored toattract foreign corporations and financial Institutions. TheFifth National People's Congress In June 1079 adopted a new law onforeign investment In China which has offered contracts for "jointventure' projects by which the Chinese government and a foreignfirm share In the development and profits of a new factory or otherundertaking.

A joint venture in China can take one of three basic forms; a'compensation agreement,' °contract manufacturing,' or directinvestment. In a compensation agreement, the foreign firm sets upa plant and the government repays the cost with factory profits,periodic cash payments, or other fees. In contract manufacturing,the foreign firm merely provides the raw materials, machinery, orother essential components to a Chinese plant, while the firm keepsplant profits but pays a fee to the facility. Finally, thegovernment is now also allowing joint-venture operations In whichforeign firms make a direct financial Investment in a particularproject and shares in actual ownership. Specific ventures can takeany variation or combination of these three forms, with individuallicensing, leasing, cooperation, compensation, or equity contracts.A foreign company, wishing to explore joint-venturepossibilities should find a °Chinese participant" through CITIC orone of the government ministries, agencies, or trade corporations.CITIC can negotiate the establishment of compensation tradeagreements, serve as China's principal channel for investment fundsfrom overseas Chinese and foreigners and act as agent for China Inthe purchase of advanced foreign technology and,equipment. The



time taken to reach an agreement will normally be long, unless the
foreign company happens to possess technology vital to China's
industry.

Joint ventures have been an effective Chinese strategy for
attracting foreign capital, modernizing industry, developing new
products, and tapping natural resources while at the same time
dictating the terms of investment and retaining ownership and
profits. By 1985, according to Beijing, the policy had brought 108
billion in foreign capital from more than 2,300 separate deals.
The first Joint venture with an American firm was the $75 million,
1,000 room Sheraton Great Wall Hotel (or Chang Cheng) in Beijing,
built by the E-S Pacific Company. Coca-Cola hos a bottling plant
and Chrysler now builds Jeep Cherokees in Beijing. China has
accepted foreign investment for beer brewing, food products,
photocopiers, telecommunications, photocopiers, high-tech machinery
and electronics prodOcts and its first nuclear power plant.

Chinese planners have targeted energy production for aggressive
Joint-venture development to fuel its Industrial modernization
program. Along with its nuclear energy potential, China planv
further develop its offshore oil reserves. Although it puai's
millions of gallons daily, both for domestic consumption and
export, it hopes to secure its energy future by developing its
untapped wealth. Today oil companies from nine nations are engaged
In exploratory drilling off the Chinese coast, and its coal
reserves are also being *aggressively developed with outside
assistance. However, the explorations have not yielded the immense
discoveries hoped for.

The Chinese have obtained financial commitments from foreign
governments, banks, and lending institutions. Between 1977 and
1981, Beijing was granted over $40 billion in loans and credits.
At first not wanting to accumulate a heavy foreign debt, the
government spent only a small fraction of the available funds.
More recently they have expended more to purchase new technology
from abroad, necessitating large repayments and a growing balance
of payments deficit. This has further weakened an economy made
fragile because of the double digit Inflation China experienced in
1989.

China's population of over one billion represents a vast
market and many Western businesses are-anxiously making concessions
to gain a toehold. The Beijing government has offered lucrative
profit opportunities to those products and services that it regards
as necessary for the nation's economic progress. But the Chinese
have not forgotten centuries of humiliation and oppression that it
suffered at the hands of foreigners and they therefore want
progress on their terms to insure *equality and mutual benefit* In
all business dealings. Their policy vacillation has made it
difficult to know what the future holds.
Companies selling goods to China should offer to extend credit.
China has set up enormous lines of buyers' credit agencies,
deposits made in foreign banks of the Bank of China, and through
loans and direct foreign investment arranged by provincial Chinese
agencies or corporations. Many foreign complinies have established
offices in China. Foreign firms are advertising on Chinese TV, in
newspapers, and in magazines.



Pragmatism has been the watchword of Deng Xiaopoing'srejection of China's longstanding isolation and the opening of itsdoors to the outside world. In October 19840 Deng said thatChina's isolation had kept it "Impoverished, backward, andignorant' for centuries. China has established diplomatic andtrade contracts, joint venture development projects, scientific andcultural exchanges and a growing tourist Industry, at least untilthe summer of 1989.
But raising the "bamboo curtain" has permitted In a host ofnew commodities, the desperately needed technology and foreigncurrency. Along with them have come a heavy dose of Westernculture. In 1904 Premier Zhao Zlyang said 'China has opened itsdoor and will never close it again." However, since then, Chinahas followed a course of action that has wavered. At times theycondemned "spiritual pollution" or 'bourgeoisie liberalization" andrevived the "Lel Feng Campaign" to enhance the Image of the simplePLA soldier's spirit of selflessness. These were in response tointernal problems such as inflation, rising foreign trade deficitsand student protests in 1976, 1970, 1986 and 1989.



FOXBORO-SHANGHAI
Foxboro Company was founded In 1908 In Foxboro, Massachusettsby the Bristol family. In 1990, the firm was sold to the Britishholding company SEIB', of Windsor, England. It manufactures

gauges, valves and computerized systems to control entire factorieswhich need to measure the level, rate of flow, and temperature of aproduct. Currently its automated measurement devices are used inindustries such as pulp and paper, oil refining, food preparation,and electric generation. Increased concerns about preventingpollution by IndUstries and the need for greater IndUstrialefficiency have increased markets for their products.
In 1978 Foxboro was Invited by the Chinese government toinvestigate the formation of a joint venture. China believed thatFoxboro's products would be important for its ind-Astrial expansion,and through its Singapore sales office, products were sold IntoChina. However, since there was a scarcity of FRC to pay for theseproducts, sales were slow. The Joint Venture was formed In 1982and In 1983 the Foxboro-Shanghal operation started to import someof its automated process instruments into the People's Republic ofChina.
At first the available Chinese made components did not meetFOXCO Quality standards, but now the products are 50% localized.Small parts are fabricated In their machine shops, utilizing highquality Chinese labor but *ley buy the castings for their

Instruments locally. But Foxboro's growth Is limited by how muchFEC it can obtain by bidding on Chinese projects. The profits madeare used to buy components locally In RMB (Renmin Bin). In 1989they did 60 Million RMB (approx. * 4.7 Million) In sales and they
exported dividends to the US in dollars.

Because of the state control of the economy, it Is difficult
to know what to prodUce. Only be creating a state owned FOXCO Sales
and Service company could they be Informed about what projects wereto be Inaugurated by the government. However, the two companies
will be merged soon, due to recent relaxations of government
economic policies.

Edward Haderer is Deputy Director and Deputy General Managerof Foxboro Company-Shanghai where there are two FOXMASS employeesand 450 Chinese employees. When asked about problems unique todoing business In China, he responded, *If the temperature Is
forecast to go to 36 C (96 F), employees get an extra 1/2 hour oflunch time, and when its predicted to go to 37C (99 F), like it Is
today, the factory closes one hour early. Even If it doesn't reachthese temperatures, we muet still adJust our schedule if the
Weatherman forecasts it!"

Outstanding yield comes from good workers, and there are
quarterly bonuses distributed. But Haderer emphasis that the UStends to divide workers into 5 categories, each containing about20% of the work force, but the Chinese management staff prefers to
group the workers in the middle three groups. The US managementstyle feels that all those workers rewarded should be better thanaverage.

One of the major differences between US and Chinese workers IsIn the level of Initiative and independence. Chinese workers are
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Seen as 'doing their Job and little else and 'not so problem
solving oriented'. The Foxboro General Manager does not see theChinese as having an 'interest In getting to the top, because thosewho 'step out are not recognized by their system." Foxboro paystuition for additional etudV for employees and over 30% of the
workers are involved in part-time courses such as computer
programming and English. 'But the workers place little focus onwhat the reward will be If they improve."

Factories operate 6 days a week, the usual hours being
9AM-5:30 PM. All Foxboro workers have Sundays off, as do allworkers for the Chinese government, but in other companies the
different tracies stagger their one day off so that the factory doesnot have a shut down day. Foxboro workers get the seven Stateholidays and 10 vacelon dayr per year. For each additional yearworked, one additional vacation day is earned. There Is less
concern about 'tea breaks", but since there are a number of womendoing assembly work, Foxboro has arranged with other nearby
lactories to provide day care for children up to 4 years old.

Haderer says pay for workers is set by the skill and number ofskills workers have obtained. The average factory worker takeshome 560 RMB per month, while the "Danweim provides free medicalcare and subsidies for housing, food.
"The danwei also protects workers so that it is much more difficultto fire workers here than In the US. It is also more difficult tohire capable workers, because the danwel must first give Itsapproval before a worker can switch Jobs, because they have paid agreat deal for training."

Haderer said there are four difficulties in doing business inChina. These include US trade policy, communication, theavailability of resources and energy, and foreign exchangeconsequences.
The first he says Is "US rules and regulations which do notlet US firms operate as those from other nations do. After Tien AnMien Square, the US had to start from scratch, due to government

policies. The Japanese, on the othev hand, had no US competition
and during the last year were able to lay the ground work to haveproject specifications written to include their products.'

Haderer responded that a second problem is doing business In anation where 3% of the population governs Is the problem of
communication. Government regulations change rapidly.

Until recently, he said, some Joint Ventures have had
difficulty in obtaining sufficient supplies of raw materials andenergy to operate regularly. Some businesses found that they wereonly allocated electric power four days per week. Some found thatthey could not obtain substantial quantities of materials, becausepriority was given to state industries or problems of
transportation. Since Foxboro produces instruments to make energy,they have always had full access to power.

The other major difficulty is the process of foreign
exchange. "OW* material costs are high here, but they are offsetby the low wage scale. We could hire more workers and still not beover budget, but currently, China doesn't have the capital toexpand rapidly enough. However, China currently wastes a great
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deal of her resources, resulting In low efficiency. The best way
to develop efficiency Is through process control.*



A TAIWANESE JOINT VENTURE
Thomas is the Managing Director of the Zien Sung Industry Co.,

Ltd. and DIX Leather ProdUct HX. Co. which prodUces leather
prodUcts such as gloves and hats. Two years ago, when Taiwan first
permitted investment In the PRC, the companies opened a Joint
Venture In the city of Dalian, China because of the 'reduced cost
of labor' and the 'expanded consumer market available on the
Mainland'. He travels there every other month to oversee
operations.

Although he has a very, good on sight manager In Dalian, Thames
says that there is so much politics in doing business In China,
that there is a lot of time wasted.- *The Communist management
system has so many levels, that there is no one willing to take
responsibility and make a decision. Its difficult for us to
Implement any modifications In product because of the bureaucratic
system. They spend more time fighting with each other and with my
two managers than In producing the product. They spend plenty of
time trying to indoctrinate workers but sometimes little work gets
done.'

Its even difficult to obtain raw materials in the Special
Economic Zones where the Joint Ventures abound. 'We must compete
with so many others for the materials, that we can't always be
assured of a supply.' Unless there Is a reliable Inventory, there
are major impediments his doing business.

The prospects of the 1992 Chinese takeover of Hong Kong have
frightened many "overseas Chinese businessmen' like Mr. Xo. "The
violence in Beijing last June has made us all fearful of the
future. What will happen to business In Hong Xong is not clear and
that makes the Taiwanese even more concerned."

Even with these problems, the Dalian factory has been abie to
produce large quantities of products and to produce profits. But
says Thomas, 'We don't reinvest our profits there. My friends tell
me to grab my profits and take them out of the country as fast as I
can. You can never tell when they are going to make another policy
change. Just look at their history!" The Chinese government's
shifting business policies have made this Taiwanese businessman run
scared!
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BEIJING OPOIS TM DOOR
TO MIKE Gthili NO BAND-AIDS
U.S. companies finally get a crack at the huge consumer marke,

ver since Deng Looping launched
China's "Open Door" policy in
1978, U. S. companies have tried to

crack the huge Clinese consumer mar-
ket. But Chinese officials had a different
idea: They wanted foreigners to invest in
export industries or high-technology pro-
jects. Companies that wanted to sell to
China's 1 billion people faced a host of
obstacles. Coca-Cola Co. and Kentucky
Fried Chicken Corp., for instance, were
limited to licensing, sad only a handful
of pioneers profited from joint ventures.

Now, refiecting * little-noticed shift in
Bating, companies that are household
names in America are =eluding new
production deals with Mines. partners.
In July, Procter Si Gamble Co. said it
would start =Wog laundry and person-
ateare products in a $10 million venture
in Cant= Other newcomers include
Bausch & Lomb, Johnson & Johnson,
MCCormick JUR Nabisco, S. C. Johnson,
and Seagram. Thus Chthese
will soon be reaching for
Ritz crackers, Band-Aids, Tylenol,
Bausch & Lomb contact lenses, Agree
shampoo, and Raid bugialler.

China's changed stance has evolved
gradually. At the Mb Communist Party
Congress last October, Mina's leaders
quietly decided to muffle political argu-
ments against far* investment. That
helped break a logjam of deals.ma nego-
timed for more than four years before
announcing its $5 million deal last De-

e* suss* ss MN/AUGUSTS. Iflt$

amber to produce iiand-Aids in Shang-
hai. It took two yeani for Seagram Co.
to cut a $6 million deal to make whisky,
sparkling wines, and wine coolers. In
June, LIR Nabisco ended six years of
talks by announcing a $9 million venture
to make Ritz ersekers.
farm CEMATIL More specific changes
have improved China's economic climate,
which only two years ago was so sour
that foreign investment growth slumped
nearly 50%. The Chinese no longer insist
on majority ownership or even a 5040
Rik. 'These days you can get any per.
centage you want, as long as your CM-
nese partner agrees," says Jason
Cheung, managing director of Johnson
& Johnson (Ifong Kong) Ltd.

Chins also recognized that it needs
midlevel tedinologies as well as fancy

Nobody would argue that
gum is a must for SOCiiligM. But

Xin Ming Food Products Factory ill
Wuxi, near Shanghai, can't wait far Leaf
Inc., the Bannockburn (In.) company
that makes Good & Plenty, to start turn-
ing out five brands of gum in a joint
venture. 'We're bringing them a chend-
cal coating process that took 90 years to
perfect in the West," says Virginia Pan,

of TransCapital International
Lears China adviser. S. C. Jolmson

will provide aerosol technology, and P&G
will develop new detergents.

But the single most persuasive voice
for opening up the domestic market is

1,1111,1
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MIME MOW
ay tie beet the same aid arm of

CONISSISir tO buy. To
maintala audibility, the Commst PSI%

most continue to increases in
standarels. Only a few years ago

fere woods were out of reach.
lint %with the ollad of Chi-
aa's own rising Mid*, the PP
between foreign sad loeal is

-list se asetsitig. lbe prim of MOW,
Chimes asegitera-hased whisky, in-
erented sixisid is July, to about $92.
Saes a meth% far a worker,
-but wed news for Seagratin work-
as ler a foreign label.
11116110,11110 PLASM& Mt be sure, many
Add Impinge about operating in Chine
remain. Getting hard tummy for repa-
triating is edll the worry.
Raw materials are another concern. Chi-
na can't supply cmough
cardboard to Nabiscrif=
yellow Ritz box, bat it does produce

elm. So everts of Ritz crackers
will head oversees in ismorted boxes,
while Chinese will buy the same track-
eri wrapped in plastic. Newcomers also
have to wrestle with the realtitiered,
state-run sales bureaucracy. Some yen-
tures, such as Ws Bancl.Aid °pennon,
will start by selling in bulk to hospitals.
But as raG Group Vice-President Saila
A. Sherif points out "Making sure our
groduct is available on a constant basis
to the housewife is the key."

It will take some time for Nabisco and
the other newcomers to pull that off.
But the prospects are much better than
at any tizne sine the Communists took
power in 1949. After subordinating coo-
sumer appetites to the party's austere
prioritiee for decades, China now seems
poised to allow American companies to
pat the "good life" on village shelves.

By DMA lAs StassOsi

A NEW START FOR
SOME OLD AMY
The Rockefellers buy 17% of
the Wendel family's company
n Paris, it's dubbed "Dynasty meets

Dynastr." Late in July the New
York-based Rockefellers joined

France's powerful Wendels in an $50
million deal for 17% of a Wendel-con-
trolled conglomerate. By uniting with
one of Europe's lamming industrial re-
bounds, America's once-richest family
shows it still knows how to make a buck.

Not that it ever forgot But this time
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Business without borders
In the global scramble for market share, teaming Vp with one or more

partners may be the best way for firms to share the risks and costs
jogi In business,- in biology,

only the fittest surtive But
expanding world markets,

LIMrsii diminishing trade barriers
aad global communica-
dons have siren Darwin-
ian downs a new twist.

These days, corporate success often de-
pends more on cooperation than conflict

Drawn together by common goal or
shared foe, companies worldwide have
been pairing up in unprecedented num-
bersradically reshaping the interim-
*mai business landscape in the process.
Computer innovator Hewlett-Packard
and Canada's Northern Telecom will
pool their know-how to tap the enormous
new market for corporate information
systems. Tata, an Indian conglomerate
with a leather-processing subsidiary, is
teaming up with France-based TFR to
take on the Italians in marketing upscale
leather goads. Himont, a combined effort
of Milan-based Montedison and the U.S.
firm Hercules, aims to dominate world
sales of polypropylene, a basic plastic,

while Caterpillar and Mitsubishi are
teaming up to make tient earthmovers.

Gone are the heydays of the traditianal
multinational, whose globe-spanning en-
terprises touched off cries of foreign en-
croachment. Instead, firms find that
forging an alliance raises fewer hackles at
len cost. No shotgun weddings, these are
matches calculated to benefit both part-
ners through shared research and mar-
keting costs, or access to foreign consum-
ers and capital. Notes Pauline Alker, the
China-born founder find CEO of Cam-
tapoint Computer, a San Jose, Calif.,
firm: "You should go into them as an act
of deliberation, not desperation."

Though the rush to the altar is wide-
spread, head counts - main elusive. One

Paneag& platialag and a good partner,
Tianjin Lifts, were some of Otis Elevators
keys to swops, in China. Workers, shown
assembling motor parts, earn above-aver-
age wages and have helped make the
venture top among 182 competitors

recent study (see chart) by San Diego
State University Prof Michael Herrin
and Deigan Morris of INSEAD, a gradu-
ate business school in Fontainebleau,
France, found that news reports amp*.
rate alliances have increased 47 percent
annually in the post decade. A survey of
affiliations by U.S.-based companies re-
ported some I2,000 in which the Amai-
can parent owned a 10-50 percent equity
position in a foreign firm

To be sure, not all companies cleave to
the cooperative model. Sweden's Electro-
lux corporation, for instance, did not
become the woricrs Jargon producer of
home appliances with $10 billion in annu-
al sales by joining rivals but by gobbling
them up. "I am not patient enough to
listen to a partner's opinion," explains
Anders Scharp, Electrolux's no-nonsense
chief executive. Many American firms
prefer the old branch-office route, too;
wholly owned subsidiaries still account
for two thirds of all direct US. investment
overseas. Nor are marriages of conve
nience always happy ones; the long-term
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success ratio of most joint
ventures is Os from clear.

Stitt, the eapitaI available
on world financild markets,
$384 billion in 19117, or mom
than doable the 1-981 total.
gives even small cancans a
crack at overseas ventures.
And the imperatives of the
Information Age are diiving
established multinationals
such es Philips and Du Pont
into each other's SIM The
result: A brave new world of
borderless trade sad hybrid
products lacking clear un-
tionality. Ford's new com-
pact Probe, for instance, was
designed in Detroit and cosi-
newest in Hiroshima byqui-
ty ginner Maeda and is as-
sembled in Michipn. Is this
car an import and thus sub-
ject to quotas or protectionist
legislation? More to the
point, such "stateless" en-
deavors beg the question
"who. are you protecting
from whom?" notes Univer-
sity of California political sci-
entist Peter Cowhey.

Businesses worry less
about such policy questions Jelekelseisewie tiontbadttir Canada, Renee'sthan about improving their Atethom hopes to track the North American marketbottom lines. Observes Borg- with its popiew TOY hien-speed trainWarner Chairman James F.
Seri: "Climbing costs for research, pro-
duction and marketing as well as protec-
tionist. environmental and labor require-
ments make going it alone in worldwide
markets much harder for individual corn-
panie&" Or, to paraphrase John Donne,
no firm can afford to be an island.

. .

_
AkS =1*..7",- _

Access to =duds
World molten havenever looked more

promising. Whole areasonce highly regu-
fated or state owned, such as Britain's
telecommunicetions industry or Japanese
tobacco, are being thrown open to compe-
tition. New fields such as bioengineering
are emerging. And baniers between Com-
munist and capitalist nations are falling
creating oppOnunities for companies to
supply pent-up demand.

At the same time, product-develop-
ment and marketing costs have skyrock-
med. To retain their status as global
players, firms must jockey for market
share in each of the industrial centers of
Europe. Japan and North America. But
taking products across borders and cop-
ing with certification lews or "buy na-
tional" preferences is taking more time
and money. In addition, trying to crack
enticing markets in countries that have
controlled economies, China or the Sovi-

et Union, for example, proves even more
demanding.

For many companies, the bestsome-
times the onlysolution has been to
combine forces with smeller company.
Take Alsthom of France, maker of the
bullet-nosed high-speed train that zips
from Paris to Marseilles at speeds in
excess of 180 mph. After a $3 billion deal
to install the TONI (own a grunde vitesse)
in Florida collapsed. Alsthom turned to
Bombardier of Montreal, which has fac-

tories in the U.S. and last yew sold 825
subway cars to New York City.

Serving new markets also demands a
combination of skills. As with kids
swapping baseball cards. "you trede
what you have for what you &met until
you have a full set," explains Fred
Mbar. executive vice president of Data-
Quest, a Silicon Valley market-research
Ina. To mat the burgeoning demand
Air homy automation, Gem-

Vectrlc and Fanoc, a subsidiary of
Japett's Nita, launched a $200 million

"MUM The preject twin Fan-
eel expertise in marrufacturing ma-
ehine400l controls with the American
Inn's knowledge of robotics technology.
Unlike many product-development joint
ventures. however, the OE "anise dad
moosmasses manufacturing and mar-
Mins isa well as research. Company
seles in 1987 were around $250 million.

In some industries, Inns are creasing
alliances in the hopes of achieving global
dominance. For example. the Dutch
electronics conglomerate Philips has cre-
ated a potent network of alliances to
capitalize on the optical-disc market.
Predicted to reach $4 billion by 1990,
this vest market encompasses audio
cempact discs as well as video and data
discs used in the computer sad data-
processing industries. The core venture
with Du Pont develop& produces and
sells optical-storage media.

In centrally controlled economies,
hitching up with a kcal partner is usually
required legally and is practically a must
for doing business in an alien system.
Even then. cracking China's vast markets
has proved a task of Sisyphean propor-
tions. The frustrating, time-consuming
art of the dealaggravated by Beijing's
rigid bureaucracy, the difficulty and ex-
pense of recruiting Chinese workers and
policy shiftshas sent many a company
packing. Otis Elevator's joint venture
with Tianjin Lifts has succeeded because
of superior planning. One secret. says Otis
manager William Mallen, was limiting
Otis participation to 30 percent to avoid
red tape; bigger stakes trigger lengthy
reviews by the state. With 1987 sales
above 540 million, the firm leads China's
182 elevator firms in revenues.

AGMS to resources
The quest for natural resources has

long propelled American energy compa-
nies and other businesses overseas. But
host countries usually insist on a tie-up
with a local partner. In Chile, Henley
Group is building the world's second-
largest methanol plant in collaboration
with the national oil company, Empresa
NACiontddel Petroko. CapeHorn Metha-
nol plans to extract methanol from Chile's
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abundant natural-gas resenes,
then market it to overseas
chemical companies.

Often, marrying know-how
and resources produces an in-
dustry not sotherwise feasible.
Fire Young Do, president of
South Korea's Jindo Corpora-
tior, has built a 5265 million-a-
year fur business in part oy
pairing his stylists and stitch-
crs with Siberian sable ranches.
Now, Kim has persuaded the
Soviet government to let him
help them process the pelts.
"Russia is famous for caviar
and vodkawhy not furs?" he
says. Thus Jindo finds itself
involved in the whole pro-
cessbreeding and skinning
animals, tanning the pelts and
sewing high-fashion coats and selling
them in 44 salons in six countries.

In other joint ventures, the Soviets are
supplying technology in exchange for re-
sources. Seattle-based Marine Resources,
formed in 1976 by Bellingham Cold Stor-
age and Sovrybfiot. a commercial arm of
the Soviet Ministry of Fisheries, contracts

Csottalm a sift of Ms world apticsi-disc mallet
is the goal for a loint venture between Philips and Du Pont. This
disc is made in an automated North Carolina plant

U.S. fishermen to supply bottom-feeding
fish such as hake and flounder. The fish
are cleaned and canned aboard Soviet
ships iL mid-ocean, then sold in the Soviet
Union and Pacific-rim countries.

Sharing the risks
"Everyone wants to pretend he in-

vented the wheel," .says
mens executive Jochen Mack-
aundt, "but it is stupid in
difficuh high-tech areas for
everyone to make the same ef-
fort " Not only stupid. but
enormously expensive and
time consuming. With the life
cycles of products such as
personal computers and con-
samer audio equipment get-
ting shorter, and the cost of
each successive generation of
technology more expensive,
even companies the size of
IBM, West Ge:many's Sie-
mens or Philips have less time
in which to recoup the in-
creasing cost of their invest-
ments. And while the giants
are sometimes willing to risk

multibillion-dollar gambles by them-
selves, their competitors surely cannot.

Siemens opted to build a global port-
folio of joint ventures. In April, the firm
agreed to join with Westinghouse in fac-
tory automation and industrial con-
trolsparrying the GE-Fanuc thrust.
One of its most ambitious ventures is a

HIGH-STAKES, H1GH-TECH VENTURE

THANKS FOR THE MEMORY CHIPS
The Shinto priest waves sacred per-
simmon branches and intones ancient
incantations. The subjects of his ear-
nest, if rambling, devotions: 16-bit
microprocessors . . 1-megabit dy-
namic random-access memory chips

. semiconductors .
Welcome to the dedication ceremo-

nies of Tohoku Semiconductor Cor-
poration, an extraordinary alliance
between electronics heavyweights To-
shiba and Motorola. The venture will
make 3 million of these crucial com-
puter parts a year by 1989. But it will
also test how well leaders in the same
industry can cooperate for mutual ad-
vantage. Toshiba claims an edge in
memory chips, in short supply world-
wide. Motorola boasts 60 percent of
the global market in 32-bit micropro-
cessors, the central chip in all com-
puters. The rub; The technology
these two giants exchange could turn
them into direct competitors.

The joint venture should give each
firm something it badly needs. For
Motorola, it means a chance to re-
enter the U.S. memory-chip business,
which it abandoned in the early 1980s
Aida pressure from fierce price cut-

As kdricads as daps sm.
wefts pads, Is mars so

ting from Jap..r.iese manufacturers.
Toshiba has also pledged to help it
penetrate Japan's ultracompetitive
marketsa sore spot with U.S. semi-
conductor makers. In return, Toshiba
gains access to Motorola's leading-
edge microprocessor designsulti-
mately, perhaps, to its crown jewel.
the 32-bit microprocessor.

other chaam." Toshiba Presi-
dent Joichi Aoi hails the venture as
"the first step toward international
cooperation." But some critics worry
that the pact is a Trojan horse, invit-
ing a potential rival to exploit vital
technology, And Toshiba must still
reconcile the alliance with member-
ship in a Japanese consortium re-
searching semiconductor technology.

But failing to penetrate Japan's mar-
kets further could force Motorola
from the race, while Toshiba can't re-
create the American firm's technolo-
gy itself. Sums up Michael Borrus,
deputy director of the Berkeley
Roundtable on the International
Economy: "You have to be extraordi-
narily careful, but there's probably no
other choice."

Uhimately, the success of this alli-
ance boils down to trust. Motorola
and Toshiba go way back together.
Motorola has been selling in Japan
for two decades, and Toshibs was its
first Japanese customer. The two
firms exchange engineers. Personal
friendships have been forged; Motor-
ola Vice President James Norling and
Toshiba Senior Vice President Tsuyo-
shi Kawanishi did the haggling on
behalf of their two companies in the
basement of a Maui hotel. "After I
finally shook hands with Mr. Norl-
ing." recalls Kawanishi, "I wrote him
a letter saying we should respect and
trust each otherand be patient."

by Mika Mary in Sendai. Japan.
and Pater Qualm in San Franca=
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research collaboration with Philips to
develop a new generation of superchips.
The venture, code-named "Megapro-
ject.- was launched in 1984 with a S780
million budgetone third government
funded. It allows the firms to share sub-
micron technology but pursue research
separately. Independently, Siemens is
developing a 4-megabit chip to meet the
growing memory appetite in the latest
electronic devices, such as fax machines
and laser printers.

Sometimes the risk lies in losing an
opportunity to enter or stay in a promis-
ing market. When executives at Corning
Glass Works saw the scientific explosion
in genetic engineering, they realized
their subsidiary, Corning Medical,
"didn't have the scientific horsepower to
maintain leadership" in the field of mod-
ical diagnostics, recalls group President
Martin Gibson. The solution; Yet anoth-
er joint venture for the New York firm,
which has put together 36 such collabo-
rations in the past 60 years, all but four
of them successful. In this instance, Cor-
ning turned to Switzerland's Ciba-
Geigy. a leader in biological research.
The partners believe that scientific ad-
vances in diagnostics will enable them to
compete in the parallel market of thera-
peutic drugs, too. The 50-50 venture has
2,000 employes and had revenues last
year of $150 million.

Risk sharing has become practically
rigueur in some industries because of

the vast costs of capital investment, mar-
ket uncertainties and governmental bar-
riers. The highly volatile aircraft-engine
business, for example has spawnal sev-
eral collaborative efforts. International

No.

4.

Enormous casts of research and development
prompted fkms from U.S., Britain, France, Germany
and Japan to jointly develop the V2500 engine

Aero Engines, based in East Hartford,
Conn.. brings together two of the
world's biggest engine makers, Pratt &
Whitney and Rolls-Royce, MTU of
West Germany, Fiat of Italy and a con-
sortium of Japanese companies. Their
product, the fuel-efficient V2500 turbo-
fan engine, is being put on Airbus A320
aircraft (another joint venture) and is

aimed directly at the market
once solely beld by CFM In-
ternational. a Gimeral Elec-
tric collaboration with
France's SNECMA. Each
partner contributes its own
expertise in designing and
manufacturing part of the en-
gine, an arrangement that also
eases the problem of transfer-
ring sensitive technology.

Wester effkancy
Combining forces can also

produce efficiencies. A bigger
enterprk.. can make each wid-
get for less cost. General Mo-
tors buys transaxles from two
of its partners, lsuzu and Su-
zuki, for shipment to assem-
bly plants in Australia. South
Africa, Canada and Europe.
In "mature" industries with
excess plant capacity, joining
forces usually makes each
partner more competitive.
Current dem I for new
power stations in the U.S., for
instance, is nilnot a single
new order was placed last
year. But executives at Asea-
Brown-Boveri, the mammoth

£18 billion Swedish-Swiss electrical-en-
gineering conglomerate, and their new
partner, Pittsburgh-based Westinghouse,
are betting on an upturn before 1995. By
that time, about 200 gigawatts of power-
generation equipment will have reached
retirement age.

When wheels were first put under
cartsa surprisingly long time after

SIZING CIP WORLD MARKETS
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their inventionthe event probably
marked the first instance of c,. verging
technologies. Today, the process is
quicker. Computers and telephones have
driven Hewleu-Packard and Northern
Telecom into s strategic alliance dabbed
Corporate Networks Operation. An-
nounced May 12, the venture is expected
to generate SI billion in sales by the mid-
1990s, helping firms design and itrip'e-
ment information networks that will tie
together large and small computers, date
bases and telephones. Networking would
permit a manufacturer to process an or-
der, call for more supplies, bill the cus-
tomer's account and give top executives
an updated status accountall virtually
simultaneously.

A Faustian Davin?
all their benefits, ,tiliances also

prove once more that tttere is no free
lunch. Collaborations with Japanese
firms have attracted particular criticism.
Such partnerships. argues Harvard polit-
ical economist Robert Reich, are seduc-
tive because they provide a low-cost way
of entering markets .or retaining market
share. But they have a hidden cost: It is
the Japanese who do the heart of the
manufacturing processthe "high val-
ue-added" steps such as the engineering
and fabrication of complex partsbe-
cause. as Reich puts it, "the first goal of
the Japanese is to build up the experi-
ence base of their workers." That leaves
Americans or others to do the basic re-
search at one end of the process and the
relatively simple assembly tasks at the
other. The result: Americans are no fur-
ther down the experience curve, falling
further behind in the accelerating
race as engineering and production skills
dry up. "The question ultimately," con-
cludes Reich, "is who's in charge of our
long-term economic development?"

The same problem troubles Philips
Vice President Gerrit helot', who
charges Japanese venture partners with
setting up European "screwdriver
plants," by which he means electronics
plants that do only end-stage assembly.
The problem with such factories. argues
Jeelof, is that they involve few workers,
avoid local suppliers and transfer no
technological know-how. Therefore,
they amount to a "backdoor flow of
products" and an evasion of trade agree-
ments. If Japan wants to truly partici-
pate in the global economy, he says,
"companies will have to become true
multinationals and not simply extensions
of the export system based in Japan."

Japanese executives counter that con-
cern for quality is what keeps much of
the engineering and manufacturing in
Japan. They also point to what has been

until recently a failure "if the manufac-
turing sector to attract the best and
brightest of American managers. In
more-recent alliances, they claim, for-
eigii partners of Japanese firms are being
trained in advanced production skills. A
case in point is NUMMI, tin GM-
Toyota joint venture in California that
has been producing the Chevrolet Nova.
In the face of anemic sales that have led
to four production cuts, Toyota has
transferred some 250 assembly-line
workers to "brainier" tasks such as tool-
and-die making. Factory hands also now
plan much of the materials flow and
production sequencing for a new uxidel
scheduled for this falla role that had
been reserved for process engineers. The
excellent job done by the up-skilled

venture may be acquired by one partneri
who sees it as more valuable as a wholly
owned entity."

The fact remains, however, that multi-1
national competitors are being linked to-
gether in interlocking webs of global net-
works. And that creates sonic difficult
public-policy questions. Despite wonies
about multinationals' paging up to dom-
inate whole sectors, pro-big-businessgoy-
ernmems in the U.S. and Europe have
adopted a relaxed attitude toward anti- I
trust. Antimonopoly laws were not draft-
ed with world markets in mind, nor were
national restrictions on technology trans-
fer, intellectual-property tights and na-
0*W-security regulations. What if
French and Japanese firms jointly devel-
oped electronics gear of vital strategic

get the knetrifetsthe &mists have the furs. Kim Do, president of South
Korea's .ltido Corporation, with 44 fur salons in six countries. would like to do
business in a ioint venture to prOCOSS furs and market high.fashion garments

workers has impressed GM engineers

Futhre shock
While hundreds of corporations un-

derstand the strategic value of forming
alliances today, the acid test lies further
down the road. Some experts believe
that joint ventures are a bit like an un-
stable chemical compoundeventually,
they will turn into something else. "It's
not that companies art all of a sudden
feeling the need to embrace," says
Wharton School economist Harbir
Singh. "In many cases, a joint venture is
an intermediate step forged to ride over
medium-term problems. Eventually, the

importance in a third country and sold it
to the East Germans? Which country's
laws control?

Governments have done little to ad-
dress such problems. Meanwhile, corpo-
rations continue to seek an edge in a world
forever growing smaller and more com-
petitive. For now, survival-of-the-fittest
strategies dictate coordination; as famed
biologist Lewis Thomas once noted, sur-
vivors are not necessarily the most power-
ful but those who cooperate best.

by Clemens P. Work wan Robot F. Slack and
Wawa J. Cook. Peter Dworkin in San Francesco.
koke Tharp an Tokyo. Pamela Shemd an London.
David Lawday in Pans. Dusk* Coder st Setaind
and David Banal an Stockholm
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China's Space Technology Enters World Market
THE SUCCESSFUL launching
of Asia5at-1, the satellite
manufactured by the U.S.

Hughes Aircraft Company for theAsia Satellite
Telecommunications

Corporation. marked the beginningof China's entry into internation-al satellite launching market. The
L24-ton satelhte, equipped with 24C-wave transponders, was launched
on April 7 by a Long March-3 car-rier.rocket. With a life expectancy
of ten years. the satellite was insuredby China People's Insurance Com-
pany for US S120 million. It will
serve 2.5 billion people in 30 Asian
countries, by using 60 percent of its

STAFF REPORTER

CHEN JIAN

capacity for television program
transutission and the balance far
communications.

The Asia Satellite Telecouunun-
ications Corp. Ltd. is a joint venturefunned by China International Trustand Investment Comoration (CI

TIC). the British Cable and WirelessPLC. and the Hongkong HutchisonWhampoa Limited. China GreatWall Industrial Company (a foreigntrade enterprise of the Ministry of
Aerospace) was responsible far the
launching operation. Mr. Xue
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chief executive of the company. saidthat thf. cooperation between Chinaand its partners ensured a smooth.
troublo-free launch. one that was
cheaply and simply executed.

T0 CONTROL the satellite,
Xi'an Satellite Conh-ol Cen-
ter. the hub of China's space

network.. adapted its most up-to-date
computer for cooperation with other
control stations in southmn China.
AsiaSat-1 was the twenty-seventh
satellite launched by China. The
first, named Dongfanghong-1 (TheEast Is Red) was launched in April
1970. Its fast transmission was the
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song 13ongfanghong. From Nov-
ember 1975 to August 1988 China
successtully launched and recovered
11 satellites, including three on a
single carrier rocket in 1981. China
was then placed in third position
after the United States and the So-
viet Union in mastering the space
technology in these areas. The pay-
load weighed 1.4 tow. The infornia-
tion collected has been applied to oil
naw ying. meteorology, earthquake
reporting and many other fields.

In April 1984 the first exper-
imental geostationary communica-
tions satellite was placed in orbit
and in September of 1948 China
launched its first synchronous me,
teorological satellite on a Long
Mach-4 rocket. The previous five
placements bad used the LM-3 rock-
et with dr proven multiftmctional,
three-stage 'matching system.

China has successfully estab-
lished its research, manufacturing,
communications tracking system
and LM-1 to -4 series rockets. The
LM-2 rocket has a payload of 2.4
tons. Betides the Xichang Satellite
Launching Center in Sichuan prov-
ince, China has another two centers
at jitiquan in Gansu province and

lb anion fo Mu sof Ansi.

CHINA TODAY

$ somossitil Ins&

Taiyuan in Shanxi province.

LTHOUGH China an-
nounced in 1985 that its LM
series rockets were available

for the international market, the ad-
ministration received no firm orders
for some time. Only after China
was able to demonstrate technologi-
cal competence and ensue the safe-
ty of payloads did the international
market begin to take C4111414 prod-
uct mme seriously. In December
1988 China arid the United States

* memorandum of agreement

Mew by Zbons Taigslistg

1 22

to launch three satellites. A yeal
later, the U.S. government issued a
license for shipntent to China;upel
shipping of Asia.Sat-i was
vised completely by the American
owners.

China's laimch fee and coda"
tions are more attractive than. those .

offered on the international market
because of the rockets` reliabilityl
the lower cost of domestic mated
als and components and lower la-
bor costs. A Chinese official said"
that China's main intention is not tog
monopolize the market Or drive out
competitors with a 'cheaper
China's satellite launching industry
will mainly serve domestic needs
and in any case its ability to serve
foreign customers Will be limited toll
four or five launches a year.

At the same tinw, the industry
is working to improve its legal and
contractual framework by joining
three international space and other
space agreements. The country will
continue to ensure its technological
position and safety record and to
provide insurance coverage to for-
eign customers. The Arab Organize- I
lion of Satellite Communications an-
nounced in Januaiy this year that
China will launch its third satellite,
part of a comnmnications system
valued at US 5400 million. Australia
has also contracted China to launch
ito Aussat satellites. a I

11
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iris supporters are gaining power, but old-liners will snll be able to slow tlw pace of change
Earlier this T..-ar it seemed that Chi-
nese leader ling Xiaopinsep. islon
had become unstuck. Student riots

the sacking of Communist
Chairman Hu Yaobang, and eon.

sereitive stalwarts who chafed under
Deng's headlong push to modernize Chi.
na's euniotnie and political structure
seemed to be gaining power. Now, how-
ever, on the eve of the most important
party meeting in nine yean, master
strategist Deng ail Pars to have engi-
neered another of the pragmatic compro.
raises for which he is famous.

The result is that China's economic
reforms will continue. Old .-unununist
hardliners such as Li Xiannian, Chen
Yun, and Peng Then are likely to step
down from their high-ranking jobs to be
succeeded by a generation of reform-
minded leaders. And the recent cam-
paign against "bourgeois Ileralization,"
or Western influence, has been dropped.

To be sure, the ayearold Deng has

vi. -

paid a price for his comeback, which will
become official at the lath Communist
Party Coignes convening hi on
Oct. 25. His economic reforms are
to proceed more slowly, improving the
efficiency of the commimist system but
not bringing about the radical ovehaul
that was envisioned a year ago. And
Deng's pet projectreforming the politi-
cal system to separate party offidals
from managing the economynow
seems even less feasille. What's more,
old orthodox leaders, though tedmically
retired, will probably succeed in promot-
ing their protegts and wielding power
behind the scenes. Culuiral conservati-
vism will prevail, limiting debate on po-
litical and artistic issues, And Deng's re-
formers are still on the defensive on
such issues as corruption.

Thus reform may merely inch ahead.
In recent weeks, China's newspapen
have overflowed with pro-reform arti-
cles, indicating that supporters of

Deng's anointed successor, Premier
Mao riyang, have gained the upper
hand and may prevail at the party -con-
gress. But even if the congress issues
strong statements supporting reform,
the conservatives will remain influential
enough to slow the pace of change.
11114.4111WORTANT TAM Fundamental
questions of reconciling economic
growth and party control have been put
off to be thrashed out later. These in-
clude the all-important matter of remov-
ing party bosses from the factory floor,
thereby easing political control over
many economic decisions. The heart of
Deng's dilemmahow to achieve pros-
perity through capitalist-style reforms
without negating the party's power
will probably face his successor, too.

One of Deng's key goals at the party
congress is to persuade party elders Li.
78, and Chen, 82, to leave the five-mem-
ber Standing Committee of the Politbu-
ro, the most powerful body in the land.

Me Mil
Chairman of the

. bond People's Can-
yeas, Pes& 95, is
expected to step
down. He has yoked

i fears about decadent
Western indium=

MUTING FOR POSITION IN CHINA:
U
Li, 771, has said he's
ready to resign from
the Politburo's
Standing Uminittee
and be may step
down as the co:am-
bles President, too

AL&

U Pele
Soviet-tmined Vice-
Premier U. 59. is
the leading aux&
dide for Premier. He
is believed to favor
central planning
over fret markets

A
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Among Chin' a investors, honer
stories abound and successes
are few. But in the face of be-

roams* nightmares,
headaches, and cash crunches, a
ful of Western companies are graded
with their *ogress in China. It's still
too early to call them total successes,
but these tallormade strategies seem
to be working.

PIM flood pionolow sod look. Two
companies have invested in Chinese
flat-glass factories, but only ow, Pitts-
burgh-based PPG Industries Inc., start-
ed on time and almost within budget
Britain's Pilkington Brothers PLC wee
plagued by construction problems that
added costs and building time.

One key difference was the choice of
location. Pilkington's site in Shanghai
is on such soft ground that construc-
tion has taken three years. PPG picked
stable land in a special manufacturing
zone only one hour by boat from Hong
Kong. Spare parts needed during con-
structkA could be obtained in hours
or days.

And PPG's timing was lucky. An
Asia-wite construction boom is crest-
ing huge demand for glass, so the
plant will easily expcnt half its output
Chinese buyers have eagerly snapped
up the other half. PPG must now keep
its customers happy and earn profits.
The biggest struggle will be earning
enough foreign exchange to repay a
$62 mfilicm construction loan.

Mr joy of Woo wooentl. By
the time U.S. sports-shee imiker Ree-
bok International Ltd. was ready for
China, archrival Nike Inc. had ahead),
spent five arduous years helping train
a crew of Chinese managers. So in
1985, when Reebok picked a factory in
Fuzhou that previously had worked
with Nike, ita managers understood
the need for cleanliness and quality.

Since last August, Reebok has made
50,000 pairs of shoes in China. Antici-
pathig poor quality, the company
tally rated them Grade B. But they
looked so good that Reebok is now
classifying them regular grack,--end is
gearing up to produce three million
pairs next year. After only two years
of production, Reebok will be turning
out is many shoes as Nllte is after six.

Foxboro* &Wog Wool port*. Many
foreign manufactmers thought they
could gain access to the huge Chinese
market by agreeing to produce in chi.

cesspits/as about exorbitant
ssnitation fineeand an PS% inconie tax.
Laments Zhany. "After you become
famous and successful, they make trot'.
ble for you."

As a doorto-door salesman of textile
inezy, Guo Yuanying, 40, made so

much money that he was able to buy a
truck and build a six-bedroom

near 7lwngzhon. But when the
press publicised uo's success, he gvt
2,000 letters from Odnese asking for
money, and 50 people camped on his
doorstep. "Everybody (now] has the
right to make money," he gripes, "but
these people aren't willing to work."

Nowhere has the discontent been
more verbal than among foreign inves-
tots, particularly Americans. After a
serge of euphoria during China's spend-
* spree of 1984-1985, traders' whits
sank as the coun ly cracked down on
foreign exchange spending.
skav wean. New foreign investment
dropped sharply last year, prouipting the
Chinese to make significant concessions
and pump hard currency into troubled
fomign-owned ventures. But foreigners
continue to get caught in the transition
from socialist central planning to a Innre
market-oriented economy. At Eeijing
Jeep Corp., President Donald L St.
Pierre wants to introduce merit pay as
an incentive for managers to take more
risks. But the highest-ranking Chinese
manager is declining his raise for fear
that it will ruin his egalitarian rapport
with his subordinates. When Belgium's
Bell agreed to join China's Teleconununi-
cations Ministry in a venture to make
digital telephone switches in 1983, it ex-
pected to sell them to the ministry. But
new that cities Can make their own put,-
chases, many buy imported switches be-
cause they don't trust the quality of lo-
cally made goods.

St211, most investors are settling down
to a new sense of realism. Many have
concluded that China is still a potentially
huge market worth waiting for, despite
ainese political jockeying. "I tell my
American friends that we'll never be a
capitalist country," says Wang Yongjun,
deputy head of the Trade Ministry's :`,11-
vestment Dept "But you'll be able to
earn money if your way of investing is
right"

Perhaps. Before that happens, though,
the party congress must end the uncer-
taint)! caused by Hu's downfall. The bet-
ting is that it will. Still, until Deng's
successors decide on what will replace
China's chaotic economic system. inves-
tors looking for the Chinese market to
open fully will have to brace themselves
for a long wait.

By Dori Jones Yang in Beijing and
Maria Shoo in Zhengzhauillast,womg

norm ow sum is
MINN WPM NMI NMI 14NNIO

na. For high-tech companies, that
meant selling parts for assembly in
Chinese factories. But that strategy
backfired as sem as China started
damping down on foreign exchange
spending in 1985. Suddenly, there
wasn't enough hard currency to import
parts.

Foxboro Co., which has made elec-
tronic control systems in Shanghai
since 1983, felt the crunch as badly as
anyone. Bui in attrition to asking the
Chinese government for infusions of
fore* exchange, the Foxboro (Mass.)
company set out to create a local sup-
ply network. Now, four years later,
Frahm buys more than 50* of the
value of its low.end product in Chink,
including aluminum custings, simple
meters, transistors, and even printed
circuit boards. The quality is so good
that the venture will probably be able
to export more than $400,000 in compo-
nents this year.

What's more, volume is now high
enough to permit lower prices. Orders
are pouring in, production has grown
from $540,000 in 1983 to an expected
$10.8 million this year, and the venture
is profitable.

By Dori Jones Yang in Shanghai, with
Leslie Heim ix Boston
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China's Special
Economic Zones

Since 1980 the Chinese Govern-
ment has developed special economic
zones (SF2s) in Shenzhen, Zhuhai,
Shanwu and Xiamen in order to open
to the outside world and to expand,
through these particular channels,
economic and technological coopera-
tion with other countries.

Geographical Positions and Areas of
the Four Special Ec000mic Zones

Situated in the south of Guang-
dong Province, Shenzhen Special
Economic Zone is separated from
Baoan County to the north by Mt.
Wutong and Mt. Yangtai and ex-
tends to Hongkong's New Territories
in the south, to Dapeng Bay in the
east, and to Yuhou Bay in the west.
covering an area of 3273 square
kilometres.

Zhuhai Special Economic Zone.
located in the south of Guangdong
Province and west of the mouth of
the nujiang (Pearl River), is border..
ed by Macao to the south. It is 15.16
square kilometres in size.

The Shantou Special Economic
Zone, an area 52.6 square kilo-
metres. lies in Lonshu Village on the
eastern outskirts of Shantou in
Guangdolig Province, three kilometres
from the city proper.

The Xiamen Special Economic
Zone, situated on Xiamen Island in
Xiamen, Fujian Province, was
originally confined within the limits

FOREIGN LANGUAGES PRESS

BEIJING
PEOPLE'S, REPUBLIC Of CHINA

A
preferential policies, these
can develop economic and
logical cooperstion with f
cotmnies, snake the best use of their

amounts of foreign investment's:3
geographical positions, use

better way, import advanced
1ogy, develop industrial and agrkta-,
tuna production, expand
trade, increase Scab=
income and the accumulation
funds, and acquire scientific
niques and management skills.
dealing mgularly with foreign
tal, China can further observe ,

study the developmen of
economy, keep abreast of
changes on the international
and train professionals.

Preferential Treatment to 11,JIof the northwestern Hull Village,
covering only 23 4quare kilometres.
In May, 1984, the Chinese GOMM-
meat decided to extend it to include
the whole Xiamen Island, totalling
131 square kilometres.

Economic FeSITtres of the Special
Economic Zones and the Purposes

of Their Developsnent

The four special economic zones
are completely under the administra-
tion of the Chinese Govanment, and
special managerial systems and pal-
icies are practised. The main features
are as follows:

(1) The special economic zones are
aimed at absorbing and utilizing
foreign funds. SEZs produce mainly
exports. The mixed SEZ economy is
dominated by Chinese-foreign joint
ventures, Chinese-foreign co-operative
enterprises and exclusively kreign-
rmanced enterprises, very different
from the state-planned economy in the
rest of China.

(2) China practises a planned
economy. Shenzhen's economy is
basically regulated by markets.

(3) Investors in the SEZs receive
more preferential treatment and con-
venience than those in the rest of
China.

(4) The SEZs are vested with
higher-level economic decision-making
power than provinces, autonomous
micas and municipalities in the ntst
of China, such as power over ex-
amination and approval of Import
items and construction projects.

There are mane advantages to
setting up SEZs. Through their

in the Special Etionomie

'114 Chinese Government
ancomes d COCOU

citizens, overseas Chinese and
TIS

patriots from Hongittmg. Macao anc
Taiwan and their companies

establish enterprises and
enterprises to set up factories'
undertakinp with their own invest
mem, or in co-operative en
and joint ventures with China,
any other business forms
for both panics and permitted
Chinese law. Those
advanced technology and eq
and creating technology-
projects in the SEZs are mpecial1
welcome. Investors in the SEZ
receive the following prefers
provisions:

(1) Enterprise Income Tax:
The enterprise income rate

Chinese-foreign joint ventures,
operative enterprises and a
foreign-financed enterprises is set
15 percent and no local
tax is levied.

Enterprises with an
more than USS5,000.000 or dto
using high technology and it.a.v.A
relatively long-tam capital
may apply for a reduction oi:;1111
tion from the income tax.

its in the SEZs fo five
Investors who Mayesc

mom may apply for a
exanption from income taz OD t
amount reinvested.

The profit that an investor
alter payment of the en



come Um may be remitted abroad
with tax excupdan on the amount
remitted.

(2) Individual Income Tax:
For income from wages and

salaries, a moodily dethsction of SOO
yuau shall be allowed for expenses;
that pert in excess of SOO yuan

Ishall be taxed. Income from wages
and Wades in mess of SOO yuan
shall he taxed at plopessive rates,
ranging from 5 percent to 30 meant.

IThe following categories of hs.
come shell be exempted from in-
dividual income taxi Awards for
scientific, technological and cultural
achievements; interest on savings
deposits in dm state banks and
credit cooperatives of the PeopWs
Republic of China; divkknds; wei.

Ifate benefits, pensions for the disabl.
ad and for survivors and relief pay-
menu; insurance proceeds, ewers=
pay and rethernent pay for cadres,

'staff members and workers; income
exempted from tax as stipulated in
the international conventions to
which the ainese GOVelliMetit is a
tarty and in apeements it has sign-
xi; and income obtained from Hong.
:ong, Macao and some other fotrign
:ountries.

I 0/ Tariffs on Imports and Ex.
'arts:

Machinery and equipment, spare

parts, raw and sensilizeassed materi-
als, means of transportudon sad
other capital goo d. required for pro.
ductless and imported by enterprise.
in the SEZa are exempted front cue.
toms duties. So are exports made by
enterprises In the Sns, (excluding
those resuicted by China). Apart
from cigaseues and liquor, oonsuniew
imports for use within the SEZa me
exempted from customs dudes or
me taxed at a reduced rate.

(4) Industrial mid Commescial
Consolidated Tax:

Machinery and equipment hapo*
ed by investors few investment or for
further investment shall be exempted
front industrial and commercial cow
solidated tax. So me raw materials,
spent parts, devices, and packing
materials required in production in
the special zones. SEZ uports are
also exempted from the tax on the
links in the chain of their produc-
tion.

(5) Land Use Fees:
Land use fees are computed mid

collected based on the differences in
line of business and the terms of use.
Those who establish educational,
cultural, scientific and technological,
medical and health or public welfare
institutions in the SEZs shall receive
preferential treatment in this respect.
Projects involving exceptionally

advanced technology and noc-profit
projects may be mitenpted from
payment of the rand use fee.

(6) Sales of Products:
Spes:11 economic zones produce

mainly exports or merchandise sold
within the confines of the SM. A
portion of may goods whisk China
needs badly or, which Wein ad-
vanced eqtdpsnast and technology im.
ported by investors or raw materials
and spare pets made 1st China, may
be sold in domestic markets mi stip.
elated in the Chinese law. But taxes
will be levied cm products made
with duty free imported material, se.
cording to the country's tax laws,
when such Foducts are sold domes.
desk.

(7) Entry and exit procedures are
simplified and conveniences given
for Chinese asthma's abroad.
Clearance is given to compatriots
from Hongkong and Macao after in.
specdon of their home visit cer-
tificates at the ports.

Clearance is given to overseas
Chinese after inspection of their
home visit certificates, tourist cer.
tificates or passports issued by
China.

Foreign nationals wishing to enter
,the special economic zones via Hong-
kong or Macao must have visas is-
sued by Chinese visa-granting offices,
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DOING BUSINESS
IN CHINA NOW
As for 'dal control, the economy seems MANI I
for troaMe. Westwn Investors are hitt* on the tom II by S. Worthy

ALK UT lousy timing.
The day after Chinese sol-
diers turned their guns on
unarmed students near Tian-
anmen Square last June, an
ad appeared in Time maga-

zine for a new American-backed hotel, of-
fice, and apartment complex being built in
Shanghai. The contrast between the chirpy
ad and the bloody photos a few pages away
was bad enough. What caught the eye
and resonated with unintended ironywas
the new venture's slogan: "Now, every-
thing is possible." That still sums up how

Ripoirme AssociATE Shelley Noumea
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foreign investors feel about China. Fel bet-
ter or for worse, nothing can be ruled out.

China's Communist leaders insist that
their door will remain open to foreign capi-
tal an,:« technology. It probably willover
the song run. But until the split between
what one Western consultant characterizes
as "hard-liners and less-hard-liners" is re-
solved, both foreign and local business folk
must operate under a cloud of uncertainty.

Nor does this cloud carry a silver lining.
After the massacre some foreigners figured
that they might hold an unaccustomed ne-
gotiating edge over Chinese counterparts
desperate to prove that business was going

1 8
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on as usual. Says an American
businessman: "It was like how
you'd feel in the locker room be-
fore a big pme. Boy, did we
think we'd be able to score
points by reopening our con-

tracts and wing our new leverage to cut fa-
vorable deals. But when we got out on the
field, we realized that we weren't going
anywhere." Bureaucrats and factory man-
agers now worry that any concessions they
make miglu later be criticized by party
leaders.

Similar fears may make it more difficult
for foreign joint ventures to identify and
promote promising employees. No longer
does the official Chinese press declare, as it
did last year. "To get rich is glorious," En-
trepreneurs have been castigated and, ac-
cording to some reports. may even be
barred from joining the Communist Party.
The general manager of a foreign joint ven-
ture in northern China tells of trying to talk
a talented young wcwker into pursuing an
obvious bent toward management. The
worker ref worried that calm Chinese

ty boss Jiang Zemin, punish
Zhao Ziyang. the deposed
party general secretary who
campaigned for many of the
past decade's most important
economic reforms? When will
JaPan and the World Bank,
China's key suppliers of cred-
it, restart their money-lend-
ing machinesand on what
terms?

While they await those an-
swers, most Western compa-
nies already in China are simply staying put.
Within the crucial Overseas Chinese com-
munity. rattled Hong Kong businessmen are
looking a little harder for other sites in
Southeast Asia to hedge their bets. But, par-
adoxically, investors from Taiwan may actu-
ally be adding to their China stakes.

That's a gutsy move. SalIce China's econ-
omy, in bad shape even before the June de-
bacle, may be plunging toward recession.
Growth in indusuial output is slowing
sharply from last year's 21% rate. In Sep-
tember product= in several provinces ac-

./e

Pir

One at Chlaa's jobless intilleas, th eanstrietiaa inatier Isom Ma way bows Sti Sidassa preemie*.

would accuse him of following the dictates
of Western bourgeois bosses.

The current period of stagnant uncer-
tainty will begin to end only as a number of
key economic and political questions get
answered. Among them: When will the
government lift martial law in Beijing?
How harshly will paramount leader Deng
Xiaoping and his new right-hand man, par-

24 FORTUN(/ PAaric Rim 1989

tually declined. Battered by a dearth of
tourists and a rising trade deficit. China's
reserves of foreign exchange have shriveled
to just S14 billion, barely enough to cover
three months of imports. The inflation rate.
though it has recently shown signs of slow-
ing somewhat, hangs stubbornly above
20% in most cities.

The problems in the countryside, where

1) 9

870 million of China's 1.1 bil-
hon citizens live, are poten-
tially more serious. Because
state purchasers continue to
pay less than the world mar-
ket price for grain, farmers
keep shifting to higher-yield-
ing crops or converting fields
into sites for hotels and small
factories. This loss of grain-
growing acreage, which could
eventually lead to SeriouS
food shortages, is already

forcing China to spend increasing amounts
of precious hard currency reserves on im-
ported grain. Rural unemployment is also
rising. thanks to Beijing's new policy of
channeling credit and raw materials to
large state enterprises at the expense of
small, rural factories and other businesses
that operate outside the central plan.

Over time, unrest in the countryside
could become the present leadership's most
explosive problem. A year ago there were
violent clashes between peasants and local
officials in some areas when the govern-
ment paid for the autumn harvest with
promissory notes. To avoid a repeat this
year. Beijing committed more than S5 bil-
lion of emergency cash to crop purchases.

cEW of the difficulties foreign
managers face today are new.
Money, raw materials, and
electric power are in short
suPPly, as they have been
since the central government

began trying to rein in the economy more
than a year ago. Many factories have
enough energy and raw materials to operate
only a couple of days a week.

Shortages are worsening. Renminbi Chi-
na's domestic currency, is now so scarce
that many companies are living with unusu-
ally high receivables, since buyers are un-
able to pay bills on time. One exporter in
Guangzhou. who says he is flush with for-
eign currency, now perpetually lacks ren-
ininbi to buy materials and pay workers. In
the past he could purchase it from import-
ers, who needed the foreign currency he had
to buy foreign goods. But tough import re-
strictions mean importers now need far less
foreign exchange. Nor can the exporter bor-
row local currency: Banks have clamped
down on new loans. The cycle is potentially
perilous. If he were unable to pay his work-
ers, the exporter would soon have to shut
downeven though overseas demand for
his product remained strong, continued
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The new controls on imparts
and credit are put of a broad ef-
fort by the central government to
reclaim much of the decision-
making authority it relinquished
in recent years. How far this re-

treat from earlier, market-oriented reforms
will go depends not just on the policies that
central planners adopt but also on how vig-
orously provinces and cities, which have ig-
nored similar edicts in the past, enforce
them. One foreign company that sells
equipment to the domestic transportation
industry had been able to overcome the
usual foreign exchange shortage by sending
salesmen to scour the country for buyers
with money. But after the troubles at Tian-
anmen. the company was informed that
henceforth it could sell only to a single state
purchasing agent.

OR THE NEXT few years,
foreign newcomers mainly
interested in tapping the do-
mestic market will find it
more difficult to get approv-
al. Says a Western diplomat:

-The government is saying, 'Yes, our door
is open. but not for everyone.' " Even if you
are Pilowed in, you'll find that Chinese con-
sumers have much less money to spend. Ja-
net Shanberge of Karnsky Associates, a
consulting firm that works with Western
companies in China, believes those that do

This bridge acme Oa ilbsorklam awe will cam
a now highway between *mg Sang simian:lc

best will be the ones that sell things China
can't do withoutsuch as grain or equip-
ment that earns hard currency. Also fa-
vored will be companies that use China as
an export base or a source of suPPlies.

Despite the official lip service everyone
pays to the new hard line, belief in yester-
day's less constrained economic policies

2$ TORTS,* PAcuric Rim 1989
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and social attitudes has clearly not died.
One Westerner who Ma3 in southern China
during the Cultural Revolution of the 1960s
says he is heartened by how unexpectedly
open people in Beijing have been about
what happened. The events at Tiananmen
Square, he says, come up not only in one-
cm-one conversations but also occasionally
in meetings with bureaucrats. This same
businessman recalls a Chinese official ask-
ing him if he could arrange a business meet;
ing on short notice. Why? The official
implied that it would give her an excuse to
skip a political training session that she, like
many Chinese, has been obliged to attend
since June.

What probably ought to change is the
way many foreigners do business in China.
James Stepanek, who spent five years there
as the top representative for a large U.S.
high-tech company, wrote recently in the
Asian Wail Street Journal: "I still cannot
comprehend the ease with which the Chi-
nese side extracted the extra discount, the
extra week of negotiations, the extra fa-
vor." A merchant banker active in arrang-
ing financing in China predicts that interest
rates charged by fore* lenders will be-
come "more commensurate with the risk."
Already. he says, one Chinese company has
agreed to a loan priced at 125 basis points
over Libor, a key interest mte benchmark.
Pre-crackdown, the same company's bor-
rowing spread was just 50 basis points.

True, memories can be short. Hong Kong.
which shook with convulsions for a couple
of months after Tiananmen Square. today
seems unchanged. The territory's volatile
stock market has recovered half the ground
it lost, hotel occupancy rates have slowly
edged up, and real estate speculators have

1
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reemerged. Indeed, a group of 146 unfin-
ished luxury houses sold out three weeks af-
ter going on the market in September. Their
average price: $1 million. In October the
government announced a much debated
plan to invest $16 billion in a new airport,
shipping terminals, roads, tunnels, and other
large projects designed to cope with future
growth. Aetna the border in Guangdong
province. where Hong Kong manufacturers
employ several million workers, business
has hummed along with few disturbances.

UT THE TRUE TAB from
Tiaminmen Square has yet to
be tallied. it wiLl be paid in the
brains, energy, and capital of
those emigrating from Hong--- Kong who otherwise might

have stayed. Last year 45,000 people '1, up
from 30,000 the year before. Says William
Purves, chairman of Hongkong & Shanghai
Bank: "What has happened will lead to a
further brain drain in 1990 and 1991."
Agrees Simon Murray, managing director of
Hutchison Wharnpoa, a conglomerate with
interests throughout Hong Konw. "The con-
fidence built up over years was destroyed in
a day. Middle managers, those around 33
with a few children, say, 'Can I risk (staying]
without a lifeboat?' " To most, a lifeboat
means the right to live in a foreign country.
Though no Hong Kong companies have
pulled up stakes, many are now looking into
establishing at least a portion of their opera-
tions abroad. One likely winner: the island
republic of Singapore (see box).

Optimists argue that no Communist
leader would knowingly strangle China's
largest investor and trading partner. Gor-
don Wu, managing director of Hopewell
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Holdings, a giant Hong Kong
company, points out that China
has long had the power to wreck
the territory but has never cho-
sen to use it. The mainland fur-
nishes more than 65% of Hong

Kong's water supply. meat, and vegetables.
If China opened its borders, as it did briefly
in October. a flood of refugees would soon
engulf Hong Kong.

A Princeton-educated engineer who
ponders the future from a music-filled ae-
rie on the 64th floor of Hopewell Centre,
Wu had his confidence sorely tested after

a e

June 4. The stock market's collapse killed
a Hopewell rights offering, and work
stopped on a superhighway the company is
building between Hong Kong. Macao. and
Guangzhou, the capital of Guangdong
province. But in September construction
resumed. And while Wu doesn't dismiss
the chance of further trouble across the
border, he expects the first leg of the high-
way to open late next year. Says he: "What
guarantees Hong Kong's existence is our
ability to lift up the Chinese economy."

Even the Chinese in Taiwan are showing
surprising faith in the mainland's economic

The news reached Hong Kcaut on a
muggy July morning, as shock waves
from the Tiananmen Square massacre
were still reverberatinic Singapore was
relaxing its immigration rules. Almost
immediately anxious Hong Kongers de-
scended on Singapore's local consulate.
In the first week alone they picked up
300.000 applications. Companies, too.

Wan Carta& stem happy la %saw.

are giving the tiny city-state a closer'.
look. Says Chin Kiri-Wah. a political sci-
entist at Singapore's National Universi-
ty: "The events of June 4 have created a
new awareness of Singapore as an alter-
native to Hong Kong in the minds of
many investors."

With 138 commercial banks and 67
merchant banks, Singapore is already
close to overtaking Hong Kong as a cen-
ter for trading foreign currencies and is
light-years ahead in dealing in financial
futures. Now multinationals are being
lured by fistfuls of government incen-
tives. Executives at Union Carbide,
which moved from Hong Kong to Singa-

_r

pore last January, say their welcome
wagon included help in arranging per-
manent residency visas for transferred
executives, assistance locating office
space in a government-owned building.
and special tax breaks granted to compa-
nies that establish regional headquarters
in Singapore. Fock Siew Wah. who
heads Overseas Union Bank. Singa-
pore's fourth largest. has no doubt that
more companies will follow Carbide.

On the other hand, no massive migra-
1 tion of Hong Kong residents is imminent.

Despite the scramble for applications, so
far only 8.000 have actually been submit-
ted. That's because rigid Singapore has
little natural appeal for freewheeling
Hong Kongers Says political scientist
Chin: "I don't think we have any illusions
about how many Hong Kong people will
actually move here." But as Chin points
out, even a motilst influx will t 2Se,
though by no me.41 s cure, the islan re-
public's labor shcrtage.

To enhance its ar.ntal. Singapore has
begun working harder to relax. The
strait-laced government recently closed
Orchard Road, the city's main shopping
drag, and let 500,000 mostly youngish
citizens dance the night away to the re-
corded strains of Michael Jackson. Ma-
donna, and other pop stars. The crowd
did pick up one nasty Western habit:
Singapore's normally pristine streets and
sidewalks were strewn with plastic water
bottles, cigarette stubs, and confetti. But
around midnight, thundering loudspeak-
ers posed the central question: "Arc you
having fun?" There was no doubt about
the answer.
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prospects. though that faith is born partly
of necessity. Wages in Taiwan are more
than eight times what they are across the
straiti -in China's Fujian province. Manu-
facturers of such labor-intensive products
as shoes, garments. and electronic compo-
nents swarmed across from Taiwan begin-
ning in 1987, when the government in
Taipei relaxed travel restrictions In many
cases, whole factories were dismantled and
shipped to China through Hong Kong.

Since June 4, Taiwan's investment in
China has continued to grow.'though at a
far slower pace, according to knowledae-
able business executives in the region. In
a politically important move, a large group
of Chinese investors from Taiwan is making
a publicly announced trip to southern
Guangdong province in December to dis-
cuss investment possibilities. Previously
Taiwanese doing business on the mainland
kept a scrupulously low profile-

BUSINESSMEN from other
countries are also warily rais-
ing their heads. Motorola is
still considering a $100 mil-
lion investment in Tianjin.
The Wrigley chewing gum

company is currently negotiating a 820 mil-
lion deal in Guangzhou. In separate deals.
Chase Manhattan and Bankers Trust recent-
ly agreed to syndicate loans to two large
Chinese companies. Japanese bankers, sen-
sitive to the charge that they are overeager
to resume business as usual, welcome the
Americans' return. "We certainly cannot
neglect what happened in June." says Hisao
Kobayashi. director of Dai-Ichi Kangyo's
international planning division. "But China
is forever, and we have to take the long-term
view. We should never pull ow." Though
U.S. executives in China are more reluctant
to be quoted, they generally feel the same
way.

Nonetheless, it is sobering that many
China watchers these days don't rule out a
decade or more of political instability. The
furious power struggle among the country's
leaders, evident in May and June but over-
shadowed for a time by the upheaval in the
streets, has yet to play itself out. Much de-
pends on the order in which China's ruling
octogenarians finally pass from the SGene.
Ironically, most Western observers are root-
ing for Deng to outlive the rest of his genera-
tion. In the inscrutable world of Chinese
politics, the man who ordered the appalling
killings in June is still viewed as a moderat-
ing. stabilizing force. 0
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Faster industrial
growth demanded
(Nepal pick up lijaticeper met io
hue. the State Boma
Mal mmains saber shout the
eamemic einzetkes end urge' a
weed tete of 8 per mat la the 1st-

. flair kali of UM mid aa artide ear.
raid Eamernie Daily Only le.

Otherwise, the article hy Man
Resin earned, the planned mowth
rate of $ per east kw the whole year
will be difficult to achieve.

The SOB thus urges that, firstuf
all. the planned investment in fixed
meets mist be maid out.

Secoa d. the government should
encourage conaumere to spend
more by cutting the prices of
stocimded goods and preventing
poorquality goods from entering
the maket.

Third. more attention should be
paid to tochnotaffitui uPgrodin8 ofenterprises. aid tax on new pro-
duct be cut so as to spur innova.
*ion.

Fourth. enterprims should con-

UN report:
Act now on
population

UNITED NATIONS (Xinhus)
A new UN population study
published laat week shows the
world's least developed countries
are facing a critical over-population
problmn and their social and
sc000mic development hes been
stunted as a result.

The study, "World poptilesion
monitoring. 1989," conducted by
the UN Pope/sties Division. rye
Shot as ti 1988, the total
tion of the lam
tries was approximately 370
maim. about 8 per cent of the
erorld's total, and the rate of their
population growth has offset their
economic growth.

It says the population of those 41
cowrie", cloaefied by the United
Natimm based on per mpita W-
eems at &es than $220, increased
by an average 2.4 per ow per rear
over ths lam few yaws.

The nue of the imamse is en.
ported to rise this dared: to 2.9 per
cent parser. and by the year 3025,
the population of those nations will
Lspermni, c-tr moest .his

COWS-

Uses to spare as effort Se Improve
their low economic monks * oder
to get mu al the doidnuna the art*.
cie mid.

After bobbing through eight
menthe. since lam October. when
the growth rate fiest phualoseed to
a negative firm Chiss's Weary
started to achieve a growth o( 6.9
per mat la June, the article said.

It mid the growth was achieved
when the market was shock&
money was dgist and stememic
remits remained peer. Thus, it is a
very importmst contribution to
axial and economic etabilicy.

During the first half Of this year.
the output saltse of light industry
climbed 2.2 per cent to 444.4 billion
yuan ($94.4 billion) and the figure
for heavy Weeny also roe. 2.2 per
cent to al Wm: yams ($102
biped. according to the article.

The output value made by State.
owned anterpisea, many of which
had been in the red. increased 0.5
per cent to 619.7 billion yuan
0131.6 &Watt and the township-
= industrial output value roomed
to 117.2 hilliee yule, ($24.9 billion).
52 per cent up on the same period
last year.

Poldruitis
However. collative enterprises

In urban areas are WI in the
doldrums, 3.2 per cent down can-
pared with the corresponding
period of 1989, the article reported.

The article divided industrial
*development hit° three periods
since the beginning of 1990.

During the first three months, af-

fated by the anaterity
industrial producticm arricat
gag.

From March to May, prodattion
began to pick ip thanks to the ia.
creased working funds hr mem-
prises.

By the end of May, outstamling
loans hod increased 31.2 Mon
yeas MS babel. or sight per
cont, etwapased with the early dire
of this year.

The third period come in June,
when induetrial greewth mowed
fastest of the six month& the eel.
cle said.

The MB also 'analysed the
distinctive features of the develop.
meat during the het half of the
year, the article reported.

In terms of area& production in
coastal cities. especially Jiangsu.
Polies. Shandong. Guangdong and
Hainan provinces, made
resurgence earlier end faster than
that in inland cities.

With regard to the relations bet.
weer' light and heavy industries.
the article said light industrial pro-
ductioa began to climb up in Mach
and its growth was faster than
heavy industry in June. It is quits
reasonable

In terms of ownership of the
enterprises, township-run in-
dustries recovered much faster
than Staieowned anterptises. The
slow pew of large and medium-
deed enterprises is still a headache.

However, the production of
energy and main raw material in-
dustries is proceeding steadily with
no negative effect on indusuien

SoAt beans healthy
substitute for meat

Chimes people should est more
soya bean products co make up for
a lack of protein and to improve
their nutritioa

This le the suggestion of two
nutrition otrecialists. Gu Jingfan
and Yu Shouyang, of the
Nutrielogy Amoaation of Chin&

According to an *nide by the
two experts in the June 21 isms. of
the Beijing-based newspaper,,
Farmers' Daily. nutrition &-

The two specialets suggested
wider use of soy. been in food in-
dustries.

For instance, ion boos powder
can be nixed with wheat flow in .

snaking more nutritious food for
child= Soya been protein can be
mixed into assuages or with milk to
reduce their content of cholesterol
and fat so that they are saitable for
old people.

The two troilits consphdned.

A

Call to
The fisponift now 1,1160

prima "wave is the aeon's int
dersispossi saw Se MK ON paw&

ne lira meal si mairsels
Poo0oto DAY (iinT 2) orifoll

prises le soars the seettlesity to
the wars es Ms mciee wet begias.
Excerpts Mew:

early 1986. 90 per cent of the
As most of than were sigma

round contracts will expire this
year.

eir staff have shown their
The msjority of industries

th ail
mcatioti of the contract system.

sincerely hope that tha
system is adhered to.H
some managers have recta
hown less confidence in
system and become reluctant in the
face of current difficulties. This
inevitably pose new problem&

Fortunate*, the State Coos
has lamed a timely circular calli
for further reforms asid
illooMpement in industries
carrylag out the current au
=awn The circular once mein
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Foreign
investment
up in last
two months

by our staff reporter
Ou Yingpu

Foreign investinent in China re.
bounded in May and June after
four months of continuous decline.
according to a senior official of the
Ministry of Foreign Economic
Relations and Trade IMAM.

Yu Xiaosong, director general of
Molert's Foreign Investment Ad-
ministration. told China Daily
yesterday the May-June growth
rate could continue throughout the
year if local government organiza-
tions continue to work together on
improving the investment =vim.
man.

According to Mofert's
preliminary statistics. China ap.

'proved $44 ovevess-funded enter.
prises last month. 26 per cent more
than in June last year. The commit-
ted °wow capital for the pro-
jects totalled 1578 million. up by 24
per 0404..

In May, 630 such projects were
approved with a total promised
overseas capital of $540 million. 47
per cent more than in May last
yea.

Yu mid the figures far May-June
period last year were alrmdy high.
'The thlpiKt of last year's turmoil
oa foreign Investment did not show
until July and August." he said.
"because it takes about a couple of
months to finalize investment con-
tracta-

The turmoil did not block foreign
investment contracts already sign-
ed but affected negotiations on
future contrects. Yu explained.

However. slow business during
the first four months of this year.
sech of which drew in about $300
million in foreign capital, dragged
down foreign investment for *pin-
tail, January-June period below
that of the first half of last year.

The Mofert figures show that.

between January end June. Min*
altogether *proved 2.734 new
overseas-funded projects' 11.2 per
cent fewer than during the same
period last year.

Total contracted overseas capital
for the 2.784 projects was $2.36
teilion. down by 22.3 per mt, while
actual overseas issvesunent during
the pertod totalled $1.23 biilion.
down by 2.3 per cent.

Yu said most of the overseas-
funded projects approved this yam
are export-oriented industrial one..
They are mainly in the fields of tea-
tiles. petrochemical Industrie,.
machinery and electronics.

Of the 2.784 projects, the number
of those with solirownership by
oversees investors went up to 845
which is 62 par cent more than dur.
ing the same time last year. Total
committed famign investment for
these projects hit $966 million.

Yu said Taiwan investment on
the twinkled saw the biggest in-
crease during the January-June
period while total foreign invest-
ment slowed down. Yet he said
details about Taiwan immune:it
were not available yet..

Yu called on local officials and
departments to inspect foreign-
funded enterprises already in
operation and help them solve
whatever difficulties they meet
with all "one of the solid steps we
am to take to hammy* the inveit-
meat climate."

In the meantime. the Bank of
China, the natioo's foreign ex-
change teak. bits pledged more
financial hocking for overseas-
funded businesses at a time when
the country cootinues with Ito tight
credit programmes.

It said that loons ta foreign and
Telwan-funded enterprises -would
ilbgretee by a bigger maeginitkis
year thasi-1889."
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Farwell in tears 7211 first- students from
fivers at ths Shifiaz g Military A my as th

Workers
contracts
encouraged

by our staff reporter
Wang Reng

Chinos entreprisiours am being
encouraged to sign contracts with
trade unions repreeenting their
employees oftes as a condition of
being able to renew their
management-responsibility con-
bracts with the government.

Upon this year's mmimtion of the
initial responsibility contracts sign-
rid la early 1985. 77 par cent of the
contractors of State-owned
busiassaso ant signing renewals.

Many of the 2$ provincial
governments involved have made
signing ei the directoestaff caw
tract camo of the rsquirnssits for

Paris t
face P

PARIS (Agencies via Mu:
Six-power talks on German
began in Faris yesterday b
by the Soviet Union's key c.
sion to accept a unified Gr
within Nitta. the Western it:
alliance.

But another problem on tht
to unification. a need to r:
Polish border fears. still fac..
international forum.

The one-day "two phis
talks brings together h
annistars ai West and Eas .
many and the four World .
victors.

Arab Le
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Materials Lire.hsttiYosns

supplies up ivith Japan
=portant

Chinese Preinier Li Peas sotfor joint former JaP1111.141 Fare** Mter
Hiroshi kittenish* in Bg
yesterday afteriscm.

The two sachansed views on the
international leitastioa and ..ventures Jape:wee relations.

Hiroshi Mitaninka first briefed
his hoes on the Japanese Govurn-
ment's stand at the recent summitdomestic shortage, will enjoy of the Cheep of Seven.by or staff reporter priority in aux* of materials.

Li Hong a tie said that before be left forThis maks major &manure Chins many Japanese politicalThe State Council, China's bora the previous arrsagernant figures had agonised their Mum-
taw of promising so early reettreP.

highest governing body, has decid- ander wkdrh foto** inns in China
ed to improve the supply of raw hod to find thefr raw matarials and tics of tha third round of JapaneseInatetials and production tools to equir000t from the =A" With Mem to Chow

..the counuy's MON overseas- rolPod to tho **an cd iseeteur7
Li said that it is very impartaatfunded taterprisee, it we* announc- tootonolo otodod bY Weis draw

ed in Beijing yesterday. Cal said that provincial and kr Chine and Japan to maintain
manidnal special material* simply and develop friendly relatiass andThe steps according to Vice co-openclon in the currant :spicilyoonspiunse, serving forefundodMinister of Mstarials and Equip- changing world sitestion. "Chinaasterprhoes, will be granted importmeat Cai Nine*. is being taken to and Japan shwa take a unifiedpermits.Milts a better economic chnote and ioartarnt *Iv, on the guarand attract more foreign investors. /Ammer, these suppliers will be tics." he said.allowed to open kreign agreacy"It 'bows tem mate that Cidas bank accounts for this puma The Preonler noted that thewill not deviate from its Oa policy The planning. financial and economic cooperation between theof opening to tile outside materisk departments and wake two mum. coven may fieldsworid;Vai said. .

at all levels have been asked to co- and ill illalal Oa 03°Slial hel°16t* 1100A package of gem missittes to operate with them where ro promote".
liberialailitecooporil:hwefkiliheupgrade the canes materials sup seasteary.

ply to foreign4unded enterptiess, said.drafted by the Ministry of According to the Vicaldinietar.
Materials and EquIpment and un- the Companies which arrange
darned by the State Coundl this matmieko for foreign-fundad firms Lee: Chinamonth, will be adopted nationwide, are encouraged to fin their inicee a

little lower than the market pricesStateowned notarial, *straw or those on the international ties indon enterprises loill be asked to martet.
-provide Sinolcusign Joint view
tunic contrectad anterpriess and According Dr Xis Mingang, the
solely forsign-funded enterprises Ministry spokaania. the mem 3 months
with all Muds of matariala. smut bar eat aside the first board

kr, =PON for the fargiirwhologi SINGAPolill Minima)Aad those foreign.funded firma firm& which Window MOOG tons of Singsparo Prim Minister Lesngaged in the production of steel, 1,000 tone of *wpm 11,000 Masa Yew has *id that engeporenergy comatuniestions or goods tons of ohmic& and large amount will probably set up diphineatisfor export or for meting say of coninst, timber and coal. Matinee with Mho within Woo to
three asonthe, this Sissapits

Disasters kin 2,000 rstirigiggirs-7"."'
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FORTUNE BOOK EXCERPT

ONE COMPANY'S
CHINA DEBACLE
The opportunity seemed breathtaking: Build jeeps with cheap labor and sell them to the world'
largest undeveloped market and the rest of the Far East. Things didn't work out quite that way.

lion Mann covered
ILL companies
in China as Beijing
bureau chief ef the
Lee Angeles Times
from 1984 to
1987. tie is new
in the paper's
Washington hareem

It was like the grild rush. Alter
the U.S. mimed diplomatic re-
lations with China in 1979,
Western businessmen dashed to
the mainland to invest mrd set
tv shop. Disenchantment fal-
lowed quickly; last Junet mas-
sacre in Tiananmen Square
merely accelerated k Jim Maim
reemmts the short, unhappy
honeymoon of US. companies
in China in his new bop*, Bei-
jing Jeep (Simon tiE Schuster,
$19.95). Would-be global man-
agers can learn from the experi-
ence of American Motors,
which teamed with Beijing
Automotive Works in a cele-
brated vemure in produceand
selljeeps in China.

THE OFFICIALS from American Motors Corp.
were greeted with red carpets and exoCc, sweet,
flowery scents as they filed into the Grf.:at Hall of
the People in May 1983. After four Years of on-

again off-again negotiations, AMC and the Chinese gov-
ernment had agreed to jointly prod= jeeps in Beijing. As
the celebrants sipped champagne, Wu Thongliang, a bu-
reaucrat who had been tapped to become chairman tithe
new joint venture, turned to his American partner, AMC
Chairman W. Paul Tippett. "I've never be-.;n a chairman
before," confessed Wu. "Can you tell me what a chairman
does?" That was just one sign of trouble for AMC.

The deal was a landmark, the largest manufacturing
agreement up to then betwecji a foreign corporation
and China. American Motors and Beijing Automotive
Works would form a new joint venture called the Bei-
jing Jeep Co. AMC would own a 31% stake by con-
tributing SS minim in cash and another SS million in
technology. The Chinese agreed to put up $31 million
in assets for 69% of the new company. According to the
announcement, the venture would first modernize the
old Chinese jeep, the B./212, and soon develop a "new.
second-generation vehicle" for sale domesncally and
overseas. Through such ventures China hoped to attract
foreign investment and obtain the technology it needs
4:0, liff A 'fr i4I MON MOM We toracomPo wog moo mem a mimeo fer %icor& gm,
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KITS FOR NEW
CHEROKEE
JEEPS WERE
SITTING IN THE
U.S., BUT THE
VENTURE HAD
NO HARD
CURRENCY TO
BUY THEM.

to catch up with the Wat. For their part, foreign com-
panies anticipated nothing less than enormous sales.

Wall Street and the American media joined the hoop-
la. AMC's stock jumped 40% in two weeks- The press
emphasized that China was not only a large market for
vehicles, it also offmed low labor costs and a strategic
location for exporting to the rest of Asia and competing

with the Japanese. The
Detroit Free Press hailed
AMC's move, saying it
"could turn out to be one
of the shrewdest industrial
strokes of the decade."

But the Americans
didn't fully realize that the
vague language of the
agreement contained the
seeds of future conflict.
The contract did not spell
out what kind of new jeep
the two sides would devel-
op, did not give AMC the
right to convert itS Chinese
earninp into dollars, and
did not guarantee that the
venture would get enough
hard currency to buy pans
from Detroit.

AMC officials would
soon discover that the signing of a catuact often marked
not the end of a business negotiation but the beginning.
Once the ink was dry. the Chinese partner surprised them
by seeking new concessions. In each case the controversy
was resolved when the Americans gave way. The Chinese,
for example, argued that their eight top managers should
be paid roughly as much as the American expatriate staff,
around $40,000 each. The Americans at Beijing Jeep
knew that the highest take-home pay in China was no
more than $100 a month. They objected, but their bosses
in Detroit overrode them. So hundreds of thousands of
dollars each year went to phony salaries; the Americans
had no idea how this money would be used.

AFTER THE VENTURE started up in January
1984, the two sides clashed over the nature of
the new jeep and tbe method by which it would
be made. The Americans wanted it to look as

much like other AMC jeeps as possible so that parts
would be interchangeable. BJC's Chinese officials were
set on a military jeep for the People's Liberation Army,
historically Beijing Automotive Works' most important
customer. The army wanted a four-door vehicle with a
soft convertible top so that soldiers could open fire from
inside the car and quickly hop in and out. Such a vehicle
couldn't be made from any of AMC's existing jeeps, but
the two sides had glossed over this point in negotiati,ig
the contract. Warmer, developing the vehicle would
cost $1 billion. That was out of the question: Neither
China nor AMC had the money.

Several AMC vice presidents visited Beijing later in

, t "
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1984. Their mission: convince the Chinese to accept the
idea of assembling AMC's newest product, the Cherokee
Jeep, from parts kits imported from the U.S. After a
month the Chinese agreed. This marked a fundamental
change in plans. But the Chinese still believed that they
were going along with a short-term expedient and hadn't
abandoned the idea of eventually producing a new CI*
nese-made jeep.

Mother ominous sign: During a trial run in the suns-
me: of 1985, the fim Chinese Cherokee had to be
pushed, not driven, off the line. Workers had forgotten tc
tighten the clutch. But by September, Beijing Jeep was
ready to launch the Cherokee, and at a press conference
that month AMC executive vice president Joseph Capp)
bullishly said he hoped Beijing Jeep would product
40,000 Cherokees a year by 1990. Sniffed P. Jeffrey Trim-

mer, head of AMC's operations in the Far East "Selling
that [number of cars1 in this country is a piece of cake.'

BY THE FALL China found itself short of re
serves and began imposing severe foreign ex-
change restrictions. BJC needed hard curienc,
in order to import Cherokee parts kits. 1

couldn't exchange its local earnings in renminbi for dal
lars because the domestic currency ws . not convertible
Don St. Pierre. president of Beijing Jeep and AMC's tot
man in China, discussed the situation with his Chines
colleagues, but the sessions would break up in disarm)
The Chinese would simply say: "Foreign exchange is ,
little short here right now." Chen Xulin, a BJC board
member, later acknowledged in an interview that Chin
had intended to import only "a very small volume" c
kitsjust enough to get a peek at the technology, be
cause that was what they were really after.

The problem became more acute. As winter a r
proached, AMC had hundreds of Cherokee parts kits wah
ing to be shipped to China, but the Chinese govemnier
balked at granting import licenses for them. Without id
ing their Chinese colleagues, St. Pierre and Trimmer pr
vately appealed to Beijing city officials but got nowberi

Things went from bad to much worse. Beijing Jeep
first 200 Cherokees had been sold to the State Materia
Bureau, a government agency, for resale inside Chint
But the Bureau refused to pay the approximately 52 tai
lion it owed Beijing Jeep for them. Mother 1,008 kits ft

new Cherokee Jeeps were sitting in the U.S., but the VC
sure had no hard currency to buy them.

St. Pierre discovered that his venture wasn't even lit
ing paid in Chinese currency for the old 11.1212 jeeps

made. Beijing Automotive Works was supposed to cc
lect the money and turn it over to the joint venture, tic
that didn't happen. When St. Pierre asked Beijing Aim
motive officials about the more than $9 million thi
owed, they refused to answer his letters or return h
phone calls. He not only didn't have the foreign e
change he needed, he didn't have much renminbi, eithe

By the winter Beijing Jeep Co. was broke. St. Pier
even had to stop production of the Chinese jeeps for
day. The finance director for the joint venture, Li Bob

came to the rescue by loaning BIC 51.8 million from ti
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cuTuRAL AND
BUREAUCRATIC
OBSTACLES

THAT STYMIED
CHRISTIAN
MISSIONARIES A
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employees' health and welfare fund. Fund? The Ameri-
can officials at BJC had never heard of it. Only then did
they learn that the difference between the $40,000 sala-
ries charged for the top Chinese measurers and their kas-
than-$100-a-month take-home pay went into a kind of
emergency reserve. This was obviously an emergaicy.

St. Pierre urged Detroit to withdraw inunediately
from the venture. As of March 1986. &IC had delivered
450 Cherokees to the Chinese government but had not
been paid the foreign exchmige it was owed far 200 of
them, and at least 200 more were sitting unsold at the
plant. The venture had no prospects of exporting any sig-
nificant volume of vehicles or components in the next
few years. The company faced $3.1 million in cklits for
capital projects. Moreover, housing costs for AMC's ex-
patriate staff had ballooned 38%. Without telling De-
troit, St. Pierre tried to force the issue by soliciting wide
press coverage of AMC's difficulties in 1986: If China
was going to make life difficult for a Western cosporate
partner, the world was going to know. He also appealed
to top Chinese officials in writing, and one of his mis-
sives was delivered to Premier Zhao Ziyang.

By May, whether AMC would stay in China was an
open question. Zhao instructed Thu Rongji, vice minis-
ter of the State Economic Commission, to resolve the
situation. Zhu and two senior officials met with Tod
Clare, AMC's vice president of international operations,
and Timothy Adams, AMC's director of forward plans
and programs.

T. CHINESE made a major concession: They
would guarantee AMC enough foreign currency
to import American pans for at least a few Cher-
okees. But how many Cherokees? The Ameri-

cans had oriOnally been hoping for 5,200 in 1986 and
40,000 annually by 1990. The Chinese, however, were
offering enough foreign exchange for only 2,000 Chao-
kee parts kits in the first year and another 2,500 the fol-
lowing year. China had never Oven up the idea of getting
a newly designed Chinese jeep. Throughout the week the
Chinese wouldn't budge. On the final day, a dejected
Clare was about to leave for the airport empty handed
when the two sides suddenly struck a compromise: Bei-
jing Jeep would import 12,500 Cherokee kits over four
years. and China would guarantee $120 million in for-
eign exchange to pay for than.

AMC succeeded because its venture attracted enough
attention to turn the future of Beijing Jeep into a test of
China's open-door policy. The long-contemplated "new,
second generation vehicle" was redefined as a Cherokee,
and the Chinese finally abandcined their hopes of making
a Dew military jeep. More important, the Chinese prom-
ised that whenever sales inside China didn't generate
enough foreign currency, Beijing Jeep could keep on im-
porting the Cherokee kits by converting its renminbi
earnings from the EU212 into dollars. AMC would make
money both by selling the American kits to BJC and by
selling the assembled Cherokees inside China China also
agreed to finance major new tapital projects at Beijing
Jeep: BJC was back in business.

It was the ultimate jiver An American corrtli
that originally expected.to retie huge Profits by
modern technology to China and by selling its me
products to the Chinese found itself surviving. imi:
thriving, by selliv, the Chinese established Cr-
products. Of the 24,500 jeeps the vent= prodn
1986. only 2,000 were Cherokees. The rest were L.._
Chinese jeein, the 01212s, and the overwhelming sa-
lty tithe= were distributed through the central---
techniques set up in the 1950s.

NONETHELESS, things overall seemed
going well at Beijing Jeep. The Chine_
contributed $10 million to modernly_
plant since the venture was farmed, while

American side had put in virtually no new capital Z.-
the original investment. The factory produced
Cherokees in 1987 and sold than all. Chrysler In.
AMC that year but announced that it had no insanim
altering operations. St. Pierre handed tie
Beijing Jeep ova to his handpicked SUCCaSOC ViCe
dent Chen Xulin. in 1988. Chrysler offered St.
job in business development, but he turned it
left the company.

Then more trouble. Chrysler found that Beijing
motive Works was again boarding proceeds from sale
the 832121. It owed Beijing Jeep $8 million as of
1989. That same month BJC nearly shut down its
kee production line because the customs bureau in
jin tuddenly announced a hefty increase in duties on
parts kits. After a series of negotiations the
cials backed down.

On the night of June 3, a Saturday. Chinese
drove into Beijing to recapture Tiananmen we
student demonstrators who had occupied the
most of the previous six weeks. The soldiers fired
criminately into the crowds, killing, by most estinsam
few thousand people. The Chinese regime of
ping succeeded in repressing the pro-democracy
Meet that had swept the country during the spring,
extraordinary costs to China's political stability and
ternational standing,

On Sunday afternoon Chrysler urged its Berea
sentatives to leave China, even though some
worried the company could lose its whole ins
isionday, June S. for the first time in more than five
there wasn't a single AMC or Chrysler executive
jing. BJC resumed operations in mid-June, with the C
nese running the Cherokee assembly line on their

An immediate rekindling of romance between
and Western businesses is improbable. The recent
riences of private businesses inside the People's Rept*
are just the latest chapter in the long history of
frustration in the Middle Kingdom.
AMC faced the same cultural and bureaucratic
that stymied Christian missionaries who hied
fully to convert Chinese souls a century ago.
outside China has always seemed malleable.
inside it seems deceptive, intractable, and eadleaalY Ca'
ble of thwarting change.
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Shenyang: Revitalizing an Industrial City

rirHE PEOPLE of Shenyang
city, Liaoning province in
the far Northeast have many

reasons to be . Even before the
founding of the Manchu dy-
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den in the Manchu language) at
Shenyang -- though it was relegated
to second place after the Qing cap-
ital was moved to Beiting.

In the 1950s six of the central
goverment's 150 key state prmects
were located in the city. The area is
rich in coal oil ferrous metals
and non-metallic mineral resources,
making it an ideal heavy industrial
base. During the 1950s the city was
the center of the province's Indus-
hialization and much progress was
made. Shenyang produced China's
fust tractor and precision machine
tools. It soon established a reputa-
tion for technical expertise which
was called on by other budding in-
dustrial centers around the country.
It became known for making the
best pressure cookers in China. The
local people were proud of their
city.

UT FOR about 20 years. be-
ginning in 19o0, Shenyang

to get a different kind
of reputation. Rigid central planning

to stifle the innovation and
motivation that characterized the
development of the previous decade.
A story told by Director Xu Youpan
of the Shenyang Electric Cable Fac-
tory illustrates some of the prob.
kms. His factory. a key state enter-
prise under the Ministry of Machine
Building. needs quantities of capper.
A boring enterprise, the Shen-
yang Non-Ferrous Metal Smelter
under the Ministry of Metallurgical
Industry, is one of China's leading
copper producers.

These two important plants en-
many advantages as part of

the state's development program. A
special railway was even built to
serve both their needs. However,
under the central plan the programs
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of the separate ministries were not
coordinated and the two Shenyang
factories were not allowed to do
business with one another. The
smelter's entire copper output was
shipped to other areas, while the
cable factory had to import copper
all the way from Yunnan province
in the far south of China.

Other large enterprises experi-
enced similar difficulties. The nature
of production, supplies, investment
and taxes were all set by the state,
leaving the enterprises little leeway
and no incentive to plan efficiently.
All profits were turned over to the
state, and because state monies were
rarely available for renovation (most
such funds going to build new
plants), many factories were unable
to update their facilities to boost
production.

At the same time, there was an
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overemphasis on investment in
production facilities, at the expense
of social protects. Living standards
began to decline. Housing space av-
eraged 3.$ sq. in per person. Edible

oil was rationed to 150 grams a
month. pork to 100 grains a month
and refined flour to one kilogram a
month. Many people secretly trav-
eled south to Tianjin and Belting to

A Brief Look at Shenycng
sHENYANG, tbe capital of Liaoniog province
in China's northeast, is home to nearly 4.5
million people. The large Shenyang municipal-

ity, with an area of 3,515 square km, takes in nine
&bids nod two c000das aled boo a popshilloa of

some 5.6 million. The city is located oa a plain
between two rivers, the Hun and the Liao. It was
originally built in the Han dynasty (206 P.C-A.D.
220) and in the 17th century it becans the capital
of the Qina dynasty, China's last imperial house.

In 1625 the Manchu ruler Nurhachl rude Shen-
yang his headquarters, and in 1637 his successor
Huangtaiciti gave tbe city the name Shesuling
"glorious capital." (In 1644. China's former dynas-
ty, the Min, was overthrown and the Maichus Mee
to power, later making Beijing their capital.) Today
Shenyang's old imperial palace and the tombs of the
two first emperors are still very popular with visi-
tors.

The former imperial palace is in the heart of the
old town ud is second only to Beijing's Palace
Museum in size, splendor and preservation. It is
typically Manch. in style, consisting of 70 buildings
with 300 rooms spread out over am area of 60,000
square meters. Dangling, the splendid tomb of Em-
peror Nurhachl, is situated In bill-coantry about 17

kilometers from the center of Shenyang. Belling, the
burial place of Huangarichi, occupies 4.5 million
square meters and is the lareest tomb in tbe nor-
theast.

THE SHENYANG area has abundant natural
resources, and the city's reserves of oil, coal,
ferrous metals and various non-metal miner-

al resources have been a boon to its industrial devel-
opment. The traaspntation system includes 20 air
routes, six rail lines and five first-class highways.
Still ander contraction are au expressway connect-
ing Shenyang with the coastal city of Dalian. Pius
Timing Airport, the largest in Northeast China.
A newly built telecommunkatious center is being
equipped with an imported 60.000-line program-
controlled telephone system and long-distance
direct-dialing services.

Since the implementation of the open and reform
policy decade ago. Shenyang has made grest eco-
noir Progress. The city now has some 5,500 indus-
trial enterprises, with machinery-manufacturing as
the Indies industry. Two of the fastest-growing
areas, however, are light industry and textiles, with
36 trades tuning out 3,500 products.
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buy much-needed consumer goods
such as pork fish clothes, shoes and
daily necessities. In Beiiing, the sto-ry goes, these northerners even
bought up the very unpopular salted
fish!

sHENYANG people came to
be known as the 'Northeast-
ern Tigers," at first a nick-

name, but later a derogatory refer-
ence to those people who came
south to buy the goods they could
not easily find in Shenyang the
great industrial capital of the North-
east. This insult and the fact that
their city was becoming one of the
most polluted in China (nobody
wore white in sooty Shenyang),
were much on the mind of the peo-ple and local officials at the timewhen economic reform was being
introduced by the country's planners
in the early 1980s.

"Face poverty cc undertake re-form," was the only choice. In 1954
Shenyang was designated as one of
those cities to carry out economicreforms on an experimental basis.

,41
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The city government was given the
same economic management author-
ity as a province. Since then Shen-
yang's industry has been revitalized.

The city has become an impor-
tant conununication and transporta-
tion center for the whole of the
Northeast. Numerous railways,
highways and power lines connect itto the "steel city" of Anshan, the
"coal city" of Fushun. the "coal and
steel city" of Benxi. the "chemical
fiber city" of Liaoyang and the "coal
and electricity cities" of Fuxin and
Titling. AU of these cities lay within
a 100-km radius of Shenyang, form-
ing China's "Ruhr of the East." To
further develop the region, the city
was included in the Luiodong Pen-
insula Economic Development Zone
in 1985. Now it enioys the SAM
benefits as coastal cities in managing
its economy and attracting foreign
investment, even though it is about150 km from the nearest port.

Commenting on the great
changes that have taken place,
Shenyang Mayor Wu Disheng has
stated: "Shenyang's industrial out-

, era
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Fut .va.lut. was 1$, billion ),vali in
1c.88 co! waxeci with 8.92 /Aim
pAan U 1979. Over t.:,at decide
wc.:ke-'s average annual salary in-
creased from oO0 y.iarl to 1,800
yuan W- ,2,ve 450 bf'come mom
than self-sui ncient in the production
of chicken and pork and on ay.
erage, each ?erson consumes 600
grams of vegetables each day. Be-
sides, we no longer have to travel to
Beijing to buy pork!"

T WO MAJOR strategies have
boosted the economy: the
decision to enter internation-

al markets and the plan to introduce
the contract responsibility system
to enterprises. More autonomy in
production has been given to enter-
prises, which are also allowed to
retain part of the profits earned for
re-investment and to improve the
living standards of workers.

The Shenyang Airplane Com-
pany used to be military orientated,
but today it aiso produces over
300 products for civil use, 'mind-
i.ig plane tail structures under a iomt

production agreement with
the Boeing Corp. of the
U.S. It has also established
links with five other avia-
tion companies in Britain,
Canada. Sweden and West
Germany.

The Shenyang Electn-
cal Cable Factory has in-
troduced advanced world
technology to upgrade its
products. Director Xu you-
pan explained that many of
the products match those
of Western Europe. In
terms of quality and price
they are very competItive
on the. world market. with
buyers in Africa, Eastern
Europe, India and South
Korea. Establishing a
branch play, .A; ,road is un-
der considt : .ion.

The Shenyang Mach-
ine Tool Fant, built in

oNIR.usipaest kapertad fres West Germany at Hassikeng Knitting Co. Ltd., s Mai mime brow: Shenyang
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1937, is now a key state enterprise.
After technological renovation, the
company set about producing higher
quality machinery for both domesfic
and export markets. One of its suc-
cessful products the multi-spindle
lathe was exhibited in the U.S. in
1985. Based on its popularity there,
a branch office WAS opened and oth-
er successful products such as the
SOW model standard lathe have
been channeled into the American
market. Now 20 designs in 30 spe-
cifications are sold to over o0 coun-
tries.

Vice-Mayor Zhang Rongmao,
who is in charge of the city's foreign
economic relations and trade, says
that Shenyang's strong industrial
base and the use of foreign tech-
nology has overcome many of the
problems that face non-coastal ci-
ties. Its' intentational cooperation

MAY 1990

has also been developed by the es-
tablishment of more than 100 eco-
nomic and trade agencies and joint
ventures all over the world. To
strengthen this foundation, an
export-onentated processing base of
34.48 sq. km is now being built.

rrHIS industrial success and
improvement of living con-
ditions, however, still leaves

the city with a number of problems.
In January 1988. Shenyang's air pol-
lution level was disccrvered to be far
beyond the limits set by the state.
The problem could not be imme-
diately resolved, but lo monitoring
stations have been set up to gauge
smoke emnussions and A penalty
system has been put into practice. In
the first quarter of 1989. 003 work
units Kid been fined and deadlines
set for their pollution problems to be
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resolved.
Shenyang is tackling its pollu-

tion problems. People are now more
willing to wear white clothing and
joggers do not have to wear gauze
masks. Also, the city goveininent
has cleaned up the city's severely
polluted canal and is establishing
parkland along its 14.5-km length.
People from all over Shenyang vol-
untanly helped out in the construc-
tion work, including the mayor.
Histoncal sites such as the old Man-
chu Imperial Palace are being reno-
vated. Shenyang citizens can take
pnde in their past achievements in
building industries and raising their
living standards, but they don't
want to dwell on what they have
done. Rather, they are concentrating
on making their city a better, more
beautiful place to live in or visit. 13
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Sino-U.S. Trade: Hopeful and Unhopeful Signs

SINO-U.S. TRADE relations,
after rapid development over
the past several years are now

traveling a bumpy road that may
well continue in the new decade.
Despite the events of last lune in
Bening, two-way trade between the
two countries in 1989 bit a record
high of US 312.25 billior. according
to the latest customs figures.

American investment in China
has also showed rapid growth. Ac-
cording to incomplete statistics. U.S.
firms have funded more than a
thousand projects in China. with a
pledged investment exceeding US
54.2 billion. China now has a total
of 21,732 foreign-funded firms with

YUAN ZHOU is a repotter for the scow.
oak :sews departoteso of 'China Daily.

YUAN ZHOU

agreed foreign investment totalling
US 533.7 billion.

FOREIGN TRADE officials in
Beijing, however, are cau-
tious about predicting the

trends in Sino-U.S. trade in the
1990s. 'The results of the American
economic sanctions against Chma
will take effect this year. and this
will certainly affect any further
trade development between the two
countries,'" said a senior official with
the Ministry of Foreign Economic
Relations and Trade (MOFERT)
who declined to be identified.

Last year, total Chinese imports
dropped by 3.9 percent to US
338.2.7 billion. Foreign trade officials
attributed the drop. the first in sev-
eral years, mainly to Western econo-

nuc sanctions which have suspend-
ed governmental loans and applied
tougher restrictions on technology
transfers to China. MOFERT statis-
tics show that the number of tech-
nology import contracts decreased
by 25 percent to 328 in 1989, while
the value of the contracts dropped
18 percent to US 52.92 billion.

The MOFERT official offered
no exact figures on the extent to
which American economic sanctions
have affected Sino-U.S. trade and
U.S. investment in China, but on

.FeEiruary .2 the Chinese govern-
ment strongly protested the Ameri-
can legislation imposing such sanc-
tions on China. Another irritant has
been the recent vote by the U.S.
Senate and House of Representa-
tives, in disregard of strong opposi-
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tion by the Chinese government, to
readopt an amendment on sanctions
against China to the State Depart-
ment authorization bill, a continued
attempt to impose such sanctions
through legislation.

Vice Foreign Minister Liu Hue-
sink however, took note of the
American executive branch's repeat-
edly expressed hope that Sino-U.S.
relations would get back on a posi-
tive track He said the Chinese gov-
ernment welcomed such statements
and shared that hope.

N THE COURSE of maintain-
ing Sino-U.S. bade, the MO-
FERT spokesman said, China

would like to increase its exports to
the U.S., and also wishes to import
selectively from American buyers
items needed for the country's own
economic development. Chinese ex-
ports to the U.S. include mainly
textiles, apparel and light industrial
goods such as travel items, hand-
bags, footwear, toys, games and
sporting equipment, crude oil and
petroleum products, foodstuffs, arts
and antiques, and manufactured and
non-ferrous metals.

Machinery and transport equip-
ment are major U.S. exports to
China. Other important items are
fertilizers, synthetic rubber, resins
and plastics, commercial aircraft and
aircraft parts, farm produce, scien-
tific control instruments, computers
and power generators. Last year
Chinese exports rose by 29.9 per-
cent to US $4.39 billion, and im-
ports grew 17.93 percent to $7.8O
billion. The U.S. is China's fourth
largest trading partner, after Hong-
kong. Japan and European Com-
munity countries.

The MOFERT official said that
the Chinese government welcomes
recent U.S. moves to relax curbs on
Sino-Amencan trade: 'This Ls help-
ful to the normalization of the bila-
teral economic ties." China hoped
to have stable, long-term econorruc
and trade relations with the U.S., he
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continued, adding that there is
"huge potential" for further trade
expansion if "obstacles set in place
by the United States are removed."

The United States, he said,
would do well to lift first the econo-
mic sanctions which it imposed on
Ouna in the wake of the events of
last June, and other "obstacles" it
had erected such as its strict controls
on high-tech exports anu tough lim-
itations on Imports from China. He
called on American busines. exe-
cutives to think more thoroughly
about the advantages of doing buss-

Liu Chen

ness in China, especially as the
Chinese government is making ef-
forts to improve the domestic in-
vestment environment. He cited in
particular the recent government
moves to devalue the Renminbi and
the proposed amendments to Chi-
na's joint-venture law.

"The United States could cer-
tainly invest far more than it does
now in China," he commented, "and
we welcome more Amencan busi-
ness people to come to China and
explore the possibilities here." 0
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CitiSted, incerporsted by the

Citin Deveriegement 1.c 1001), in
Delaware in the United States, has
passed what it called "the most dit
*cult times" and began to make is
petit.

The steel compeny started to net
profits of $76,001) in Aped of this
year. And las May *of host the
sales of teed predicts averaged $6
minims monthly, said Qin Mao,
prendeut of Otic Development
Inc., a subsidisry et the Chins In-
ternational Trust and Investment
Commodious

Qin told China Deily I. an inter-
view yesterday that the steel cam-
paay was beck ma the way to nor-
mal praduction oil 200,000 tons of
e6eal asestally after. a year of start-
up operation.

H. said Otic and CitiSted==ent resoun ofd are fun
shoat the prospects of

the steel wide In oddities. Archer
D. 14rt1et. essoultant oreammy in
the IA has* aniseed-Ito beeineas
plea tied retched p Inclusion
which wee '

Compared with 30 steel pleats in
the US, Artiste D. Little says in its
timid report :het "Chasid can be
very cast competitive with the
other plate peuclucers In the US for
erarisets la the eastern half of the
Country.

It says, "CitiSteal is gaining a
reuroaable bass of business in the
areas where it has been selling ag-
gressively."

"The company =a achieve finan-
cial worse sad become recognis-
ed factor in ass US steel plate
buileese," the repot =ye.

mg pronts
CDI became ievalved in the pur-

chase*/ the bankrupt steal pleat in
June 1066. It bought the plant,
formerly called the Phoenix Steel
Ceeporation. from. the Wel
bankruptcy court. I

To formulate the management
team and resume production, COI
muployed oely 300 workers, less
than half ef the $00 workers at the
Phoenix Steel plant which
peeviously hada production aped-
ty of 200,000 tone.

Of its meseepment staff. only six
persona were sent from Cede in-
cluding the chief executive officer.

"We have Invested a total of
nearly MO maims including bank
loaner, corporate bonds, syndicate
loans and about 610 million la
working capital," Qin said.

He noted Ousted has resumed
its production capacity of 200,000

taw with the fiesecial aid hum
Mt, hut the Weil cesepany still
needs to invest $6 minion tech year
to uperade equipment end replace
obsolete facilities. .

assnagemset skiMs and
appmealseessehlak were appropoiste
far the start-up period must he
altered to meet the new re-
quirements of the ongoing
business.

If CitiSieel ia provided with ede-
quite capital and an =pending
market, the company win increase
its production capacity to 100.000
tons.

The steel products will have to be
sold to the US market dmpite the
slump hs the Americas; steed in-
dustry.'

He said the CDI will be active in
expanding its steel business in the
China market, which will he a good
"beekup" for CitiSteet

Glass production The Markets

line near completion
by sir stifl mcsdar

Lis Xi
The installaiken et a tempered

glass producthm line i a near Dow
pieties and will soon start trial
operation at do Hangzhou Safety
Glass Compeer 01110) in Zhejiang
Province

The glass production line with
en annual capacity a( 420,000 cubic
metres, was Introduced from the
United States. said Lipine
liSG deputy meneger.

She sad ibis was part of China's
*nary to parts for joint

Henan offers
labour services

ZHENGZHOU (Xinhus)
Henan Province in Central China
has rapidly developed international
economic rlations over the past
ten years.

I lrr

venture automobiles such se San-
tana tore prodicad in Sheagital,
Cherokee jeepe In lietijieg. Audi
cars in Changchun and Maeda
cars in Thep*.

Lee toid China Deily the produc-
tion line win prodece annually
tempered slam far 120,000 motor
vabkles .

1100 is a joint venture establish-
ed in 1936 by the Hangzhou
General Glass Works, the China In-
ternational That and investment
Corporation, the Zhejiang Interna-
tional Trust and Investment Cor-
!urethan and the nest Safety Glass
Manufacturing (Pte) Ltd of
ginSIPor&

lee paid the introduction et the
production Moe has increased the
oompeny's investment to $11$
million from the original $112
willies. The registered capital has
been increased by $2.5 million to $7

Its first production line for the
30yearlong joint venture was put
into operation two yore ago to

1111 11111 MI 11111

NNW "YORK A late wave
of buying 1.1 blue chips helped the
stock market recover from a broad
early decline to finish mixed on
Thursday.

SuIllah traders evidently 'were
not yet ready to give up oe chances
for the Dow Jonas indurtrial
average to break through the 3,000
level, which it bas been challenging
for the past few. asesions.

The Dow Job.' average of 30 1ss-
dustrials, down *bout 20 points at
its mideession low, cloud with a
12.13 gain at 2.993.81.

Declining brews outnumbered
advances by about 4 to 3 on the
New York stock Exchange. with
112 up, 563 down sod 526 uncharfr-
aci.

NYSE volume totaled 161.90
million shares, against 168.76
million in the previous ussion.

The NYSE's composite index
rose 0.55 to 199.38.

LONDON Share price.
closed at session lows on Lontion's

#.4#4,..w.ft #
yemr, and far anperists efilefasso

-1 to EC. Slum War= tax. . OMINS latal

palf:14:111 411::aabild "dire .11:1 "1:1° Praia"
Win= femora this yaw. stwartting citb me Pal

US tarsus* $11 Men In feet sales ow
a year. Webs be*

The United Stases wadi es roe aw

mare than a year sat aProvi*
their swim's earfoniterel Okla.

In l088 idaufikarry said the EC
had an agricultural trade deficit et
$21.6 Masa against a US trade
surplus of *18 Whoa la agriculture

At their Houston summit last
week loaders et the world's men
most industrialised nations speed
to "take the difficult political dee*
Mons" to bring the Uruguay reused
of trade talks within the Omura!
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade te
a successful end.

The EC end the United States
also disagree ea trade in textiles.

TOKYO no share prima on
the Tokyo Stock Exchange fell
sharply he the wake of the west of
the leader of a speculator group
yeetardey.

The Nikkei Stock Average of tali
selected issues last 634,10 points,
er 1.92 per cent, to 112,421.42. The
benchmark index bad pined 7.111
points on Thursday.

It was the sharpest single-day
decline since April IS, when the
Nikkei index shed 760.74 poiate to
28,463.18.

HONG KONG Share
prices on the Kong Kong stock eat-
change closed generally higher la
heavy trading yesterday.

The Hang Sang lades, the
market's key indicator al blue
chips, gained 16.811 pinta, dosing
at 3,540.41 Turnover anuesited to
2.332 billion Hong Kong dollars
15298 minion), down from Thum
day's ME $2.459 ($31$
minion).

Among properties, Chmeng Kong
rose 40 Hoag Kong cent* to 14.20,
Hong Kneel Land seined 20 cents
to 9.28, New Work! Development
was unchanged at UV% awl Bun

g. f 11 II ,, 1

NS MIN 1MN1

101110111M1M01111." 4In

compassed with late Thursday:
14412 West German marks .

dolts from 1.6430
1.4060 Swiss franca, down from

1.4090
5.5056 French franca, down

from 54100
14446 Dutch guilders, dews

from 1.8600
1,202.25 Italian Are, down from

1,203.00

In laedon. the WILLA Pound
waa quoted at $1.3146, compared
with $14166 late on Thursday.

Gold dealers la London fixed a
recommended price of $1160.76
troy ounce yesterday morning,
down from $362.76 bid late on
Thursday.

la Zsuieh, the bid price was
2360.70, down from $362.20 lateen
Thursday.

Gehl In Hong ICon.g fall MI cents
to doss at a bki 11981.43.

Sliver fail in Londca Los bid prire
of 14.86 a tray Macao Irani Thum
dares Kos.
acwwwwwwik
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Strong Medicine:

A Sino-U.S. Pharmaceuticals Firm
()MANG FAN, YANG DESHAN

& WANG XIN

0 NE OF THE most popular
TV conunercials of the past
few years. called -Liang

Pian" (two tablets), was so successful
that countless people remember the
funny doctor in the ad. Relatively
few of them, however, can recall the
name of the sponsor the Tianjin
Smith Klinc French Labs, Ltd.

The company. which went into
operation in October 1957, is a joint
venture between a U.S. finn (Smith
Kline Beecham Labs, Inc.), the Tian-
jin Medical Company and Tianiin's
Hebei Labccatories. The initial in-
vestment for the first phase of the
project was US $8.5 million. Located
in the eastern outskirts of Tianiin
city, the company has, in Chinese
eyes, the look of a hospital or re-
search institute rather than a facto-
ry. The three-story plant has white
walls and a well-scrubbed, hygienic
air.

CCORDING TO THE
agreement among the three
partners, the company

would produce 14 patented medi-
cines from the U.S.. which would
fill certain gaps in China's own
pharmaceuticals production. The
main items would include gastroin-
testinal and cardiovascular prepara-
tions, broad-spectrum anthelnuntics
(useful against internal parasites t
and a medicine for rheumatoid ar-

OUYANG FAN & YANG DESHAN are
Nati members of the Chinese People's
Association for Friendship with Foreign
Countries, and WANG X1N *a a staff
reporter with Mina Today.

APR IL 1990

thritis. First to go into production
was Zentel, an anthelmintic which
is highly effective and easy to take.
Just two tablets (hence the name of
the TV commercial) are usually suf-
ficient. Another popular product is
Tagarnet, which significantly re-
lieves gastric and duodenal ulcers
without requiring surgery. The de-
signed production capacity is a bil-
lion tablets and 200 million capsules
a year.

In terms of productivity and
quality controL the plant represents
advanced world levels. Most of the
equipment was imported from the
U.S., Britain. Italy. Japan and West
Germany. Its workshops and manu-
facturing facilities were built to con-
form to American GMP ( Good
Manufacturing Practice) standards.
With highly automated equipment.
only one-third of the 171-person
workforce are needed to nm produc-
tion, while over 20 people are en-
gaged in marketing operations.

"The average annual output val-
ue per employee is as high as
305,000 yuan," Deputy General
Manager Zhao Shunning explains.
-That's in comparison with the
25,000 yuan per employee in most
state-owned enterprises in Tianiin,
China's third-largest industrial city.
The average profit value per ern-
ployee is 70,000 yuan. while the
figure in above-average Tianjin en-
terprises reaches only 10,000 yuan.-

Quality control is ve,y strict.
The workshops are all sealed, with
the au in them filtered a number of
times. Quality checkers go over ev-

erything from raw materials to fin-
ished products, with the help of an
internationally ranked quality con-
trol lab. According to company of-
ficials, products must meet U.S.
Smith Kline standards, which are
higher even than the standards set
by the Chinese or American govern-
ments.

In terms of knowledge of mod-
ern science, technology and man-
agement methods, Chinese workers
are not as qualified as their Ameri-
can counterparts, so the company
puts a lot of emphasis on employee
training. There are classes in tech-
nology, the GMP method, computer
use and English. The managers also
realize that worker enthusiasm is as
important as technical skills. They
organize activities to help create a
group spirit," such as meetings in

which workers and top management
exchange ideas, holiday parties and
group tours. Managers eat lunch in
the same cafeteria as the workers.
Both kinds of efforts seem to have
helped morale and production effi-
ciency. Products pass quality tests at
a rate approaching 100 percent.

DEFUTY GENERAL Mana-
ger Zhao, who graduated
from college in the early

1960s and has many years of exper-
ience in pharmaceuticals produc-
tion, now feels comfortable with his
American co-workers though at
first he was wary. -According to our
contrA.t," he says, -Americans hold
the posts of general manager and
heads of quality control, finance and



technology, while Chinese person-
nel serve as president of the board
of directors, deputy general manager
and managers of the remaining de-
partments.

At first I didn't have much
confidence about the prospects for
cooperation with the Americans. I
thought, well, we are from a socialist
Asian country and they are from a
capitalist Western country, so there
are bound to be many contradic-
tions.

"Later, I found there were large
areas of common interest in that
both sides want to run the enterprise
well and make it successful Truly,
we do still sometimes have argu-
ments, but we always solve the
problems through rational discus-
sion, For example, in China enter-
prises have to take responsibility for
their employees' housing, because of
the low salary levels. Our company
has the same problem. At first, the
Americans couldn't understand why
we had to get involved in this. Their
attitude WU, 'We pay people a sala-
ry, they should solve their problems
on their own.

"But the Americans rather
quickly learned about Chinese con-
ditions and customs. Eventually we
made the decision together that we
would tackle the housing problem,
in several stages over several years'
time. In 1990, we will build 50
rooms of employee housing as a first
step."

Ameiican Theodore E. Byers,
the company's quality i..introl man-
ager, spoke over lunch in the em-
ployee cafeteria: I am very pleased
to work in this successful enterprise,
with its good young people and our
Chinese partners. This is my first
time in China, but I find that
Chinese people are all very friend-
ly."

FROM OCTOBER to the end
of 1987, the first year of the
company's operation, the

output value reached 4 million yuan

(about US $1.1 million). However,
because the products were complete-
ly new to Chinese customers, the
company was 440,000 in the red
during that period. This slow start
up was expected. In 1988, the plant
turned out more than 44 million
tablets and over a million capsules,
while 2 million yuan was spent on
marketing and promotion. The ad
with the "funny doctor" was just
part of this effort. The company
sponsored symposiums around the
country, set up sales offices in major
cities, visited hospitals and attended
conferences (including a major na-
tional pharmaceuticals convention
in Beijing).

By the end of the year, the
number of customers had increased
dramatically, though the company
still suffered losses of 1.2$ million
yuan. The big turnaround came in
1989, when the firm logged a profit
of 10.33 million yuan. Encouraged
by their progress so far, managers
are full of confidence about the fu-
ture. By mutual agreement of the
partners, the profits of the last sev-
eral years are being invested in
building a new raw materials plant.
After it goes into operation. the
company will not have to spend so
much of its scarce foreign exchange
on importing certain materials from
the U.S.

In 1990, company leaders pro-
ject a profit of 12 million yuan, and
a good start has been made. The
January sales figures equalled the
sales figures for an entire quarter in
the previous year. Plans for the next
few years include expansion of the
company's international market:
some sales are now being made in
Southeast Asia and Latin America.
Another area of emphasis will be
research and the development of
new products. The company's re-
search laboratones are full of the
most advanced equipment, and five
new items have already been devel-
oped, tested and put into produc-
tion.

GO FLY A laTE!

CHINESE ARTISTIC KITES
by Ha Kuiming and Ha Yiqi

For over four generations the
Ha Family of Beijing have been
world renowned kite-makers.

This fine art album of their
kites is also a readable how-to-
manual with detailed notes and
aerodynamically accurate dia-
grams. With over 80 lavish cole.:
photos.

China Books, May 1, 1990
*2194-1 $14.95

2929 Twenty-fourth St
San Francisco, CA 94110

C H I NA (415) 282-2994

BOOKS FAX: 282-0994
& Penockais. Inc, OCR
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uP TO THE present, the five
SEZ: have approved a total
of 5,700 outside-invested

projects involving funds of some US
$4.1 billion a fourth of the
for the whole country. Their ex-
port earnings were US S3.85 bil-
lion, nearly a tenth of China's total
exports for that period. The total
yearly gross industrial output
of the first four SEZs (excluding
Hainan) has risen 12-fold over the
1979 figure.

Shenzhen, the first SEZ, was
founded in 1900. Before that it was
only a small, industrially lsadcward
town across from Hmigkong. Ten
years of hard work have turned it
into a modern city with established
industries electronics, es
and other light industries, chemical,
machinery, building materials and
food processing. In terms of tech-
nology, a number of Shenzhen's en-
terprises have reached or surpassed
the advanced domestic level.

Zhuhai, next door to Macao,
was an area of scattered rural vil-
lages before it became an SEZ. Com-
mercially, it had only a few
shops serving agriculture and fish-
cry. Now four main industries dom-
inate the economy: textiles, elec-
tronia, building materials and food
processing. Of particular note is

the zone's capacity to produce such
high-tech items as computer discs,
stacking circuit boards, air compres-
sors, color TV sets and so on.

What is now the Shantou SEZ
was, ten years ago, an area of roll-
ing dunes and low-lying land over-
grown with weeds. Construction of
highways, docks, electrical sub-
stations, water-supply projects, a
program-controlled telephone sys-
tem and other basic facilities has
transformed Shantou. It is now seen
as an ideal place for investment by
many overseas Chinese and entre-
preneurs from various countries, and
large-scale garment, ceramics, elec-
tronic components and food-

JUNE 1990
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processing enterprises are thriving.
During the past decade Xiamen

SEZ iust across the water from Tai-
wan, has built four 10,000-ton deep-
water berths at Dongdu Harbor, Xia-
men International Airport and an
international direct-dial telephone
network. The investment environ-
ment has thus gradually been per-
fected. The zone has attracted both
Taiwanese and foreign investors,
and a third of all Taiwanese capital
invested in the mainland has gone
into Xiamen projects.

VER 'THE last ten years the
SEZs have been markedly
successful in a variety of

ways, which may be sununed up as
follows:

1 S

(1) The SEZs have been at the
forefront of economic exchange
and cooperation between China and
places abroad. Since China was
wholly or partially closecl to normal
interchanges with the outside world
for many years. the SEZ have filled
a much-needed role as gateways be-
tween the outside world and other
parts of the mainland. Having first
absorbed foreign funds, advanced
techniques and managerial exper-
ience, the SEZs then transferred
many of these things to inland en-
terprises via domestic joint ven-
hires, cooperative production, semi-
nars and other meetings, training
_lasses, exhibitions and trade fairs.
At the same time, primary products
were shipped from other parts of

19
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China to the SEZS for further pro-
cessing, thus enhancing the export
value and earning additional foreign
currency.

(2) Infrastnicture development
in the SEZs (involving water sup-
plies, electricity, communications,
airports, docks and rail lines) WAS
very rapiüt providing the necessary
environment to attract investors. As
a result, a great many joint ventures
were set up, accounting for 30 to 60
percent of the total industrial output
value in the zones.

(3) The SEZs have become the
coastal vanguard in China's opening
to the outside world. The national
open policy was worked out and
gradually perfected in part through
the ongoing experiences of the
zones. Since 1980, when the central
goverrunent decided on the experi-
ment of setting up four SEZs, China
has opened to outside investment 14
coastal cities (in April 1984), the
deltas of the Zhujiang (Pearl River)

20

and Changjiang (Yangtze River) and
Fujian's Minnan Triangle one after
another in 1985, and finally the
largest SEZ of all, Hainan province,
in 1988. All of these developments

have transformed the coastal areas,
which in the put decade have ab-
sorbed SO percent of all the outside
investment in China and 60 percent
of imported technical projects, be-
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sides accounting for 60 percent of
the country's expots.

(4) In the first four SEZs an
economic strategy has taken shape,
involving the absorption of foreign
funds and an emphasis on industri-
al erports. Of the 2, '00 foreign-
=vested enterprisa already in op-
eration, some 60 percent are produc-
tive ones. The proportion of prod-
ucts exported has gradually risen,
and in the Shenzhen and Shantou
zones it is more than 50 percent.

The processing and export of
agicultural sidehne products have
also become important in the econ-
omies of the SEZs. In Shantou,
where conditions favor the growth
of large quantities of fruits and
aquatic products. production lines
have been imported to process roast
eels, canned fruit, quick-frozen lob-
sters and vegetables. Other pro-
cessing opentions involve fresh-
preserved fruit, meat, breads and
snack foods, and the refining of
oyster sauce. Using imported fine
breeds and advanced technology,
the zones have set up various or-
chards and pig, duck, fish and pi-
geon farms to enlarge agricultural
exports and speed up the moderni-
zation of agriculture.

HINESE LEADERS have
reaffirmed a number of
times their commitment to

a stable, unchanging open policy,
especially in the SEZs. In these
places the improved economic envi-
ronment and readjusted economic
order have energized the national
effort to attract foreign investment
and absorb advanced technology.
Outside-funded enterprises of a
high-teth, exixxt nature are in fact
granted particularly favorable pre-
ferential terms because of the addi-
tional benefits derived from such
companies.

All in all. investment conditions
in the zones have improved steadily,
laying the groundwork for increased

JUNE 1990
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economic exchanges and interna-
tional cooperation. Considerable
progress has already been made in
attracting outside investment and
enlarging exports. In ever greater
demand on the world market are
Chinese electronic products. textiles,

1 f I

light industrial goods and processed
food products. and the number of
wholly or partially outside-funded
enterprises is constantly increasing.

Mother sign of progress is that
many outside investors are now re-
questing large plots of land for their

2 3



ST.:eclat Eccnornic Zwes
protects, indicating that they have
long-term considerations in mind
rather than short-tarn "test the wat-
ers peniects. In the Zhuhai SEZ an
overall plan has been developed for
construction of large-scale deep-
water berths, civil airports and high-
ways, which should attract even
more investors. Also in Zhuhai, a
production structure has taken shape
emphasizing technology-intensive.
capital-intensive industries.

Xiamen has become Maiming-
ly attsactive to outside investors.
Though late in arriving. Taiwan en-
freprenetint have now outstripped
old-time investors from Hongkong.
overseas Clinese and foreign busi-
ness people in stints invested.. Newer
opaied areas also offer good invest-
ment opportunities. In Hainan, the
latest SEI basic facilities and in-
frastructure are quickly being devel-
oped. Its new thermal power station
has an installed capacity of 400,000
kw, and over 150 program-
controlled telephone lines have been
installed. Last year outside entre-
preneurs invested US $200 million.
and 300 joint ventures or solely
foreign-funded companies have
sprung up.

lit the corning decade China
has ambitious overall modernization
goals that will affect every part of
the country. To achieve these goals,
trade and other forms of economic
exchange with the outside world
must proceed at an even more rapid
pace, and China's SEZs will play an
extremely important role in this pro-
CISO. 0
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Doing Business in
Shenzhen

STAFF WORMS
YOU YUWFN and

HONG BING

sHENZHEN, a city
same 25 kilometers
to the north of

Hongkong and the first
Special Economic Zone
(5E2) to be set up in
China, has been going
through a process of ex-
tremely rapid development
during the past decade. Ac-
cording to Shenzhen May-
or Li Hao, the city's total
indushial output value over
the 10-year period was 10
billion 'man; 60 percent of
that was export goods. The
total export earnings of US
51.8 billion make it se-
cond only to Shanghai
among the coastal cities.

The present city is a far
cry from what it was a decade ago,
according to Mayor Li. In those
days it was a sleepy town of 30,000,
with an area of no more than 3
square kilometers and an "industrial
base" of 20 small factories. Today,
the city occupies at least 61 square
kilometers of land. By the end of
this century, the mayor predicts,
Shenzhen will be securely esta-
blished as an industrially based SEZ
with an all-round economy founded
on trade, science and technology,
finance, tounsnt apiculture, animal
husbandry and fishing.

Since 1980, when Shenzhen was
designated as an SEZ, the central
govenunent has given the city a
great deal of support by providing it

I.

Dier Mph*, iisessar way* sir Sbasialies LassoilisDemote C. la&

with loans and by permitting it to
offer special preferential terms to
outside investors. In this way, the
zone has been able to build up a
solid infrastructure for business and
to create a good investment envuon-
merit.

In 1982, when the present wm
ters were there for the first time, the
city seemed like a giant construction
site littered with building materials.
Local people and outsiders alike
were astonished when a number of
towering skyscrapers were put up in
just two or three months and visi.
tors were impressed by the deiuxe
hotels, holiday villages, amusement
parks and great array of imported
commodities.
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Specid Eccnomic Zones

BEING NEW and experimen-
tal, however, the SEZ has
had to work its way through

a certain number of problems, espe-
cially in the early stages of develop-
ment. There war failures and mis-
understandings, and occasionally
the city even came in for some
atheism from the rest of the coun-

trY.
Because of the central govern-

ment's preferential policies in the
zone, it attracted a flood of talent-
ed and hard-working yoimg peo-
ple. Nevertheless. others came not
to build. but to profiteer and specu-
late. and for a while it looked as
if smugglin g. economic crimes nad
disagreements with the interior were
about to bring development to a
halt. On our second visit in 1984,
we could sense the depression in
the area. That same year, however,

Deng Xiaoping reiterated the ne-
cessity for development of the zone
and encouraged it to carry on, sol-
ving its problems along the way.

Li Hao became mayor of Shen-
zhen in 1986, just as the zone was
undergoing a wave of economic ad-
justment. He realized that people
living and working in the city were
on the whole pioneering, creative
and dedicated, and he felt duty-
bound to create a better environ-
ment for them. But merely concen-
trating on local improvements was
not enough. Greater priority had to
be given to foreign exchanges and
exports, in accordance with the bas-
ic aims of the SEZ (see article in this
iissue. "Ten Years of the Special Eco-
nomic Zones").

To encoonge direct internation-
al trade, the city set up a number
of export-oriented enterprises, and
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A workshop at do Moine Eitetrasic Co. Ltd.
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a comprehensive system took shape
in which raw materials were brought
into the city, processed into manu-
factured goods and then exported
overseas. The result was that by
1989, export earnings had increased
by an impressive 285.4 percent over
1985.

THE EXPERIENCES of three
of the leading companies
and their chief executives

serve well to illustrate the ups and
downs of running a business in
Shenzhen.

The Shenzhen Nanbao Electron-
ics Co. Ltd., for example, was esta-
bhshed in 1985. In the fall of 1986
the White Swan. a luxury hotel in
Guangzhou. decided to furnish the
nute being prepared for the visit of
Britain's Queen Elizabeth with four
high-quality telephones. It exam-
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Special Eocncrnic Zones

Med the products of China's IS best
telephone manufacturers and finallydecided an the Bcmy-BS type of
instrument, made by Nanbao. The
company toes advanced techniquesfront both Chirui and abroad to de-
velop new products. which it sellsto Belgium Japan, Switzerland, theU.S. and Wert Germany.

A great part of Nanbao's successcan be attributed to its general man-
ager, Huang Min'an, who started
out in 1962 as a teacher, but Wei on
switched to business. In 1969 ht wasasked to set up Shenzhen's first ra-dio factory. a shoestzing operation

employing a couple of dozen pee*.Government funds for the project
came to only 800 yuan; the rest was
borrowed from other sources. Only
a few years later, the factory wasmaking an annual profit of 5 million
yuan. Huang later helped establish
several other plants, all of whichwent on to do well, thanks to hisskillful management. He was elected
a deputy to the Guangzhou Munici-1,8.; People's Congress.
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He joined Nanbao in 1984, the
year before it went into operation.He worked day and night develop-ing as many new products as possi-ble. One of the company's first
successes was the sale of a large
quantity of special telephones to aU.S. firm. The phones were for
hospital use and were manufactured
especially for patients with infec-tious diseases. nttir tzte saves the
labor costs involved in disinfecting
each indiiidual instrumait.

From the very beginning. Huanghas laid great stress on quality con-tra and any items of poor qualitythat do escape his vigilance are re-placed immediately. He also offers
good after-sale seivices. Orte Beijing
hotel, for example, found that a cou-ple of the Bony-BS telephones they
had installed were not functioning
properly. tioted management wassurprised and pleased to set techni-
cians from the company arriving thevery next day to fix the problem. In1988 the company sold a total ofone million telephones.

Asked why he works so hard.
Huang explained that he is the kindof person who always has to do hisbest, or he wouldn't be able to facehimself. I can't stand the thoughtof leading a mediocre life," he says.

D1NG SNIPING is general
manager of the Innguang
EICOMOStiCS Co. Ltd. He wassent to Shenahen in 1983 to set upthe company on behalf of some

20 electronia enterprises in Gansu
province. Ignoring the fact that halfof the industries in Shenzlien were
aheady dealing in electronics. Dingand his colleagues rented buildingsfrom local villagers in an outlying
area of the city and started up work-
shops to produce parts for washing
machines and so on. Despite thefierce competition, the companymade a profit in its first year of
operation by concentrating on ex-
Porta.

Ding was supposed to stay in
Shenzhen for only one year, ;xit atthe end of his contract he did notgo back his company could notdo without him and he could not dowithout it. His wife, who visitedhim several times, fell in love with

Shenzhen as well and in 1988 set-tled down in the city as manager of
a local post office

What attracts DU* to this cityis its good working
environment. He

feels that people here do not blindly
follow dictates from above, as they
did in the past, but can be more
flexible in the way they do their

The strong spirit of competi-
tion in the area also gives people a
sense of motivation and stimulates
their creativity and sensitivity'. Ding
himself is a graduate of the Chinese
Language and Literature Department
of LanzLou University in Gansu
province. He took a business man-
agement course before coming to
Shenzhen, and he is very happy
that the SEZ has given him a chance
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to put his abilities to use.
Nevertheless, when he first ar-

rived in the zone, his own feelings
of insecurity made things hard for
him Because people from northwest
China have a reputatian for being
siniple and honest his biggert fear
was of "being taken." In negotia-
tions with foteign business people,
for example. he was always anxious
about not having understood every-
thing that wns being said. Or if a
conference happened to take place
over dinner, he would be too ner-
vous to eat. It never occurred to him
that it was his simplicity and hones-
ty that won customers' trust in the
first place.

THE CHINA Bicycles Co.
Ltd. started operations in
1985 as a joint venture be-

tween Big Circle Bicycles Co. Ltd. of
Hongkong and the Shenzhen Muni-
cipal Light Industry Bureau. Jerome
Sze. general manager of the Hong-
kong company, gave Mina Bicycles
access to almost all of his (*.tri's

technology, production -hods
and international clients. uthough
Sze is not entirely satisfied with
the investment environment in the
zone, he is happy to have found
large facilities and cheap labor, both
of which are unavailable in Hong-
kong. He regards his investment in
the company as an "adventure," but
so far considers that it has turned
out very well.

From the start the company has
been importing advanced foreign
technology and doing research on
the demands of the international
market. Knowing that people in de-
veloped countries have taken up
bike riding as a form of recreation,
the company concentrates on novel-
ty and variety for their product. In
two yews of operation. it has won
several large clients, notably Sears
Roebuck and the Schwinn compan-
ies in the U.S. and the Mt corn-

JUNE 1990
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pan)* in Britain.
China Bicycles is doing so well

that it has had to look for coupera-
tion and help from 21 bike compan-
ies in other provinces. The output
by manufacturers in de7eloped
countries is decreasing because of
high costs of labor and raw materi-
als, and while China Bicycles puts

Y AVAILABLE

1 A, 5

out at least 10 types of bicycle, it
still cannot meet the demand in Bri-
tain.. France, Japan and the United
States.

There are other success stones in
Shenzhen today, and Mayor I,i Hut.
despite some of the troubles experi-
enced in the past, is right to feel
confident about the city's future, 3
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Trade sure to rise
with Singapore

SW mom
Os Yips

Singapore has jumped to Claw 's
sixth biggest trading partner mid a
Chinese feelefill trade official
predicted that biketeral trade this
yew efil samosa lest year's 43.19
bllho

According to the Isteas cestoses
figures. Mao.Singapore trade der.
ing the first half of the year reached
11.13 When.

This makes Singapore China's
sixth trading partner after Hong
Kong. Japan, the United States.
Weel Germany and the Soviet
Union. surpassing Britain. Fresco
and Italy.

A local economist told China Dei-
ly that Shinangspore trade will be
further stimulated by the expected
establishment of Sino-Singspore
diplomatic mistime.

Singapore has declared recently
it will set up diplomatic relations
with China before the end of this
year. following the normalization of
Sine-Indonesian relatioes next
month.

The econerMst also forecast an
upturn of China's declining imports
since lest year as the seven in-
dustrialized nations are expected to

Container
service
expanding

grade* lit mamas& SIMMilinn
According to the custom

statistic& competed with the Male
period last year. China's imparts
*upped by WS pee emit during
the first six mamba to $16.811
Mies.

Of the mime. Chime's imports
from Singapore mint down 40.32
pew cent. to MO nellos, and ex-
ports, up 11.13 per mat to 11803
sake.

Ats official with the Ministry of
nudes Economic lielatioas end
Trade *odd China's economic ex-
changes with Singapore have great
polemist.

The official mid Singspom. which
has adopted a development
strategy based en high4ech in-
dustries. needs China's talented ex-
perts and rich labour and amoral
resources. Ohile Chino 's =demise-
tem efforts need advanced kweign
technoloey and equipment

China mainly trades its crude oil.
refined oil, weals and oil products.
food stuff. light industrial products
and textiles in exchange- for
Singspme's machinery and sisciric
products. rubber. palm oil and
chemical products.

Chins egrroil in 1985 to supply
Singapore with no We than 3
million tons of crude MI each 'mar.
Presently. crude oil scrams for

SHANGHAI Minimal China
hes built up its intonational con-
tainer shipping network by W-
resting more than 10 billion yuan
112.12 Wined in this sector in the
past 10 years. a higtrranking of.
ficial said here on Wednesday.

Un ?art viarninister of Caw
munications. said that the service
Wu helped China's foreign trade to
grow Tepidly by headline &Se
million tons of cargo la 1989.

H. mut that coauthor shippieg
services sr* now arailabh at 30
harbours. with IS special COWMAN'
berths. They have a total Onneol
handbag asperity el 1.33 seglien-
eastainms.

Kr said that the cargo handled
by asterastionel centerwre has

41.7 per area of China's total az-
Pada hi SinglWere.

TSe official mid SineSingspore
ecommic relations have been
dewlap* acidly skies um wham
ths tem eaustries set op aseentar-
cis! repementatives *tikes-in each
other's capital.

Mass dies, the two asthma have
lived balm) pacM to protect In-
vemansei, strewl doable taxation.
and primate tearista, aviation mid
eskibldens

Astimited by the pacts Mauna
trade velem skim 1985 has total
ed 1113.79 billies. Last ywer's Ague
bit a record high of $3.19 bigies.
27.6 per cent more than ie 1908.

Sbm lies alse become the
tomtit investor ia China
after Hong Kong, Japan sod the
United States axed more invest.
meat is expected after the two
countries build diplomatic Ma-
dons.

By the end of last year.
SInppore inventors had set up 231
projects in Chine. Total &ea in-
vestment from SingaPore ineched
$040

These projects include hotels.
wershonass, chicken farms, com.
peter parts plants, refrigerator
meendecturing firms end logistic
services far oil mining.

$2.12m for farm
project in Beijing

by our staff ripteer
Wu Yunhe

Beijing is to allocate 10 miilioa,
yuan 112.12 mallet:it for the
establishment of a high.yield
farmland development project thisyear.

The project, involving the
development of more then 6.667
hectases of feneland. is expected to
be carried oat within three years.mid se agriculturalOfficial with the
Bailee Agricultural Bureau.

Mao Leal ef tbSptCjsdtidtOin-
crease per siMs Ansa yieddpf

official said. .

The per become of grain output

estabfiskunent of the project, the of-
ficial mid.

Tin esperiment was conducted in
nine counties. showing that 21.33
hectares ol the test farmland sew
its per hectart grain output
reaching 15 tons a year. the official
said.

Increase
in loans
reported
by bank t

Gammas U aninien el the'
Peopk's Bonk et Masa enid

CU bass yeas IMS hafted
thee Mee imesseed bees

the find hailf of this year,
ple's Daily made&

Them was alas a sise in
emit savings by orbs*
rend tesidents, mid the chief
Chlea's seeml hook at a am-
femme.

gradually recovered tellA. Industrial praise

Jammey ts Sees market make
had alse natio at a torn for the
better, U saM. fie added
the trend should con
bemuse people will
spend snore altar the anmenow
harvests and tends tor
estramecties are mesived.

Despite the pascal
picture, U said there me &too
same Atecaltioa. The male
be said. is that the imams
savings ore not stable, which
creases the risk for *swift
leans.

Thoogh many leans
issued, there Is edit sa es
far mars asid LI who urged
fieeneial system se tighten mis-
tral of credit.

In dewing "Mem& debta
where firma manse pay er
lam dotes among themselves. U
said deht-clearise work
played a great Mitt I.
the economy.

Tbe mist problem. he mid. is
that the debts have am
totally cleared asd some
deliberately wersee thdel

The defeeltiag doesn't take
plate overnight and will only
oidvad giedually as the or
economic environment las
prove.. he aaid.

Be soled all acenossic depart.
neeste, banks sad firms to co.
operate hi solving the deist pro-
bloom

ICD Newel

Oil ministers a
production c4



Turning Point in China's Tourism
FTER A STEADY rise of a
delude China's teen= in-
dustry suffered a sharp

decline following the evenb in Bei-
jing last June. However, just as
experts abroad were predicting it
would take the industry five years to
recover, it quietly picked up and
began in show real strength once
again. In 1989, in spite of a difficult
period of seven to eight months,
China's Mariam was relatively suc-
cessful. Tourist agencies recemd
3.24 million tourists hum abroad; a
total of 14.3 millicm people entend
the country, generating an income

TAN MANNI is woke Oa wetter
with Mir Tietay and asseciabs adieu-
r-sia-chief oi the Eetilieh-leagoew
we* *aim Tosecteee New.'

STAFF REPORTER

TAN MANNI

of US Slit billion a decline of
about 20 percent compered with
1988, the peak year for China's tow-

Targets fix 1990 are quite realis-
tic. Hosted tourist arrivals should
reach 3.3 million people. an 8 per-
cent increase over 1989, and foreign
tim-ency income should rise to US
Si billion, also an 8 percent in-
crease. Barring any untoward cir-
cimistances, the targets should be
surpassed without difficulty.

THE 1989 setback, mean-
while, gave the tourism in-
dustry time to review and

vrilitosier "":.
:f

tlAilk 1
lok

V.

resolve problems of the past few
years, when it experienced vast de-
velopment, especially the problems
of confusion in market adMiniStra..
lion and decline of service quality;
it also gained a clearer understand-
ing of some other problems, such as
the necessity for tourism to develop
in coordination with the develop.
merit of the national economy. Sidi
knowledge is very important if tour-
ism is to achieve a =stained, stable
and cooldinated development.

The main tourism sou= mar-
kets have been japan. Nort:h Amer-
ica and Western Europe; tourbts to
China were well heeled well echicat-
ed and usually well along in years.
They wee more concerned with
personal safety. The Beig And-
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&its Would have a nega-
tive psychological effect on
their choosing China for
a holiday destination in
1990. Then are optimistic
peospects about these mar-
kets in 1991, however. for
along with the lifting of
mattial law in parts of Bei.
iing, Western governments
rescinded their advisories
urgIng citizens not to go to
China.

Lite last year, 121 jaw,
nalists from nine countries
plus Hmtgkong and Macao
were invited to visit China.
They visited 19 provinces
and cities. Their reports on China's to beccene the biggest singk source
stable political situation and peaceful market. According to an estimate
social life will help dispel people's made by some Taiwan nmespapers .
doubts about China's situation. visitors from Taiwan to the main-
Moreover, as is generally acknow- land may break the 1 million mark
ledged among Western tourism cir- this year.
des, the chatm of China with her There are nearly 20 million-
impressive natural scenery, long cul- 'overseas Chinese in the five South-
tural history and colorful ethnic fea- east Aldan countries of Singapore,
tures. will never diminish. the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia

Last year China adjusted the ex- and Indonesia. In inaeasing num-
change rate between the Renminbi bens, they come to China to trace
and foreign ourencies; the US dol- their ancestors and visit telatives
lar appreciated by about 27 percent and friends. Last year 186,200 came.
in :elation to the Reiminbi. whereas Though China is not pinning her
the 1990 package price for foreign hopes solely on the Asian Games
tour groups tanains the same as last in Beijing this September to revive
year. In actual sales, from April tc tourism, despite what some for-
July, a 10 percent discount was of- eignent may think, the sports car-
fered, and from December to next nivel will certainly offer a great
March, thew will be a 35 percent opportunity to develop China's tour-
discount. All these advantages are of ism. especially among Asian tour-
count attractive to Western tourists. ists. The 20,000 tickets designated

for tourists for the opening cere-
cFINNS TOURISM market mony have already been booked. It
in Asia. mainly in Taiwan is estimated that 200,000 athletes
and Southeast Asia, was lit- and visitors will come to Beijing.

tie affected by the political events Air transport hu always been a
of last year. This new source has major bottleneck in China's tounsat.
changed the distribution of China's In such a large couritry trinsporta-
tourism market. At the end. of 1987, lion between cities relies mainly on
Taiwan smthorities lifted the ban on airliners. From 1981 to 1986 air-
visits to the mainland. The follow- transport capacity developed simul-
ing years 430.000 people came and taneously with the increase in tour-
ist* year the number increased to ists, al an annual rate of between 20
541,000. Taiwan has surpassed Japan and .30 percent. But later, limited by

e

`a-

11.1=11.

,

Irmaime *Nan priktpatad malaslastioaNy Os Os °have Impalat leasidalles at do ems Ihmage, '7
la the isbibitlaa yam of dr Wats impertal adhasi.

a shortage of funds to buy more I
giant airliners and reconstruct air-
poets and the length of time needed
to train new air crews. the rate I
of development al air transport
dropped to between 10 and 13 per-
cent. Hence tlw problems of tickets
being always in great demand and
tour agencies having to apologize
and offer compensation for dung-
ing trip plans because of flight de-
lays.

JULY 1990

1 S

sINCE LAST YEAR this tight
situation has been relieved
In 1990 CAAC flight volume

will increase by 21 percent, and in
three year, seats are expected to
outnumber pasmgers making it
possible for CAAC to reserve 30
percent of its transport capacity to
handle emergencies. Also, of all
flight tickets, 10 to 20 percent will
be reserved for individual passen-
gers. As of July 1, CAAC comm-
enced a round-trip ticket reservation
system through computer terminals
in 21 cities for both domestic and
international flights.

This year CAAC will add 19
new airliners to its fleet, including
three each of Boeing 747-400s,
747-1001, and 737, and eight
MD-82s. Two international routes
are to be opened: Beijing-Vienna
and Beijing-Rome. Also opening are
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the bulk of tourist comments. NTA
has also set up good examples for
people to follow and taken the ini-
tials of China International Travel
Service (CITS) to stand for a mot-
to. marling Caring, Incomiptiat
Tourist Fiat and Seeking Perfection
in the Profession.

sINCE LAST year some tour
agencies have mitten out
their itineraries to include

transport means. hotels and food in
detail and sent them in advance to
every tour member. Jiangsu province
offen a "Visiting Jiangsu Saks' to
the Japanese. The iiinaaria even
include what service to expect from
guides, menus for optional meals
and special treats, such as the duck
fent in Nanjing, 'Dishes of the Red
Mansions (from dishes in the fa-
mous classic nave/ A Dream of Red
mansions) in Yangzhou, the heakh
diet in Changzhou, the boat feast on
Witia s Lake Tai, and the macks in
Suzhou once =toyed by Emperor
Qian Lon,g of th- Qing dynasty.
Grotr -ining this tour sales have
gnat number a tourists from 2.5
at the beginning to $O recently, as a
result of superior servkes-

-sem
4.
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offered Japanese visitors attractions
such as the Nantong Kite Festival
Wuxi Japanese Cherry Blossom Fes
tival and Ybcing Pottery Art Pesti
vaL It invited oveneas Chinese to
visit southeast China in the foot
steps of Emperor Qian Lang, the
famous Qing emperor traveler.

Last year Guangdong province,
Hongkong and Macao joined hands
in setting up a special tourist zone.
Guangdong province maPped out aGuangdong-Hongkong-Macao

tour
for the 12 million tourists to that
area. One spot on this tour
Splendid China the largest minia-
ture scenic spot in the world, in
Shenzhen attracted one mil-
lion in three months. In northern
Guangdong shooting the rapids in
a boat crnise at Lechang is most
exciting to Westerners, who pick
up the tour when passing through
Hongkong. the scenery resembles
the Three Gorges of the Yangtze
River. Glimpses of the life of the
Yao nationality people on the way
to the riva add color to the tout
which is thrilling but without dan-
ger. 7

Futisii province, on one side of
the Taharorrs

land of Mazu,- which attracted 50,-
000 people from Taiwan last year.

- Mani a goddess traditionally hon-
ored in the coastal areas, is believed
to bless those who mil the seas.

The year 1990 marks 29000 years
of the Old Silk Road. From May to
October the five northwest prov-
inca and autonomous regions will
conduct special tours. In October
Xi'an will hold an International Fire-
works Festival, In August Gansu will
have a Melon Patch Fativiil and anInternational Gliding Festival at the
Izayu Pass, which is the western end
of the Great Wall Also in August,
the Ningxia Hui autonomous region
will offer a tour to the tomb of the
Western Xia kings. Xinjiang will
hold a Grape Festival in Turpan this
September. Xinjiang is also promot-
ing three special tours for Western.
7: one on the middle route of the
silk Road in Xinjiang, through some
ancient outposts such as Aksu, along
the northern edge of the Takkgrga-
kan desert to Pakistatt or following
the mute of Marco Polo, entering
Xinjiang from Pakistan and traveling
along the southern edge of the de-
sat to the city of Ruociiang. The
"ard and most adevnturous mule is
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WHO'S MINDING THE
IN CHINA?
The economy is bleeding, the government is in disarrayand foreign investors are in the dark

No less a figure than China's new
Communist Party chief, Jiang
Zemin, gave the red-camet treat-

ment to Texas real estate developer
Trammell Crow in Beijing on July 29.
Crow was there to discuss a possible
deal to build a multimillion-dollar trade
center in Shanghai Jiang made much of
previous meetings with Crow in Dallas
and Beijing. "It's a fine Chinese tradi-
tion not to forget old friends," he said
under the blaze of Chinese Tv cameras.

Crow's arrival might suggest business
as usual in the Chinese capital. That's an
impression China's hardline leaders fer-
vently wish to project But, in fact, two
months after the massacre of pro-democ-
racy demonstrators in Tiananmen

Square, the country's economic problems
are worsening as the political situation
grows more confusing. Says one West-
ern oil executive in Beijing: "I only see
more uncertainty ahead." Crow, who has
a long association with China, wasn't
available to comment on his project
MEM MUMS. The confusion is making
foreign investors nervous. Beijing-based
diplomats estimate that 30% of the rep-
resentatives of U. S. companies have left
the country since the June 4 crackdown.
Many now operate with skeleton staffs.
"It's not enough to say the open-door
policy remains," says a Shanghai-based
Western diplomat. "Burma and IAos say
the same thing, hut who invests there?"

Companies that pioneered successful

Sino-foreign joint ventures, or those with
large investments in factories and ho-
tels, are trying to keep their operations
running on an even keel. "It's in our
interest to stay at full capacity," says
Terry Ginty, general manager of Shang-
hai Yaohua Pilkington Glass Co., a fac-
tory in which Britain's Pilkington Glass
Co. holds a 12.5% interest. And with avi-
ation ranking as a high priority for Chi-
na's central planners, McDonnell Doug-
las Corp. is pushing ahead wit'i
negotiations to expand its role at the
Shanghai Aircraft Manufacturing Fac-
tory from an assembler of planes to a
full-fledged manufacturer.

Some foreign commies are attempt-
ing to extract concessions from the Chi-

51$ BUSINESS WEEK/AUGUST 14, 1989 171
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illese for staying. The
group building the $175
million Shanghai Center,
a cammercial and reel-
dental project of Atlan-
ta's Portman Hotels,
American International
Group, and the Japanese
construction company
Kajiroa, is press* the
Chinese for tax breaks
sad a lease extensire.
But one Ameticau lawyer
warns agsinst
too mucle "The
an promising sweet
deals, but they often
can't deliver."

Indeed, as Chinese
leaders struggle for power , the
economy is increasingly neglected. Raw
material shortages are worsening, prices
are and important decisions are
on hold. is also moving into the
plants. As they did during the Cultural
Revolution, Mina's leaders are requir-
ing workers to leave their jobs to attend
reeducation classes. Associating with
foreigners is discouraged, and access to
Western periodicals for both foreign and
Chinese employees is being cut off.
STRAW ovum Bureaucrats in Shanghai.
China's main commercial center, confess
to being just ss puzzled as foreigners
about the infighting in Beijing. Current-
ly, parry head Jiang and Prime Minister
Li Per g are viewed as the front men for
a te..aous alliance of &Jerky bureau-
crats. They intlude paramount leader
Deng Xiaoping, General Yang S
kun. central planner Chen Yun, and se-
curity overlord Peng Men. While the of-
ficial media portray Deng as being in
control, it has beee unclear since June 4
how much power he retains.

Clearly there has been an internal
struggle. Deng and Yaw,- have been al-
lies since the Long March, but both
Chen and Peng have openly ehallenged
Deng's authority in recent years. Cur.
rent efforts to create a Deng cult by
broadcasting his tougher statements and
releasing a movie about his wartime he-
roics raise the question of whether Deng
is really in charge or is being manipulat-
ed by others. Previously, Deng wanted
no part of a Mao-like personality cult.

The octogenarians are turning back
the political clock while keeping econom-
k decision-making on bold. The aim now
is to suppress dissent, tighten the par-
ty's ideological control, and crack down
on private Chinese businesses and flour-
ishing rural industries, which were reli-
able suppliers for foreign joint ventures.
New regulations say that even foreign
chambers of commerce must get party
approval of new members.

Little is being done to Wiese China's
continuing economic ills. There are wide-
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spread reports that farm-
ers are slaughtering live-
stock for market earlier
than usual hi anticipation
of more upheaval. If al-
kneed to drift further,
China faces deepening
feed shortages, invites,
sad even a crunch on for-
sign debt of some $112
kW. LOSINIS by state en-
terprises in the first half
of this year totaled $1.11$
billion, or more than the
whole of last year.

$ tightmoney pa&
cyincluding payments
to farmers and state
workers in state bonds or

bousteduced official inflation a bit.
But up to VT hellion must be issued to
aim these debts, probably boostkig in-
flation above 1988's unofficial estimate
of 35%. This mouth, even China's State
Statistical Bureau admitted continuing

difficulties "Demand is pester than
supply, industrial structure is out of bal.
axe, efficiency is low, and agriculture is
weak," said spokesman Mang Zhongji.

Meanwhile, China is hemorrhaging
foreign exchange. The corntry's trade
deficit reached $5.7 billion in the first
half of this year, four dines the total
during the same period in 1988. With
foreign eaminp from tourism
expected to by $1 Mon or more,
that Noire will mushroom. Economists
say China should devalue its emwency by
around 30% to reverse the lade deficit,
but hardriners an USA* to heed inch
advice because of political concerns.

The Chinese leaders' apparent indif-
ference te the deteriorating economy
frightens foreign investers. The govern-
mut will now have to offer mare than
klieg lights and cheesy pzepaprida to
convince them that China is a safe Nam
to do business.

By Dinah Lee ShaitgAmi end Jasper
Bocker &Ow

stalea

MOON SAND
pi WM WAYS FACE
It's _lewd by low-cost competitors and a shakeout

..ASSMISr
OHS Wil AI Milk MN MIMS MAWS= MIL NSW WO MOO TOWARD MI

he poolside culture is as alluring as
ever, and the wine flows just as
freely. But as --stationers savor

the delights of Club Mediterranee vil-
lages this summer, executives at compa-
ny headquarters in Paris are edgy. "Our
industry faces big disruptions," says GI
bert Thgano, chairman of Club Med.

A shakeout is looming as Europe low-
ers the barriers to travel eompetition in
the early 1990s. The outcome will deter
mine who supplies a product that has

become one of Europe's inalienable hu-
man rightn: the vamtion tit). A unified
market after 1992 will encourage tour
operators to sell across borders. More
important, their charter airlines will be
allowed to pick up passengers anywhere
in the 12-country European Community
for the first time.

To get ready, the re's vacation pack-
agers are rushing to cut costs and build
strategic alliances. In June, the biggest
West German package-tour company,

NTEI1NATIONAL BUSINESS
eusisiEss WEEK/AUGUST 14, 1989 eft
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DRIVE IT AND YoU WILL BE PLEASANTLY SURPRISED
WITH THE BEIJING JEEP CHEROKEE MI 2021] NEAR
PERFECT COMBINATION OF PASSENGER CAR AND 4
WHEEL DRIVE TECHNOL(}GY.

DELUXE INTERIoR TRIM. AIR CoNDITIoNING. POWER STEERING
AND WAKES CoNTRIMUTE GREATLY To YOUR DRIVING COM.
FORT.
SHIFT FROM Iwo To SPUR WHEEL DRIVE AND BACK AGAIN
EFFoRTLESSLY WHILE oN THE MoVE
EXCELLLNT STYLING WITH QUALITY PRoDUCT ENGINEERING
PR(1VIDE LASTING VALUE .
TWO CUBIC METER CARGO) CARRYING CONVENIENCE IS A PLUS
WITH THE EASY ENTRY LITIGATE

BEIJING JEEP CHERI WEE . A FoUR-WHEEL DRIVE . SPACIOUS .COm.
AMIABLE UTILITY VEHICLE .

ADDRESS CHUIYANGLIU CHAOYANG DISTRICT.

BEIJING. CHINA
TEL 771
CARLE .IK43

TELEX :Alum SIC CN 7

CL,tkiThalca4 Vt)tiAp(tAi 6io

me q ae

. Capital Hotel is et ns
Chinese courtyard si)
the construction sins
metres, there me /St
ones. 41 twin roan at
'residential suit* lb
foods, various merest
a richly stocked shop
centre. In addition th
guests to establish of
modious undeground
Capital Hotel material
way and at the same i
merit. The specious as
the exquisite knack
cityscape just mum
miniaturized Eight oil
outside the build*
refreshing you mad tt
thought. The hotel uk
A five minutes' walk
Square. The excellent I
your work, business a

Capital Hotel greets r
environment, fine la
ser vices.

7 3 BEST COPYAVAILERE



CHINA DAILY SUITLIMENY
IMINNIMIMIMMIMIMMIPMEMIL,

1 7.1

MemAay, Joky 16, 195 7
APPMMOMMWMPiiimmONImp

Shantou Weida Medical Appliance
(Group) Corporation o,14441414Alt(f

s key producer dedended by the
SW' Medea MOM len and
a combinetkin d Wee* research,
production and winsoment

Hi-kich and higi* effective
medical instruments are avalaik

Model DOW ophthalmological kiss: Meting machine
Model W:.'89 micro-computerized machine heart-lung for ell kinds of blood flow
Model WINE4 medical electronic know accelerator
NMR-C nuclear magnetic resonance

Alm of our corporation: Quality, reputation, cikents and social benefit fkst.
Orders and business talks ere welcome.

Ink
==1...11M

Shantou Yizhou Medical
Winner of Golden Key Appliance Co. Ltd
Prize of Guangdong Province (a sinoforeign

joint venture)
Main products: Model BD882811 ultrasonic dry-type stone breaker used outside body

(Winner of 1988 and 1989 prizes)
Model WD-1 electronic piles treating machine
A now type Model BDP8281i1 ultrasonic dry-type stone breaker used outside
body will be available soon.

1 75

Shantou 'Velar !Walks! Ameancijarouitirtpur
IMO 1101111110111111111111111411.111111INN NM IN 411111110is NIL 11111116/41ft



ors- ifs' so us till 1--
sad es Med so.
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POSO84464.
sesterneat did net
a apecifically. It sa-
e over soy action
9$4 neelnion that
orb to amnia toy
a br people other
lai gs kumins1441.

414 des asiod for
04s of the town.
ort begrierenind.

lies eadersod the
4 by fienotaer
PIM 04 Meths lest
wee sold the eke*
tent* and peace
Inked. It salad the

ilbs called me both
swan nibs with

1.npressetative
oration he formal

peso settleinent.
inseam Andreae
bed renneeted the

ad emsegency sea-
eirday ietter.

ei the sedeted tonsillbeion and
rennilicedea if the Korean Paha-
se* which demands that say hoe
Hors such as the connote wall and
restrictive laws. be dieninatled and
sheathed.

It centinssed tbat the
240emetee4oag conatee wfl
must be teppled to allow hoe tnvel
at any thee by esiniel family
mentbare tab smite 10
males became the pass at Pow
musions wee tee tranow and the
fintdey period too short.

It sloe demanded that thruth'.
Korn men its nate security hws
bossing visits to the meth sad
release people who had berm se-
noted elter nivel* tor the north.
And it aired Seoul not, to proven
South Zenon group* and la-
dividuels from participeting in the
Augest I& nmetiug.

The statement also suggested it
acethoeuth consnitne be in up to
remove the weans wan aa the
wroth aide and barbed wire oft the
north aide from August 1 to IL

If the DPRK dimmed. wen met,
it aid, the DPRK would be wiling
to allow partial tachang. of visits
through PannoniaoL

&Weibel Chissellni antedIng
S. *Mei Pediesnest seence.

Thedeirater te thernesmere motion
was nighwis scheduled for Ian
Werlimeday And Thursday only.
But the govenseen agreed to the
eppersition's *net to Wend the
arroon0dense debate by one mere
day. The debate was impacted to
hot nen Wade* yesteniey.

Dor* tbe debate on
day, Interior Miner Bedews
Si -*eche mad Commerce
Misdates Sabin Phdrayest were the
nwin targets of opposition
aselaught.

Ther.67, allinitiew les
fiercely attacked Agriculture
lifebter Sebes Khachernpresert
foe alba* corruptian end "unusual
wealth," with the minister beget
coMeg the charges "a pack of Hee.

Prime Minister Chatichai
Chooshavan denied ea oppositiou
siligation that bb daughter bad en-.
crotched on a plot of Pattaya
beachhent lend.

A leader of the Cbart Thai Party
the leading ruing party heeded

by Cherkhal said on Thursday

lot under the collar
ma hideous day, 34
abode."
e but ler a week la
wire an orwreaction

attainst suffered
cheek.

poitnad out, "It's
behr-'.ottr yen =-

British garden-loving

Maly and infirm
rood by the Emhart-
rtment to avoid
rcies

Landon bes WA less titan V&
millimetres of rain tide year com-
pered with nearly 380 mOlinistres
in tho same period last yeat:

A been** ben begin today foe
1 Wilkes people meth sad east of
Loedon. la Hortfordeldre and
Ewes, and in note earthen parts
of the capitaL Rees are already in
face be more then I million people
in Yorkshire, Busses, Kent and
large parts of Devon.

Tbe restrictions are announced in
. the media. and neighbour. who

spot people watering their garden.
or welshing their cc.-s with

ne-ansitive tobacco
planted in the Perlis-
Hewer beds in centre'
sidor comirvvetiookte.
odor, Environment
/id TripsOrn got s first-
born bed Map were.

sad already developed
from pellation.

e ant the Infects.. 12.4

hosepipes are expectea to turn
them in to die load authorities,
who con thee impale Bonin
*evens drought, helicopters are tur-
ed to spot rogue honpipe users.

Went authorities say the eupply
is a corns for concern, but not
pank.

Ansi the "hideous" weither is to
cooties& August will be a scorcher
with severe drought. soya Piers
Corby's, a long-range wealth's
forecastee,"It I. =ported to be our
of the hottest Augusta dig cen-
tury, probably breaking many
records," he predicted.

tram * vow
Chetichal en Tharetley doelload

to comma on the possible melt
el the debate, ming tw would seed
sem time before be* alb to say
whet actioa be would take in
response to the appieltion's allow
clone.

H. deo declined he conlhos
speonlatioa that he would tosindfla
hie Cabinet after the noconfideoce
debate.

Thom saw MPs in the Muse.
The appoon occeedes 124 nate.

Itumi 44.0%.

fa a ratios *Adeg the decides
by a low oat which oniatod a
hal* 11144,04411 map* So pay'
18,480 Swims fame MUM in

in-ieny to a heavy
man who bed flees S. The In-
sums bed refused payment, ism&
* that thek santrect did not pro-
vide be alabieseidit money fee I-
Messes ended by abusive use of
dniga or modiclom

Affaarrl
'urn

1.
StlAtIGUI HOTEL

NG

44:IY
"ole4e SPAGHETTI

ALLA JIANGLO
`Justa-lika-mamma used to make'
ivery Satunlay higlit is 14±2sIrectistonCharlWii. I

Bar. Come and enjoy ow of
Italian pasta sauces and salads.

The Bongo() beings the tote ci ItAY 10&OM
Satunlay night from 6:30 1000pm. COM and
fait) us.

.0

Call: 50172233 Pit 0038

cK)
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At
The Great Wall Sheraton

Summer Splasher:
Jrly 1-August 31, 1990 - 15% reduction oft' our

regular published rates.

Lute Recital

Famous Italian lutist Franco Fois performing
8:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m., July 7, the Atrium and
800 p.m. - 9:00 p.m., July 28, the Theatre.

Co-organised with the Italian Embassy, Beijing.

Garden Barbeque:
Every Saturday at 6:30 p.m East Garden.

Sunday Champagne Brunch:
Every Sunday !1:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m., the Atrium.

For reservations at our restaurants, pleaseell 5566 Ext 2280 and rooms at Ext. 2256.

hodopsierier Hotel,

le XI tleteis Orme.

emievelelpopenetten

".

(as.)
The Omni Wall Sheraton

AritAl
11 II T i; I.

1WIJIMIL;

Official 11Nal a 1hr Xi Asian Games

FuVrA
IWO MIVIN

Oi
a os **001000111

KXI 11.a I

I lostiquarter Iletel.
the X 1th Weevlel WessWe

Volleyball Charapianalup

faltalciv i 1 ITT Sheraton

MI 11111,

THINGS sTIAN A

oeal Shopp%

'""'s

.ps.a
o06%"te thewith

The 11th Asian Games Shopping Centre will open at the Beijing Exhibition Hall trot
Septembbr 1 to October 10.

MI Ow, or lima

The country's 30 provkxes. aUtOOOMOU$ regions end municipaities dredly under theGene& Government will takepart in the acihttles organked by the Shopping Centre.
Tons of thousands of famous products, good quality products, taco products and newproducts from different parts of the atuntry will be on sale in the Shopping Centre.
Fifty restaurants will serve hundreds of snacks and cold dishes with strong local flavours.
ibe Oriental Song and Dance Ensemble and the Wing Performing Corporation wilt puton nine excellent performances far 40 times.
The 1 if) Asian Games Shopping Centre win be an ideal shopping place of widest scope.with most participants and varieties of commodities, and with the longest period of salesexhibition since 1949.

Office of Travel Service Department

1990 Beijing XI Asian Games Organizing Committee

1 79
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1990 Fullbright C;hinit

'1-raclition and Trans-Formatico"
Submitted by Patricia Kau+man

Text and Notes to accompany Slide Presentation

.*:.-,----ountry of great physical contrasts
major geographical areas
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?WaSitfa latitudes

in forest resources, 3rd in grasslands, 1st in wauer
_-resources, mod 3rd in mi-nerals but with large population ranks

:0,--lopoo in per person resources
espite construction or more i;c:using as pop. increases - there
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impicns Landed at lieljn-G; Airport ;Lit nearly .71mzty 747_

7'-'the veneer of- modernization is; evident the.:,. Airport's moving
-7:swiliattway - in the last 5 years' mue,-) work has been done to cliwelop

'67:t.elte Tour
=_-__zuy Is

-the past
bUi l ding
_food and

ist industry4-4.FIa muctt_m_114r0._cYrrPnglO_Plet.
"alive" with.censtruction - the ola concrete.buildings of
are giving way to a more c:x1fident.and attrmctive
style. The private markets/shops are overflowing with
-consumer goods. Wmtermelont, peaches, ChineSe cucumbers

1P77Mee everywhere. Bicycles, trucks, buses, toyota vans
61=-_,24n4 animal drawn carts are everywhere.. There are lots of pecOle,

not overwhelming (as it was in Ghanghai). The people have a
'0=4:4---:WArposeful movement and the flow of traffic is well organized, It

ffiE77.ts a liveable city despite the heavy air (pollution)..Greenbelts
En' -04 tree', flewmrs and bushes are enjoyed by the inhabitants.. The_

Ipeople look healthy and the Children are few and well-fed and
bappy. .There is little evidence of the Cultural Revolution and

slogans ara i..ense that the city is rRcQvering
last June - wear,s, rLatient and very energetic in the pursuit
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_-4emonstrators_ resulted in many cla:atha nor!. inan.,,z :-ery
f cul t to determine. Tai ng -to fr-A-f-ty y 4.7++ l-y

tine .gets redorts. 247e storsi.is hat the
at i on s were o-$.41/ ttat.4.,in by i La" Chi :lose students

s. . univer . These.. " i t _students. have access .

many economic and ,po1iticf4 opportutias ;through the + rort
,bacKdoor3. The demonstrations were eventually teiken over !ly

-students from outsside of Bui .Ltacients that had litt1 .1
esa_ to the ."good_I.I jobs and ,:kher opportLnities __tor .

vancement. They were wi11irg, to lictt te lives on the line, to
&.=7..Lferid.. corruption (the backdoor perts) and to open up the political.

When the workers rtartIkri al join the demonstrations, the
t y moved against them. ;'!;.4f tar al i,nc! Har d n .9. 3 aadars in

the-P.arty werer,divided over r;ow to nandle t.'he si-tuation. Law and
prder and control_ proved to be more important than Vicar 1 cl opinion

Peng with the support of Deng emeroeo as the "winner" and Zhao
- L-Eiyang lost. No one knows 1:he rlier of 1.v stirf4tes

ngt.
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wooden tower Ait'n a Oot!iL.,
--two marble /lens (more lif:e Pehing&E.e dogs, whicn thE: Chinese

call lian-dogs) and two Gixgend has it Ithe they
-'47--'-volitre ordered by Emperor Yao c:F the 5 legendary emperors to

'be erected outside his. 0.alai:e fDr Ln.%?. cftizens to write their
. _

qpinions of the sovereign lar i-Laggestions) Stand *n {root of
_the bridges and ,Are symbol-4: ;.f !loavenly peace and the emperor's
authority
7historical1y the passages ,were closed and used only on
ceremonial occasions with tt.ie emperor alone passing thru the
center passage
-*eligious :And cerwarfie were held here and resultS of

- the Mandarin tests .4r1nouncd ;And death sentences carried out.
'imefore leaving on a journey the emperor would make a sacrifice
beform the gates
-7imperial edicts were lowered in a gilded box shaped like a
phoenix "the iffertai Oraers gIven by the Gilded Phoeni:;"
edicts were cz:7 ;Iinitry of Rites and
glade +or dispatcn ,-tla corners of the empirP.
700 October jfr;z, prnciai.med the est ot
Republic of
-on the n4611..14.1 ID+ rr Ji the PRC, the Gatv i.
Peace is ravresc.:icu's the symjoi of the revolutonar- Cir
-to -:.he RepubliLz
right "Lonc4 1.m:cm botween th:, pec.31, .na
world"
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5-..4volution has
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;Wwst Side) Nanjanq militat:y uprising on AugusL 1, 1927;
i-ounding date at tfle_fied Army (called the People's

Liberation Army since July 1946) and scene from the querilla
War against the Japanese (1937-1945)

center:-The victorious crossing c,t7 the-

-t-41:qhangjiang by the PLA during their fight against the Kuominbtan
troops in 1949. right:Cirain for the front left; Lang i-ivc? the
eeopie's.Liberation Army.

10 reliefs contain 173 fit:lures and were created by the best
Chinese artists during a.5 year period - consiSts c.,ef 17,000

A.----,-ptaces of granite and marble - begun in 1949 and completed in

-in 1976 during the Ming Ming 7.estva1, when the Chinese honor
r14:4_ -Wets& dead, people laid thousands of wreaths on and around thepip-ionualent in memory of Premier Zhou Enlai, who had died in the

previous January. The Gov't began to remove the wreaths, a riot
--dagan and thousands were arrested. This "Tian An teln ricidant" is

now known in China as the "April Fifth Movement Aqainst the sang
xa-- -of Four" Deng )(jawing emerged as the new leader

OREAr HALL OF THE PEOPLE

-the. National ;-'eople's Congress, China's Farli,AmQn.c,
when it i in session, plus big party meetings rLh

ofticial/diplomats
-erected in itisL l0 months - example of how t:Alina hc,Aith

aucces'atul in qiubiiizing large numbers, of peopi
-numsrous conforTnce rooms, banquet halls and r=cptiun
-the ;nazi:Jr ;Lr.Tfcli,:t_, nail acomodates 10,C00 pop
baoquLA c:ztr;

'L!;:riT,e nameu JA4t2r a province ur
rr,glon c:sid patrticular stvlE

CHAIRMAN I'MU ;LEAADNU MEMORTAL HfrLL

-completed in 1.1--.'77 yEar Ln Sept, f

./

anniversary iL:f
-for a time it wa-; -;,11-CH2 pr.Ly duz.bLt:2d
history reapencd ir
-4 persons to a
people go througn
-seated fi (pro 17:-

behind suggesLin,4
-the select bu.1.1.1inc, f y)?
and aute,-)oolc,u,:i

-the body of. . . Art f:1-LI;1!
drapcd olth ,J:)q

Loy ,_,41 holFir

-a ffiaile tit prA.AGC.f,
15th cc2nt!.tr y.
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-was the Leat of government as well as the residence of t.he
',00peror and his family
79olden roofs with gently up-turned ends are decorated witt a
procession of ceramic figures. In the 3rd century B.C. a cruel
tvirant was captured by his people and punished. He was .iied

=71777-77.0a and of a roof until he died. For hiseternal punishment, he
NEr7- is-represented sitting on a.roof-end on the back cf a hen, his

retreat cut off by ferocious looking animals.
tepL1:- -the dragon,, a motif repeated throughout the Forbidden City, iS a
mmr-p7._ ymbol of the emperor and the phoenix (peacock) a symbol of the

-eMpress
the dragon is a holy animal it appears on the ceiliho of the

_main temple - legend has it that one Emperor liked older women
'and concubines and this was not approved of by Confucian rit.uals.

W7- He was accused but denied the accusation and the dragon above the
-throne came and got him and aII the ministers could retrieve was
his boot.

- Three Great Halls

- Hall at Supreme Harmony - presides over a vast onera,
thousands of kr-teeling official would wait for tne Lf
amperur. ,=urmal throne hall used on emperor'
major festivals.

-Hall of Complete Harmony smaller and used b/
-while preparing for audiences

-Hail of Preserving Harmony where the emperor
tribute-bearing snveys from vassal countries ard

ha0 puo i iC13I xaminations. .

-Ole Inner - Jle residential halls of thc
tern 1Lic.= rszsidences and now contalA

collections c,f r'alaca Museum.
-the ()rbiLiL,en LiLy af) overwhelming vi'LLAtZt :
vastness, proportIon ,And richness of detail ls
Mpving from the pu;Jlic and official space +:o
Imperial Gardens c:.ff..1 cz,71 begin to comprehend Hhy

.

placed themselve!:.; ,ent..1=r of thr2

COAL HILL :"Dauti.i.J.1 Hii_"

-lies direcly r,...wbiCden City
mauni+icenL
pollvtion.
-Ftve
pleasure g,:irtiQo
-man-made ffrot_InC

the nsuAt e.ruuuJ . ;
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.procesLiilln of over 1000 people
-._:...perfectly square enclosure except +or a curved north which

was to protect it from evil influence born by the north wind
(symbolizing heaven and earth)
0,here the emperor used to pray, _n.the spring, tor ra, good ,haryeat

tne night fasting and in prayer1 and informing heaven of
.4[EYOY,

the details of government
-the Ceremony was accompanied bY ;:.Isk chanting of priests, burni.ng
of incense, banging of gongs and the performance of ritual music

of the most important ceremonies of the year, the Chinese
7b-elieved that the very destiny cf the whole nation dependened

4.-.---upon this mysterious rite.
- the Hall of Prayer for Good Harvests was built in the 15th
'century - burnt down in 1889, rebuilt - tree trunks used to
rebuild the hall came from Oregon in the U.S.
-the Circular Mound Altar, 3-tiered stane terrace, enclosed by 2
walls, the structure of the Eltar is based on the number '7= (ocd
;lumbers used to be regarded as heavenly) and 9 wAs tha.,
powerful of them all, the 41tar was constructed wita n.11
fw_titiple of nine stone slabs.

SW
-2arOen of tiratony in 01d Age
-Lhe Anglo-French Lroops burned the old PalaC6.1,;
- The 1:owager Empres.t: CiXl begam rebuildingi'L
1,uods appropriated ior the modernization c.A.
-the huiloings 4trld gar.den,.5 are representati .;

Oinq yle
Jlved Nt-ir Jctober IU :%3441-

endar ; i 'r ; :h I Mper 7...

--chezA.c.Jr ha,Li t;ire
trap-uoor in its iq o ti-..at actors ifriper,,o::. dr

ghosts could appear ,Jr. Lh 9. lQwer
water which c.ould Qrtect:... . -
- the Empres Jo4eti.le

choice of 12T 3
peasants)
-the covered prc;menoc? !,
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1=47-- Ga0NO VIEM OAKDENS

tthe garden was part of the family residence writtmn a
Qjq novel PLA*fiLa±_tUft_aga_glamtst written in the leth c. Cao

?"7-'7777:44,*kin the firand View Chamber was the bedroom of the tragic
;117-77777ine whO Was a concubine.-of Ue empardr - a story of love

6.44ween tWo cousins thwarted by their elders, who arrange other
-matches for them, - a protest against the Confucian teachings

_ _
t one obey his/her elders no matter how harsh or foclish they-

V477-0-e gardens, pavilions, ponds, rockeries, and courtyards vire
.1----TZ-,:_--17-spre-aentative of .what life was like for wall connected tlobles

-14uring the ding dynasty

P-77-77------THE MING TOMBS

-An accordance with cld tradition, the emperors :lad
1kt:7:rt.- 71:41aces prepared while they were still alive
i747E77.sltes wore chose with great care.- local 4armeryk.wT,re no

consideration, they were resettled and if they -?.tlfrm7::; tt-121r
Land tney were punisned 4ith death
-!.this area one of the most beautiful around iiielj!J;g,
nilis, woods, vallys and many springu

of the 16 Ming emperors were buried in this iLy
Lieijing
-onci tomb :w.ls been t:4%;avated (Ding Ling, built in -)
ih 1956 the lirst Imperial tomb that was

-Mor than .Art__,Acts made CIL
.

porcialo been L.,n,.:.overod
inciuoino ut ih .inpr:ss who ic.1(jec:

a L. 1ii e LoyE vlat/ihk.:
jacet)
-the approach ..tvLnLAL: huge 7,t,Dne
and mythical !";t:! n'Atnarr:: C-rVENJ during t:w ..i

THE GREAT

-one of the 7 :A...m.7ipt--. t-:.

-the Wall nt 1",:!I ,!.1-,._;;.;!
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ilad a pounik?il !act:1 rIterior with stone facing walls and
stone roz4dway along cha t,Dp - built wide enough tu allow a brace

_0+ 4:ive horse% to galicp between. the battlements and thus sused to
convey soldiers, arms iAn0 food with great %peed to various parts
of the northern -Frontier .

...during,-.1-:he day, cilarm was raised by means of smoke signals (by
b--rning a mixture of wol'f dung, sulfur and saltpeter),
'and at night by +ire - the signals could be relayed over SOO km
within just hours

:---fromhthe 6th to the 14th century fell into disuse/ rebuilt by
the Ming and when the Manchu armies captured China the wall was
again abandoned and +ell into ruin (wind and water and
destruction by man +or building materials)
famous restored pass 50 miles north of Beijing Ba Da Ling

_said that the terrain was so strategically situated and access so
difficult that "10,000 people can't pass even when there is only
ono guard here"

THE LAMA TEMPLE (Pa3,ice of Peace and Harmony) or Yonghegon

-PcJace of E.7: z.cipurc.:r nct iurned into a ter,ple
-monks from ciate here
-one Lhc gt ts mos'c beautiful Tibetan zor,'onIst
!:AJLaide

CAM iL became the
LuJdna" 1itoi over 1:300 monks

1745
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Kai, the infamous president of the Republic who tried to make
himself emperor in 1914

.

KuNmtNe - Yunnan Province, Southwest China
%Brillance for Generations")

.

;7.7.Yunnan Provinte borders Laos I Burma and Vietnamt 'A:61
mportance lies in its location - the intersection of trade

-#Troutes to Burma, Indochina, Sichuan and Guizhou
ilAcapital of Yunnan Province called the "city of eternal spring"
..,temperate climate with flowers that bloom most of the year

iddle of Yunnan plateau, subtropical Kunming is encircled by
...44its..'to the north, east and west
-Lz-di'Verse topography translated into a Variety of crops and

.agricultural practices - rice, wheat, corn and sugar cane
are grown and cotton and tobacco are important cash crops -
logging is carried out in forested areas and livestock are raised
in grasslands.
-7with the rebuilding to the palace in Beijing during the Manchu
rule, Yunnan timber was in great demand. Deforestation has
caused severe erosion problems which were evident on our bus trip
to Dali. Rains had caused numerous landslides. A variety of
trees have been planted in an impressive re-forestation
program and there are signs alongside the road educating people
about the importance of trees to their well-being. Homes have
also been made out of the red earth adding to the erosion
problem. Strip mining of coal was also evident.
-this province is rich in deposits of copper, tin, nickel and
cobalt
- this plateau region is dotted with green valleys and its
fertile river basin has a variety of flora and fauna
-there are still areas in the SW that contain primeval forests
Illed with animals such as the elephant, rhinoceros, gibbon,
eacock (many of these delicacies find their way onto Chinese
enus - although forbidden - they can be fiad for the adventurous
and environmentally insensitive gourmet)
one of the last regions of China to come under the central
ovniitii-A's control
Iltunnan is sometimes referred to as China's 3rd World - largest

'titaJority of China's minority nationalities reside here
*(home to 23 nationalities out of 55) - including the Yi, the

Dal., the Naxi and the Bai. Historically most of th2se peoples
formed their own independent states administered by hereditary
chieftains.

averots..w ves
-Yunnan is not an -utonomous region because no one of its
minority groups ha.a a sufficently karge population to be
dominant; but within the province are same twenty autonomous
zones and districts created in the 1950s and 1560s
-during the Sth c. one of these principalities the Bai kingdom
of Nanchao, became the most powerful state In the region and
routed several Chinese armies sent to subdue it.

. .,. .i.dir.W,,,,, .
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-Kunming used to be one of China's most backward and isolated
provincial capitals. Tourists still can get a glimpse of what the
old city looked like despite new buildings and widened roads
2000 years old - small trading center (salt, silver, golds-silk

and lumber ) conquered by Mongols in 1274 - visted by Marco Polo
-by 1910 French Indo China rail line reached Kunming - stimulated
commerce and trade - filled up with influx of refugees fleeing
the Japanese invasion. During the war universities and institutes
from the coastal provAnces were evacuated here along with entire
factories and mrkshops. - today an important communications
center, with rail iinks to Hanoi and Haiphong in Vietnam
(recently trade han begun to flow between Vietnam and China -
after border wars in the late 1970s)
-end route of the old Burma Road (1000 km of dirt road over high
mountains and deep precipices, from Lashio in Burmo to Kunming
(followed part of the old silk route)
-InduTo.rial development since Communist takeover - steel mill,
manufa_ .Aring center - machinery, chemicals and textiles.
-Also drug trafficing have added to urban problems

GREEN ufwg (Across from the Green Lake Hotel).

-NW corner the city - walkways lined with willow and cassia
trees with pavilions, a small island and teahouse along with a
small amusement park
-early in the morning the city comes alive as Chinese display a
variety of their exercise routines
-Women of the Bai and Yi Nationalities peddle their handicrafts -
beautiful embroidered textiles plus tie-dyed clothing

WE$T4RN HILLs

00 minute bus ride from
'verlooks Lake Dian - 2

Taoist temple at its peak
temples and usually the p

Kunming
to 3 hour walk to.the summit and the
. Pass a number of old monasteries and
ath is crowded with tourists

FLOWER PAV1L ON

idden in a bamboo grove in Western Hills - once the country
etreat of the King of Nanzhou who ruled Yunnan in the 14th C.
.1st'pavilion stands before a pond, the entrance flanked by two
large Celestial Guardians.
iit,hall statues of the 4 Heavenly Kings and the Maitreya Buddha
impressive are the figures of the 500 disciples

1

1

PTONE FOREST

miles from Kunming - jagged stone columns stand up to 100
tee ill surrounded by trees, pagodas and small Lakes and ,

'4.
' "e .-
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hundreds of Chinese tourists
-embroidery from the Sani branch of the Yi minority are sold here
-the stone forest was once an ocean floor and about 270 million
yvars ago it was thrust to the surface and its hardrock with
10 ft. thick limestone layers were eroded 4way.

-12 hours by bus from Kunming - the narrow winding road passes
through small villages and intensively farmed hillsides - rural
China at its most beautiful

,.-Dali sits on deep and beautiful and resource (fish) rich Erhai
Lake and is fringed by snow-capped mountains ,

,..- A half day boat ride with stops at small temples and a Bai
village - with a visit to a farmer's home
-Home of the Bais who rejected Chinese superiority, but would
learn from its civilization - Dail their capital, became an
important cultural center. .1n the 13th c. the Bai state lost its
independence to the Mongol invaders and was incorporated into
China proper. Many Chinese have moved into the.area and make up
well over half of the province's population. Minority resentment
has not vanished with the Communist takeover and during the
Cultural Revolution the government's suppression of folk
festivals and demolition of temples. But recently minority
cultures have been allowed to bloom once more. Infact many
autonomous regions have been created. Special educational
opportunities exist for talented minority students and they are
exempted from the 1 child per family policy they are allowed 2
children. Many Han Chinese resent gov't policy that favor the
minority populations.

. MINORITY MIDDLE SCHOOL

!.rvisit with graduating seniors awaiting their test results and
--college placements
i-bright young men and women have been given the opportunity at
the State's expense to continue their education at this boarding
school

pcAL Ewa MUSEUM

architecture is representative of a Bai residence

BAI THREE COURSE TEA PARTY

-Special performances of Bai folksongs and Opera
1 ,4, -Tea ceremony - the bitter, the sweet and the tea of lifei love

and friendship
..-1421ii.k...4
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XIBM:- Shaanxi Province, Northeast China

-located in the Wei River Valley on the southern bank of the Wii
River
-the largest city in northeast China - capital of China*for
almost a thousand years (11 dynasties)- one of the worldsS. greet .

,cities, rivalling and even surpassing its contemporaries:
'Baghdad, Constantinople, and Rome

--77the northern plateau Shelters Xian from the north winds in
"v"-Ain t er and the sourthern mountains protect the town from theor

Ilottor weather of the south
referred as the site of the ancient capital because o4 its

location west of the Tong Suan pass
-Wei Valley and middle Yellow River area of Shaanxi have been

. Anhabited since the nealithiz era and before - considered to be
the cradle of Chinese civilization
-Xian and sites around Xian were established as the capital from
the time of the earliest dynasties up until the end of the Tang
Dynasty - capital called Chang An
-Chang Ang("Everlasting Peace") as the city was then called, was
the most important center of Asia and the meeting point of east
and west - covered 30 sq. miles and almost 2 million in
population - the Grand Canal connected it with' the ports and
granaries of South China, and many clravans plied the Silk Road
to Persia, Byzantium and the Middle East. Foreigners settlid in
the capital bringing the fashions ind culture of their homelands.
-Capital of the Tang Dynasty - "China's Golden Age" 7th to 10th
C.
-for thousands of years the Chinese of this area have struggled
to tame the waters of the province by digging canals, making dams
to irrigation the agricultural areas.
-extensive terracing on hillsides and large-scale planting of
trees and shubs have been adopted to prevent erosion and lessen
the impact of droughts
0.4maJor agricultural crops are wheat, rice, maize

ich in coal, also mined are iron ore, manganese and copper
ince 1949 emphasis has been on industrialization - machinery,

electrical instruments; cement, fertilizer, etc. - today it is
he =enter of Northwest China's textile industry.

L TOMO

411%-symbol of the city - built during the Tang Dynasty and restored
,in the 18th century

.'44" -base of brick and superstructure of wood - typical of Ming
-,;.4'larchitectural style - no nails were used in the woodwork

e=

construction
:-the fine iron bell weighs 2 1/2 tons and was made in the 15th c.
-Banners celebrating the Silk Road Expedition are everywhere -
the retracing of the 2000 year old route commemorates the Silk
oad as a road of friendship and cooperation during th Han and

il
Tang dynasties reviving the memory of the fruitful and friendly

lexchanges and trade between the Chinese pemla and the les of

"11 Jim,

er..countries 41-4 `. .4'14
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-constructed during the Tang Dynasty in the 14th c. and amongst
the few city walls still in existence in China
-surrounded by a moat and built 39 ft. high, 50-60 ft. wide at
the base - from a rectangle with 4 perimeter of 8 1/2 miles with
watchtowers standing at each corner

BOOSLEanla
ta .r 4

-once formed part of a famous temple built in the 7th c. by an
V. Empress to honor the Emperor

-hundreds of monks lived in the temples, the most famous was a
'pilgrim monk who traveled to more than 30 ancient states to study
auddhism. .,"
-4amaged during 3 earthquakes in 1487, 1555 and 1557 - top two
Stories fell to the ground.

ple GOOSE PAGODA AND TEMPLE OF OREAT GOOD WILL,

-built by a Tang Emperor in honor of his mother in 648 A.D.
the name of the Pagoda refers to an old Indian legend telling of

a monastery where the monks were allowed to eat venison, veal and
wild goose - one day, a flock of wild geese flew over the
monastery and admonished the greedy monks to give up eating meat
and bade them to teach and missionize according to the school of
Mahayana Buddhism. As a warning, one of the geese sacrificed
itself by plummeting from the air. The monks then built a pagoda
and buried the goose there.

)(IAN PROVINCE MUSEUM

e of the finest collections of archeologIcal treasures in
ina
houses the magnificent Forest of Steles

OF THE EIGHTH ROUTE ARMY

Aso, Zhou Enlai, Agnes Smedley and other famous individuals
isited this headquarters of the Red Army during it struggle with
he Japanese and Nationalists.

-the first emperor of China
-after this 13-yr old boy became king of the Kingdom of Qin in
'246 B.C., he spent 25 years in armed struggleionquering all the
other kingdoms in China - lefi his mark an history as a -,:='-,. .:

ourageoussol a bold.reformer but' leo ailL typripi0
A ' . . ta,;,. .7a..
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he drafted hundreds of thousands of peasants to complete the
Great Wall, standardized wights and measures, unified the system
-

e4 writing and built a network of road. -
'?*

4ft
-cruel to his opponents and anyone who stood in his way - he had
all texts on Conflciansim burned and the scholars banisheeor
fiehesded .
7,700,000 man work farce built his mausoleum - heaps of treasure
.were piled inside the hugh burial chamber whose ceiling
reportedly formed a sky with pearls far stars.
-preliminary excavatons of the site have already begun - China
has many potential sites to excavate, but she is taking her time
until *he develops the techinical know-how to do the job
correctly and preserve the treasures that will be uncovered.

MIN_ION_QUIft_14660010.

-one mile east of the tomb lies one of the great archeological
treasures in the world - the eth wonder of the *orld
-the first Emperor's vast subterranean funeral vault discovered
in 1974
-uncovered to date are over 7,000 life size figures in the vault,
grouped in battle order, rank by rank, some mounted on
horse-drawn chariots, others in infantry groups armed with
spears, swords and crossbows. Each has individually moulded
features, hairstyles and clothing with posture and expressions
reminiscent of Greek archaic statuary
-his army incorporated many military innovations, including the
creaton of a strong cavalry as the main body of the army. The
real weapons that the clay figures carry indicate the high level
of weaponry, for example they had repeater crossbows with
sighting mechanisms and long swords make of a metal allow as
hard as average strength carbon steel.
-when the Qin Dynasty was overthrown the tomb was partially
devastated and most of the weapons of the underground army

"Rotolen. .The wooden posts and boards in the-.shelter were
estroyed by fire, causing the underground-compound to cave in.

-20 miles east of Xian - this lush oasis was a favorite spot of
,'.

_:/...the kings who lived at Xian, many residences and palances have
lt::: been built here.

"nr4 -site of the famous love story of a Tang Emperor and his
.=,.- beautiful concubine he was so in love with her he ignored the

..affairs of state and when her adopted son led an uprising, the
'vEeperor's ministers ordered her p:-t to death - and she hanged

. herself
-another story about a Zhou ruler who loved a pretty concubine -
but in spite of all her charms, she never laughed. The
king determined to make her smile is said to have lit the signal

--',_light - and of course, all the princes hurried to his aid. After
--Alleging that they had been fooledt they returned home angrily, but

:115rt" ..,,, ,,,,
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the concubine laughed maliciously. The king repeated the joke.
When the enemies really did come a short time later and the
signal-firs was lit, nobody came to his rescue and the enemies -

killed him bringing the Zhou Dynasty to an end.
-the springs and buildings have been extensively restored.
Pavilions, towers, and terraces have been erected in Tang7style
architecture
-one famous pavilion is where Chang Kaishek was captured in the
"Xlan incident" - 1936 - hearing a gunshot he fled his room
leaving his dentures and one shoe - he was captured by

*the Communists and shortly after that agreed to cooperate with
them against the Japanese.

.
.

NEOLITHIC SITE AT BAN PO

didiscovered kn 1953 and excavated in the 1950s - 4 levels of
,neolithic society were uncovered dating from 6080 to 3600 B.B.
-a building has been 4rected over the site, which includes
foundations of house, a pottery kiln, storage pits, a moat and
graveyard.

SHANGHAI

4-- =.411-744,
_

-means "up from the sea" - over looks the bend in the Huangpu
River, a wide stretch of brown water
one of three municipalities (Beijing and Tianjin) directly under
the central government's control
-China's major port - deep natural harbor
-river's edge before 1949 called "the Bund" now the River Front
-tree-lined waterfront was probably the best known street in the
Orient

. -flanking the Bund are old European-stile buildings that were
once the international banks and trading companies

. -,.with more than 12 million inhabitants - the most heavily
i--populated urban area in the world
-i-industrial center -light and heavy industry
"toyer 80% of its industrial products are sent to other parts of

ina or are exported.
rows most of its own food its highly mechanized and

rosperous suburban communes have China's highest crop yield per
sire

e cosmopolitian than Beijing
rom its begining as a small fishing village grew into a town of

trading significance in the 17th and 18th c. - during the
kum-Varg it fell to the English fleet in 1842 and following the
eaty of Nanjing was opened to foreign trade. The first of the
ecrial Treaties forced upon China. The English dominated

Demarco in the region, but American and European traders were
1 active.*(privileges of extraterritoriality) Foreigners .

trolled banks, customs, trading houses, shipping and trading
t mansions and poverty and slaillpr -existed in the city.-1-'

.44,e4of
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- signs at the entrance of the central parks. forbidding Chinese
and dogs from walking on lawns were erected.
-the Chinese Communists Party was founded in Shanghai in 1921 -
and 6 years later, a wave of strikes and demonstrations it
organized were brutally suppreeeed by Chiang Kai-shek. Thfs was
the beginning of the long battle between Nationalists and-.,
Communists.
-an important cultural and scientific center - Opera, ballet and

mw; circus companies plus 190 research institutes, uhiversities and
,technical schools.

*SITE OF THE FIRST MTIONAL CONGRESS OF THE CCP

-in the former French concession
-July 1921, 13 representatives of the 53 Chiness Communists took
part in the congress - the meeting was interrupted because of the
danger of the French police making a raid - the meeting was moved
to a small boat outside the city.

Tfig 1_,ONQ MLA TkMPtv,E

-nearby the only pagoda standing in Shanghai - 7 stories - first
erected during the Three Kingdoms period 4 247 A.D. later
destroyed by fire and rebuilt in 977.
-the temple buildings date from the Qing Dynasty
-the buildings with their restored saffron walls, red-lacquered
pillars and sharply upturned roof-ends are a fine example of
Southern architecture of the Song dynasty.

FOXBORO

oint-Venture Company - 1983 - instrumentation industry (process
ontrol systems) - manufacturing old technology - headquarters

ton, Mass.
hose ventures have been given priority - energy and resources

oral Manager wishes workers would take more individual
itkative
ailments on relaxation of safety or environmental safeguards
e positive plus no "union" headaches - plus cheap labor makes
na an attractive place to do business - Americans need to know
to do business here - politics takes the front seat - Beijing

emonstrations/aftermath - U.S. not actively pursuing the deals
tke the Japanese and Koreans.

SHANGHAI JNSTITUTE OF SHAOXIVG OPERA

-rehersal far opera performance
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,-Acupuncture treatment
-Qigong Institute
-Traditional Chinese herbal remedies

Around 550 B.C. - three men born who all had a great influence on
....Chinese thoughts Confucius, Buddha and Lao-tzu.

.4
-71onfucianism - less a religion than a system crf ethics designed
-'to ensure an orderly, smoothly-functioning society
-,--,mach individual had to fulfill his or her obligations to
fellow-humans
- woman owed their husbands respect and obedience, children
owned their parent4 filial piety - stable families
formed a stable nation, the Emperor, like a father, cared for his
subjects, in return from which he was respected and obeyed
unquestioningly. :0*

-systems of obligations take precedence over individual freedom
order and stability is more important than personal freedom
-made the official state philosophy in the 2nd c. B.C. - the
Confucian Classics became the basis of all education and later
civil service examinations.

Buddhism

-did not originate in China but 500 years after Buddha's death,
Indian monks travelled to China to preach his doctrines of
asceticism, reincarnation and nirvana. Over the years, many
famous monasteries were found and some emperors-became devout

dhists.
he Ch'as sect, founded in the 6th c 9 was.greatly influenced by
aoism, stressing meditation and mental training to achieve
lightenment. (Called Zen in Japan)
'Phinfi new Buddhist deities were created and the worship of
bodhisattvas, a rank of supernatural beings in their last

carnation before Nirvana, became very important
emples 'are filled with the images of Maitreya - the future
ddha (portrayed as fat and happy over his coming promotion)
Amitabha, a savior who will reward the faithful with

mission to a Christian-like paradise
d most important Guayin - a Madonna-like goddess of compassion

perhaps one reason why many Chinese could relate to Catholicism
and the Madonna)

Taoism

-China's great indigenous philosophy
tremolos plumndthifiliment ,(cpunter to

le
'
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-follower of the Tao seeks communion with nature and harmony with
the Way of the Universe
-surrendering one's mind to the flow of nature has had a great,
influence on Chinese art - esp. painting
-transformed into a popular religion complete with a large-
pantheon of folk deities and spirits

11

Chinese folklore is full of susperstition - the Kitchen Bad that
:one sees on the doors of traditional Chinese homes (more so in

- 'the country side) is given sticky candy and alcoholic drinks so
that when he goes to heaven he cannot report bad things about the
family. -The Rain god is moved into sunny or smokey places in the
house or given dirty socks to bring rain to the crops.
Children's quilts or clothing are decorated with tigers who will
catch and eat devils. Decorations also include toads, scorpions,
lizards and spiders to scare away the evil spirits.

cliellasistENIKOINcLIVSALtia

PONLATIPN

-China's one child per family policy has been more successful in
the city than in the countryside - where extra hands are needed
to work in the fields and as the peasant farrers becomes more
prosperous economic sanctions do not seem to be a threat
-The problem of creating a "little emperor" - 6 planets
(grandparents and parents) around the "sun" will perhaps create a
very self-centered individual
-The death of female infants in the countryside remains a problem
-In the City and Countryside one sees many posters praising the
virtues of one child per family and the importance of females
In the 1950s, advisors to Mao warned him of the grave
onsequences of China's rapidly growing population and called for
ontrols but Mao's answer was "one mouth, two hands"

- Chinese men should take more responsibility for
family planning - a new technique called "Vasoligation"
'aditiOnally it has been the sole responsibility of women.
Giiiii0'980-89 over 35 million couples received a one-child
tifaite. Between 1991-95 (as the baby boom generation of the

960'i comes of age) 323 million women will be of childbearing
., -
every year, and over BO% of these women live in the country

ide and these women are disinclined to take any contraceptive
asures -- there remain a big need for birth control! There are
20 yarieties of contraceptives in China - but none 100%

efrabie. (IUDs And tubal ligation are the chief contraceptive
Methods in rural China)

-,,-1-Exceptions to the one child per family are if the first child is
,--,handicapped or retarded and minority nationalities may also have

64i two children.
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-China
the world as a whole

. developed regions
developing regions
USA

$300 per capita GNP
$3,330 "

$12,070 "

$820 "
f If

$18,430 "
Of If

China takes the lead in the world in terms of output of obme
important industrial and agricutlural products, but all these

A

_products are rather low in average per capital output. Overgrowth 4 -
iff population is exerting heavy pressure on her resources and

ing the ecological environment deteriorate day by day.
-China's 4th census was being taken in July of 1989
with 7 million government workers - signs were everywhere
stressing the importance of being counted

,CONgittirdUMM
-

-between 1949 -1979 the Communist Party followed a policy of land
reform and worked on building a planned ecclomy, the landlord and
boureosie class was destroyed by 1951 (Mao's "Revolution is
not a tea party") and land/agriculture was collectivized - small
units at first and then much larger ones by the 1960s. Industry
was nationalized. The state set prices, made: decisions about
resource usage and what would be produced. Th.4 Soviet model was
applied and a centrally planned economy pursued rapid industrial
and urban development. "The Great Leap Forward.' and the "Cultural
Revolution" was an economic disaster. -with Dieng Xiaoping's
return to power in 1977 under his leadership China institutad
economic reform in both the agricultural and industrial sectors.
Hu Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang were brought into help in the reform
policies. The "iron rice bowl" was smashed.
-In Agriculture "the responsibility system" was introduced.
Farmers were given more independence in deciding what to grow,
land was contracted to individuals, and state quotas were kept
low and excess agricultural produce could be sold in private

rkets. The results were impressive. Agricultural output
ncreased dramatically.
"the responsibility system" was intr,3duced into the state run
actories also. Economic incentives and worker contracts are
e.ingested. - but problems with a "two pricing system" have
4tec% its success. Allocation of resources - energy and raw
ter4i0s,have presented a big problem. In the 1980's 25% of
tate businesses were losing money - the government printed money
o pay the bills and by 1989 the inflation rate was at lex
itting the urban populations hard. With the events at Tianamen
guars the government reasserted itself and pulled back its
&arm efforts. Currently state production is down - factories

' i'Closed or working at a reduced capacity. To keep the economy
1! 6:moving $ and expertise from the West are needed. "To get rich is

.glorious" is a difficult value in a society dedicated to
socialist goals. The Communists party is having a difficult time
reconciling economic freedom and political control. Free
enterprise zones have been created and Joint Ventures have been
encouraged - but doing business in China is not easy!

-4
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-real decisions are made at the party level - and party pnlicy is
7r then translated into the State Political institutions. To a

im certain degree "democratic centralism" exists - decisions are
discussed but once a decision is made party discipline prevails.
Every aspect of Chinese society has been politicized - at-the
lowest level 5 to 10 people form groups to discuss/study
,political issues and arrive at "the correct view" -a "multi-party
system" theorectically exists in China, but the role of the
parties is to advise and supervise each other and mast
iiiiportantly to acknowledge the leadership of the Communist Party

k'.and its monopoly on "truth"
-Mass mobilization of the people is possible through the "danwei"

-Jthe unit that meets all social/economic aspects of the people's

-There are many similarities between the Old Imperial System and
the Marxist-Leninist Political System

1) The Imperial system was run by an elite scholar class that
was above the law - men devoted to ideology, men were more
important than the law -(red vs. expert - the ideal is that they
be one in the same)

2) Intolerance of "truths" other than the Atcepted thought
3) Hierachies - each level had certain rights and privileges

(very conscious of rank) - (Very evident the day I was at the
Forbidden City and some important party dignitaries were touring
the sites - one got a real feeling far rank despite the fact the
China is supposedly building an equalitarian state)

4) Absense of tension between the individual and state the
state has the legitmacy to interfere in the individual's life

5) The individual is part of the network - mutual
responsibility, supervision and an absense of privacy are
necessary.

6) Fear of chaos - the emphasis on maintaining order
7) No strong alternative institutions tathe State

_,.

-.China's authoritarian legacy was inheritedby the Communist
arty. .And it was tremendously popular in 1949.
roblems - leaders have become removed from the people -

orruption/"back door" and priviledge were important reasons
ehind the Tianamen Square demonstrations. Also the inability to
ild institutions that will last over time - power has been

ased up personalities not institutionalized processes.
Deng has allowed the lossening of controls by the Communist
party over various asepcts of Chinese social/economic lives. It
has been necessary to relinquish control in order for long term

VOial.'
4;China will stay on the socialist road - it has too many people
and too few resources not to plus the system is not that fragile.
"Socialism and China fit together like a hand in a glove -
Chinese live a communal life." (Prof. Canning),The Government
believes that politics can be insulated from iconomics. The West

.,believes in " eaceful evolution." Corruption in China is
aid& -...f .41,,- ,.
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endemic. What will happen when Deng dins no one knows. The
system must come to encourage and promote "talent, trust, and
responsibility" as every successful political system must.

ks

MYAMMENI8L_INUE2 A

vironmental education is being introduced into Chinese schools
=lieges

AP4areenbeltis have been planted in Beijing and other cities -
ite the pollution (coal) the locust trees, bushes and flowers

z7,-11MWMIR to be thriving
of Beijing has been reforested and greenbelts have been

.rreplanted north of the city to protect it from dust storm*
',--f!4:0t Beijing Normal University - the apartments have trash shafts
-And collection is by a single individual with a cart. Most of
4the trash apieirs to be biodegradeable. In fact, in the country
one saw piles of trash composting. In the Xian farming community
that we visited the trash site was next to the outhouses and the
sewage was composted into the trash (most of it biodegradeable)
-Plastic in just recently becoming a problem - but even plastic
appears to be recycled - from plastic bags to plastic bottles
-Although there are anti-littering signs - people seem to throw
everything on the ground and other people clean it up
Women sweepers appear everywhere. In the markets there is little
packaging - even in a super market that I visited. People bring
their own shopping bags and meat and fresh vegetables are bought
unwrapped. I saw no styrofoam!
-Cardboard appears to be recycled - bicycle carts full of
ci-rdboard appear frequently in Beijing,
-On our trip from Dali to Kunming we had canned pop and
careiully put out cans in a box - our driver drank his pop and
threw that can over the side of the hill along with the rest of
the cans we had put in the box - despite this there was no litter
long the highway - perhaps because China is so resource poor

e,is always picking up another's trash to recycle. At one
purist Site in Mali, a Bai woman, was collecting aluminum cans.
r boat trip on Erhai Lake - a tourist spot of great beauty and
fah,#ishing resource for the local economy - while standing on
teciia few of the passengers threw plastic liter bottles and
Ans-of pop overboard (hopefully they will be retrieved by the
oCalleffshermen)

al ippears to the the major source of air pollution - tall
kestacks are everywhere - for example on the Beijing campus -

al is'used to heat water. The winter skies must be very
blluted - in fact one Professor commented on the unhealthy air

thewinter time.
OaCtOries were seen spewing out all kinds of emissions -
Ithough there is growing environmental awareness pollution

,kuuems to be a sign of progress because it denotes
- industrialization.

.==':a chemical factory in Dalian was fined for water,
ollution when'it dumped chemical waste containingtoisonaus lead

n'ir1tohrimp breedingiground in 1987g 0 Mines
14e4
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Teachers and student* were sent to the country side to work on

1 Communes and public projects. Many young men and women now feel
that their revolutionary dedication was abused and betrayed
by Mao - the Cultural Revolution was a tragic time for China.

111

-.Recent government policy is changing from the education of an
elite and education for examinations ("selective education")%
to a new emphasis on education for all students
.-in the past 50% of all students went to Jr. High

--.,.-
30% to Senior High
3-4% to the University ,..

A7:9ryears are now compulsory - 6 years elementary/3 years
secondary - in the big cities 12 years of compulsory educationtf

-. are required
.-the Central Education Committee issues the general curriculum
far the schools, but llows some local flexibility *

1211444
-students enter 4 at 6-7 years of age and finish elementary
at 12 years old Jr. High at 14.
-Emphasis is placed on moral values and responsibility to the
people and the state - with the aftermath of the Beijing
demonstrations last spring - the legendary hero Lei Feng's

li

picture ("rustless screw in the revolutionary plan") and model
performance and thinking are again on the walls of the various
schools that we visited

-s-There is a 6 day school week - homework is heavy at the middle
IIschool level - pressures are great - because the examinations
determine what schools and universities will be available to
students. The state pays for most aspects of education even at

il

the college level.

th-Teachers at the school we visited teach 2 classes a day wi
50 students per class
-Recent problems include cheating on examinations, smoking among
IIsecondary 'school male students, love letters and affections
between older male and female students, and with increased
economic opportunities in the free markets and in the countryside

:::141,,:dzitit

17 retach adolescent they start to fall behind (social pressures) -

very:1:r:t%:gVsn: agto4 ri = :2darTatc17;74
;:kompetitive academically with boys - by the time the

%-;traditionally said "The sky is high for women" - "Women's wings
are very heavy) also descrimination limits their employment
upportunities - its not in the education system but out in "the
eal world" - Mao said "When women get liberated, the world will
et liberated" Faculty members at universities - more than 1/2
i women and there are many women directors...

-

.
aily Life of a student
-0 -.self study or foreign language (English)
.127- 4 classes with 30 minutes of exercise

2-2 - most students go home for lunch
- classes resume and after school there are many voluntary
activities - music, dance, games

after dinner - 2 hrs. of homework (recently a new policy has.0'4-6,,

been instigated that the homework burden should be
4majlitlecreased to reduce tension in the lives orf students)

.
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TEACHING TIANUKKIN: THI DIMAS 131971RRID

HA single spark can start a prairie fire.0

Mao Sedong

Submitted by:
Henry Kiernan
Fulbright Summer Seminar 1990
China: Tradition and Transformation



Why did the democracy movement fail in China in the
spring of 1989 but succeed in Eastern Europe later that year? A
strong argument has been advanced to suggest that the dramatic
political demonstrations and subsequent reforms in Eastern Europe
were not readily suppressed because of the world-wide repulsion
of the Chinese Communist Party's violent solution to and the
student protest at Tiananmen Square. However, any further
attempt to link causality between the protests at Tiaaanmen and
Eastern Europe leaks cohesiveness, simply because the Chinese
Communist Party has never depended on an outside army to maintain
its hold on power. The Party has every incentive not to lose its
strong control and, after all, it was Mao Zadong who said' that
all power flows from the barrel of a gun.

There is a cogent rationale for teaching the TiAnanmen
protest in the social studies curriculum. Indeed, the events
preceding and following June 4, 1989 continue to shape East-West
relations and to offer a historical and contemporary perspective
of the interplay of Chinese political and socio-economic
conditions.

Judging from my discussions and interviews with Chinese
students and professors during a 1990 Fulbright Summir Seminar in
china, there is a pervading perception of chagrin concerning the
massacre on June 4, 1909, but also a sense of confusion about the
goals of the student protest, the Chinese students' definition of
democracy, and world-wide reaction to the deaocracy movement.

one Chinese student asked me if American students
supported the Chinese students at Tiananmen. I answered that
they did, even though a groundswell of support and protest
similar to the American students' reaction to events at Kent
State did not emerge. But the events at Tiananmen reminded many
Americans of demonstrations and sit-ins in the US during the
1960's. We recognised ourselves when watching Chinese students
wearing headbands with Chinese characters and singing songs
reminiscent of uWe Shall Overcome.ft Attempting to make sense of
what happened at Tiananmen Square would provide a window of
opportunity to understand the long history of student protest in
shaping China's history and its interactions with the outside
world.

Additionally, Fang Lishi recently 'rote in The MN York
Reviffw nooks (September 26, 1990) that the events of Tiananmen
have ended what he calls Chinese amnesia; that is, the Chinese
Communist Party's banning from memory of its nefarious record of

1
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human rights violations. Lishi states that the events at
Tiananmen represent H... the first time that Chinese Communist
brutality was thoroughly recorded and reported, and the first
time that virtually the whole world was willing to censure it.n
Lizhi believes that the real history of last year's events cannot
be forgotten and that this is an nindispeasable step in China's
joining the world and moving toward progress.n

Given this rationale, the tollowing hypotheses for
teaching Tiananmen in the social studies curriculum are presented
here:

1. Researching the results of Chinese student movements
will provide a framework to consider the unique role
Chinese students have played in shaping China's
history.

2. Providing both Western and Chinese current
perspectives of the events at Tiananmen will assist
students in developing their awn interpretation and
judgment of the Chinese solution and its impact on
the international community.

By investigating both stated and implied goals of
the Chinese student protest, students will be able
to determine the emerging definition of democracy
proposed by Chinese students and glimpare/contrast
this definition with their own definition of
democracy.

4. Through researching the chronology of events at
Tiananmen as described by Western and Chinese
journalists and official documents, students will be
able to synthesize similar and different
interpretations.

5. By exploring the meaning of aim: fang, students will
decide if any sovernment's short-term solution to
suppress the free interchange of ideas inherent in
any policy of opening up to the outside world is
doomed to failure. 0

From these five hypotheses, several activities can be
developed to begin student research. Initially, the research
should be question-driven, rather than thesis-driven. In other
words, students need to frame general questions about the
Tiananmen protest, questions which they consider 'important to
pursue. Using primary and secondary research sources, students

2
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cau then begin to focus their questions and pursue further
investigation. Questions such as the following were typical,

Why was the protest held at Tinnanmen Square? What
role did Nu Yaobang's death, the hunger strike, Mikhail
Gorbachev's visit and the Goddess of Democracy statue play in the
demooracy movement? Why didn't the Chinese government strike
against the students sooner? Who 'sere the student leaders?
Where are the student leaders now? What kind of democracy Were
the students pursuing? Was it democratic for some students to
refuse to leave the square when a majority wanted to? What role
will continued economic reform play in providing more democracy?
Should the US enforce strict sanctions against the Chinese
government?

For example, several students were interested in
discovering what caused the student unrest in 1989. Using
cooperative learning strategies to focus the research writing, a
group of stmdents uncovered the followings

1. Student protest and public demonstrations are deeply
rooted within China's unique political tradition.
With over 3000 years of imperial autocracy and the
tradition of scholar candidates awaiting appointment
to the imperial bureaucracy, China's Class of 1989
similarly awaited appointment to the bureaucracy of
the Chinese Communist Varty dictatorship. But the
mood in 1989 found young people angry at being
assigned to dead-end jobs or no jobs at all, and
teachers, doctors and engineers were disenchanted to
see their counterparts in private enterprise earning
considerably more income. They were also angry with
the rampant nepotism and corruption within all
branches of the government.

2. The official Chiner, government explanation for the
unrest was to blame hooligans mho were incited and
supported by Western influences interested in
overthrowiug the Comnunist Party. Indeed Che
book entitled IRWIN =mil, printed in the VIC by
the Foreign Language Press, admits ... the United
States began to propagate its civilisation by
sending scholars and professors to China to teach
and lecture .. as far as American foreign policy
was concerned, their real purpose was to infiltrate
China in the ideological and cultural spheresil
(Muqi, 144).

3
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3. Deng Xiaopingos dispatch of tens of thousands of
Chinese college students to study abroad was meant
to train the next generation with the skills
necessary to modernize China. However, wbile living
abroad in largely democratic countries Chinese
students were also exposed to democratic traditions.
One Radio Beijing analysis said that students had
been duped by foreign values. They utook in large
amounts of Western ideas and culture, but they could
not digest them. Bourgeois liberalism everflomed
and this vas exacerbated by their blind adulation of
bourgeois democracy." The same effect occurred
during the reforms begun by the dowager empress in
1905. In an effort to save the Qing dynasty, the
empress sent thousands of students to foreign
countries to learn how to adapt western
modernisation. Instead, most of the students became
revolutionaries and helped to h..sten the demise of
the Qing dynasty.

Students used their question-driven research findings
to advance positions to debate, to make connections between
events at Tiananmen and future US-Chinese relations and to ask
further questions. Judging from the work of one group, my
students concluded that Chinese students have toppled governments
and created a legend about their influence in Chinese history, a
legend which focuses on their bravery, sense of duty and heroisn.
However, these protest movements have only serred to create a new
political order just as detrimental to student ideas as the one
they helped to destroy. They also concluded that in order to
stay in power the Chinese Communist Varty seems willing to forget
about the more than 40,000 students and professors who were in
the West during the 1989 turmoil at Tiananmen and who have not as
yet returned to chiAa.

But beyond question-driven research, one of the most
engaging learning activities was for students to define a
personal meaning of democracy and compare/contrast that meaning
with a variety of definitions given by Chinese students. By
democracy, we learned that the Chinese do nat necessarily mean
what most Americans think of when they hear the word; that is, a
US-style party system complete with political campaigns and
elections. Indeed, the Chinese students were hoping that the
Party could change for the better by eliminating corruption and
by allowing a broader-based decision-making process which would
accept a range of opinions and ideas. They wanted more freedom
of the press in order to voice their concerns more freely and a
greater openness than currently exists. They wanted
accountability within the system.

4
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Ti Nu and Nark Thompson remind us that even the
students who were interviewed by American news report6rs
suggested that democracy was a slogan for long-term goals and not
a calling for the overthrow of the Party (at leist not until
after the violent suppression of June 4, 1989). They posits
"... if we take the two extreme interpretations - first the
American one that they (Chinese students) were calling for full-
blown Western democracy and then the official Party position that
they were calling for the overthrow of the Chinese COmmmmist
Party and the establishment of a capitalist republic - we can
immediately SWUM that the real demands lay somewhere between the
above two poles" (M and Thompson 23).

Finally, in order to help'my students experience
living history and to determine personal meaning from the events
of Tiananmen Square, a variety of documents were used to read, to
discuss and to write evaluations/interpretations. Some of these
documents included: The Rogpiele gaily Bditorial of April 26,
1989 which provoked a strong reaction from the Chinese students,
Zhao Ziyang's speech at the Asian Development Bank, Li Peng's
conversation with student leaders, Zhao Ziyang's Farewell Speech
at Tiananmen and Deng Eiaoping's speech to the Central Military
Commission on June 9, 1989. The use of these editorials and
speeches helped define both sides of the democracy movement from
both the leaders of the reformers and the Party, and also
clarified the chronology of events at the Square (for English
translations, use Yi and Thompson's ggisig At namangen.

However, the most moving documents were the Chinese
student interviews and letters. Of particular interest were the
thoughts of Chai Ling, a student at Beijing Normal University who
was named commander in chief of the Tiananmen demonstrators. She
wrote:

"The square is our last stand. tf we lose it,
China will retreat into another dark age, the
people will once again turn against one
another, with no real feelings or communication
between then . . There are so many kids here
risking their own lives for what you (Chinese
college studonts studying abroad) have. Do what
you can, break down the barriers and don't be
selfish anymore. Think about our race. One
billion people can't just fade away."

Chai Ling's thoughts as well as the feelings of
other Chinese students made quite an impression on my students.



While realizing they had-little in common with the students who
protested it Tiananmen Square in 1989, they did share a sense of
oommunion and understanding for their hopes for hums* rights and
future refor.ms. They, too, identify with tho spontaneity of
youth and a need for a forme to express their views.

We ended our study of Tiananmen Ileitis a look to the
future, considering possibilities for the students and US-China
relations. We accepted the fact that the United States no longer
needs relations with China based on a policy of keeping a strong
Soviet Union in check. We also proposed the possibility that the
People's Army has demonstrated to Deng that sithout the military
he cannot retain power. Indeed, the commanders could be in a
strong position to pick Deng's replacement, a leader who can run
a tight military state similar to the other fast.wmoving
tigers', of South Korea and Singapore. These countries, the
commanders argue, seem to be doing quite well economically
without democracy.

Yet, X an reminded of a young college student X mat in
Kunming who, after looking over his shoulder, said: Do not let
America forget us. Teaching about the events of Tiananmen is an
important step in not forgetting and in teaching students the
right to think and to inquire. The Chinese students' dream of
human rights and freedom is truly deferred, and they must arouse
our concern and hope.

6
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INTRODUCTION

China! The word immediately brings to mind images of one of the oldest,

continuous empires in the world. Why was China able to survive for more than 2,000

years? Who, if anyone, was responsible har this accomplishment? This historical

accomplishment could not have happened by mere chance or ezcident. Whator who gave

China the ability to survive? Even when China was conquered by the Mongols or the

Manchus, they were swallowed up by the Chinese culture and became more Chinese than

Mongol or Manchu. But that is another aspect of history.

Historical evidence points to Qin Shih Huang ti as the person responsible for

laying China's enduring foundation. Who was he? What were his accomplishments?

High school historical texts merely mention his name. His greatest accomplishment

appears to have been the budding of the Great Wall and giving China its name. Yet those

two deeds obviously would not allow China to endure historically for more than 20

centuries. Who then was this person and what were his accomplishments.

The world first learned about Qin Shih Huang ti with the discovery of the terra

cotta army near Xian in 1974. Along with the rest of the world I, too, became

inquisitive about this person. Only bits and pieces of information emerged here in the

West. Certainly most historical texts did little to enlighten us. Most historians focus on

one negative event, the Book Burning incident, and the decline of the Qin dynasty.

The focus in this paper is rather on the many accomplishments of China's first

emperor. The emphasis, therefore, are upon the de'cisions made by this emperor that

would unite China and give it a foundation that would allow it to endure until the 1911

Revolution.
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MAIN GOAL:

The intent of this paper is to make the students aware of Oin Shih Huang. ti and his
accomplishments. The biography of the emperor is included, therefore, to be used in twoways. One, the biography will enable the teacher to familiarize him/herself to the
personage of Qin Shih Huang ti. Secondly, the biography could be used as a supplemental
reading assignment by the students.
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OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will be able to list 5-6 major events in the life of Cin Shih Huang ti as

they perceived them and be able to defend their choices with evidence to that

effect.

2. Students will be able to describe the significant events that lead to the decline of

the feudal kingdoms of the Zhao (Chou) period known as the Warring States

period.

4. Students will be able to identify certain geographic features, such as the Wei

River, Ye How River, Yangtze River, Ising ling Mountains, North China Plain and

tell how they aided or hindered the growth of Qin.

4. Students w II be able to compare and contrast the accomplishments of Qin Shih

Huang ti with those of the ancient Pharoahs of Egypt, the rulers of Babylon, the

Anc;ent Persian Empire of Darius and Xerses, Alexander the Great, Julius Ceasar

and/or Charlemagne. What were similar accomplishments and what

accomplishments were different.



PROCEDURE:
DAY 1:

Ask students to identify certain geographical features on a blank map of China.They should also identify the area controlled by the various feudal states of China,especially Qin before 250 B.C. See Appendix II for feudal map of China.GeographIcal features can be those of the teacher's choosing that he/she deemsimportant.

DAY 2:

From their historical text read about the feudal states of the Zhao (Chou) period.Criscuss the changes that occurred in the methods of warfare, the kinds of weaponsused, and the increases in the sizes of the armies. A comparison can be made withEuropean or Middle Eastern armies of the same time period. Discuss what lead tothe downfall of the Zhao (Chou).

TAY 3-4:

Students will become familiar with the life of Qin Shih Huang ti either through alecture by the teacher or by the students reading of the enclosed biography.
DAY 5:

Ask students to compile a list of the 5-6 accomplishments that they feel were themost significant in the rule of the emperor. They should be able to support theirchoices with evidence they deem significant.
DAY 6:

Students will rely on their previous experiences with World History, to compilethe accomplishments of other great men in history. These could be the Pharoahsof Ancient Egypt, Nebuchadnezzar and/or Hammurabi of Babylon, Darius and/orXerses of Persia, Alexander the Great of Macedonia, Julius Ceasar of Rome,Charlemagne of the Holy Roman Empire. Break the class into groups of 3-4students and assign each group a historical person. Ask them to list theiraccomplishments as to what made them great or outstanding rulers.
DAY 7:

Ask students as a class to make comparisons about the rulers they investigatedthe previous day. What similarities do they find? What differences? What issignificant about their accomplishments? How does this strengthen or unifytheir kingdom?
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DAY 8:

Ask students to analyze the laws that these various rulers had in effect. What was

the value of human life? What kinds of offenses received the death penalty? Was

any one kingdom more harsh or cruel than another?

DAY 9:

Ask students now to make comparisons and contrasts between Qin Shih Huang ti

and the rulers from the previous two days. What similarities do they see? What

contrasts? Would the people of that time be willing to make such drastic changes

in their lives -- why or why not? Who had more of an impact on history?
Why?

DAY 10:

Ask students to discuss the positive aspects of the rule of Qin Shih Huang ti in

relation to the development of a China that could endure for 2000 years. Rather

than a discussion the students could write an essay on their views.

OPTIONAL ASSINGMENT:

View the sound filmstrip: The Terra Cotta Army.

China and Its Ancient Pottery Army.



-QIN SHIH HUANG TI-
BACKGROUND:

The Zhou (Chou) empire of China came to power in 1027 B.C. They were the
first to bring feudalism to China. The land of China was parcelled out to members of the
royal family, setting up 1,773 fiefdom, or self governing states. They were required to
supply the king of Zhou with troops whenever they were needed and sent a portion of
their income as a tribute to the king. Eventually fiefdoms consolidated into more or less
independent states.

In 771 B.C. the Zhou capital was attacked by barbarians from the north. The king
requested troops to defend the capital city from his feudal lords. The lords refused to
send troops to defend the capital and the king was forced to move his capital east to
Luoyang, leaving the Wei River Valley. At this time the fiefdoms had been reduced to
170 principakities.

One of the principalities to emerge during this period was the small kingdom of
Qin (Chin). In 677 B.C. the ruler of Qin took the title of "duke." Much of their time was
spent battling the nomads from the north. From the nomads, the Qin adopted a military
that involved riding horses, the beginning of a cavalry, and the use ot foot soldiers. The
people of Qin were more military in character because of their constant battle with the
nomadic barbarians. They were considered China's Wild West as they were further west
of the more civilized Chinese empires.

The Qin empire was located at the west end of the Wei River Valley, the state
furthest to the west. It was protected by mountains all the way around them. It was
called the "region without passes," because of the difficulty in attacking them.
Geography then protected them. Also, the land was extremely fertile and farmers were
prosperous, thus insuring plenty of food, which could sus'3in a growing population.

WARRING STATES 481-221 B.C.

Before the Warring States period wars, wars between the principalities were
fought like games. Certain rules were followed with much ceremony. Few people were
killed, enemy soldiers gave each other back their arrows and allowed each side to pick up
the dead or wounded.
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Gradually the rules changed. By 481 B.C. battles became more vicious, involving

thousands of soldiers on both sides. By 246 B.C. the principalities had been reduced to

seven. They were Qi. Chu, Yan, Han, Zhao, Wei, and Qin.

Chariot warfare was used by all kingdoms in 481 B.0 The Chinese did not raise

many of the horses needed for battle. Instead many were gotten from the nomads to the

north. Chariots made up the main force of an army. Land could not be too rugged or the

chariot auld not maneuver. The land in the lower reaches of the Yellow River valley

was flat, with few geographic obstacles. All axcept the Qin kingdom. It was surrounded

by mountains with only a few passes providing access to their territory.

After 481 B.C. games of war were no longer. Battles became brutal with huge

numbers of casualties. Also, new techniques were employed and new weapons invented.

In 307 B.C. the Zhati first used a cavalry as a main fighting force. The Qin were the first

to use footsoldiers and cavalry together. They also were the first to keep a slanding

army. And they paid their warriors by the number of enemy heads they brought back.

New inventions were seize machines, moveable towers and catapults. These were

necassary to attack the fortified cities. Wars gradually became very destructive with

numerous deaths, mass executions, prisoners held for ransom or used as slaves.

In one period of 130 years the state of Qui was involved in 125 major battles.

The casualties suffered by Qin's enemies totaled 1,489,000 killed, wounded, captive or

deserted. In 262-260 B.C. the Qin and Zhao fought a major battle at Changping. The

Zhao were defeated and between 400,000 and 450,000 Zhao soldiers were killed or

buried alive. But the Qin suffered casualties also, losing half their soldiers to death or

injury. The State of Chu had an army of over one million soldiers. Several states had

armies of 5-6 hundred thousand. The Han army was only 300,000. Many states used

boys as young as fifteen years old.

Because the states of Han and Wei were closest to the Qin, they suffered the most.

Once a state was defeated, nothing escaped destruction. On the battle field bellies were

sla:hed open, heads cut off and bones were scatted in the grass. The victorious army

would occupy the annexed territory. Crops would be destroyed, trees cut down, temples
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burned and cattle slaughtered. The captured people were either killed or forced to be
domestic servants or slaves of the victorious state.

Peasants suffered the most. They paid heavy taxes to pay for the armies. A major
campaign could cost the income of ten years of farming. Canals and irrigation systems
were used both for defense and irrigation for crops. During battles, the enemy would
break dams, canals and destroy river banks to flood out their enemy. No thought was
given to the peasants who might be drpwned. The states of Qi, Wei and Zhao were on the
Yellow River. In 358 B.C. the Chu cut the bank of the Yellow River to flood the Wei. In
281 B.C. the Zhao cut the Yellow River to flood the Wei.

The Qi suffered the most during periods of flooding since they were located around
the mouth of the Yellow River. To protect itself the Qi built a long dam 25 Ii from the
north river bank (1 Ii 1/3 mile). After the dam was built the Zhao and Wei suffered
when the Yellow River flooded. The Zhao and Wei then built their own.. dam on the
southern bank.

Wars were a continuous way of life during the Warring States period. As a result
thousands of people died. Agriculture was destroyed, and trade was interrupted.
Artisans and businessmen suffered. Currencies differed from state to state making trade
and business exchanges difficult. Even within the same state, the same currency may
differ in value. States interfered in each other's affair by bribing court officials for
favors or information. Customs differed between the states. Languages and writing
script differed. Weights and measurements differed. Despite all this cities continued to
grow and prosper, populations increased, and trade between the states grew. As a result
the cities were often the targets of war, damaged by fire and floods, planned by their
enemy. An enemy one year could be an ally the next because of the conslant changing of
alliances, usually brought about through bribery of officials. In 318 B.C. the Qin
defeated a coalition of forces from the states of Wei, Han and Chao. The Qin decapitated
82,000. In 312 B.C. the Qin defeated the Ch'u and decapitated 80,000. In 293 B.C. the
Qin defeated a coalition of the Han and Wei. About 240,000 were decapitated.

EMERGENCE OF THE STATE OF GIN:

How and why does the state of Qin emerge as the state which conquered the other
six and unifies China? There are five reasons for their rise in power.

- 3 -
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First, their state was politically stable. The king was the absolute ruler. He did

not have to appease noble families or get their support before making a decision. He did

not reward his own family or the heads of noble families with high positions of
government. Therefore, he did not have to rely on their support.

Secondly, the rulers chose talented people for high positions in government,

regardless of their family background. The Qin also employed many talented people from
the other six states.

Thirdly, they encouraged and rewarded farming. Peasants were no longer slaves

and many owned their own land. Most of the fighting between the seven states was not

done on Qin land. The country was free to produce and it became wealthy.

Qin was called the "land of abundance." Various reports tell of mountains of grain

stockpiled about the countryside. Granaries were constructed that held 10,000 dan of

grain (one dan was equal to one hectoliter). One granary reportedly held 20,000
hectoliters, another held 100,000 hectoliters. Many were scattered about the
countryside.

Qin also engaged in several irrigation projects. One project, the Don Jiang Weir,

in the frontier section of Qin added 3,000,000 acres into farming production. This was
in the Sichuan prefecture.

Fourthly, the Qin controlled the iron production and salt mining areas. The

profits from these industries went to the government.

Finally, they were more powerful militarily. Every male served in the army.

Records say they had an army of more than one million men. Their soldiers were noted

for their bravery and fighting ability. The soldiers were well equipped. They had a
strong armour, powerful crossbows, long spears, arid sharp swords. On campaigns they

carried enough food for three days. They could cover 50 kilometers in half a day. They
called the enemy "cowards" and-they were the "brave men." One historian said it was
like babies trying to fight giants. In many battles the enemy fled in terror.
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BIRTH OF QIN SHIN HUANG TI:

During the Warring States period it was the custom to send the sons and
grandsons as representatives to the different states. These representatives were
actually hostages designed to keep peace. It also helped to build alliances. If war
occurred or the alliance was broken, the hostage would then be killed. His life in the
foreign court was very precarious at best.

King Zhao of Qin sent his son Nei Ben to the state of Zhao as a hostage. Yi Ren was

one of twenty sons of King Zhao. Since he was not the eldest he could not be the crown

prine. His older brother Lord An Guo was the Crown Prince (chosen to be the next
king). Yi Ren's mother was no longer the favorite concubine of the King.

As a htstage Yi Ren survived on the financial aid supplied him by his father and

by the king of Zhao (the state wherein he was a hostage). Since there were frequent

conflicts between the states.of Qin and Zhao, the possibility that Yi Ren would be put to
death were great.

Lu Buwei was a wealthy merchant at this time who came from the state of Wei.

He had become very wealthy because he "bought cheap and sold dear" (sold at very high

prices). As most merchants at this time he trave:ed from state to state selling his goods.

On one trip to the state of Zhao he met Prince Yi Ren. Because of his knowledge of the

state oi Qin, Lu Buwei decided to stake his future on `Ili Ren and help him.

In Qin at that time there was a question on who would succeed the throne. There

were twenty sons, and King Zhao had chosen Duke An Guo as the next king. Duke An Guo

was already 50 years old. His favorite concubine Madam a Yalig had no children,

therefore, the Crown Prince had not been chosen. That meant that one of An Guo's

brothers could be t.e next king. Since Yi Ben was far away in the state of Zhao, ho would

probably be the last to be considered as the future king.

Lu Buwei said he would help Vi Ren by going to the Qin court and pleading Ws

cause. He gave Yi Ren 500 ounces of gold to entertain the court officials of Zhao to begin

to build alliances.
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As soon as Lu Buwoi arrived in the state of Qin he went to see Madam Hua Yang -

the concubine of Duke An Guo. He presented Madam Hua with Jewelry and antiques that

he said had been sent by Yi Ren. He said Yi Ren had great respect for Madam Hua and that

he missed her and Qin. He also said that if Yi Ren would be appointed Crown Prince

Madam Hua would keep her favorite position in court. This was an important promise

because as favorite concubine she had special wivileges that she could lose. Lu Buwei

said she must convince An Guo to choose Yi Ren as the next crown prince. And so stie did.

Yi Ren was returned to the Qin court as crown wince, and Lu Buwei became his advisor.

Lu Buwei had a favorite concubine, Zhao Ji. She came from a wealthy family and

she had the reputation of being a good singer and dancer. One night while in Zhao Lu

Buwei was entertaining NI Ren and they had plenty to eat and drink. Lu Buwel called

upon Zhao Ji to entertain them. Yi Ren after seeing her asked Lu Buwei if he could
marry her. Lu Buwei at first hesitated. But he wanted to keep his favorable position

with Yi Ron, so he finally consented. Yi Ren did not know that Zhao Ji was pregant with

Lu Buwei's child when she married him and she did not tell anyone. Yi Ren believed the

child was his. He was named Zhao Zheng. And so the first emperor of China was born in

259 B.C.

in 251 B.C. King Zhao died and Crown Prince An Guo became the king and Yi Ren

became the Crown Prince. Unfortunately An Guo ruled for one short year when he died

and Yi Ren became the king. His son Zhao Zheng was named the crown prince. NI Ren

took the name King Zhuang Xiang of Qin. He rewarded Lu Buwei by appointing him prime

minister of the state of Qin and appointed him noble over 100,000 households.

KING ZHENG OF QIN:

In 249 B.C. Zhuang. Xian (Yi Ren) became the king of Qin. He ruled two years

when he died and his thirteen year old son Zhao Zheng became king. He took the name

King Zheng. Because he was not old enough to rule, Lu Buwel was appointed regent to run

the country until King Zheng reached the age of 22. Lu Buwei ran the country both

politically and militarily for 11 years (2 years under Vi Ren and now under his son.)

During his rule Qin made great achievements.

- 6
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Some of these achievements were:

249 B.C. - led an army and conquered Eastern Zhao and annexed the territory,
seizing two important cities.

248 B.C. - attacked Wei and Western Zhao and captured 38 cities.

247 B.C. - the states of Wei, Zhao, Van, Han and Chu formed an aHiance anddefeated Qin. Much of the territory taken by Qin war-returned toZhao and Wei.

244 B.C. - Qin captured 13 Han citias.

241 B.C. Han, Zhao, Wei, Chu and Van joined another alliance, it fell apartwith the first Qin attack. These five states then attacked Qi.
Meanwhile Qin attacked Han, Zhao and Wei and seized a lot of theirland.

238 B.C. - Qin established ten prefectures or states from the land capturedfrom their enemies.

By 238 B,C. King Zheng was old enough to rule himself - 22 years old. He was
crowned king in an elaborate coronation and assumed total power in ruling his country.

Shortly after King Zheng assumed power, a power struggle dev eloped at the court
between King Zheng and his followers on one side and Lu Buwei and his followers on the
other. An attempt was made by the followers of Lu Buwei to dethrone King Zheng. The
plot was discovered and many of those involved were executed. LAI Buwel was implicated
and also Zhao Ji, King Zheng's mother. Both were exiled to remote parts of the empire.
Because of his disgrace Lu Buwei eventually drank a glass of poisoned wine and
committed suicide (honorable death). Many of those implicated were foreigners who
were working in high positions of government for King Zheng.

One foreign official wa5: L. Si from the state of Chu. He was an advisor to LAI
Buwei. He wrote a letter io King Zheng to rescind his order expelling the foreign
officials. He first listed all the benefits these foreign officials had provided the state of
Qin. Then the most convincing part of his argument was that if these officials were
kicked out, they would surely go to work for one of the other states. Their information

- 7 -
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would be used against Qin and could possibly destroy Qin. King Zheng was convinced and

rescinded his order. He was so impwessed with U Si that he amointed him Court Judicial

Minister and later he becanie the Prime Minister, second only to King iheng.

U Si also presented King Zheng with another problem. He said many people were

upset with the King because he did not show the proper respect for his mother by exiling

her. This did not show the proper respect for her in the eyes of the people. It was the

duty of children to always show respect to their parents. Therefore, King Zheng should

go and bring his mother back to court. If he did this the people would respect their king.

King Zheng listened to him and had his mother returned. In the early years of his reign

King Zheng would listen to his advisors. Later his advisors became fearful of telling him

the truth if they thought it would displease him. So they would tell him only what he

wanted to hear.

One of tha foreign advisors King Zheng almost expelled was Zheng Guo. He had

been sent to Qin by the State of Han. He was to convince King Zheng to build an extensive

irrigation project. If it could be done, so many men would be working on the project that

there would be fewer soldiers for the army. Han would be safe from attack. King Zheng

discovered the ruse, but after Li Si's convincing argument, he decided the irrigation

project was a good idea. King Zheng told Zheng Guo to head up the project. It proved to be

a wise move.

The Zheng Guo canal connected* the Wei River with several smaller rivers to

bring the much needed water to the loess land for agriculture. The canal was 1250

kilometers long. He had to cross five smaller rivers, but he used parts of these river

beds for parts of the canal. During periods of flooding these five rivers absorbed the

flooding water and not as much damage was done. As the Han has suggested 100's of

thousands of workers were used on the project. But it did not diminish the army. The

Zheng Guo Canal - named for its designer turned thousands of acres of the Wei River

valley into fertile soil. It was used for 1000 years until the Tang Dynasty.

Another adviser to Qin was Wei Liao from the state of Wei. He joined Qin in 237

B.C. He eventually became Commander-in-Chief of the Army. He cautioned King Zheng

not to let the six states unite. If they did they would become stronger than Qin. He told
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King Zheng to send advisors to the other six states. They were to spare no money to
spread lies arid discord between the states. They would then be too busy arguing among
themselves that they would not form an alliance.

Yao Jia was the person chosen to carry out Wei Uao's scheme. He was given
1000 catties of gold, and 100 chariots filled with jade and other treasures to bribe the
state officials. They chose a good person for the job. He was originally from the State of
Wei. He had been a thief who was driven out of Wei. He then went to Zhao and finally to
Qin. He was successful in his mission because he broke up the alliances between Van,
Zhao, Wei, and Chu.

THE UNIFICATION OF CHINA:

In 236 B.C. King Zheng made the decision to begin a systematic attack on the
remaining six states. It took him fifteen years to eliminate them. The State of Zhao was
the first to be attacked but the State of Han was the first conquered. The unification Of
China ended hundred's of years of fighting and united China for the first time in over 800
years.

The State of Zhao was the most powerful at this time. They were the strongest
rival to Qin. They were fortunate enough to have two good generals leading their armies.
Thanks to Yao Jia of Qin, an internal conflict developed between the generals, instigated
of course by him. In 236 B.C. Qin attacked suddenly. The war lasted until 233 B.C. when
the Qin were defeated. More than 100,000 men were killed. General Li Mu led the Zhao
army one of their two able generals.

In 232 B.C. Qin and Zhao were again at war. Again Qin was defeated. It looked as
though Zhao would be successful and destroy Qin. But the Qin plan of bribery and
dissension began to work, General Li Mu was removed as the head of one army, The Zhao
court officials then quarrelled among themselves as to who should lead their armies.
Then in 230 B.C. a severe drought hit Zhao, resulting in many deaths.

Almost as a breather, Qin decided to step away from Zhao and let their inner
fighting take its toll. It decided instead to attack the State of Han. Han was the state
closest to Qin and unfortunately it was also the weakest. In 231 B.C. Qin invaded Han
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with tens of thousands of men. The Han could not offer much resistance. They were

defeated and surrendered much of their land which made them even weaker. Then in 230

B.C. Qin attacked a second time. This time Han was too weak to resist. They surrendered

and became a part of tha.State of Qin in 229 B.C.

In 229 B.C. the Qin attacked the State of Zhao from two directions so that Zhao had

ta, split their army. The war lasted for over a year and hundreds of battles, large and

small were fought. One of the leading generals was killed by Zhao government officials

auring their internal squabble. The other general was removed. The net result was the

Mao troops became disenchanted with their own government and many of them deserted.

A short time later Qin defeated the State of Zhao.

The next state to be attacked was Yan. It was located on the Yi River. It was

weakened by many years of warfare with Zhao. They realized they were not strong

enough to resist the Qin. Instead they decided to try to assassinate King Zheng. Two

officials were seritand the plot was quickly discovered. As soon as the two officials were

executed, Qin sent a large army and the State of Yan was eliminated in 226 B.C.

The next objective was the State of Wei. Once the states of Han and Zhao were

eliminated Wei found itself surrounded by Qin. Rather than attack Wei, the Qin general

decided to flood the capital city. He had his army break down the river bank and the

water rushed into the city. Thousands of people drowned. Three months later the city

anti state surrendered in 225 B.C.

Tho initial assault on Chu began in 226 B.C. The Chu had been attacked and had

themselves attacked others many times during their history. They had by now a large

territory and a large population. In 224 B.C. the Qin attacked the Chu, who offered little

resistance. The Qin army of 100,000 men advanced deep into Chu Territory before the

Chu attacked. It appeared the Qin were winning when the Chu counterattacked. The Qin

went down to a crushing defeat with many causalities.

In 223 B.C. the Qin assembled an army of 600,000 men. When the Chu attacked

the Qin offered little resistance. They kept advancing while the Chu attacked again and

again, wearing themselves out and running low on supplies. Suddenly the Qin attacked,

defeating the Chu, eliminating another state.
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The only state left now was Oi. It had watched the other states be gobbled up. It

did not send troops to help the other states when tey had asked them. Their king was old
and his advisors kept telling him that they were strong enough to defeat the Gin. They
made no preparations for war because everyone believed they could not be defeated. In

221 B.C. the Qin army marched in and conquered Qi without any trouble.

China was finally united.

QIN SHIH HUANG TI

After the unification of China, King Zheng decided he needed a new title. He felt
the title of king was not grand enough to describe what he had done. He decided to combine

a couple ancient Chinese words to get this new title. Huang was the title used by the first
five rulers of ancient China. The character means God or Heavenly Sovereign. The

second character ti refers to the three sovereigns of Heaven, Earth and Supremacy. Shih

means first and King Zheng decreed that only he cculd use Shin or first. Therefore, from
this time onward he was called Shih Huang ti or Emperor.

GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION

One of the first things Qin Shih Huang ti did was t7. orgzmIze the conquered
territories according to the Qin government structure. The conquered territories would
want to keep their own government and their own officials. The emperor first selected
three gangs or chiefs - the top officials of the government who reported directly to him.
Li Si kept his position as prime minister, second only to the emperor. As the highest
official he could wear a gold seal on a purple ribbon around his neck. The second position

was that of grand commander or military head. The emperor was really the chief
military man, but the grand commander was responsible kir carrying out his orders. He
also. wore a gold seal on a purple ribbon around his neck as a symbol of his position. The
third chief was called the royal chief procurator. He was a step below the prime
minister and the official recordirig secretary of the emperor. As a sign of his position he
wore a silver seal on a blue ribbon around his neck.

Under the three gangs or chiefs, the emperor appointed nine ging or ministers.
They controlled such areas as justice in the courts, ceremonial rites and the collection of
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taxes or the treasury. They reported to the three gangs, who reported to the emperor.

All this was done to strengthen the central government. Much of this organization was to

continue down to the revolution of 1911.

Next, the emperor divided the countryside into prefectures and the prefectures

into counties. He set up a bureaucratic system very much like a pyramid with the

emperor at the top who had absolute power; down to the counties and towns within the

prefecture. Worthy officials were appointed and in the beginning there were 36
prefectures, later four minority prefectures were added in the extreme north and south.

The conquered states were divided into the following prefectures: the original state of

Qin -4, the state of Han - 3, the state of Zhao - 6, the state of Yan 5, the state of Wei -

5, the state of Chu -9, the state of Qi - 3, and the 4 minority prefectures.

Each prefecture had three officials who reported to the central government and

took their orders from the capital. The prefecture governor was in charge of the day to

day operations of the prefecture. A prefecture commander was in charge of the army and

military affairs. The procurator's officers war like a vice governor who kept the
records such as tax information, census, etc.

Within each prefecture were several counties The county was headed by the

county magistrate, the assistant magistra2e and the county commander or military man.

Their duties were similar as described for the prefecture. only on a smaller scale. Each

caunty was divided into townships. Three elders were appointed to run the township.

One official was in charge of justice and tax levies., one in charge of educatien, and the

third in charge of patrol duty and catchine thieves. A township covered no more than 5

kilometers in distance or about one mile.

The village was organized along township lines. Each village head was
responsible for getting the necessary laborers needed for the building projects of the

emperor and for collecting the taxes.

One of the major decisions Oin Shih Huang ti made was not to appoint feudal lords

to govern the prefectures. Li Si, the prime minister, argued that if the emperor's sons

and feudal lords were given a territory to rule, eventually they could become powerful

enough to challenge the emperor. This is what happened to the Zhao (Chou) dynasty,
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leading to its downfall. Li Si suggested instead that the emperor double the rewards to
his sons and those of merit. The emperor would receive enough benefits from the tax
revenues it collerated. Instead U Si suggested that Qin Shih Huang ti establish
prefectures and counties. Each one would be headed by a worthy official appointed by the

emperor. The prefectures would be established in the barren and sparsely populated
areas of China. The counties would be established in the more populated and prosperous
areas. As the prefectures became prosperous they would be further divided into
counties. This governmental organization continued until the revolution of 1911.

EXPANSION OF TERRITORY

Another major decision the emperor made was to conquer surrounding areas.
Troops were sent both to the northern and to the southern barbarian areas. The
northern barbarians were called the Tartars who occupied the territory north of the
Gobi Desert. The southern barbarians were the Yue primitive peoples.

General Bai Yue was sent south to the Guangdong (Canton) area with an army of
500,000. They were to suffer a major defeat by the Yue. The Yue were hunters and

fishermen. They fought the Qin using guerilla tactics, which the Qin were not familiar
with. In one battle, more than 100,000 soldiers were killed To move additional troops
to the south, the emperor ordered a 30 kilometer canal built betwieen Ling ling and
Guilin. Finally in 214 B.C. the Yue were conquered, but it was very costly in terms of
men lost and taxes assessed against the Chinese.

After the Yue were conquered, the emperor moved many Chinese people into the
conquered areas. The Chinese people were more advanced culturally. They took with
them advanced farm tools and farming techniques and their advanced culture. The
primitive-peoples soon adopted many of the ways of the Chinese.

Meanwhile the nomadic Tartars from the north kept attacking the Qin. In 215
B.C. the Qin attacked the Tartars and drove them back 700 U into the Gobi Desert. The
Tartars were nomadic herders, raising especially horses. The Qin needed horses for
their armies and needed to trade with the Tartars for them. The Chinese did not have
enough pasture land to raise enough horses for their own use.

rEv
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THE GREAT WALL

Once the Tartars were driven back the emperor sent General Meng Tian to the
north to construct the Great Wall. During the Warring States periods, several of the
states had constructed defensive walls. General Ming Tian was instructed to connect the
existing walls and extend it along the northern border of Qin. General Meng was given
300,000 men for the construction effort. Some of the men built roads to transport the
materials needed for the construction of the Wall. Other men worked on the actual
construction of the defensive wall. Others still were needed to fend off the attacking
Tartars. Many of the men sent to work on the Wall were convicts. It is estimated that
for every man who worked on the wall, ten were needed to supply the necessary
materials or for road construction. The longer the wall became, the further it was to
transport the necessary supplies.

Building the Wall required more engineering skill than constructing a single
structure, such as the pyramids of Egypt or the hanging gardens of Babylon. The land
over which the wall extended, changed with every foot of construction. The Wall was
built through marshes, quicksand, desert and of course mountains. The weather also
presented problems from extreme cold to searing heat. The construction of the Wall is
even more incredible when we realize the work was done without the help of mechanical
equipment or modern explosives.

The Great Wall is not a solid rampart of earth. The Wall was laid on a stone
foundation or solid rock. The outer shell of the Wall was constructed of hard baked
brick. Between the outer shells, clay was tampped in between. A brick platform topped
the clay filling which was sloped for rain water to drain off. The top of the wall was
edged with parapets for the defending archers. Every two arrow shots apart a watch
tower was built. This provided the defenders with a good defensive crossfire against any
attacker. Also, the top platform was wide enough for five mounted horsemen to ride
abreast.

When completed the Great Wall started at the Sine-Korean border and ran
10,000 li to the west. Ancient Chinese records say the Wall was 2,600 miles long,
however, today it measures 2,100 miles. The difference could be the over estimation of

the length or that some of the Wall has been destroyed. Also. 30,000 households were
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sent to the wall to defend it once it was completed. Since they were more advanced

culturally, they helped to modernize the northern regions when they brought new ideas

and techniques with them. The Great Wall helped to bring peace to northern China as

long as the wall was well defensed.

Thousands of people lost their lives in the construction of the Wall and in

defending the Wall. Many who died in its construction were buried in the Wall itself.

Chinese historians refer to the Wall as the "Wall Of Tears* or the "Longest Graveyard in

the World."

A COMMON L ANGUAGE

When Cin Shih Huang ti united Qin, he inherited many different languades. There

were differences from one feudal lord to another. People within the same state had many

different languages, both spoken and written. In 221 B.C. Li Si was ordered by his

emperor to come up with a system of writing that was uniform throughout the state. He

was also ordered to simplify the characters, with fewer strokes. The language was

supposed to be easier to read and write. The language Li Si came up with is the basis of

the Chinese writing characters today. He had a dictionary composed, consisting of 3,300

charactors. One stone tablet or stele has been bound from the Qin period with 86

recognizable characters. Because the Chinese written language has been consist. 1

throughout its iong history, it has helped to hold the Chinese people together. The spoken

language differs from province to province even today but the written language remains

little changed, even today.

STANDARDIZATION Oi WEIGHTS, MEASURES AND CURRENCY

Qin Shih Huang ti also ordered the standardization of all weights and measurers

and coins. Each of the Warring States had their own. As an example the currency

between the states varied in size, shape and w,ight. In shape the Qi coins were knife

shaped, while those of the Han, Wei and Zhao were shovel shaped. The coins of Qin,

Eastern and Western Zhou were round coins. Also, the weights of the gold were not equal.

Some states used the jin which was 16 ounces of gold, while some used the yi which was

20 ounces of gold, Also, Qin had two kinds of money: paramount and ordinary currency.

The paramount currency was used in state affairs while the oroinary currency was used
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by the general population. This currency was a round copper coin with a square hole in

the center. These-copper coins were used until the collapse of the Manchu dynasty in
1911.

The unification of the currency resulted in several benefits to Qin. First, it

overcame the difficulty of calculation, which had been complicated before. Secondly, it

was easy to use. And finally, the unified currency encouraged trade between the different

sections of their country.

The weights and measurements within the different states varied with each ore.
Before unification in 221 B.C. Qin had standardized its own weights and measurements.

The standard length varied from 23 to 27 centimeters, depending on the state. The

measurement of volume was also confusing. The state of Qin used three different sizes

based on the decimal system. Wei used four different volume measures while Zhao had

only two. Cnce the standardization had been estabfished, the weight or measurement was
engraved on the utensils. The standardization also established four official sizes for
lengths, tour official sizes for volume, and five official sizes for weights.

The standardization helped China in several ways. First it helped in the
collection of taxes because all taxes could be figured the same way. Secondly, it was
easier to compute and determine wages due. Third, the standardization helped to

eliminate corruption, especially when the official weight or measure was engraved on
the utensil used. It also encouraged trade between the various parts et the country. The

emperor also sent inspectors out to check on the various weights ahd measurements for

accuracy. If shortages were discovered, the offenders were severely punished.

QIN LEGAL SYSTEM

Qin SN-. kiang ti adopted the Legalist ideology in governing the people of China.

The legahst ruled through strict laws and severe punishments. T! ey opposed the

teachings of Confuscius which were more humane, or the Taoist teach.ogs which believed

in a balarce between man and nature. Huang ti believed in controlling all aspects of

Chinese life. The emperor believed he should govern the officiets and the officials should

govern the people. The emperor demanded excellence in his officials. They were
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responsible for their work for a full year after the completion of a project; whether it

was a road, wall or building. If something happened that resulted in injury or deaths,

the official was responsible.

The emperor demanded that all orders were to be carried out in one day of its

reception. The legalist believed you were guilty until proven innocent. This is exactly

opposite Roman law which said you are innocent until proven guilty. Officials could use

torture to get a confession. However, such a confession would be viewed with suspicion

and the guilty person could appeal any decisbn based on such a confession.

The laws of Qin were based on the laws of the past. Some of the laws went back to

1000 B.C. The laws were strict but they were not harsh for that time period in history.

All laws in the world at this time were just as harsh and cruel compared to the laws of

today. However the Qin had too many laws to be fair. A person could break the law and

not even know they had broken the law.

Every family had to supply a member for conscripted labor during the year for

the emperor's various building projects. However, if a household was forced to move to

one of the frontier areas, the household was exempt from conscr;pt labor for twelve

years. Forced labor was the most common form of punishment. It was used for a wide

variety of crimes. Some of the projects were the imperial palaces, royal roads, Great

Wall or canal and irrigation projects.

Punishments at this time were harsh and mutilation was common. The severity

of the crime determined the punishment. If you were found guilty of treason or murder

the punishments could be beheading, or your body could be torn apart by chariots or you

could be cut in two at the waist. Strangulation or hanging was considered a lesser

punishment because the body was not affected. Any disfigurement to the body brought

shame to the family. However, in all accounts of Qin law nothing is mentioned about

burying a person alive.

For lesser crimes forced labor was required as mentioned. However, the convicts

also had a tattoo placed on their forehead or cheek (Hitler had the tattoo placed on the

arms of Jews). Another disfigurement was the cutting off of the nose of the offender.

And always the hair and bear,is of the convicts were cut off. Women as well as men could
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be forced into labor. Besides the building projects other forms of labor could be

agricultural work, guard duty, government work or working in artisan workshops for a

specific period of time.

There were several other farms of punishment. One could be banishment from

the country. Or a person could be flogged with a bamboo pole. Castration was common,

however, specific crimes are not known. It may have been a combination of the crime

and the circumstance. In the beginning castration was usually done to captured enemies.

Also, it was usually coupled with being a slave for a period of time. Later the eunuch

served in the court, serving the high government officials and guarding the harem. By

the Ming Dynasty voluntary castration had become such a severe problem that it was

forbidden by law. By 1600 there were 20,000 applications for 3,000 positions in the

palace. In 1644 when the Ming dynasty fell there were over 100,000 eunuchs in
Peking.

Serious crimes included murder, infanticide and injuring a fellow citizen.
However, the circumstances determined the punishment. If for example you were

charged with infanticide (killing a baby) for economic reasons, the punishment would be

a tattoo and a period of forced labor. lf, however, the child was deformed, it was not

considered a crime to kill the child.

In crimes premeditation was considered. If for example you injured or wounded a

person with a needle, awl or another handy tool in an argument, the crime was not

considered. You would receive a fine of two suits of armour. However, if you drew a

sword from a sheath, that was considered premeditation. You would then be tattooed and

have forced labor.

The Qin society was a patriarchal society. The laws regarding family life were

not any harsher during the Qin dynasty than in the Chou (Jhao) dynasty before or the

Han dynasty which followed. A man could divorce his wife, but failure to report the

divorce to the authorities could result in a crime. Incest was strictly forbidden to the

point where the parties involved were beheaded. If a wife left her husband and married

another, the second husband could divorce his wife when he found out she had been

married before. If the wife or husband had not been divorced before remarriage, both
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could be required to do forced labor. If a husband found his wife in bed with another man

and killed them both immediately, he was not guilty of murder. lf, however, he killed

one or both later on it was considered murder - premeditated.

BUILDING ROADS

Qin Shill Huang ti needed to unite the vast territory he had conquered. He also

took five tours of his country to view his vast empire. Only one other emperor took

tours of his country. He also needed to move troops quickly to the frontiers. Roads were

necessary to encourage trade and commerce, and they brought taxes to the capital. To

accomplish this the emperor ordered roads to be built. These roads radiated out from the

capital and were called fast roads. In all 4500 miles of roads were constructed, 500

more miles than those built by the Romans. They were built by convicts and conscript

labor. The roads were 50 paces wide. Nearer the capital a center lane was reserved for

the emperor's use only. The roads were constructed of packed earth. Every 100 meters

a willow tree was planted on each side of the road. Along with building the roads, the

emperor also established the standard width of axles for chariots and carts to six feet. In

this way the ruts would wear the same on the roads, making traveling easier.

In 212 B.C. General Meng Tian of the Great Wail fame was asked to build a north-

south road to present day Mongolia. It was constructed from the capital city, Afang, to

present day Mongolia. The road was 1800 li long and took two years to complete. Half of

the road was constructed through mountains to the north of the capital city. The peaks

had to be cut off and the valleys filled in. Some lesser roads in th.e remote areas were

only five feet wide. But they were important because they linked remote area to the

capital.

BUILDING CANALS

Also important to the country were the canals and irrigat;on projects that were

constructed. They helped to unite the country and opened up many acres of farm land

through irrigation. The canals were used also to transport grain and goods throughout

the countryside. Three major projects were completed during the reign of the emperor.

Two were started in 246 B.C. before China was united. One was the one constructed
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under Zheng Guo of the state of Han and named for him. The Han suogested the idea to keep

the soldiers busy with its construction rather than fighting the Han. Instead the

emperor accomplished both. A second canal was constructed in the southwestern part of

the Sichuan province. At that time the area was a frontier area. It is still used today.

The third canal was called the Magic Transport Canal. It was only 20 miles long.

It was constructed through the mountain and connected the Ziang and U Rivers. The

rivers flowed in opposite directions, but were tributaries of the Yangtze. With the

construction of the canal there was 1350 continuous miles of waterways that could be

traveled. More important, the canal is still used today.

PALACE CONSTRUCTION

Also among the many construction projects the emperor undertook, was the
construction of hundreds of palaces. Three hundred palaceg were constructed in the

original Qin land. In the territory captured from the other Warring States, another four

hundred palaces were constructed. Within one hundred kilometers of the capital were

about 270 palaces.

As the emperor defeated the other six Warring States, he forced the noble

families of those states to re-settle in the capital city. It is estimated 120,000 ilob!e

families were forcecf to live in "velvet arrest." They were in a sense prisoners in the

capital where he could keep them under surveillance. However, the Qin emperor built

palaces for his defeated enemies. They were built in the style of the state they came

from. He also took their weapons and melted them down. From them he made bronze

bells and twelve huge statues, each of which weighed nearly thirty tons. They guarded

tie palace courtyard through the end of the Han dynasty when the bronze was melted
down for weapons.

The capital had hundreds of palaces and pavilions connected by causeways and

covered walks that stretched for miles. Also, the emperor ordered built huge galleries

with covered walkway connecting them with parks and gardens. Cold storage houses were

also constructed. In 212 B.C. Qin Shih Huang ti decided to have a new palace built to the

south of the Wei River. He first had built the Front Palace. It measured 675 meters

from east to west and 112 meters from north to south. The main gallery could hold
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10,000 persons. When it was completed the palace was really a complex of palaces that

housed 100,000 - 3,000 concubines, eunuchs who guarded the concubines and court,

officials of the court and their families, the official palace guards. Fifty foot long

banners hung down from the ceiling of the main gallery.

Gates led away from the palace in the four main directions. A great bridge

crossed the Wei River to the old capital city on the north side of the river. A causeway

encircled the palace wide enough for several horses to travel side by side, or for chariots

to move safely. This causeway and covered pavilions extended for forty kilometers to

Mount Li.

It is said more than 700,000 construction workers were involved in building all

the palaces. Stone was quarried some distance away in the mountains to the south of the

capital. Special wood and timber beams were used from southwestern China.

Because the emperor feared death and threats on his life, he moved from palace to

palace. He rarely slept in the same place two consecutive nights. He had secret

passageways constructed and covered roadways connecting the 270 palaces within 100

kilometers of the capital.

MOUNT LI

The final major construction project undertaken by Qin Shih Huang ti was the

construction of his burial tomb known as Mount Li. Just as with the pharoahs of Egypt.

the emperor believed in life atter death, and prepared an elaborate final resting place

for his body. When he ascended the throne at age 13, he began planning his tomb. The

planning and construction was begun in 246 B.C. and it was finally completed in 209

B.C., two years after his death. The Prime Minister Li Si was put in charge of the

construction after unification in 221 D.C. Li Si sent 700,000 convicts to work on the

tomb.

According to the oldest Chinese historical records the Shiji, historians have

learned about the magnificent tomb of Qin Shih Huang ti. To date the information about a

buried terra cotta army and bronze chariots have proved to be accurate. Historians are

anxious to learn if the rest of the information in the Shiit are accurate.
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According to the records, the convict workers dug a deep pit for the burial tomb.

It is said to have gone through three subterranean streams. The workers poured molten

copper for an outer coffin, which was then painted red. The pit featured the three major

rivers of China and also to seas to the east. Mercury was then poured into the rivers,

lakes and seas to "flow ceaselessly." In 1981 and 1982 scientists tested the mound

called Mount Li for the presence of mercury. Their instruments recorded strong

reactions in a 1200 square meter area under Mount Li.

A dome was constructed over the burial pit. Heavenly constellations were painted

on the ceiling of the dome, then pearls were used for the sun, moon and stars. The

mountains and rivers were lined with pine and cypress trees made of jade. On the land

were also placed cast silver and gold birds, glazed tortoises and fish. Boats made of

precious woods from the south of China floated on the waterways. Statues like those

from the imperial palaces were also placed inside, along with civil officials and
members of the military set up by rank in rows. Candles burning whale oil were also

placed inside to provide the longest light possible. Finally, mechanical booby traps were

set up at the entrance to prevent grave robbers from entenng.

Mount Li was said to have been 150 meters high and 215 kilometers in
circumference. Various kinds of vegetation was planted on the hill to camouflage it. The

total area was 56 square kilometers. Two rectangular walls were constructed around the

mausoleum. The inner wall measured 580 meters from east to west and 1350 meters

from north to south. The outer wall measured 940 meters from east to west and 2165

meters from north to south. The walls contained gate towers at the four gates and towers

at each corner. Within the walls were gardens, a sacrificial palace and residences for

the priests and guards.

Remains have been found of stone steles with inscription written on them.

Bricks from the walls and towers have also been found and parts of the inside wall. Also

unearthed have been the eve tiles of the roof which are decorated with geometric designs

and birds on some of the roof ridges. The soil coverirrs the tomb is now only 45 meters

high. This can be explained by erosion.

Chinese records suggest the tomb has been entered twice since its official closure.

In 207 B.C. troops opened the tomb in search for weapons, this during the struggle
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between the Han and Qin troops. The Han established their dynasty shortly afterwards.

Seven hundred years later the tomb was again plundered. Until the archaeologists again

open tha.tomb, the extent of the damage, if any, will not be known. At the present time,

scientists are in no hurry to open Qin Shih Huang tfs tomb. Scientifically they feel they

could not adequately preserve, store and display items from an opened tomb. Until such

time the tomb wiil remain sealed.

Scientists however are busy excavating the outer pits of the burial ground and

the courtyards which surround it. Only about 1000 of the 6000 terra cotta army has

been uncovered. Also two bronze chariots have been uncovered and restored.

BOOK BURNING

In 213 B.C. Qin Shih Huang ti gave a banquet at the main palace to celebrate the

anniversary of his birth. In attendance were seventy of the learned scholars from Qin.

Each in turn gave a flowery speech about the greatness of the emperor.

One scholar named Yue disagreed with the emperor's policy of breaking with the

traditions of the past, such as the elimination of the feudal system. He said that based on

the teachings of Confuscius, the emperor should learn from the past. using traditions

from the previous dynasties.

The emperor then called for a debate on the issue. He asked Prime Minister L Si

to speak the rebuttal. U Si said the scholars were actually trying to rouse the peopl'- to

rebel against the emperor. He said the scholars would, therefore, oppose any decree

from the emperor. Therefore, he suggested the emperor issue a decree that required all

books that opposed the thoughts of the emperor should be burned. F,Atherrnore, any

scholar who discussed these opposing opinions in public should be executed and their

bodies left for all the world to see. The only books exempted from the burning order

would be books on medicine, pharmacy, divination, agriculture and forestry. The

emperor believed Li Si, and issued such an order.

In 213 B.C. paper had not yet been invented by the Chinese. Writing was done on

either silk, which was too expensive, or on thin wood strips. The wood strips were

usually about 50 centimeters long, with the characters on one side. The strips were
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then laid side by side and bound together with hemp attached to the unwritten side (much
(ike a roll top desk). The hemp kept the pages in order. The strips were then rolled up
like a rug. If it was a-royal decree like the book burning, the roll was tied with a string.
The string was then covered with wet clay and the royal seal was fixed. Once it dried, it
was easy to see if anyone had tampered with the string or seal.

All the scholars were fearful of the decree. By this time in his life, the emperor

trusted no one, even his closest advisors. None dared to publicly disagree with the
emperor. The emperor felt the scholars were plotting against him. For years he had
sent people throughout Qin looking for the secret of eternal life. Qin Shih Huang ti felt
the scholars knew the secret, but that they were conspiring to keep the secret from him,
not wanting him to have it.

Finally, Shih Huang ti assembled all the scholars in the capital. He personally

stlected 460 scholars and "buried them alive." The word use is Keng which means live
burial. Today many believe they were buried up to their necks. One story has the
scholars digging their own burial pit before the burial. The Han dynasty which
succeeded Gin, makes a big issue of this event. This was done probably for two reasons.

One, the Han need a reason for starting their successful revolt. Secondly, the Han rulers

followed the teachings of Confuscius, which Qin opposed. The greatest book burning

occurred between 1772-1788 A.D., which- was far more destructive. Bock burning was

a common occurrence in Chinese history.

Tr% book burning continued for over a year. Fu Su, the son of the emperor,
opposed the book burning and spoke out against it. Fu Su said if the burning continued,

the people would be so opposed to it, that they would revolt and the empire would
collapse.

No one opposed the emperor, even his own son. The emperor was enraged. He was

so angry he sent Fu Su to the Great Wall to work on its construction, like a common

criminal. Many scholars who were not killed were also sent to the Wall.

The book burning had a great affect on Qin, First, books were scarce because they

were all hand written. Secondly, the Chinese people had a great respect for learning, and

the book burning decree was a great shock to the people. In the process many records
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were burned, classical poems were destroyed, along with the works of Confuscius and

other philosophers. It took until 175 A.D. to orally callect the texts that had been

destroyed.

THE DEATH OF GIN SHIH HUANG TI

The emperor became consumed with efforts to find the secret of immortal life.

He was very superstitious and took very seriously the omens and signs of the
soothsayers. Any unusual natural phenomena was regarded as a sign of warning to the

emperor of his impending death or his overthrow, both of which he feared. This idea is

called the Mandate of Heaven. Two incidents occurred which thoroughly frightened

Huang ti.

The first incident was a meteor that fell to the earth. The meteor was brought to

the court astrologers for examination. Someone had inscribed on it the words, "After the

death of the Primal Dragon, the empire will be divided." The emperor panicked, sending

out spies to the area of Qin where the meteor was found. But the guilty person was not

found. The emperor then ordered everyone beheaded in the area where the meteor was

discovered.

The second incident involved a piece of jade. One night one of the emperor's

officials was stopped by a mysterious figure. He gave the official a jade tally and said to

tell the emperor "In the year, the First Emperor will die." When the emperor saw the

jade tally, he recognized it as one he had sacrificed to the Yangtze River in 219 B.C. It

appeared the gods were rejecting his offerings and in effect saying they were rejecting

the emperor.

By this time there was more unrest in Qin. Too many people were being forced to

work on the many building projects of the emperor. The book burning incident resulted

in the loss of respect the people had for the emperor. The seemingly senseless killings of

people for no apparent reason as with the meteor incident - created unrest and minor

revolts within the Kingdom.

In desperation the emperor made the decision to make an inspection tour of the

country and also to look himself for immortal life. He traveled with his son Hu Hai. who
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had replaced Fu Su as his favorite son. Also traveling with the emperor were Si, the

prime minister; Zhao Gao, a powerful eunuch in charge 0 roy6, -,tesaces an.. oecrees:

and many concubines and other court officials.

The First Emperor by this time was in extremely puor tr.aith. HE:: was under a

great deal of stress created by the burden of managing such a large country and

population. By now he did not trust anyone to make decisions except himself. Because of

this he refused to delegate any authority for decision making.

Adding to his poor health, the emperor also ate or drank anything that the
magicians said contained magical potions for immortal life. Many of these concoctions

included mercury and phosphorous, which were toxic. In effect the Emperor was slowly

poisoning himself. He climbed to the top of mountains and made sacrifices to ancient

kings and ancestors. Anything the magicians suggested, who by now were leading him on

a "wild goose chase" to save their own lives.

Finally, he proceeded to the sea, where the magicians had said the secret to

imrnort&lity could be found on an island called Peng lai which was guarded by giant whales

and sea serpents. He searched along the coast for this mythical island and the giant sea

creatures. He ordered special crossbows built to kill these sea monsters. He also had

special boats constrvoted to enter the seas.

Finally, the Emperor spotted a large school of giant fish, probably whales. The

emperor himself shot one of these giant creatures. The Emperor felt the gods were now

on his side again. And so he decided to return to the capital after an absence of eight

months.

THE DEATH OF QIN SHIH HUANG TI

But the Emperor was never to reach the capital. As the journey to ttl?, capital

continued, the emperor became ill and continued to grow weaker. Those traveling with

the emperor were afraid to ask the emperor questions concerning his funeral
arrangements or the question of succession to the throne. They were afraid of his wrath.
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But the Emperor knew he was dying. He wrote an official decree to his son Fu Su

at the Great Wall. He asked Fu Su to meet the funeral procession at the capital, Xianyang,

and to arrange for the burial. The letter in effect said the Emperor forgave Fu Su for

opposing him in the book burning incident, and that he was the one chosen to succeed him.

But 1112/ letter was never received by Fu Su.

The emperor gave his letter to Zhao Gao, the official in charge of official decrees.

Li Si and Zhao Gao both realized that there would be trouble if Fu Su became the emperor.

He was independent, and the two men realized they could not control him as they could Hu

Hai, the Emperors other son. And so they conspired to eliminate Fu Su.

Instead of the original letter of the emperor, the two men substituted another. In

the forged letter Fu Su was told the Emperor was still angry with him for disobeying him

in the book burning incident. They also said the emperor was unhappy because the son

had failed to acquire new land for Qin. Along with the "officiar letter, the two men also

sent a sword, with the order that the son commit suicide. Fu Su received the letter from

his father, not realizing it was a fake. Because he was a dutiful son, he obeyed what he

though was his father's wish. He committed suicide.

China was not notified of the death of Qin Shih Huang ti unel the emperor's body

reached the capital. The officials were afraid of a revolt from the population if the

emperor's death was revealed before they returned. It was July when the emperor died,

and the carriage still had a long way to go. Because of the heat, it was difficult to conceal

the fact that the carriage was carrying a dead body. To conceal this. Li Si had some very

odorous fish placed in some of the carriages to conceal the odor of the emperor's dead

body. And so Qin Shih Huang ti arrived at the capital for burial. Hu Hai could new
legally be declared the lawful heir.

HU HAI, THE SECOND EMPEROR OF QIN

Hu Hei was proclaimed the second emperor of Qin. His first order ot business

was to remove all possible rivals to the throne. His orders executed many of his father's

ministers and his own brothers and haif brothers. Huang ti had more than 20 children.

He even ordered his sisters put to death, even though they could not ascend the throne.

Further orders removed from positions of power many of the palace guards and army

2 7
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officers. Even Li Si who was instrumental in helping to place Hu Hai on the throne was

refused all requests for an audience with the emperor. He only trusted the eunuch Zhao

Gao and followed only his advise.

Whatever else his shortcomings may have been, Hu Hai ordered the completion of

Mount Li and saw to the burial of his father. Not only did Hu bury his father in the tomb,

but he also ordered the burial of many of the artisans and workers who were employed on

the tomb and its contents, some say as many as 10,000. Finally, he ordered into the

tomb the childless concubines of the First Emperor, to be buried alive with him. Ancient

Chinese historical records report this was the last time such an event would take place.

After the burial of his father, Hu Hai was convinced by Zhao Gao to make an

inspection tour of Qin. In reality the tour proved to be a bloody purge of anyone who Hu

Hai viewed as a threat to his position as emperor. instead of enhancing his position as

emperor, the tour and purges further weakened his position. The people of China became

enraged by the senseless deaths ordered by Hu Ha,i. Revolt-, were common throughout the

countryside. Hu Hai did not know what to do.

When he finally returned to the capital city he retreated to an inner palace.

Surrounding the palace was a special guard of 50,000 hand picked guards to protect him.

By this time he was beginning to question his ability to rule, and he blindly followed the

advise of Zhao Geo.

Li Si and some imperial advisors who had escaped execution appealed to the young

emperor to take action against the rebellions that were springing up in the wake of the

purges. But Hu Hai refused to follow their advice and ordered their execution.

In the meantime a supporter of the former Qin Shih Huang ti, began to make his

move. Xiang Yu was a soldier for the first emperor, but he hated his son and his

incompetence. He gathered an army together from his home in the lower Yangtze valley.

His first action was to decapitate the governor of his county. The more he began to resist

the Second Emperor, the more rebels flocked to his cause,

- 2 -
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Finally, in 207 B.C. Xiang Yu led an army against the forces of Hu Hai. The

armies clashed north of the Yellow River. According to historical accounts, Xiang Yu

ved boats to ferry his army across the Yellow River. Once across he ordered the

destruction of the boats. The troops were told the only achievement acceptable to Xiang

Yu was the total defeat of Hu Hai's forces. The forces of Hu Hai were discontented and

many desertions were occurring. When the forces finally met, the rebel forces won,

killing more than 200,000 imperial forces.

Upon hearing the defeat, Zhao Gao turned upon the young emperor. He made false

accusations against him, charging him with murder. Hu Hai now really was confused

because his advisor tlad turned against him. In desperation he committed suicide. The

year was 207 B.C.

Zhao Gao now chose a nephew of Qin Shih Huang ti as the third emperor of Qin, Zi

Ying. Zi Ying quickly saw the-hopelessness of the situation. After emperor for only 46

days he surrendered to the rebels and Ziang Yu.

Zhao Gao was still determined to rule Qin. He proclaimed himself emperor. But

as a eunuch no one would support his claim. Soon after Zhao (=go was captured and

executed. With his death the Qin dynasty was no more. Ziang Yu es1abiished himself as

emperor of the new Han dynasty which was to rule China for the next 400 years,

- 2 9 -
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APPENDIX III

USING A CHART

1 . What kinds of governments ruled each of these empires?

2. What kinds of laws did these gavernmeats have?

3 . How did these governments influence the economics of their kingdoms?

4 . What made the nations wealthy?

5. What did the government do to encourage trade and growth?

. What cultural achievements are each of these empires remembered for?

7. Are these cultural achievements important today? If so, how?

3. What are the greatest achievements of these empires?

9. How did they alter tuture life in that empire?

1 0. What was the empire's growth during this time?

1 1 . What kind of population totals are involved?

1 2. What are the strengths of each empire?

3. What are the weaknesses of each empire?

1 4. How did Me strengths help the empire?

1 5. How did the weaknesses destroy the empire?

1 6. Which empire had the longest lasting effect on the lines of the people of
that empire?

1 7. Explain these effects.

1 8. What was the value of human life in the empire?

1 9. Was there an advantage in being a man or a woman? Explain.

2 0 . Which empire would you have wanted to live in? Why?
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Objectives

Students will be able to

compare and contrast the role of women in 19th

century China and the United States

Students will be able to

describe the changes in these roles in the

United States and China

Students will be able to

compare and contrast the roles of present day

Chinese and American women
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The following can be talking/lecture/teaching points
or can be distributed as a handout followed by class
discussion.

I. The role and status of women in traditional China at the
turn of the centliry

' Chinese society was a male oriented, chauvinistic society.

' Yin represents females negative, dark, earth, empty.
Yang represents males positive, light, heaven, full.

'In the Confucian family system women were subordinate.

'Since girls did not improve the status of a family, the
birth of a girl was an unhappy occasion. The birth of
a second daughter could mean infanticide. (The Chinese
symbols for infanticide translate into killing girl
babies.) The mother was blamed if a third daughter was
born.

'After the birth of a baby girl two rituals were followed.
(1) The baby was placed below the bed to indicate that
she was lowly and must continually humble herself. (2) The
baby was given a broken piece of pottery. This
symbolized that she should be hard working and industrious,
and continually place the needs of others before her own.

'Women were the property of men and could be sold as slaves,
prostitutes or concubines. An unmarried women must follow
the dictates of her father and brothers, a married woman
must obey her husband and a widow her sons.

'Girls tended all the siblings and young relatives in a
family. Oftentimes she had a baby tied to her back for
most of the day.

'At age five or six, girls had their feet bound. Their feet
would be doubled up and bound until the arch broke. A
bound foot was half the n9rmal length. This kept women in
their place since they could,only take small steps and
could not run.

*Girls were kept cloistered within the house and were rarely
allowed out. Therefore, except for peasant women they
could not work outside the home.

'Women could not worship ancestors. This was solely men's
role.

25S
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"Women by nature were considered morally and physically
weak, jealous, emotional, unteachable, and ignorant.

'Girls were denied an education.

'Negative taboos were associted with a girl's menstrual
cycle.

"Women could not own property.

'Women had no important decision-making authority.

'When food was in short supply women were allowed to starve.

'Marriages were arranged. Oftentimes the couple did not
meet until the wedding day.

.A bride's price was paid reimbursing the bride's family for
raising her.

.The bride left her home, sometimes never to see her family
again, and moved in with her husband's family. The period
immediately after her marriage was perhaps the most
difficult for a woman.

-A woman's sole purpose was to bear male children so that
the husband's lineage continued.

-The new daughter-in-law was under the direct authority of
her mother-in-law, and since the groom's family "bought"
the bride, her household duties were usually heavy and
many. She was the first to rise in the morning and the
last to bed at night.

'If the mother-in-law or husband was disenchanted with the
bride, she could be returned to her home (and the bride's
price repaid), or sold, rented or leased as a servant,
slave or concubine.

'According to an old adage the husband (and his mother) had
the right to beat his wife: "a wife is like a horse you
have purchased - you ride them or flog them as you like."

'The groom loved his mother first. Should he become too
affectionate with his new wife, his mother might grow to
resent his bride.

959
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'Divorce was unheard of.

'Suicide was usually the sole escape of an abused, unhappy
wife.

'Because of infanticide, starvation, lack of medical
attention, neglect, and suicide the ratio of male to
female was 3 to 2 in many parts of China.

"A bride gained status with the birth of her first son, and
eventually sons who grew to adulthood became her social
security.

'A mother carefully nourished emotional bonds with her sons
and supported her sons in family disputes. As soon as her
sons were old enough, she could speak through them.

f0A woman gained status and position when she became a
mother-in-law and could wield control over her son's wife.

Pfi0
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The role and status of women in the early days of the
DETTWItates

*According to English common law upon which early U.S.
law was based, "the husband and wife are one and that
one is the husband."

'Any property that a woman possessed automatically
belonged to her husband when she married.

*Men were the heads of their families.

*Men had full control and authority over their children.

'Any wages a woman earned belonged to her father or, if
married, to her husband.

*Women, if educated at all, only received an elementary
school education.

*Only the teaching profession was open to women.

*Colleges and universities were not open to women.

*Women could not vote.

* Women could not make public addresses.

* Women could not gain custody of their children in the
event of a divorce.

'Women could not sue.

Women could not own a business. A widow, however, could
run her late husband's business.

*Some authors describe women's position as a kind of
slavery. The slavemaster was the wbite male.

..Women's main responsibility was to have enough children
(twenty was not unusual) so that a few would reach
adulthood. During the early ninteenth century, four
out of five babies died before their fifth birthday.
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III. Change in the role and status of women in China.

In the 1800s, some women in rural Kwangtung resisted the
traditional role of women and vowed not to marry or once
married refused to live with their husbands.

- This area is a center for the silk industry
- Women cultivated the mulberry plants
- Women were responsible for silkworm breeding
- Women did the spinning of silk
- Infanticide was rare
- Feet were not bound
- Girls were literate
- Therefore, women wishing to remain unmarried

could support themselves

In the 18002 some upper class women were educated. A few
emerged as poets, calligraphers, and artists.

'After the mid-1800s, some male scholars and writers
attacked the traditional treatment of women.

- Kung Tzu-chen and Yu Cheng-hsieh argued against
foot-binding

- Li Ju-chen in Flowers In The Mirror presented
women as equal to men
Liang Ch'i-chao linked women's education and
productivity with a strong China

0During the waning years of the Manchu Dynasty, Western
ideals of equality, liberty and democracy slowly made
inroads into China.

Western missionaries opened schools for girls.

*Reforms envisaged by the Taipings (Taiping Rebellion
1851-1864) included complete equality for women, a halt
to female slavery, concubinage, prostitution, and foot
binding. They ordered feet unbound in areas they
controlled.

*Educated urban women supported by Nationalists (early on)
and Communists advocated equality of the sexes.

'One such woman who pushed reform and became a martyr for
feminism was Ch'iu Chin.
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- She unbound her own feet and formed a natural foot

society
- She advocated equal education and equal opportunity

in all professions
- She founded the Chinese Women's Journal which

endorsed women's liberatiar---
- She attacked arranged marriages
- She wore her hair in a queue
- She joined the movement for the overthrow of the

Manchus in order to gain equality
- She was beheaded in 1907 for leading an uprising

against the Manchus
- In 1912 Dr. Sun Yat-sen attended a memorial service

honoring her
- She became a heroine for sexual equality

For most of the last half century of Manchu rule the most

influential figure in the dylasty was the Empress Dowager

Tsu-hsi.

The opening of textile factories in urban China in the

early 1900s offered a few women the opportunity to earn

money outside the home. Most turned over their earnings

to their father or, if married/ to their husband.

The May Fourth Movement (1919) included as one of its aims

the emancipation of women. It advocated, for example, that

all-male schools be made co-ed.

Initially, the Nationalists (Kumintang) seemed to foster

women's rights. However, their influence was limited to a

few urban intellectuals. Later in the 'New Life Movement'

Chiang Kai Shek, influenced by Mussolini, again confined

women to their traditional role.

*In the 1920s women's unions were organized around issues of

wife beating, literacy and foot-binding. In 1927, Chiang

Kai Shek and the Kumintang attacked communism and in the

process wiped out women's unions. Thousands of young

women were elminated.

In the regions of China under Communist control as a result

of the Long March (1934-35) the sale of children (mostly

female), slavery (usually female)/ and arranged marriages

were forbidden.
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'In the early 1940s, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
organized women as the reserve labor force and women
were liberated through full participation in production.
However, they were still burdened by their traditional
roles witnin the household.

'A much quoted adage of Mao Zedong was, "Women hold up
half the sky".

*The Marriage Law of 1950 eliminated arranged marriages,
concubinage, child brides, and polygamy and allowed
widows to freely remarry. Also, it gave women the right
to sue for divorce and gave equal rights to the marriage
partners in the possession and management of family
property.

'As a result of the Agrarian Reform Law (1950) women
received an allocation of land equal to that for men.
The deed, in the woman's name, was banded to the male head
of household.

0Women's organizations were formed to educate women to
become an active part of the new society and to supply
support for women.

'The First Five Year Plan (1952-57) emphasized heavy
industry an area where young women and previous housewives
were not yet welcome (although they were equally
represented in some light industry).

*Since the economy was not prepared to employ women in heavy
industry, the Five Goods Movement was introduced which
directed women not to forget their family and
neighborhood responsibilities.

'The Second Five Year Plane or Great Leap Forward (1958-62),
continued to push industrialization and agriculture and in
so doing opened 300 million new jobs for women.

*Communes were organized to provide communal cafeterias,
childcare centers, laundries, and even mending services.

- This program alone created 13 million new jobs
for women

- This program eased the domestic burden on women
and freed them to aid the Great Leap effort



*When the Great Leap Forward fell short of expectations,
women were again forced to the sidelines.

In the mid-1960s, the Great FA:oletarian Cultural
Revolution enticed women to participate more fully in
society and politics.

- Women were mobilized to criticize their work
places

- They formed study groups to elminate the "Fout
Olds": old culture, old ideas, old customs,
old habits

- Mao Zedong directed that female representation in
all party committees and leadership groups be
increased

- In both urban and rurals areas, small scale
industries were encouraged. These employed women
on a part-time basis, and this increased the
percentage of women in the work place

- Many small factories were operated solely by women.
However, wages were low, advancement and benefits
were non-existent.

In the early 1970s, the anti-Confucius campaign attacked
the traditional role of women.
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IV. Change in the role and statue of American women

Divide the class into small groups and assign eadh
group a topic to be covered in a Mini Report. These
reports are to be researched quickly, to be fairly
brief and to be given orally. A list of possible
topics follows.

Frances Wright

Sarah and Angelina Grimk4

Margaret Fuller

Lucretia Coffin Mott

Elizabeth Cady Stanton

Lucy Stone

The Seneca Falls Convention (1848) and Declaration

Susan B. Anthony

The New York Married Women's Property Act (1849) and
the New York Joint Guardianship Law (1860) and the
New York Right to Sue Law

Catherine Beecher

Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell

Olympia Brown

Abigail Duniway

Emma Willard

Sarah Hale

Anna Dickenson

Wyoming and woman suffrage 1869

Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
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Betty Friedan and The Feminine Mystique

National Organization for Women (NOW)

The Equal Rights Amendment

Dorothea Dix

Title IX

The Women's Bureau

Women in WWI

Women in WWII

2f;i7
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V. The role and status of women in China today

A. Show the video(s), "Marrying" and/or, "Mediating,"
The Heart of the Dragon series (Time-Life Video
UriterEaron Center, 100 Eisenhower Drive, P.O.
Box 644, Paramus, New Jersey 07653), and/or
"Small Happiness," One Village in China series
(Long Bow Group, Inc., 617 West EnaXVinue,
New York, New York 10024).

B. Divide the class into small groups. Circulate
the handout entitled, "The Role and Status of Women in
China Today". Have each group prepare answers to the
following questions:

How much progress toward equality have Chinese
women made since traditional China? since 1949?

In what areas have the Chinese women been most
successful in gaining equal treatment?

What are the areas that need improvemelit if true
equality is to be achieved?

C. Circulate the handout entitled, "An Introduction
to Shanghai Municipal Women's Federation". As a
class, in small groups or for homework seek
answers to the following questions:

Why does the Women's Federation find it necessary
to act as a bridge between women and the
Communist Party?

Why does the Women's Federation award the
"Prize for Heroine"?

How are children regarded in China today?

What is the purpose of the Women's Federation?

Give examples of organizations in the U.S. that
have similar goals?

D. Homework or class assignment: Distribute Readings
Packet. Using only Information gained from the
Readings Packet prepare a document analysis on three
articles or write a paragraph describing Chinese
womanhood today, or be prepared to discuss the
role and status of Chinese women today.

'
t
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Handout: The Role and Status of Women in China Today

Note: the following conclusions were drawn from
lectures, interviews and observations in
China during a five-week.period in the summer
of 1990. The cities visited were Beijing,
Kunming, Dali, Xian and Shanghai. The people
interviewed were English-speaking, or the
interview was filtered through an interpreter.

College women or recent college graduates feel they had
equal opportunity to enter college.

'Women usually enter the liberal arts. Few enter the
sciences and math because there is a general feeling that
women cannot succeed in these areas.

Among college educated couples housework is shared.

* In some areas more men were seen tending babies and small
children.

In farm areas both men and women carry or pull substantial
loads.

*Housework in China is difficult because of the lack of
modern equipment like vacuums. Refrigerators are usually
small. Therefore, daily marketing is routine.

Both men and women use the bicyle as the most popular
form of transportation. Men usually carry wives or girl
friends on their bikes. Women and men transport children
and the elderly on their bikes.

*Men enjoy cooking and some do most of it.

*Many women were seen as policewomen, hard hat const;4tion
workers, plumbers, electricians, doctors, pharmacists,
ditch diggers, taxi and bus drivers. Although most car,
truck and taxi drivers are men.
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* In the cities the one child policy is accepted. In
minority areas and farming areas couples can have more than
one child.

*The idea of having a male child is important. Therefore,
the added anxiety on a woman during pregnancy is
substantial.

'In the cities an equal number of boy and girl babies
were observed.

To insure a male baby some urban woman use amnia
synthesis.

*To insure a male baby infanticide is still practiced in
the countryside.

Girl and boy babies are paraded in public in all their
finery.

* Short hair styles appear on both boy and girl babies. It
was suggested that this was popular because mothers
wanted all babies to appear as males.

* Some women today propose marriage.

* Some country marriages are still arranged by a go between.
As part of the ceremony the bride bows down to the
husband's ancestors.

The housework is usually done by women, but husbands help
more and more.

*Divorce is difficult because of family and community
pressure, but it does happen.

*To demonstrate economic drvelopment one professor said,
*Today even baby girls wear watches".

* In hotel management courses there are more women students
than men students, yet most hotel managers are male.
(Only 20-30$ are women.)

*In Shanghai all Chinese Opera directors are men. One woman
directs a local drama company.

*Many women work in an airplane parts factory, yet only 10%
of the managers are women.

- .
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At one joint venture company in Shanghai women do not work
in the machine shop. They do assembly work. There are no
women managers. The Chinese assistant to the CEO is a
woman.

Women retire at age 55. (Some professionals can ask for an
extension to age 60.) Men retire at age 60.

In a Beijing cloisonne factory men and women were paid
equally. The supervisor was a woman.

*Girls perform better than boys until high school where boys
excell. The reason given for this decline in performance
is that girls have more domestic chores to do and their
interests turn to the opposite sex.

Very few women are elected to thellational Peoples
Congress. A Beijing university professor said that in the
past women did not have_equal educational opportunity but
as the new generation of educated women rise through the
ranks, more women will be elected in the future.

Half of the students at Beijing University are women.

*More than half of the professors at Beijing University
are women. There are more female department heads.

*When the state assigns positions to university graduates
and a man and a woman have equal qualifications, the man
will get the position.

*In Yunnan Province, the minority populated region of China,
one-fourth of the teachers are women.

Yol g college women feel they are equal yet concede that
morc: higher managerial levels are filled by men because
women must take Aaternity leave and tend baby.

0In the Bai nationality (they number 3 million), a minority
group, the husband takes the wife's name at marriage.

*The Chinese celebrate a Woman's Day but no men's day.

A woman in Shanghai mentioned that they don't need
a men's day because "men are respected all the time".

-Motherhood is highly honored in modern China. Yearly
the citizens of Shanghai select the best mother of the

year.
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'Chinese women get one year maternity leave and receive
80% of their salary.

There is a six-day work week and an eight hour work day
divided into two shifts. Between shifts many women go
home to prepare meals for family members.

Many women feel that a woman makes a poor leader. They
gossip and are unfair. Women feel that men are better
organized.

'Women do not have the time, with extensive home duties,
to improve their work status and income.

amn the countryside more motorized vehicles, usually
tractors pulling heavy loads, were operated by men.

'According to women and men alike, women are ill-equipped
to do heavy manual labor. Yet, in the countryside, about
30% the bicycle drawn carts with heavy loads were driven
by women.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL WOMEN'S FEDERATION

Shanghai is an important industrial base and also the biggest
pees eity in Chins, of which the total harbour handling capacity ii
the lantern of the country. Shanghai is advancing in the directioe of
ea oPee, modernixed socialist city with multi -function and
high -civilisation.

Shanghai hm population of 12.320.000, half of wham are
women, with a ratio 0( 75 per cent adult women at work. The total
number of female staff is 2.010,000, secounting for 41.4 per cent of
the total in the city af Shanghai. There are over 20,000 women
epecialista of asecLum and high level*, such as engineers, professors
and reseerch fellows and others.

Shanghai Municipal Women's Federation (8MWF) is mase
organisation of women from all walks of life in Shanghai. It Sas
always been a bridge linking the Party and government with the
bread masses of women. Over 4,800,000 adult woman in Shanghai
Woes their leaders by their repreeentatives. Every five years, the
municipal womee's congress will be convened. Now there are 110fluent' morebere, of whom 17 are member, of the "tending
committee (me chairwoman and seven vice -chairwomen). The
entetttive committee comprises women from ail walks of life,
including professional women cadree. worker*, peasants, ietelleo.4
vela. cadre., women experts, profemore and well- kncan patriots.

Shanghai Municipal Women's Federation is divided into vsrious
depart-yenta and offices, i.e. Law Consulting Department, Publici-
ty end Information pepartsnent, Cospreheneive Work Department,
Ineeetigation and Research Office, Children- Department, Liaison
Department, and so on. We have women organisation at elf levels of
districta, counties, neighborhood communities, township., even at
villagers' committee. in the rural areas and residents' committees in
the city, while we have women work committees in the fields of
science and technology, education, culture, public health and all
Democratic Parties, as well as other units. Various womee's unions
are &swop members of the Shangba; Municipal Wornen's Federation.
mach as Women Engineers' Union, Woman Journalists Union,
Woman Doctors' Union .and Womee Lawyers' Union. Represeeting
the interest' of women masses, Shanghai Municipal Women's
Federation participate. in densocratio consuhation, democratic
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management and democratic supervisioa. Meanwhile BMW? I. alao
the main channel of women masses to have dialogues with the Party
end Government. Womeo representatives from different lasele .44
SMWF have been elected members of all levels of the Peopk's
Congreas and the People's Political Constitutive Conferente.

At the conatruction period of socialiat modensisations, the work
principle of ISMWF is to serve tht interests of women and for their
well-beings in the needs of economic ilevelopment. BMW? aims at
protecting the legitiinsu rights and interests of women in all
spheres of lifr politics!, economic, cultural and sociel. including
family life, es well as helping and educating children foe their
healthy growth. SMWF also endeavour* to promote the educative
among women in -.elf respect, self care, self confidence and self
improvement" in order to improve the euelitim of Inman seasses
and unite them so that their wisdom and talents can be telly
displayed in building China into prosperouo, democratic and
civilised socialist country.

The tasks of different.levels of SMWF at present are as fallow,:
--to make good publicity in the society to educate people with an
advanced and modern concept on women, trying to eliminate the
vestiges of feudal ideas and tredition that look down upon women.
to cite -March gth Red Renner Pic* -enter" every two years to
encourage women hoes ell walk of life to make gloater contri-
butions to budding Shanghai into a prosperous city.
to cite -Prise for Hemine" to encourage women to gain gmater
achievements in invention, scientific management offering good
suggestions and making efforts in the campaign of promoting
production and increaaing incessi, waving materials and energy.
to set example. of model women through the medium a
newspapers, the broadcasting station and TV station, and to bold
exhibition "Ode to Heroines" with the departments concerned, to
have programme "Women's World" with TV Station, trying to let
the people realise the role and status of woman, as well as their
wisdom acid talents.

to educete women to correctly handle lovs, marriage and gamily
problems according to socialist ideology and ethics, playing an
important role in tho activities of hannoniona "five--good" families
in over 5,880,000 families in Shanghai.

EST COPY

-to bells maskers give a =Vestige and better ides tor educating
their children to meet the needs of the country, to eseabliali
Shanghai Childrea's Coordination Commitiee, mobilising the wheal
(society to protect and take good cam of children in the fields a
family education, daily necessities, culture sod art and ether
aspecta, to mit up Shanghai Children'eFesodsekistcolleeting funde
from the moiety for better service of children's mbar -oehenii
@distatioe facilities, to do a better job in monists she Chilifewes
Scientific Education Center mil the Municipal Kindeverarten. ate.
--eo me two =eosin.. "For the Children" and "Modern Life".
to run Women Cedree' School in order to improve the qualities
of profeseional women mike", to have "Wooer' -Studies Society"
and the "Research Association of Marriage and Family",
--to build "Women'. Garden" (Wonsen's Home) which is an
=change and cultural entertaimnent center for women in which
there sre exhibition hall, sport. room, restaurant, hotel and bestny
salon, etc.
to set up "Wcasen's Travel Service Agency" to receive women
delegations from abroad sod all over the country.
to strengthen the close link with mimpetriote from lifonghoug,
Macs* and Taiwan and family members of thee. whIrlisee IrObe it.
Taiwan, as well as with women in the circle. of intellectuals,
industrial, commercial and religions. In left "Women and Children
Committee of Slungliai Hongkong Economic Development Amami-
ation- was set up by the combined effort. of SMWIP snd Hongkong
well-known women, which helps women who are very active in the
development of welfare and care far women and children to establish
"Music Kindergartes" and "Shanghai -Honghong Nureery",
to develop the friendly ietercourse with women all over the
wurld.

Front 1979 to 1987 . SWMF received about 500 women
delegations from over 160 Ceisntrips and regions while we oleo
swat our women delegations abroad, thus, prossotiog the *loudly
sitchanges and friendship with women all over the world.

In reform, BMW? will =she greater aorta So defend the
specific intermits of the women maw* she repressote
safeouarding the overall interests of the people them:shout the
country in eider to build her into a mass organisation of unity,
greater attraction and vitality. February 15118
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WOMEN OF CHINA
1 8

DECEMBER 1986

ELUSIVE EQUALITY
A Forum with Japanese Women

The Japsuese

FOUR reporters from Womon of
China, Liu Zhonglu, Feng Ke-
wei, Su Xiaohuon and Yuan

Lili held a discussion recently on the
equality of the sexes with four
Japanese women: Yoshiko Soto (o
member of the Sino-Japanese Asso-
ciation), Katsuko lhara, Yuko Nihei
(a member of the China Research
Institute), - : i Mieko Onove (from
the Wome!,°- International Educa-
tion Association).

If

visitorg wish Women at Chtna staff'

Yoohiko Sato: Japanese women
fought for equality of the sexes before
and during the LIN Decade for Women
that ended in 1985. But it was only in
April this year that the Japanese gov-
ernment passed a law aimed at pro-

viding equal employment opportunities
for men and women. This was our
very first piece of legislation tackling
the issue of equality between the sexes.

Liu: We've had legislation affirming
our equal status since our first Consti-
tution in 1954. But inequalities still

BEST COPY MIME
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reporters

abound in practice. It's not easy w
attain real equality.

Yuko Nihei: Can you give us some
examples of inequality in China?

Yuan: Although the assing grade
is the same for males and females on
the university entrance exam, in prac-
tice men are often given priority over
women with higher scores. And pro-
portionately more men end up being
recruited in some professions. There
are even some women directors who
don't want to take on women workers



because of the disrutnions that preit
nancy, childbirth and nurgm bring.But they forget women raise kids for
the benefit of society in fact.

Yoko Mei: How have the econom-ic reform affected those women who
can't match the output of their male
peers? Have there been any dis-missals?

Su: I came across this very problem
while conducting interviews in Tian-
jin. After adopting a contract system
the construction teams at the Number
Six Building Company refused to use
women bricklayers, and the supplies
department tried to raise its efficiency
by sloughing off pregnant or nursina
women. The company told them to stay
at home and live off a monthly stipend
amounting to 75 per cent of their basic
wage.

These women didn't want to stay athome, and so they lodged a protestwith the women's federation. After an
investigation the women's federationtook the matter up with the municipalauthorities. With their help the build-
ing company was made to change its
discriminatory practices. The company
helped the formerly discarded workersset up a clothing factory, store and
restaurant. The wcanen's incomes have
increased and they are pleased with
their new roles.

Liu: The reforms open up the same
opportunities to women and men. But
they also present a challenge to women.
Now many factory directors are direct-
ly elected by the Workers instead ofbeing appointed from above. Anyonewith tht necessary ability can becomethe director. In the last few years manyoutstanding women directors have
emerged. They've set up their ownorganization the Women Entrepre-neurs' Association.

Yuan: A chemical plant in Yong-zhou in Hunan Province was going toshut down. Then one woman employee
heard that the market for down coatsMU booming. As Yongzhou producesduck down in large quantities she

'suggested the plant switch to the downcoat business. The others agreed andelected her the director. In the firstyear they paid back their loans andthe factory earned about one and ahalf million yuan in foreign exchange
in 1985. That came to something like

1 9
95 par cent of the foreign exchangebrought in by the city as a whole.

Fees: Before the reform most ofthe rural women worked in the fields.Since many of than didn't have the
same physical strength as men theirincomes were comparatively low. Butnow many yming women are becom-ing workers in township enterprises.This is what I found in Taicang
County near Shanghai. They can earnthe same as men with the same skills.What about inequalities in japan?

Yeah** Seto: In the past some
workplaces. especially sone of the
larger enterprises, had a firm policy ofrecruiting men only. Most women
could find work only in the serviceindustry.

But changes are taking plt.v in
japan as well. Women are beginningto do work traditionally reserved formen and vice versa. Some men, for
instance, are turning to kindergarten
teaching and nursing.

Kiusuko Hum: There's no differencein the scores neesied to get into univer-
sity in Japan. More and more womn
are studying science and electronics.Of course they still face enormous
competition. After graduation they
have to pass rigorous exams to get a
job. As difficult as it is to get into uni-
versity, finding a job afterwards iseven harder.

Yuko Nihei: Does the proportion
of women decrease the higher up the
job ladder you go?

Liu: Yes, because not many women
had access to higher education before
Liberation. To remedy this women aregoing to have to improve their qualifi-
cations.

Yuko Nihei: There are even fewer
high-ranking women in Japan. We
have 750 senators and members of the
House of Representatives, but only 27of them are women. There were about85 hundred government executives in
Japan in 1984, but only some 50-ocld,
or 0.6 per cent, were women. In 1985
only 0.8 per cent of provincial func-
tionaries were women.

Yuan: Inequality between the sexeshere all boils down to feudal thinking.
Before Liberation Chinese worn.ens chances of getting an education
were much smaller than men's. Sogenerally they weren't able to match

men in ,terms of formal qualificaticass.What's behind inequality in Japan?
Yoshike Sate: We've also beenheld back by feudalism. Traditionalideas about women's duties are keep .ing many of us in the home raising

kids and doing housework. But latelymore and more married women havebeen demanding the right to workoutside the home. About 10 years agonearly half of them were content tobe housewives but in the last coupleof years the proportion has droppedto a third.
Liu: What percentage of theJapanese women are empkiyed?
Yoshike Sato: In 1984, 47.5 percent. In the last couple of years dufigure moved up to just over 50 percent. They make up just over onethird of all the blue collar and clericalworkers.

Feng: In fdpan who does thehousework when wives have jobs
outside the home?

Katsuko lhara: Mast of thehousework is still done by women,making life very hard for married
women. Some of the younger hus-
bands have begun to do some of thechores.

Yuko Nihei: We admire the wayChinese couples share the housework.
Yuan: Chinese women who are

working both inside and outside thehome are really burdened down.We're appealing for chanrs that willrelieve us from some of thr, housework.
Ycishiko Sato: 1'y ,-. heard thesaying "One of the partners in mar.riage deserves to be shielded."
Liu: Yes, but most Chinesewomen reject this notion. It soundsvery fair, shield whichever spouse isthe more capable, but in fact it comesdown to asking the wife to take up allthe household chores to shield the

husband from domestic duties that
might interfere with his work. Win.ning the right to work outside thehome was a hard struggle. We can't
return to the kitchen.

These are merely excerpts from
a longer discussion. The Japanese
visitors also asked about income,
household budgets and the work of
Women of Chino's writers. 0
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WORKING UP TO EQUALITY

THE economic reforms are giving
women employed outside the
hoe* new options, stiffer chat-

lenps and often tighter-than-ever
schedules. Yet they art bearing up ad-
mirably, according to a survey last De-
cember of 145 women in nine occupa-
tions throughout Beijing, Tianjin and
Shanghai.

Increasing prosperity is making it
possible for some families to consider
living off of just ont partner's salary.
Is this an attractive option? Not if it
means that they themselves are the
ones to sacrifice their careers. , The
survey asked, "if ycku could afford to
stop working outside the home, would
you keep your job nevertheless?"
"Yes," said 76% of the respondents.
"A woman should first be a career-
minded person, and then a wife and a
mother," affirmed one of them.
Women clearly are aware of their
need to maintain their economic in-
dependence and be part of the goings-
on in the world outside their homes.

Liu Xiaoqing, a 26 year-old
telephone exchange operator in a
Beijing factory, says, "My husband
brings in 300 yuan each month driv-
ing a taxi, so it wouldn't be hard to

le

live within our means if I stayed home.
But I put work first, family second
in my life." As Liu and her husband
see it, work adds depth to their lives
and enriches their own relationship.
After their day's work they have lots
to tell each other.

What of the 20% who would be re-
luctant to continue their jobs if their
incomes were not essential? Most are
waitresses in restaurants. Liu Guang-
tang, a 31 ar-old waitress at the
Fengzeyuan Restaurant, said that she'd
rather quit and stay at home if her
family had enough money to go round.
Because her hours are long, from 7 in
the morning to 7 or 8 in the evening,
she has no time to take care of her
child and parents.

On the whole, however, women
working outside the home value their
jobs as opportunities to exercise their
talents in constructive ways. They
also feel that if they confined
themselves to work in the home,
equality between the sexes would be-
come an empty phrase. There is an
increasing awareness of their need to
strengthen their position in the work-
place.

2 78

LIAO MANG

Working Thar Way Ip
The economic reforms are putting

pressure on women in particular to
upgrade their job skills and raise their
general level of education. Some 82% .
of the respondents are eager to pursue
advanced studies through various kinds
of technical schools, training centres,
part-time universities, correspondence
schools, and so on. Only 7.5% pro-
fessed no interest in such.amdertak-
ings. Although the 106 married re-
spondents are hampered by their daily
round of housework, most manage to
spend some time on intellectual pur-
suits. Every week 44% spent five
hours reading toks, 20% seven hours,
and 21% ten hours. Their reading
material ranged from novels to science
texts. When asked to name their
favorite leisure activities 30% men-
tioned reading; second only to trvvel-
ling for which 33% opted. Traditional
domestic pastimes such as sewing and
knitting were favored by only 10%,

Liang Runhua, a staff member at a
household service agency in Beijing's
Yuetan Street, was one of the many
who spent several years in a remote
frontier area during the "cultural rev-



a

olution." After returning to Beijing,
she married, had a child and took up
her all-but-forgotten studies once again.
Now she is studying seaetarial work
at night school. Every evening she
either attends classes or studies at
home. It's been a long time since she's
had dm leisure to visit a park, watch
TV, attend a dance or even go to a
movie. Her dedication to her career
keeps her bound to an arduous
schedule.

Eqe.al Yet Impel
The Chinese Constitution states

women have equal rights in every
sphere, but inequalities still abound in
practice. Men have more opportunities
than women in both education and
employment, say 65% of the re-
spondents. Twenty-four year-old Yu
Xiamei complained that a factory
where she was seeking employment set
160 as the passing grade on its screen-
ing exam for female applicants, but
only 100 for males. Furthermore the
factory hal already set recruitment
quotas: 100 men and 20 women.

Women's prospects for promotion
and raises are not as good as men's.
For example, in' 1984 the ratio of men
to women among scientists and
technicians was 2.1 to 1, among en-
gineers 4. 4 to 1. and among senior
engineers 7.6 to I. Yet when asked
-Are you well qualified for your
work?" 80% of our women respon-
dents said they were, and 86%
affirmed "Women are as able as men."

Why are men given preferential
treatment? Certain administrators
are feudal-minded, and regard all wom-
en as potentially troublesome. More-
over they think women should subor-
dinate their own interests and jobs to
their husbands' careers and their chil-
drens' welfare.

-
The Most Urgent Problem

The survey found that the 106
married women among the 145 sur-
veyed devote three times as many
hours as their husbands to household
chores, though 80% of their husbands
-helped them" to varying degrees.

Zhang Liling, an accountant, is
married to an administrator in the coal
ministry. -1 get off work at 5:30
p.m.." Zhang said. "but before corn-

ins back home I have to go to the
market to buy vegetables and the like.
Once I've cooked dinner, done the
dishes, washed the clothes and tidied
up the apartment, I have to check my
seven yeavold's homework. Only after
she has gene to bed do I have a c

410

40

1
to catch my bras& It's the same old
grind, day ln day out.

All in all, what do the women see
as the single most urgent problem in
their everyday lives? from the
continual mad of housework, say an
overwhelming 69%,
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YOUTH AFFAIRS

Speaking Out on
Love, Marriage

and Sex
Nowadays, seminars have be.

come fashionable among Chinese
youth, the most popular subjects
for discussion being love, marriage
and sex. Such seminars allow
participants to argue and express
their own opinions on topics that,
traditionally, wIre considered ta-
boo and not discussed in public.
They were considered subjects to
be shared only between close
friends. But things have changed.
The young now believe that they
have a legitimate right to discuss
such issues and that it is in their
own best interests to do so. Re-
cently a journalist from Chinese
Youth attended a seminar concern-
ing these issues, sponsored by

Una,

young people from Beijing Phar-
maceutical Factory (BPF) and
Beijing Economic Institute (BEI).
Following is his report:

What kind of spouse is
most ideal?

Zhang Zhimin (BPF worker):
"The most ideal man in my opinion
should be enterprising, conside-
rate, and have a sense of humour."

Li Ling (BPF worker): "I
agree. A man needs to show his
ability in his profession. Other-
wise, he is not z man at all."

Zhang Zheng (BEI student):
"Most young men feel that the
ideal wife should be beautiful arid
gentle. If a woman is wise and
pretty but not gentle, they
wouldn't think highly of her."

Li Wei (BPF worker): "I be-
lieve the ideal spouse is some:me
who has an innate understanding
for the other. It's like the old
saying, 'two hearts beat as one.' "

Zhou Hua (BEI student); "An
ideal lifelong companion should
have a strong sense of duty. This
is essential in any person, let
alone a spouse."

In today's Chinese families,
are men and women equal?

Liu (Ilan (BEI student): "BeforP;
the founding of the People's k.
public of China, the social posi-
t;on of Chinese women as a whole
wa v ery low. But now men and
women marry on equal terms bY
law. Since both have jobs and

thus, steady incomes, they are
equal economically. Economic
equality is the basis for all the
other equalities."

Zhang Zhimin: "Right. Now
the phenomenon of abusing one's
wife has become rare. In a fa-
mily, the housework is shared by
both husband and wife."

Zhang Zheng: "No, I don't
think so. In today's Chinese fa-
milies, men and women are not
equal. At least, this is true in
rural families. In many villages,
buying a wife is still common. So
how can we say men and women
are now equal?"

Yang Dong (BEI "'student):
"Perhaps it is more accurate to
say that in Chinese cities, especial-
ly in intellectual families, men and
women are equal."

Wu Oimin (BEI student): "Even
in the intellectual families, it's
hard to say men and women art
equal. For instance., many post-
graduates with PHDs do not want
to choose spouses who are more
,uccessful than themselves. This
:s enough to illustrate the point
that in the eyes of a man, the wife
,:an not surpass the husband."

Zhou Hua.
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VIEWS FROM THE CHINESE PRESS

W1-fat 1..\1 ILl ppened 1.0 Lquaiity?

By Huang Cans In `China Daily':

rirWO RECENT evenb amazed me. The first was
the repast that the Disciplinary Commission of
the Shenzhen Conununist Party Committee had

ruled that no leaders with party membership, in govern-
mat or out, were allowed to have women as personal
secretaries. When attending meetings or on business
trips they should not be accompanied by female clerks,
and no women should be allowed to so behind the
wheels of their cars.

While the move was commended by the press. this,
clearly, was a regulation made by men for men. If this
is meant to curb corruphon, to restrain men fran
committing sexual crimes, what should women leaders
do? According to the mandate which scents to
address male officials with no recognition of the exist-
ence of women leaders women cannot recnut women
secretazies. Like their male colleagues, they too must
hire men for this work. IS the rule designed to aid
women, if they so wish, to engage in illegal activities?
This discriminatory regulation assumes there are no
relevant mem leaders, which is certainly not the case,
and that women are immune to conuption, which is also
not true.

The other event that surprised me, though less so,
was the amendment to the regulation requiring women
to retire five years earlier than men. According to
Wonien's Naos, a paper based in Beijing the Personnel
Ministry recently drafted a new regulation that allows
senior professional women to work as long as men if
they so choose. This has been welcomed by many
senia professicinal women, who see it as putting them
on an equal footing with men as far as retirement is
=teemed.

The two events, made public after the March 8th
International Working Women's Day, best illiotrate
how women fare in present-day China. While they are
promised the same professional opportunities as men
and may work as many years as men, they are denied
the right to work as personal secretaries, at least in
Shenzhen, where ally men can hold that job. The
paradox here points to a confusion in contemporary
China as women ccetinue to search for their identity.
while men, still dominating their world, slip back into
the centuries-old role of placing women second.

Chinese women, in their fight for equal rights, have
undergone three stages in modern history.

JULY 1990

With a long feudal tradihon. Chinese women suf-
fered in the bottom layer of society until 1949, when
the first women revoluticmaries fought alongsak the
men and won for themselves equal legal rights, elevat-
ing women's status in China. Wanen's right to work
and vote was underwritten in new China's hist consti-
tution, which came into force in 1954. The achievement
certainly conunands praise, as women in some Western
countries were faired into lengthy struggles to win
suffrage. while their fathers, husbands and sons had
been voting few a century.

Once they were promised equal rights, women in
China counted on men to keep those promises. During
the 1900s and 1970s measures guaranteed women's
participation in employment and state &Hans. Women
took certain rights for granted. They shaped their lives
and careers according to ideals, suppressing thins own
needs and charactenstia. Unisex apparel came into
vogue and the slogan "Whatever men can do, women
can do too" was the =UM for women striving for
excellence according to standards set by men.

However, the reform and open policy in the 1980s
presaged a drastic change. As is the case lit many
competitive societies where women's lives have become
more complex and difficult, women in China also be-
came frustrated and disenchanted: few job and study
opportunities, little participation in social and govern-
mer.tal decision-making, but many responsibilities as
women, wives and mothers. It is woMell who are
responsible for carrying out the nation's family planning
policy, for raising the young, for keepuis the family and
society stable. This precipitates the ay "What is the
way out for womenr

Probably because women's liberation in China came
in tandem with the establishment of the People's Repub-
lic, women in China tend to identify themselves with
their comsades-in-arms and they art often measured by
men's yardsticiz. They can be accepted into decision-
making circles if they are recognized as tsii qiang rem

(strong women), defined in terms of political muscle or
professic-al power. Or they can be dismissed as second-
class citizens, as in Shenzhen.

By Du Xieming1 in 'Wen Hui Bao':

THE FEUDAL concept of regarding women as
interior to men has been severely criticized since
the victory of the revolution in 1949. Howeva,

CHINA TODAY



old ideas die hard.
When many institutions of higher learning in

Shanghai recndted new students last year, they set
much higher standards for prospective girl students.
Even if girls wanted to special.= in majors more suitable
for therm thry had to get 10 or 10 points owe in the
entrance exa.-.- than boys. If they recruited more girls,
the institutions said they would have difficulty finding
jobs fa- them after graduation.

If women cannot be treated as equal to men in the
country's biggest city, what about women in the coun-
byside Of remote regicmai

2 4

After taking On an employee, an enterpr= assvnes
responsibility file that persan. When a female worka is
to have a baby, however, the agerprise has to find
somebody to replace her. So enterprises are reluctant to
admit female workers.

By giving birth to children. women have kept
mankind from extinction. The value represented in their
creation of mankind's new pcoductive forces is no less
than the value of their material production.

If we refuse to recruit female workers on the grounds
that they cannot work while bearing children, we are
working against women's legitimate rights. 0
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She's one of the family
tal MORO

She sonseed, to have a thenkkes
J. Some derSited her home visite.
state sheeted anew in ha face and
some even threatened her with in-
*v.

But now the family-planning
worker I. welcomed by her
seilhatoure. And she has helped to
achieve the goal of the one-child
fan* * her township.

"htany el our colleagues have
described our werk as 'the most dif-
fiailt job in the world.' and that is
not ashy an exaggeration," mid
Cui Shubert, a famny-plenning
waiter in Heilonggnang township
in the northern suburb of Beijing.

Cul. 44. hi In charge of family
planning for UV households in
six villages under the township
governissent. Her major respon-
sibility ie to go from door to door,
canting births and giving out cm-

=siveto make sure that all
gfollow the all of the State

which says thrt one family should
ism no more Om one child.

In the past three years, no
women hi the township has bad
second child. Tbe Huikeignuang
township government has been
honoured as a model unit in tawny
planning by the Beijing municipal
authorities.

"Until the lam few years, many
people were not reedy to co.
operate," Cui said. "You had to
ban all their abusive words and
contemptuous looks while reason-
ing with them shout the Minn-
taps of single-child parenthood.
But gradually they all came to
understand our work."

Is 1979, when she was appointed
a full-time cadre supervising family
planning for the whole township,
she did not quite aspect the hard
times she would have to endure.

"It was a kind of new work at the
time when the State had just begun
to tighten up its population control
Oky," she said. "1 had to start
from scratch."

For more than three months she
travelled in the countryside end
visited an the els villages to
discover violations of the birth-
control regulations.

Traditinn

People were eta allowed to have
a second child la 1978 if theW first
child wee fear years old. la the firet
five monthenf that year, Cui found
more than 10 'women in the
tawny* had become pregnant
with a second child when their first
wee under four. Some were preg-
nant with their third child.

"Whale I called on these villagers,
du, mild lordly understand my
work and all aled me quedegel
levii.daing devil." Cul said. "So
may neighbours and irkeds came
to pram& me to quit the job.
They all knew it wee the kind of
work that would really offend peo-
ple, especially in the countrivide
where the tradition is that children
mean eenith.".

But Cul is a stubborn worker.
Once she accepts an assignment,
she never gives up. For several
days she made repeated calls on
these "problem" families. talking
to them until they were convinced
of the need for birth control.

"Some people hated me for my
work. For femoral nights they
threw stones my house and
scared my whole family awake."
she recalled. "I actually knew who
they might be but went to visit
their homee the next day as if
nothing had happened. They were
my fallow villapre, and I believed
they would understand It was aleo
for their own good to have fewer
children."

Cul I. the only full-time family
planning worker in the township,
but she is in charge of 24 part-time
assistant& each working in one of
the six villages or 18 production
teems in the township with the help
of two or three volunteers as
family-planning propagandists.

An important part of their work
is keeping a card on each of the
women, following her from mar-
riage to age 49. Her details of fami-
ly members and birth control
methods are updated every six
months.

Now the whole township has
more than 1,500 women of child-
bearing age. More than 80 per cent
of them have talc* some long-term
contraceptive measures like use of
intrauterine devices IIUDI or
sterilisation, and the rest of them
take contraceptivi pills regularly
or their Lusbands uee condoms.
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"Usually they use the IUD after
their first birth and get sterilised
aher their emend birth." Cul said.
"Since 1979 the State has been call-
ing for each family to Uwe** am
child, but in many cases the secood
birth is allowed for families that
meet certain conditions."

Once, an angry young villager
came to Cul mei made a scene right

in front of her office. The man wee
an exixervict. H. and his wife were
eawr to have a second child
because their first was physically
handicapped. However, according
to the State regulation, the second
birth is not allowed until the fires
child turns fmrr.

Despite the man's noisy protest.
Cin was not moved. But in the next
few days, she visited him and his
wife many times, taking with them
like an older sister.

"Mr State regulation I. for the
welfare of the people," she told him.
"Remember the other year when
you ware just released from prison?
It wits the township government,
that assigned you a job and helped
you start a family with more than
1.000 yuan.

"On the other hand. I don't think
you want to be hard up by having
the burden of raiaing two small
kids at the same tuns."

Persuasion
With her persistent persuasion.

the man changed his mind. He and
his wife agreed to wsit till their
first child was four. Eventually
when their child was five years old,
the wife gave birth to a healthy
baby girl.

"Economic punishment is a ma-
jor penalty for thole who eventual-
ly have more children than allowed
in defiance of all our persuaaion,"
elle. added.. Since 1978, , the
township has collected a total of
more than 9,000 yuan in fines 04
-extra-budget births." In 1986, for
instance, it fined two families 2.000
yuan and 600 yuan each for birth
control violations.

Here in Huilongguang township,
farmers seem to have changed their
old ides of wanting a large family.
They have come to realize that they
are beccenine better off with a
lower birth rate. la the past 10
yearly, the annual per capita income
in the township has increased
steadily. It was 1,750 yuan in 1989.
compared with only 140 yuan in
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1979. Also, as many se 86 Pir ce
of the farmers have started was
ing in township industries sin
most of the firming work has be

*mechanized

"Now we really don't hove
work on them that anich. Akin
a women of chiki-lasering age a
anureceptivea If the mamas
Live fails, they would to la liondi
to have an abortion on their own
Inane*. Shore may want to have
second child in secret. bin there
more often dissuaded of the ides
their own family manabon."

In Bahian village, a warren e
pregnant with a second child 1.
did not tell anyone. One
however, her secret was diem,
by her mother-a-law, who fins
succeeded in pomading her
have an abortion.

But there are tiaras whin Cui
to do a lot of running around to i
her job dm" In early 1988.
woman villager was found pri
mint for the second time. She h
twin girls from the firet birth. k
wanted to have a boy beau s. e
felt she was looked down upon
her mother-in-law for not having
son.

When one family-planni
worker came to persuade her, s
agreed to have an abortion, k
later she changed her mind a
went to her parents' home
Xingtang County in neighbousi
HebM Province.

The case was then reported
Cui, who decided to go over to t.
to her personally. Tosether w
some of her colleagues, Cui roan
ed tvith her for a whole day, tryi
to make her understand that
birth control policy was also
their own interest&

The woman then asked ta
given a job in the township ens
prise. After Cui agreed to her
quest, she went back to Beiji0SS
had the abortion.

When she returned from hoe*
Cul visited her and brought
some good food. By then.
women was regretting her p.
behaviour and said, "You are
nice to ma that I will never forge
in my life. Take my word, I will
no more trouble for you."
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Reforms Bypass
China's Women
Discrimination Said to Increase

By Daniel Southerland
MAW= Paw Romp Unit

BEIJINGChinese women are wickely believed to be
among the main beneficiaries of much heralded eco-
nomic reforms. But surveys, published articles, and pro-,
tests from women indicate wrxnen are still the victims
of 'widespread prejudice, 'discrimination and "feudal*
concepts.

For millions of women working in factories, the sit-
uation appears to be getting mit better but worse.

Many factory directors, now given more autonomy,
under industrial reforms introduced several years ago,.
have decided that women should be the first to be fired
and the last to be hired.

In some cases, if a manager is unable to fire a woman
employee, he simply reduces her pay.

With an eye to enhancing profits, factory managers
also sometimes eliminate maternity leave, which is sup-I
posed to last as long as six months.

In a recent investigation, tlw All-China Women's;
Federation found that some enterprises denied young
mothers time during the workday to feed their babies.:
Some factories have closed their nurseries and rooms
reserved for pregnant or breast-feeding women, ac-
cording to a rccent report in the official China Daily
newspaper,

For some, the biggest shock of all came last fall, at
the end oi the 13th Communist Party congress, when
the country's new Politburo was announced. Alternatei
member Chen Muhua, the only woman on the Politbu-1
ro, was dropped from the country's highest politica;
body.

Later this year, Chen Muhua, now in her late sixties4
is expected to lose her job as ptecident of the People'si
Bank of China and take up a less impressive post, pos-I
sibly as one of the leaders of a consultative body or a*
ode of the deputy chairmen of the National People's j
congress, China's largely powerless legislature.
-:Wang Deyi, a women's federation leader, has rallec;
kr passage of a state lay to protect women's rights.
And the women's federati is issuing statements to try.
to get the point across that things are not going well.

In defense, Communist Party officials argue thati
more women are employed than ever beforemore!
than 50 million in urban areasand that there has ac-s
tually been an increase in the number of women offi-
cials. For example, tiwy say, the number of female vice
ministers increased from 10 to 12 between 1983 and
1986.

But women's federation officials point out that pro4
spective employers last year rejected a significant num-i
ber of female graduaLs from China's most prestigious
universities, inducting 100 from elite Beijing Univer-
atty. The employers aigucd that umen are less corn-
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petent than men and leas abie to
Inaction wail once they have chit.'
dren.

One of the biggest problems is
that many Chinese women accept
the idea that they are inferior, said
Li Gangthong, chairwoman of the
Wemen's Federation of Berm.

Woinen are showing a new asser-'
tiveness in what they want out of
marriage and they initiate the ma-
jority of the country's &sum pro-
ceedings. But many women iwt
helpless when it comes to asserting
their rights in the wmkplace.

°According to the constitution,
women enjoy equality with men

said Li Gangzhong in a recent
interview. "But the situation is com-
plicated by a kmg history of feudal-
ism in which the influence of women
is still pretty low.

"The idea that women are infe-,
rior in the professions is not only
established in the minds of men but
also in the minds of mann,* Li
added. "Some women feel they
should sacrce themselves."

IA said that leaders of the wo-
men's federation hold two conflict-
ing views. One is that women aie
the "victims* of the economic re-
forms. The other viewwhich she
tends to supportis that the re-
forms have given women who work
hard awl raise their educational lev-
el greater long-term opportunities
to compete with men.

Li points to the example of wo-
men who have been successful at
leasing enterprises, such Guan
Guangmei, a much publicized wo-
man in her thirties in a northeast-
ern city who has made Lig profits by
leasing failing state-ownea grocery
stores and making them more ef-
ficient.

But a government survey of
1,500 working women conducted in
1985 and 1986 showed that more
than 15 percent were obliged to
work a double day "without any real
sup port.*

Many of these women spend 3,5
hours on housework every day. And
close to 50 percent have t- look
after their aging parents-in-law as
well, according to the survey.

In newly estaleished private en-
terprises, women workers some-
times put in extremely long hours.
The China Wornen's Journal said
recently that 4,500 women workers
with private enterprises in
Yuffaha, a city in the southern
province of Hunan, were forced to
work 15 to 20 hours a day. The
weekly journal said some flunan
employers beat female workers.
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Woes of women sing
by Shang Wean

Kaki* microphones before the
beasdielpeireseed mood amens
under dessline SOU, they sing
popular mugs ter entotain the
moots.

They are singers in dance has,
which am becoming increasingly
popular throughout the country as
people's desk. ice entertainment
grows.

Ix Shanghai, there are sow 272
dance halls *- It to statistics
from Use tail- Antral Bums*.
More than 600 singers ere
ortployed there. and osie-third of
them are women.

They are called "ge nu," meaning
women singers in Chinese. The
word bears some sense of
discriminatios since it always
reminds people of the professional
women Angers who worked at
dance halls in the old days. Back
then, such * career was
disreputable.

But things are different now. In
fact, there ars no professional
dance hail singers in Shanghai to-
day. Moat of them take the job as a

"second career," going to work at
night altar Smashing their daytime
work

In thek early twestiae, these
women come from factories and
Atop* ea wail as professional art
groups. Quite a few of them are
'eschews la primary schools or
kindergartens. where they receive
low pay and Ids am be dull Many
students in art schools, facing dif-
ficuky in being assigned jobs upon
graduation, quit school to join the
dance hall singers.

"A lot of people regard us as
lusting after money, but how many
of them understand our hardshipa
and radioing?" asked one young
woman Anger.

Cal Sonya*, an official ie the Art
Training Centre of the city's
Cultural Bureau, shows4 sympathy
for those singers. "Many of them
ars carearminded and they don't
see money as their chief pursuit. In
daytime they practise hard and at
night they sing conscientiously."
he commented.

Some even become well-known
singers through their outstanding
perfornrances at the dance hails.

'Meta by zhang Yaoning

Xiao Ling is one of Shanghai's
most successful dance hall singers.
She wee acted ons of the Ten Beet
Singe' of Slassghei 10849.

She said, "We women singers
have tried hard to earn swede-
don from the audiance sad mogul-
tion by society." A former actress
with an opera trams in the city,
she found herself hfie most of the
time sines them woe too many pea
ple in the troupe and not enough
part&

A preciatioa
She didn't. want to mato the

"youth of her ext." so she turned to
singing popular songs at a dance
hal. Hearing of her decimal, many
people around her were surprised.
They did not regard it as a docent
career. Yet she kept on going her
own way, and finally succeeded.

Mother woman singer, who is
nicknamed Little Pigeon at
Bsilaohui Dance Hall in the city.
said she had had a bitter es-

singers or musicians who work wit
theta.

Yet social prejudice spin
dance bail sinews sonsatimm
destroy tbeie etheinewi of a heap
inertisge. Mae AL a 26-plabeb
singer, fon as love with a
singer. whose sums= fa Yin, ac
got monied. 80 wan Xis* Ai ea
bar husband divosced.

Iris's parents woe against *
marriage from the beginning. Vie
fethar le au r at a mew
institute ia ftioM and h
mother ie a teacher st a nor-
schooL Learning tha thsir ass .
married a dance hak singer, the
flew into a non "My sen, it me
already a Wow kw us to hew ye
had bemuse a dance hall slags
Now you have found a 'go nu" to b
your wife. You have made us los
fate." Yie's father said angrily.

Marriage
After the wedding, the carpi

quarrelled constantly. The Wuhan
got hot-tempered and he twePeden°. ".Wit° cices." . Wa!" I° suspected Xlan Ai of being uthave a job. in a. State institution to
faithful Finally, Xiao Ai couldnkeep an 'iron rice bowl?' But when .

you fail to reakze your dream there, ;;;;-drvorc11.
the best way is to resign," she said.
Several years ago, she handed in -It wen a Painful altPesienns. Bu
her resignation to her work Ulla how I wish to have a family trawl
and became a singer in a dance hail Xisis Al sold in a Bloomy mood-
while waiting for other jobs. Among the many wow. singer*

She added that life for her woe Tang Gunian is 01111 et a
hard. "We are often so tired after level" In 1988. Ow graduated trot
the performance. Everyone thinks university and woo onaignod
we are earainj big money. But we wort for an industrial temPser I.
have to pay for our dresses, Shanghai. But, unfortunately, th
cosmetics and other necessary company soon went out 01 basilica
things. We are also required to pay due to poor management and Tani
taxes. So after ail these expenses. hod to find a rib nereelf.
our earnings are not much higher With a beautiful voice, tla,than what others rnalse." she as- 22-yeavold woman decided Co tr
plained. her hick at singing in dance hags

Sometimes she hes to endure the "Although my Perenta won 00
rude behaviour of the audio:lee. happy about my der-Woo, chit
"At the beginning, the audience respected my choice," she said.
was made up of people with Low She Lives in ChsngfeflglIncuniz
tast.s. They liked to make fun of us the city's suburbs aod it takes he
and often shouted at us to change two hours to go to doeratowt
the song. If you didn't obey. they shanghai. sometimes bee psissit.
would shout.: "Off the 0;4..401" she go with her to work and accompan;
recalled. her back home at night.

"Some upstart businessmen in At present. she has no boyfriend
those years often kept pestering us. yet she has her ewe standard tl
They evert followed us back home choosing a life partner he must I*
at night, in cars with blinking talented, sincere, honest ant
lights," she continued. "Of course. capable in social we,
things are much better todny." Asked what she will do if he

Many women singers already future sweetheart doesn't like he,
have boyfriends, who can protect singing at a dance hall, she replied
them on their way borne st night. "I am ready to quit the job and tr)
Some found their "sweethearts" epithet profesrion such as iashior
among their colleagues male design,"
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Figures
indicate
attitude
changes

by Wang Gansheng

China has achieved remarkable
success in family planning work.
The total child-bearing rate,
birthrate and natural growth
rate bear out this success..
i. The total child-bearing rate.

The total child-bearing rate on
average of Chinese women was
as high as 5.9 in the T9501, 5.7
in the 1960s, 4 in the 1970s, and
dropped to 2.5 in the 1980s (from
1981 to 1987), a 57 per cent
decrease from that of the 1960s.
2. Birthrate.
The average birthrate was 3.3

per cent in the 1950s, 3.5 per cent
in the 1960s, 2.3 per cent in the
1970s, and dropped to 1.9 per
cent in 1980s (1981-1988), a 43
per cent decrease from the 1960s.

3. Natural growth rate.
Since 1970s, the death rate in

China has been comparatively
stable. The natural population
growth rate was 2.5 per cent in
the 1960s, 1.6 per cent in the
1970s, and dropped to 1.3 per
cent in the 1980s (from 1981 to
1988), a 48 per cent decrease
from the 1960s.
The family planning policy has

helped the Chinese people to
change their attitudes about
marriage and child-bearing. In
the past, couples usually maniod
and bore children early and
wished to have more than one
child. But now, more and more
people want to marry and give
birth later and wish to have fewer
children.

According to a sample survey,
the average age at first marriage

and 212 years old in the 1970s.
Those who marri et:

younger than 18 years old ac-
counted for 51.1 per cent n 1940,
but dropped to 5.2 per cent in
1980, a 90 per cent decrease.

Family structure has also
changed greatly. Families with
more than two children dropped
and those with one child in-
creased. The one child family
proportion was 20.7 per cent in
1970 and 522 per cent in the first
half. of 1988, a 152 per cent in-
crease . Families with more than
two children accounted for 62.2
per cent in 1970 and 15.4 per cent
in the first half of 1988, a 75
per cent decrease.

The implementation or family
planning has helped to improve
population quality. Before 1950,
the life expectancy of the
Chinese people was only 35
years, but it rose to 67.8 years
in 1981 (66.4 years for men and
69.3 years for women). It was up
to 69.1 years in 1987 (67.3
years for men and 70.7 years for
women).

In the 1980s, the Chinese popu-
lation death rate, infant death
rata, birthrate, natural growth
and total fertility rateshad all
decreased by large margins, at
the same time, the average li fe-
span, first marriage age and
growth control rate had risen.

Compared with man I develop.
ing countries, China has gained
outstanding achievements in
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Farmers learn birth coiitrol
by Chen Jan NKI
Chen Jianzlxmg

The State Family Planning Com-
mission has decided to introduce
Keshan County's experience nation-
wide to help the farmers learn the
know-how of family planning.

Semase *flack a( education. Chi-
nese farmers know little about
knowledmi on contraception, birth
control and mpreductiosi. As a re-
mit, many projudkes and ignerant
customs WU exiet among the rural
people, allbeting the health of women
and babies.

In view lathe situation. the Mee-
lotion provemmetifKoshan County
In Northeastern China's Heilongfi-
ang Province has started to teach
the farmers about birth control,
bettor child-bearing and MCII. The
courses have jieen well received by
the local people.

The State Family Planning Com-
mission has summed up their expe-
rience in Keehan County and rec-
ommended it to the whole country.

The basic education on population
and family planning is to be con-
ducted at the village level and for

the subordioate villagers' groups.. At
the pillage level, some basic educa-
tion centres will be set up at the
villagers' evening schools, cultural
centres and primary schools.

In the villagers'givups, 'homes for
married women* will be set up in
the homes of those who have extra
moms, enjoy a good reputetion fn the
neighborhood, and are eathusiastic
supporters of family planning. The
teachers will consist of cadres, doc-
tors, primary school teachers,
members of family planning ass*.
ciations, and farmers who have
received a secondary education.

Teaching hourz vii vary in differ-
ent areas following the eeneral pri n-
c pie of more time for teaching in the

slack seasuns and less in the busy
seasons. The minor teaching meth-
ods include classroom teaching and
teaching in small groups. Mean-
while, the courses are to be combi ned
with radio broadcasting, television
and film shows, internal bulletins,
general knowledge tests and oppor-
tunities of witnessing marriage
mgistration, pregnancy examination,
postpartum visit, and implementa
Lion af contraception.

Through basic education on popu
lotion and family planning,, many
couples in rural areas have learned
three or four contraceptive methods
and can choose ono to suit them-
selves. Following the guidance of
science, they slue know better why

Big achievements
in populatio.n study

by Liu Zbeng
Unprecedented pnigress has been

made in China since 1970 in demo-
graphic research organization, tech-
notes), and prefeasional training,
following success in family planning
and demographic education.

In the 1970s, there were only live
population research organizations in
China and now, according to incom-
plete statistics, there are more than
70 population research organizations
of various categories in this
country.The numLer of full-time
teachers and researchers has grown
from only 20 in the 70s to more than
600 today. Population research or-
ganizations and professionals are
now found in almost all the prey-
inces, cities and autonomous regions
except Tibet. Beijing and Shanghai
boast the largest number Of popu
!ration research institutes and pro-
fessionals.

Training demographic specialists
began in the 1980s. Now about 120
demographic college graduates, over
30 Masters and six Doctors have
boon turned out in China. Such
specialists have bean assigned te
serve in population-related educa-
tional research or administrative
departments. Their work has greatly
improved the quality of demograph ic
publications.

Since 1970, training of family plan-
ning workers has started on a large
scale. In the 1980s. a large number
of family planning cadres were
trained by the Nanjing College for

. Family Flanning Administrators and
f
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population training centms in many
parts of the country.

Chinese demographers have made
achievements in their scientific
research through in-depth study of
the national census raturna, wimple
surveys and extensive investigations,
focusing on the practical population
problems in China. They have pub.
lished population policy research
reports such as 'five Suggestions on
Controlling Population Growth in
China* and 'Investigation on the
Floating Population in Sha ngh .*

There are also .the 'Book Series on
China's Population.* "Analytical
Research on Fertility Rate per Thou-
sand" and other special topic writ-
ings. Many important foreign books
on demography have leen translated
into Chinese.

'In 1977, China's first demographic
magazine, :Po pu l at ion Resea reh',
was launched. It was follzwed by the
launching of other publications such
as the "Demographic Journal,'
'Population and Economy,* Popu-
lation in the Northwest' and "Popp
lation." They have brought about a
new boom in demographic study
across China and promoted the
country's population work.

In short, while we have acquired
a substantial rehievement in the
fields of demorosphic study, teach-
ing, research, training and publics-
Oen, we stir hove a long way to go
in solving the practical problems so
as to terve the country's moderni-
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and how to practise family planning.

In Kaoehan Town *flitting County,
Jilin Prowl rice, many women used to
like to smoke a rather strong kind
uf whams. Alter learning Abut
health care during pregnancy and
better child-bearing,, mast pregnant
womell have given up smeltiag.
Looking at their now-bere babies.
they were very happy and said that
they should given thanks fer dui
better child-boaring education Miran
by the family planning department.

By now, such educathin program-
MCS have started in soma TOO man-
tles in Chins. Many provinces plus
to spread them all over their rural
areas in three years.
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Daughter-families helped 12luishing4
by Lu Xisobin

To support the families with only
daughters, a 'daughter-family faun-
&Aloe VW set up an Mardi 23 in
Jitirethan Village outside Long-
shubisag City.

'Daughter-families" refer to those
flailidS which have fid sons but
daughters only. When their daugh-
tors get married, they usually move
to their husband** home. Because
they do not have brothers, their
parents will be helpless. Bo most
couples still wiso to have sons to
support them when they got old no
matter bow many daughters they
already have. Thin's why ft is diffi-
cult to implement il-r 'promoting
one mu*, one child* policy in the
countryside.
foundation has accepted 24 mem-

hers. Each family was given an $OO-
ruin saving chock after putting in
80 yuan. A woman of about 30 years
old said, "I'll be able to draw my
pension with this savings check
when Fm old. Them is no need for
me to have a sae after I have al-
ready had a daughter.*

In order to help families with only
daughters to stop worrying about
their later lives, authorities in some
places have speeded up the devel-
opment of the local social welfare
system for the aged by settiniq up
mom old folks' home. s well as
"daughter-family foundatiues" and
otkring insurance service 14 aged
ecoekt-
Last year, 210 "daughter-family

foundations* were sat up in rural
areas of Zhejiang Province support-
ing more than 4,000 households with
funds of more than 2.3 million yuan.
Hunan Province provided insurance
for aged people in rural areas. In
nearby a reas of Yueyang City, more
than 1,800 "daughter-familiee were
given the insurance certificates.

The funds of the "deugliter- family
foundation" am raised by the mem-
bens themselves plus the governmen-
till assistance. The money is put
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aside in the ban". When the 'PI" big family I
get they will draw their pension
on a monthly basis.
The insurance fends for the aged

maple are allocated by the commu-
nities. When the husband is shove
60 years old Bad the wile is above
65, they will begin to draw thei r old-
age pentioa every moith with the
insurance certificate.
These two types of assistance am

well received by the farmers. But
they are only pert of the nation's in-
surance programme to promote
family planning. In recent years,
China's grassroots family planning
departments have been attaching
increasing importance to the devel-
opment of this insurance pro-
gramme. Other types of insurances
include only child life and health
insurance, the old-age insurance for
patents of only child, mother and
baby insurance, abortion
insurance and birth control insur-
since.

According to the China Family.
Planning Association, by the end of
1989 its local branches had offered
insurance to 15.92 million people,
backed up by a total of 265 million
yuan of funds.
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by Men Maya%
Mother and I went to

my maternal gnat
his tiOth birthday. Hamm.
were se may gums at the padgi-i
My great-grandfather has sin

and daughters. New he has a
of 127 childien, grandchildren
peat grandchildrea. I am in the
fourth generation.
After dinner, ive had a tea4

My uncle from Shaman smile -

ear to ear and said, 'Haw desisisk-
ins our family kW

According to traditional
in rural Nees, My daides
were OK. However, if we think shwa
it from the point of view
ling populatioa mew* and
ing poopWs liven, we canag
worry about this serious problem
The two-member family

into a 129-member family in
generations over 80 years. The
increese in popalation has adverse!
affected production and marg
of living.

Take homes as an example"
great-grandfather built throe oat
storey houses. My pan
his brothers extended the
saving on food and clothing.

Now my uncles are busy bundles
new houses for their chi
Thanks to sound Foliage for the
economy, farmers can new
build new houses and to buy see
ing machines, bicycles mai
sets. But the rows abatises are
on limited orchard land. As a
the limited farmland is being take
over gradually by new

As for food, the family ne
has to worry about starvation.
bemuse of the big population, the
are by no means
nutrition into consideration.
simple food and drink plain

Ours is an enormous family wit
four generations under 00d
There are many ouch fa
China. I have now fully reef)
importance of controlling the pee
halm growth.
With a cep of tea, I w

family members a long, long
the same time, I thougle.: VOir

Th4
bright Mine and for the
of future generationc we
time family planning.
enormous families, the bettor.
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Township
model of
one-child
family

by Mu ingchun

At the foot of the magnificent Great
Wall lies a small town with more
than 6,000 people. That is Bakshin
Town in Luanping County, Hebei
Province. Though it I. backward in
education and tummy. it has done
a good job in family planning. The
villapprs owe this to thefamily plan-
ning association set up three years
ago at the town and village level.

The Bakshin Town Family Plan-
ning Asiiaciation has 450 members
joined by old villagers and other
activists in family planning. All of
them am volunteers.

They take the kid in practising
birth control. The current family
planning policies allow farmers In
mountain emu to have two shi Wren
if they really need more help in life
and labour. But Chang Begin, chair-
man of the town federation, per-
suaded his two daughters to each
have one child. Ho said that ha
should help 'Pohl!, the country's
popolation problem Many people aro
like Mang I. the family planning
asuciationa.
The monsbers of the associations

try to ancrinceeau pia of child.bear.
ing age tithe larportance of rmily
planning in a method called "calcu-
lation and comparison.'

Wang Xiaoying, a young woman
fanner, once wanted to have a sec.
and child. When she visited the
`home of family planning assecia.
time in her village, she met with
Dong Chaagwen, chairman of the
village association. Re told her that
in the past 37 years, the village's
population had doubled and the per
capita farmland reduced by more
the'. a half. If they did not contml
the population growth, their deseen.
dete would he:0y be able to feed
themselves. The woman farmer was
quite convinced by the simple truth.
She applied kr a 'lone couple, one
child* certificate and became a
member of the uaociation.

3 1
The family planning urociatione

are always ready to help local people
and have been welaunsti by them
as result.

Jingirian, 62, was director of the
family planning aasociation in her
village of more than TA families. If
a sarman in her village had an op-
eration for birth control, she would
visit her with ems, rice and tinned
food which she had bought with her
own money.

Gao Bin, on association member,
volunteered to help an old widow for
more than 10 years. He regardedher
as his mother and did everything forher. He fetched water, washed
clothes, chopped woad, ground c6rn
into (lour and helped her to seek
medical treatment. The associations
hiwe helped more than 400 poor
households to immure their quality
of life by running training classes
and offering family planning tips.
The town4evel family planning
association has buik several orchards
through oreanisingvoluntary labour.
The income from the 70,000 fruit
trees will be shared by village-kvel
associations in support attire house-
holds of onlyone child, or two &Regis-
tem, and widows and widowers.

Through the last three years, the
family planning associations have
helped Bakshin Town win the aionty
government's commendation for
havingoutstandingly carried out the
State's population policies.
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Minister on experience of
China's family planning

by Han Yuejki

Many developing countries are
worried by tho rapid growth in their
populations and the remarkable
progress China has mado in control-
ling its population might bo of some
help and inspiration to those coun-
tnes and regions.

Peng Peiyun, Minister of the State
Family Planning Commission, told
China Population that aceordink to
stoLisLic released recently by the UN
Fund for Populatiun Activities, the
world population had reached 5.3
billion and was rapidly expanding
at a rate of more than 200,000 a day.

Chinn had a huge population and
should have a clearer awareness of
the gravity of tha world population
problem, sha &Aid, adding that the
country was duty bound to control
its own population growth.
China had inado great efforts to

control its population growth, she
said, pledging that it would make
still greater efforts to carry out its
family planning pargrammo.

Before boing appointod as Minis-
ter of tho State Family Planning
Commission in 1988, Fong worked
in educational circles. Sho was dap-
uty Party secretary of Beijing Uni-
vanity, Party secretary of the Chi-
nese University of Science and Tech-
nology, vico-minister of tho State
Education Ministry and vice-minis-
ter of the State Ethicatiok, Conunis-
Ann.

Sha studied social sciencas in
Southwest China's United Univer-
sity and Qinghua University and is
adept at conducting investigations
and msoarch. She has formed her
own Wass about China's family
planning work after two years of
being in charge of they nation's fain-
fly planning programme.

Listing the ack.cvements China has
made in controlling its population,
Peng said, 'China started to advo-
cate family planning among its

41.

'
Peng Peiyun, Minister of

State Family' Planning
Commission.

people in the mid-1950s. Since the
1970s, the ghinese government has
devoted peat efforts to the pro-
gramme and has achieved univer-
sally acknowledged progivss in the
past 20 years.

'Veal:lib:lied on the birth levels of
1970, China has seen a birth reduc-
tion armor° than 200 million babies
in the past 20 years, saving the
country a huge amount of money."
Peng said fairly planning was a

mass-participation programme in-
volving millions of families and
concerning almost everyone in the
nation. "So we must maintain close
ties with the masses in carrying out
family planning work,' she said. She
su mmcd up the experience of China's

family planning work and listed the
following as major factors for the
successful control of the nation's
population growth:

To a/100411i nn and feasiblo State
policy for the family planning pre-
graMAC

To strengthen the leadorship of
those in chary, ef family planning

.work

Ti act up and perfect the organ-
Juliana' network for the population
sad family planning piagrernmes,

Thera aro working teams in charge
of family planning work in factory
workshops, urban neighbourhoods
and rural villages and town_

To make great efforts to imple-
ment the family planning policies of
"stresxing prapriganda and cduca.
(jun, contraceptmn and everyday
work," white adhering to the prin-
ciple of combining State guidance
with mass voluntary participation

To du a good job in the field of
research and popularization of
contraception and birth control and
provide the masses with satisfactory
family planning services

To link the family planning pro-
gramme to the development of the
economy, popularization of educa-
tion, improvement of meda:al care,
increase asocial welfare services and
the raising of Chinese women's so-
cial status.

Talking about China's current
population situation and the ta..ks
which nooded to be carried out in
the future to control tho population,
Peng said China's population growth
still posed a serious problem to the
nation's development. The control of
China's population growth remained
an arduous IA* she luta She urged
all I. er staff engaged in family plan-
nin:,; work to work more conscicn-
Liu ioly.

"We will strengthen our population
control capability by enhancing tho
legal system and improving the or-
ganizations at the bintic level,* Peng
said.

As lung as the Party and the poople
ma& concerted effort-i, China's
family planning program= would
surely achieve its goal, she added.

July189 1990

"On the other hand, although werace a senous population problem,
we cannot take un reahatic measures
to get quick results, nor should wa
lose confidence?

Summing up, Peng concluded that
as long as every country attached
great invertance to the populati
issue and adopted offoctive policies
and measures in lino with its aw
conditions, the cacao growth af
world population would be chocked.
She said sha was co:indent that

one day the world population
grow harmoniously With social
economic dovelopment.

'The future af our world is glari-
out; ar4 full of hope,' sho added
optim;atically.

In carrying out the family planning
programme, she said, *We, on the
GAO hand, cannot t'Cit content with 2 4; 0
our achievements, nor be unrealis-
tically optimistic ar slacken in the
slightest degas in air week.
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Babbrisitters a 114 in
bridging rural-urban gap

by LI Mos since opening to the outside timid
in ISM

The more progreadve urban
civilisation is gradually

terbristilligtoring agriculture through
the vast countryside

science and technology. pronsothig
education in the countryside and
expanding swoon* co-operation
between urban and rural enter-
prises.

It seems to me that bohysittors
should be regarded as yet satabst
important mow of belagbig the
gip between China's urban and
rural population*.

Statistics show thst one out of 20
households is Shanghai has to
employ ballysitters. However, the
city's current form of 10,000
baby:it:era nowhere near AMIN
the demand ot around 46.000. The
situation is =Miler in Beijing and
other large cities.

The recruitment and training td
babysitters in underdeveloped
regions could behr Ilikiviete poverty
and memploymat. Behyatting
jobs in major cities give rural
'women steady employment and a
champ to educes themeavee se
they come into contact with
governount officials, intellectuate
and skilled workers.

Formal training will further
enhance the value a these you*
women, helping them to bettor
serve urban families and latter to ea.
ert positive influence on their own
rural communities.

Nobody could dew the fact that
hundreds of rural ivoesen have ma-
ed the burden of working couples in
China's large cities by acting as
bahysitters. However, more
significant but ohms neglected fact
is that the urban experiences of
these womek have changed and
will continue to change some
traditkmal vilk145 in the vast but
backward countryside.

I recently met a woman returning
to her home ia %mei County,
Anktd Proviem, who told me about
her experiences as a hahyskrec.

Raving failed the adage en-
trance examination, and not hang
needed at home, she moved to Heti-
lag and became babysitter five
yews

Of all the houses ate has worked
for, a college toscher's family made
the &opera inigniesion an her.

"I was allowed to do sow
reading after finishing the
housework. Meanwhile, they asked
me to abandon my local dialect and
speak standard Chinese. And they
urged me to study front eight
o'dock every *vetting," ate mid.

The Inman kk rewarded by the
time oho spent with this particular
employer, as she not only learned
to speak standard Chinese. but alio
graduated from correspondeace
college after two years.

"Sew you vivre treated so well,
why me you unwilling to return to
the family alter sling homer I
was waded.

"I'm going home to got married

so that sbildria rhos

to s Issober. Afterwards,
to rva Idadagilltill

silocatica. Awl I on *wet my
bosbriad sad shows to mask wow
dasi Obese sho

;IKV*Issaring bar words, 1 ow
alms that this was by so

asslosi a troditioad maim masa
OM ohs amidsrod- lawavivrii

sod was. to Mr hashood wad
della hst oply dodge. Lib in a
maims Nowoi bad Wand bar
*doss sol I:bawd hie Webb*

Sho was tales Iry mow farad
kaowirsiss sad Moss how with hw
to mow, odvastica, posnosabd

fur mai amassuity, Sb
was alas tabiag lam oar
sides** soma olowasr, thrash
that was Dever her solo siativatisa.

timers' guilty
It aciaszsd to sa thos 11 soars

baby**, hod swporialoss Mks
this, Mg la largo aid* sad Wag
mood to modest lit* sad watt

IT SEEMS
TO ME

boas to share what airy leam-
ed. the gialitY'd Chinas fawn
would ries and the cabals, Wow-
ties sad technology in rural arms
would be enhanced.

Society ea a whole should pay
mote mention to upgrading the
calibre of behysittere.

Considering that many of these
wonmat are from villages in
underdeveloped provinces like
MAUL .111111.111 and Zhejiang, an
adreiniarittive organisation should
be established and their tx Wang in-
creased.

Almost SO per cent are unmaraed
women Wow the age of 26 lacking
child-cam experience. Therefore.
mining in children's health and
development. behaviour and basic
household skills is imperative.

China's rural population is con-
sidered poor and uneducated,
though it has made drastic changes
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Vital role of the 'old aunties'
byc Nei

You C811,00I the "old aun-
ties" wearing red armbands end
sitting on wag choirs in Chinese
cities.

Thai neighbourhood committee
members are ceded old ounties
because zoom of them ore fan&
and 76 per cent of time are over 6L

And people always aseceista
these old aunties with
"busybodies." A survey d 10 large
cities conducted by the Be
booed newspaper, Economic Infer-
roads% found that neighbourhood
committees ere responsible for 156
different jobs.

Thdr more vital work includes
mahoganies public order sad
mediating civil disputes. They deo
heip celeste juvenile delinquents
mod encourage them to become in-
termed members of society, sr-
range placement for the
unemployed and disabled. and care
for the elderly.

Neighbourhood committees are
in charge of same sessonal work
such as kiliing flies and moo.
quitters, fke prevention in the
autumn, and afforested= in the
Win&

"Neighbourhood committee
members look incouspicuoun but
their functions ani notewoctby,"
sag the survey.

Neighbourhood conimiume are
described as "public servants of all

houesholds" as their dforts reflect
the needs of all residents.

Tabs the Saga= district of
Wuhan, capital of Hubei Province,
as an exempla Mote than 10.000
eurployme of Wuhan Steel Wets
live in the Astrid. Most of theme
are worlds* couples. Several yews
aen. thdr primary school age
children were suffering from
hunger because dun was no ono to
prepare their hmch.

A neighbombood committee in
the district used its office to set up
a man restmmun smock* fee
these papas. New 154 primery
school students eat lunch there.
When they enter secondary school,
many etude= miss the good old
days mid the "ell auntie," from
the neighbourhood costailtS40.

Ramadan room
Due to housing problems, it is

still comma in Chine for three
gene:mime to live under the same
rooL To give the younger genera-
tione pose ro om. older people were
found to be speeding their time on
the street.

In response to this,
neighbourhood committees
throughout the country have
established some 39,000 recreation
rooms where the elderly can was
away their time chatting and play-
ing cards or cheat,

Neighbourhood committees also
set up other kinds of service cen-
tres, such as kindergertens.

"They assure a sale enviroment
for residents," the survey coup
meats&

By the end of lug year, about
970.000 neighbourhood semuity
committees with 9.1 million
members had ben established in
eaten and rural China.

Many members of
neighbourhood committees are
talented mediator% who help ward
off deli disputes.

A young couple in Shenyang,
capital al Liaoning Province, quar-
reled for yews over trivialities.
Sometimes, the squabbles turned
into fierce fights.

The wife complained of her hue-
band's male chenvinism while the
husband insisted that she should
be obedient to lika

Ultimately they turned to the
neighbourhood committee for help.

After hearing both sides'
grievances, a committee menther
criticized the husband's attitude
towards his wife and advised him
to treat her as an equal.

The husband apologized to his
wife, promising to respect her in
future. They are so far keeping on
good terms.

Civil disputa dealt with by the
neighbourhood committee may in-
clude love effalis, property com-
pensation, inheritance and the
sharing of land and house%

CHINA'S Gown IMBALANCE

Millions of Chinese men have failed
to find a wife, and eligible women will be
in even shorter supply in coming years.
according to a survey published by Bei.
jing's China News Service.

The service said the serious imbalance
in the ratio of men to women in China
would worsen over the next 20 years. A
random check on 100 unmarried Chinese
adults showed 93 were men. it said.

Bachelors were found to outnumber
single women by 10 million within the 29-
to 49-year-oid age group, the news service
said. It said rural men faced the bleakest
prospects as more and more city dwellers
turned to rural areas to find brides.

The report didn't give any reason for
the sex-ratio imbalance. But last Febru-
ary, the service attributed the disparity

. to such factors as the drowning of baby
girls in rural areas, modern techniques
allowing doctors to identify fetal gender
and the availability of abortion. Many
Chinese still believe It is imperative te,
hear a am tn enreit nn ffiø femilte owns

On Januar)? 1, Mel_
Organised= Law on the UtilOW
Neighbetwhood Chionditee of OW

into offset.
People's Republic et China

Neighbourhood commidees
been placed on lend ineett

commitese sussaers ars
a bridge betleilen aware

'geode% Acoottlios to

neeigients. They Worm
about mellows' suggestions and
complaints.

However. neighbourhood
mitten aro Wog bona*
flaancial prairie:se of their awn.

For instance,
mot-producing city in Henan
vine% bee 179 neighbourhood eow,
mitten% 64 per cent of which
no office*.

The monthly outlay f
neighbourhood committee is
yuan at most.

WASHINGTON POST
MAY 1990
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VI. The Role and Statue of Women in the U.S. Today

Invite professional women to participate in a panel
discussion on the opportunities open to women in
America. Select a recent college graduate, and
professional and non-professional women in their
30s, 40s, etc. up to women in their 70s and BOs.

Divided students into groups to prepare questions for
the panelists. These questions should include, but
not be limited to:

When you graduated from college/high school what fields
were (were not) open to women?

How many women from your high school graduating class
went on to college?

What was the male/female ratio in your university?

What professions were not open to women?

What was the starting salary of women compared to men?

What was the average age a girl married?

How many children did women have in your generation?

Did women in your generation feel thay had to marry by
a certain age?

What was the percentage of women in managerial positions?

Did your husband help equally with domestic chores?

In preparing the class for the panelists suggest that some
students may want to chart the answers of the panelists.

Have students study the handout on the role and status of
women in China today and compare and contrast that list,
item by item, with their own observations and with the
conclusions of the panelists on the role of American women
today.

Homework assignment: Distribute Graph Packet. Be prepared
to discuss, or write a paragraph entitled, "Is equality
for the American woman real or imagined?" Also, project
the figures on the chartrto the year 2000. Be prepared to
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support your projections.

Final assignment: Have students prepare an essay comparing
and contrasting the status and role of American and Chinese
women today and yesteryear.

Final Notes In a World Studies or World History course,
an analysis and comparison of the role and status of women
in Nigeria, Brazil, or India etc., can be included when
that part of the world is being studied.



Acadmk
year

PERCENT OF F1ll514110FES5IONK
0EGREt5Amon 87 OMR KALTM Pownston sow TO WV,:

SELECTED ACASEMIC YEARS 1949-50 MOWN 1282-83 -2!

Medic fee

1949-50 10.4
1954-55 4.8
1959-60 5.6
1964-65 6.5
1969-70 8.5
1974-75 13.2
19743-76 16.2
1976-77 19.2
1977-78 21.5
1978-79 23.0
1979-80 23.1
1980-81 24.8
1981-62 25.0
1982-83 26.7

Osteopathy

5.5
1.7
1.2
2.5
2.8
5.3
7.2
0.8
12.5
16.2

2/
177i
10.3

3/

Nealti, occgat hie

Deetistry Optametry

0.7 1.1
0.9 1.0
0.8 1.2
0.7 2.2
1.0 5.2
3.1 5.1
4.5 7.7
7.4 11.0

11.2 13.1
11.7 15.3
13.6 15.5
14.9 15.8
15.6 18.5
17.4 22.0

37

Pharmacy

7.7

9.7
11.9
14.2
19.0
28.1
31.0
33.1
36.3
39.9
40.5
45.3
47.0

3/

Podiatry
Veterinary
fludit

2/ 1.5
-7/ 1.3
171 2.2
0.7 3.9
0.8 7.5
1,1 15.9
2.6 18.1
3.3 22.8
4.8 24.5
2/ 29.3

-7/ 33.4
2/

-7/
-7/ 4or

1/ °First -professional degree is the earliest deireo that
signifies completion of the acadenftrequireemnts to begin practice iq the profession.

2/ Data are not available.

3/ Oats not yet available at time of publication.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. Earned Degreesconferred 1917.76, Publication no. NCES 80-346, May 1980. Also prior edit-MOS.

ALL TIE CHARTS IN THIS PACIT ARE COFI D FROM

TIE INFORMATION SERIES ON CURRLNT TOPICS: WOMEN'S

CHANGING ROLE. INFORMATION AIM, IIX.,PLAINO, TEXAS,

1986 EEaTION.
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Level ef Office 1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 MI
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$
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0
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1

0

4

I

3

5

9

8
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8

9

9

to

9

11

0

10

11

15

18

16

19

20

14

13

12

11

15

16

19

10

17

23

24

25

U.S. Congress 4% 3% J% 3% 4% 5%

Statewide Elective 10% 8% 11% 11% 13% 14%

State Legislatures 13% 9% 10% 12% 13% 15%

County Governing Boards 3% 4% 5% 6% 8% 8% (1984)e

Mayors 6 Municipal/Town- 4% 8% 10% 10% Oats not" Data not**
ship Governing Boards available available

The ten states with the highest percentages of women state legislators are:

State % WOmen State % Women

In

New Hampshire 33.0 Maine 23.7
Vermont 26.1 r4eogicut 21.9
Wyoming 25.6 20.0
Colorado 24.0 Oregon 20.0
Washington 23.8 Florida 19.4

The ten states with the lowest percentages of women state legislators are*

State % Wemen State % Women

Mississippi 2.3 Alabama 6.4
Louisiana 4.8 Kentucky 6.5
Pennsylvania 5.1 Utah 6.1
Virginia 5.7 Arkansas 7.4
South Carolina 5.8 Tennessee 8.3

The ten states with the highest percentages of women at the county
governing board level were:

State % Women State % Wolin

Alaska 36.5 Indiana 19.8-

Hawaii 24.0 Mew Hampshire 17.1
California 21.6 Mew Jersey 16.3
Arizona 20.9 Delaware 15.8
Maryland 19.8 Florida 12.7

Source: National Information Bank on Women In Public Office, a service of the
Center for Ine American Woman and Politics, Eagleton Institute of Politics,
Rutgers University
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China - the name of the country invokes a sense of mystery,

wonder and admiration in the Western mind. Home of one-fifth of the

world's population, China's history dates it to being one of the four

cradles of civilization in the ancient world. The expanse of the

Great Wall, the splendor of the emperor's "Forbidden City," the

beauty of the oldest system of writing still in use, and the giant

picture of Mao Zedong in Tianamen Square are some of the images that

are associated with China. However, these images are misleading for

they represent a unity to a country that is still, after 500Q years

of recorded history, trying to develop a sense of political unity, a

sense of nationhood. The exploration of nationhood is particularly

relevant today as one witnesses the disintegration of the "Communist

Bloc" of Eastern Europe and the turmoil within the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics as various "republics" assert their right to

independence and nationhood. What is the situation in China?

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:

China is actually an ethnically diverse country that contains

fifty-five (55) minorities, but dominated by the "Han Chinese" in

terml, of government. Since its earliest and varied history, perhap

no event is so full of interest, drama and significance as the rise

of the petty state of Qin (pronounced "Chin") from amidst the group

of feudal states that comprised the China of the Zhou Dynasty (1027-

X.age 1
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256 B.C.). It was the Qin that completed the political unifiCation

of China in 221 B.C. The Qin victory spelled the downfall of the old

feudal system, which Confucius had struggled so hard to preserve, and

established the foundaticns for the Chinese Empire, which lasted with

comparatively little change until the creation of the Chinese

Republic in 1912.

The founder and very first ruler of the Chinese Empire was born

in 259 B.C.; his name was Qin Shihuang. At his death in 210 B.C., he

had given China its name, the word "emperor" to the world, and

established the world's longest r'inning form of government China's

Imperial System which lasted over 2200 years. Although one uf the

most amazing rulers of all time, Oin Shihuang is little known to

Westerners. He was a conqueror, a unifier, a centralizer, a

standardizer,abuilder, andadestroyer. In Western tit me) ol

comparable achievement would be Alexander the Great (356-323 ti.C.)

and Julius Caesar (100-44 B.C.). Although both deified dnd despised

during his lifetime, what he achieved in thirty-six (36) years of

rule probably surpasses the accomplishments of Alexander the Great

and Julius Caesar.

PERSONAL REFLECTION:

Few visitors to China, myself included, can remain unaware of

the works of Qin Shihilang for long. The legacy Lit the "First

Emperor" (Shihuang-di) surrounds all viitors, whether they marvel at
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the architectural feat known as the Great Wall, gaze in wonder at his

exquisitely-detailed 7000 strong terra-cotta army in his mausoleum,

learn that the magnificence of the Forbidden City in Beijing pales in

comparison to his fabled palaces, travel the roads and canals which

he begun, or see the script in newspapers and signs that traces its

farm to his rule. He was, in a real sense, the maker of China. Yet,

my knowledge of him was such that he remained a shadowy figure sn my

World History classes. To illustrate, consult the sample pages from

a variety of high school history textbooks that I have used in my

teaching of World History over the past few years (Appendix 1.).

There is no real analysis of this most significant individual in

Chinese history. The discovery of h s tomb in 1974, with its lite-

size terra-cotta soldiers standing guard over it, awakened my

interest in this man who Weis the First Sovereign emperor of China.

However, it was not until notification in 1989 of my award of a

Fullbright Summer Seminar scholarship to China that ideas began to

come together for a curriculum project about Qin Shihuang. The

events of Spring, 1989/ witnessed noble crowds of people in Tianamen

Square calling for basic human rights in the most unique and dramatic

manner. What would be the thoughts of the First Emperor regarding

this unprecedented demonstration? The answer to this question, tu mv

thinking, is that the leadership of the People's Republic ut China

retreated to the same secrecy employed by the First Emperor in the

face of unparalleled threats and utilized the same degree ut force

with wh ch he would have felt justified to preserve the unity uf hi

nattqn and government. Thus, in an uncanny way the First Emperor ut

Page 3
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China is relevant to the contemporary examination of the nature of

China and its approach to people and government. This thesis is what

I want my students to explore within the theme of the summer seminar,

"Chiles Tradition and Transformation," that I finally participated in

during the summer of 1990.

OVERALL MAL:

It is the intent of this curriculum unit to make students in a

high school World History survey course more aware of the

accomplishments of Qin Shihuang and his significance to Chinese

history. To do this, students will study not only his rise tu power,

but how he succeeded in unifying the defeated feudal states into

tration. Also, students will examine the consequrces ut the

achieving his life's goal and the relevance, f any, Lit hi oodel ut

governing to contemporary China.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

I. Students will be able to describe the characteristics of

feudal China during the Zhou Dynasty.

2. Students will become knowledgeable of the biugraphy of Oin

Shihuang.
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3. Students will become aware of Din Shihuang's legacy of

government to modern China.

4. Students will be able to describe the characteristics of a

state (population, territory, sovereignty, and government)

and apply thee to the development of China under the rule of

Qin Shihuang.

5. Students will be able to summarize and analyze various

historical interpretations of Qin Shihuany's rei9n.

6. Students will compare and contrast Qin Shihuang's efforts to

unify and establ ih the nation LA China with beorge

Washington's efforts to unify and establish the nation of

the United States of America.

7. Students will compare and contrast Qin Shihuang's approaLh

to people and government with the reunification of China in

1949 under the leadership of Mao Zedong.

B. Students will compare and contrast Din Shihuang's approach

to people and government w th the present 'government of

China under the leadership of the Chinee Coffimunist Party.

UNIT OUTLINE:
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This unit of study should take two weeks to complete.

pa IL Students will read in their textbooks about the nature

of feudalism during the Zhou Dynasty. Students will complete dfi

outline map of the feudal states in China at that time. The

teacher will present the changes taking place In the feudal

structure to the class. (see excerpt in Appendix 2.)

DAY ga Students will be introduced to the state of Qin and the

early life of Qin Shihuang through a lecture. Qin, situated in

far western China, was insignificant, probably contained Tartar

as well as purely Chinese people, and had been treated as a

state outside the pale of Chinese culture. However, it

benefited from an infusion of Chinese culture and crushing

victories over other feudal states. In 256 B.C., it defeated

the impotent Zhou rulers and established a new dynaty. In

B.C., Qin Shihuang was born and became the ruler ut the uin

Dynasty in 246 B.C. Qin Shihuang was th illeitisrite suo uT .st

treacherous merchant and a concubine uf the Ving. He tiecathe

King Zheng of Qin at age thirteen. After more than twenty yeari

of relentless warfare and Machiavellian intrigue, he succeeded

in establishing the Chinese Empire, his final goal, in 221

DAY 3: Students analyze the factors that contributed to the

accomplishment of Qin Shihuang's goal and discuss their merits.

Students are introduced to the nature of "Machiavellian
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intrigue" through the reading "On Cruelty and Mercy, and Whether

It Is Better to Be Loved Than to Be Feared or the Contrary."

(see Appendix 3.)

Students are introduced to the fighting machine developed by the

state of Qin in its advance to empire. This is accorplished by
11

using a selection of readings from Chapter 21 "The Land of

Kingry Ghosts, in MR First Emperor. of China by Guisso, Pagani

and Miller.

Students are introduced to contemporary descriptions of the

state of Qin and Qin Shihuang. Working in small groups (3-4),

they are to develop a two-page analysis. (see Appendix 4.)

Finally, students are introduced to the philosophy of Legalism

and Li Si, who became second in power only to Qin.Shihuang

himself. Students read selected excerpts from The First Emperor

of China by Guisso, Pagani and Miller.

DAY 4: Students will analyze the concept of "nation" a

sizable group of people who are united by common bonds of race,

language, custom or religion - as it applied to China at the

time of the Qin Dynasty and as it applies to contemporary China

with its fifty-five minorities. The teacher will use the

National Geographical Society map "Peoples of China" to

illustrate the lesson. Also, I would use the occasion ot our

visit to the Dali School for Minorities during the summer to

discuss current policy regarding mihoritie. tuderits w

then anaiyze the concept of "state" based upon the tour

essential characteristics of population, territory, sovereignty,

Page 7
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and government as it applies to China and the United States.

The United States is not a "nation-state" because it is a state

composed of people from many nations. May the same be said true

of China? The sovereignty of each of the fifty states is

subovdinated to "the supreme law of the land," that is, the

United States Constitution. May the same comparison be made to

the Chinese constitution?

Rua tad j Students will begin to investigate the person of

Qin Shihuang. The very word "emperor" (huangdi) comes from his

name, as does the name for the country we call China which comes

from the name of his dynasty (Qin - pronounced "Chin"). The

students will analyze him from the perspectives of conqueror,

unifier, cent^alizer, standardizer, builder, and destroyer. Hi

impact an China then and now will be determined from class

discussion.

Topics to be studied include: 1) the development of the

military power of the state of Qin, 2) the skillful diplomacy ut

Qin Shihuang and the brutal unification wars fought to unify

China, 3) the abolition of the feudal system and the

aristocratic warlords, 4) the creation of the 2200 year ulo

Chinese Imperial System, 5) the establishment ut an enormuuly

detailed code of laws 6) the standardization of piybts nd

measures, currencies and a writing system, 7) the great buildin9

projects initiated - roads, canals, irrigatiun system, his

fabled palace at Afang, the Great Wall, and the enormou tomb

that was to be his final "empire," 8) the destruction of
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opposing ideological systems, the burning of the books, and the

burying alive of the scholars. Comparisons with contemporary

China will be elicited from the students whenever possible.

DAY 7: Students will investigate the causes of the fall of the

Qin Dynasty (221-206 B.C.). The Chinese concept of the uMandate

of Heaven" will be introduced. The effect of burning the books

and burying the scholars will be discussed as it affected and

has affected Chinese history. The emperor's interest in

preserving his life and growing reliance on magic and umens will

be studied to see if similar patterns ex st amorl the current

leadership of China. The emperor's growing secretive lifestyle,

megalomania and cruelty will be studied to see if similar

patterns exist among the current leadership of China. Students

will read selected excerpt7,- from the book Tell the World by

Liu Binyan.

DAY gl Students will reread the chapter from their timtricart

history textbook that details George Washington's presidency and

the establishment of our new national government. The theme

would be, as Washington wrote, how Americans had to learn "to

distinguish between oppression and the necessary exercise of

lawful authority. Working in small groups (3-4), stAents

should complete a matrix that compares the actions taken by

President Washington and the First Emperor with r-i,gards to sucn

things as lifestyle, advisorE,, use of the olilitar Y, foreign

policy, iical policy, economic growth, guyernment involvelfient
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in building a system of roads and canals, individual rights of

citizens, political parties, individual freedom and equality uf

opportunity for minorities (women, Blacks, Indians in America),

and the power of the central government. Students would be

asked to evaluate the following excerpt from Washington's

Farewell Address to see if Qin Shihuang would be in agreement;

The unity of government which constitutes you one people Is

also now dear to you....it is uf infinite moment that yuu

vhould properly estimate the immense value of your national

union to your collective and individual happiness; that you

should cherish a cordial, habitual, and immovable

attachment to it; ...discountenancingwhatever may suggest

even a suspicion that it can in any event be abandoned, and

indignantly frowning upon the first dawhilig of every

attempt to alienate any portion of our country from the

rest or to enfeeble the sacred ties which now link together

the various parts.

What would be the reaction of the Chinese people today to tnis

excerpt?

BAY 9: Students will be introduced to the establinment oi the

Pecple's Republic of China in 1949 under the leadership of Nao

Zedong and the Chinese Communist Party through a leaure. Ihe

students will discuss what had to be done to unify the country

after the Civil War between the Nationalists and the Coa

Page 10
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Students will be required to compare and contrast this time

period with that of the feudal states during the Zhou Dynasty

and the ascendency of Qin Shihuang as First Emperor of China.

It should be noted that it was Mao Zedong who expressed his

admiration both far the success and ruthlessness of the First

Emperor that lead to a widespread reappraisal of him after

centuries of vilification by Chinese historians (see Appendix

5.).

DAY la Students will be introduced to the events of the mass

demonstrations in Tiananmen Square in the Spring of 1989 and the

tragic conclusion of June 4, 1989. A variety of media may be

used because of the availability of various forms of media that

chronicled the demonstrations and subsequent crackdown by.the

Chinese government.

The students would be posed with the following question:

"Would the First Emperor have understood and approved of the

government's ultimate response to the demonstration"? Students

would be divided into small groups (3-4) to debate the question

and then develop a position paper explaining their response.

EVALUATION;

Students may be evaluated using a combination of instruments

Page 11
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and methods. I would suggest the following: an objective test

at the conclusion of the unit, participation in class discussion

and group work, and an individual position paper detailing the

student's conclusion regarding the life and deeds ot Uin

Shihuang, China's First Emperor.

ENRICHMENTI

If at all possible, the teacher should arrange for the class to

view the docu-drama, "The First Emperor of China," produced by

The National Film Board of Canada and The Canadian Museum of

Civilization and The Xian Film Studio of China.

TEACHER REFERENCES:

Liu Binyan, Tell the World, 1989.

Derk Bodde, China's First Unifier: A Study of the Ch'in Dynasty

gk Seen in the Life of Li Ssu, 1938.

R.W.L. Guisso, Catherine Fagani with David Miller, The First

fmperor of China, 1989,

Wu Zilin and Guo Xingweni 0 n Shi Huang: the First Everor uf

China, 1988.
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1. BACKGROUND The Emperor built a "Spirit City" to surround Ns tomb. it covered about

tnree acres and was filled with over 6,000 horses and armed Soldiers sculpted of
clay. An equally large army of bronze warriors seems to guard the other side.

First Emperor of China

In 221 B.C., the victorious ruler of Ch'in
emerged as master of China. He founded the
Ch'in dynasty* and adopted a new title: Shih
Huang Ti (shee hwahng dec), meaning "First
Emperor."

Shih Huang Ti was determined to cen-
tralize power in his own hands. To do this,
he reorganized the old feudal states into
provinces and appointed provincial officials
responsible to him. His policies were guided
by the ruthless principles of Legalism.

With iron discipline and constant watch-
fulness, Shih Huang Ti imposed unity on
China. He eliminated all opponents, by exe-
cution if necessary. Some ancient Chinese
sources claim that he forced 120,000 noble
families to resettle in his capital so he could
watch over their activities. Wearing dis-
guises. he would spy on his own officials.

The emperor also tried to control ideas
and prevent the teaching of different points
of view. He ordered the burning of almost all
books. Only practical works, he said, were
worth saving.

*Some scholars suggest that thc name China came
from the Ch'in dynasty.

Like Roman rulers, the Chinese
peror issued coins, dug new canals, and
a highway system that radiated out
capital to distant regions. The imp
in transportation helped to bind the
together. Yet these impressive achiev
took a terrible toll of human lives. The Clek
government forced millions of peasam
borers to work on roads and canals.
died of starvation or overwork.

The emperor's most spectacula
achievement was the construction of a kat
defensive wall known today as the Great
Wall of China. The Great Wall connected
many smaller walls that had been built ta*
prevent nomadic tribes from raiding north.
ern China. It stretched for 1,400 miles (22or
kilometers), from the Yellow Sea to the inte.
liar of China. Although the Great Wall did

not always hold back invading armies, it ft..
tablished a clear boundary between China -
and "barbarian" foreigners.

Shih Huang Ti set out to create an em-
pire that would last forever. Yet it collapsed ,.

within a few years of his death in 210 13.c. Afa

ter eight years of turncil, a general seized
power and established the Han dynasty,
which lasted for over 400 years.

2. VISUAL EVIDENCE Have students compare the Great Wail with Ine Egyptian pyrarn.cs
terms of purpose. method of construction, and longevity.

2. During the reign of Shih Huang Ti, rens of thousands of laborers worked on the

Great Wall. The huge stone sall stretches across the mountains and vallevs

northern China. it was completed, some said, at the cost of one file tor even' stone

put in place. Chinese emperors posted guards all along the Great Wall w defend

northern China from barbarian invaders.
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Theie abjetediei'lei-reflec4ed
questions that appear at the beginning
of the

State the !1/41iiitose
Explain to the dass that lit Section. 5
they wiN learn how the Qin and Han
dynasties influenced China...

*, 7" *lb.

iitcus Activity
Explain to students that today many
employers *like skills testing before .
they hire a person. Ask What skIls
might an enyloyet watt to evaluate
before making a chcke? (Possible an-
swers: any skills that a person would
need to do a particular job well, such
as typing, swiling, computer exper- .

tise, simple arithmetic) Explain that
this is nothing new; the Han rulers set
up a system of examinations for em-
ployment in government jobs as early
as 202 s.c. Their system was innovative
and gave everyone, rich and poor alike,
an equal opportunity.

Teacher's Resource Book
T RI See the "Advance Planner" on pp.

68a-68b for a list of resource
materials that reinforce or extend the con-
tent of this section.

Pre-Reading Strategy
For students who need additional reading
instruction, use the "Relating to Topic"
pre-reading strategy found on p. 119.

84

Two Dynasties Made
China a Great EMpire

As you read, look for answers to these
quest:tom

Who was Shi Huangdi and how did his
rule affect China?
What happened to Confucianism under
the Qin and Han dynasties?

1 Key Tern= ICCASIOW (defined on p. 85)

By 221 LC, the leaders of the Qin kingdom
finally took control away from the weak
Thou rulers and united the small kingdoms.
The Qin leackr took the name Shi Huangdi
(shee hwahng dee), or First Emperor.

A Strong Emperor United China
tktder the CM DynestY

Huangdi was determined to unify China
and rule as a strong emperor. To do so
would not be easy, for the teachings of Laozi
and Confucius encouraged people to accept
things as they were. This outlook stood in
the waY of the changes Sti Huangdi had in
mind. Therefore, he ordered the books of
Confucius and the other philosophers
burned. By destroying these books, Shi
Huangdi hoped to destroy the ideas that
stoed in his way. Scholars who protested
against his 3ctions were either killed or
banished from China forever.

Having silenced most of the educated
people, Shi Huangdi then tried to silence
military leaders as well. He ordered the
nobles and the mien of small kingdoms to
move their households to his capital. In this
way, the emperor could continually monitor
their activities. Their presence at his capital
also added grace and prestige to his new
court. In place of tiny kingdoms, the First
Emperor divided the empire into several
districts. Each district was ruled by a paid
official. To win the loyalty of the peasants,
the emperor allowed them to own the land
on which they lived and worked.

84

Shi Huang& realized that be
unite China by military strength
tried other methods so bring -L--miiiw:
closer together. He bulk sewA
introduced better stafid8rdi of
measures to help increase trade.

width so that they couldtell
the new roads. In addition, al
made the Chinese writing SYMMS

wagons to be made to a

encouraged science, and built
irrigatimi and travel.

The emperor also realized damp-
make his empire safe hum feredger4
T lands in the north kma hut

hag of Great Wall was aC33
he tbe Great Will of

of the pyramids in

required the forced labor of many fp:
Perhaps as many as 1 million
be housed, clothed. and fed la
from their homes.

The Great Wall stretched inland fte.
Yellow Sea for about 1,500
kilometers). It was about 20 feet
meters), and 15 feet wide (4.57
Guards in watchtowers kept a
raiders. Built at a great cost ill die. 4
labor, the Great Wall
China's enemies. Later empereas
and strengthened the wall. To this
portions of it still stand.

tion
Shi Huangdi did much

most important contribu
forming the country into a
Except for short periods, thins k -
rnained united to the

thnation in e world can boast of
of unity for more than 2,000

On the other hand. the Chinese
were not happy under Shi H
paid heavily in lives and texts for
Wall. Many longed to return to
Confucius. They did not forgive the
for burning the philosophers' books.

and common pe,aple alike were4Shi Huangdi died in about 207

strict rule had ended. To sho
power, however, the First Emperor w
ied with thousands of life-size c
soldiers and horses.

DeAop Vocabulary
Terms key to an understanding of world history are pri
type and defined in the text and glossary. Use the add"
below to enhance overall comprehension.;

banish (p. 84): to send away; dismiss; exile
prestige (p. 84): power to command admiration or et
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CHINA

DYNASTIC
GOVERNMENT

The first dynasty was the Xia. Although
the origins of the Xia are shrouded in legend,
scholars today believe that the dynasty cameto power about 4000 years ago. It was fol-
lowed by the Shang, which, in turn, wasfollowed by the Zhou. Below, a twentieth-
century historian notes what happenedwhen the Shang was replaced by the Zhou:

The Duke of [Zhou] tirelessly lecturedthe conquered Shang peoples about the
Mandate of Heaven. He told them that
[Zhou] leaders had no selfish wish to glo-
rify themselves by attacking Shang. He
said that they had no choice in the matter
once Heaven commanded them to punish
Shang. He advised the newly conquered
peoples to abide by Heaven's decision. Hepointed out to them firmly that he was
prepared to make them do so if need be.
The Duke of [Zhou) understood the
double-edged [meaning] of the new doc-
trine. [Zhou] could not retain its rule un-less its kings ruled in such fashion as to
remain in Heaven's good graces. To dothat they must rule fairly and kindly.
Thenceforth no Chinese rider was above
challenge. Any challenger proved the
point of his claim merely by succeeding.
The doctrine of tne Mandate of Heaven
was solidly established before many dec-
ades had passed. It remained thereafterthe cornerstone of all Chinese political
theory.*

In 221 BC, the Zhou dynasty was replacedby the Qin dynasty. The Qin was the firstdynasty to unite China under one ruler. Itsfirstand onlyruler, Zheng, named him-self Shi Huangdi, or First Emperor. A strongruler, Shi Huangdi acted cruelly toward his

'Chttsa's Immrsal Past by Curies 0. Hucker, 1975, Stanford Universi-ty PTC99, p. 55.
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subjects and tried to end Oftthought. In time, his h po led
civil war. His d- ty was overthrown.
a new dynasty called the came to

The Han dynasty expanded 'sders and set up a national ca at
an. One of its test accomplis utsthe establishment of a stable governr
The government was made up of fourpartsa single ruler, government offi
system of laws, and an official ideo .The single ruler was the emperor. kriimade laws, took of the government.and interpreted the ideology. When
wanted to change a law, he had only toa new order. Below, a concerned guest dis-cusses the attitude toward the law with aChinese official:

You are supposed to be dispenser of jus-
tice for the Son of Heaven, and yet you
pay no attention to the statute books, but
simply decide cases in any way that will
accord with the wishes of the ruler. Do
you really think that is the way a law
official should be?

[The official replied:] And where, may Iask, did the statute books come from in
the first place? . . Whatever the earlier
rulers thought was right tbey wrote down
in the books and made into statutes, and
whatever the later rulers thought was
right they duly classified as ordinances.
Anything that suits the present age is
right. Why bother with the the laws of
former times?*

An emperor who ruled for many years
was considered a good ruler. Many Chinesebelieved that "the people .-.re like grass, the
ruler like the wind. As the wind blows, sothe grass inclines." Others said that "when a
prince's conduct is correct, his government is
effective without issuing orders. If his per-

'China sn Cnsis WC I; Chtne's Heritage and Or CommunistSystem translated by ring-ti Ho. 1%8, University of Chicago, pp.
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OBJECTIVE: To understand the development and achievements of the Han Dynasty of China

King Zheng Unifies China
From 200 B.C. to A.D. 200, the Romans dra-
matically influenced the development of
civilization in western Eurasia. At the east-
ern end of Eurasia. 6.000 miles away. the
Chinese developed another dominant civili-
zation. Between 234 and 222 B.C., King
Zheng (jehng) fought a series of battles that
brought all of China's warring states under
his rule.

King Zheng of the state of Qin (chin) con-
quered an area that included all of present-
day China. He extended his control over
lands from Manchuria to the northern edge

VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
Qin (chin) noun: one of the warring states of

China, until recently. Ch'in in English.
arsenal noun; 1. a building where weapons are

manufactured or stored; 2. a collection of
weapons.

dialects noun: regional varieties of a language
differing distinctively from the standard lan-
guage. From the Greek word. dialdna.s, mean-
ing conversation.

Beijing (bay jihng) noun: c;ty in northeastern
China; until recently. Peking in English.

Xiong-nu (shy ufttvg noo) noun: barbarian no-
mads living on the northern borders of China;
until recently. hsuing-nu.

subsistence farm noun: a farm that provides a
family with the minimum amount of food and
shelter needed to survive.

seismograph (SYZ muh graf) noun: a device
that detects the occurrence of earthquakes and
measures their severitY.
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of Vietnam and from the China Sea to the
foothills of the Kunlun Mountains. See the
map, Empires of China, page 167.

To impress his subjects, King Zheng
changed his name to Shi Huangdi (shih
hwahng dee), meaning First Emperor. Before
this time the word huangdi, or emperor, had
been used only for gods and mythical
heroes.

To exert his control over the newly con-
quered statzs. the First Emperor needed to
destroy the power of the former noble fam-
ilies. He moved more than 100.000 families
to his capital city, Xianyang ahn yang),
destroyed their local fortresses, and melted
down the weapons in their arsenak. He then
centralized the administration of China by
dividing the old warring states into 36 mili-
tary districts. Civil and military governors
ruled each district.

Like the Roman emperors, the first, Em-
peror of China blilt a system of roads to
mo. his army quickly from one place to
zmrnTher. The emperor also traveled the
roa1 o inspect his district governments.

Impact of Shi Huangdi. Even though Shi
Huangdi ruled for only 11 years, he made
such radical changes zhat his dynasty marks
a turning point in Chinese history. The CIII
peror standardized weights. measures, and
coinage for use in trade. He even set a stan-
dard axle width for wagons.

Most important, Shi Huangdi standard-
ized the Chinese writing system. He wanted
government officials and educated people

3 .3



to be able to communicate with one another

in a standard written language. In China,

people spoke many different dialects, or re-

gional varieties, of Chinese, making commu-

nication difficult,

Shi Huangdi, A Mighty Emperor
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In 1974. a group of farm-

ers made a startling discov-

ery about 500 miles west of

Beijing (bay jihng). While

digging wells near the an-

cient capital of Xianyang,

they unearthed an army

of life-sized clay soldiers.

Later, archaeologists excavating the site

found over 6,000 clay figures of men and

Empires of China, 2211i.c.A.D. 220
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horses. Shi Huangdi, the First Emperor of

China, had the clay army buried to protect

his tomb when he died in 210 B.C.

Shi Huangdi fought for 12 years before

he conquered all of the warring states. By

221 B.C., hoWever, he had united China by

defeating an his rivals like a silkworm de-

vouring a mulberry leaf."

Shi Huangdi completed the Great Wall

of China. Earlier Chinese rulers had built

portions of the wall to keep out the Xioipz--

uu (shy uhng noo), aggressive nomads who

lived along the northern borders of China.

Shi Huangdi linked the various sections

of the wall to form the 1.500 mile (2,400-

kilometer) Great Wall.

When completed. the Great Wall was 15

to 30 feet (4.3 to 9.0 meters) ide at its base
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Map Skills 1. Identify the three maior rivers in China. 2. Why did the Chinese build the
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form a border between China and Tibet?
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and 40 to 50 feet (12 w 15 meters) high. As
many as 25,000 watch towers may have been
built, and up to 15,000 free-standing out-
posts stood just outside the wall. Each out-
post was supplied with enough provisions to
withstand a siege of four months.

By linking the various walls together, Shi
Huangdi gave China long periods of peace
from invading nomads. Nevertheless, Shi
Huangdi worried about security almost
from the moment he became emperor.

The emperor's concern about security
extended to his preparations for the next
life. He directed as many as 700,000 workers
over 36 years to prepare a secure tomb. Arti-
sans molded statues of soldiers and horses
from clay to accompany him in death. The
statues were fired at high temperatures and
painted brilliant colors. The soldiers varied
in height from 5 feet. 9 inches to 6 feet tall.
They held actual weapons, and the clay
horses were harnessed to real chariots. To
protect the tomb from intruders, an auto-
matic crossbow was set up before the grave
was sealed. The bow would shoot anyone
who entered the sealed tomb after the em-
peror's burial.

Decline of Qin. Shi Huangdi and his advis-
ers were followers of the philosophy of Le-
galism. They stressed the authority of the
state over the people through the use of
clear, uniform. and detailed laws. The em-
peror used the laws to regulate all aspects
of Chinese life.

The emperor tried to rid China of
Confucianism because it supported the tra-
ditions of the prior Zhou Dynasty. Shi
Huangdi ordered all Confucian hooks
burned and had 460 Confucian scholars
buried alive. His book burning was so suc-
cessful that later Chinese scholars had to
reconstruct the early writings from memory.

Forced labor on the the emperor's great
building projects also caused unhappiness
among the people. Hundreds of thousands
of workers were needed to construct the
Great Wall and imperial palaces.
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According to Chinese tradition, a
farmer, Zhe Sheng (dm jheng). started a
rebellion against Shi Huangdi's successor
about 206 Lc. Floods had delayed him from
reaching his work assignment on time. To
avoid punishment. he started a rebellion
that spread throughout the empire. The
Qin Dynasty was overthrown in 206 Lc.
However, the centralized bureaucracy of
Shi Huangdi formed the basis for the rule
of all later Chinese emperors.

The Han Dynasty
Eight years of dvil war followed the over-
throw of the Qin Dynasty. Finally, a com-
moner, Liu Bang (1yoo bahng), defeated his
rivals to become the new emperor of China.
He took the name Han after the Han River.
His dynasty, which ruled China from 206
B.C. to A.D. 220, was One of the most signif-
icant dynasties in early Chinese history. The
Chinese still call themselves the people of
Han after the important Han Dynasty.

. Han established new policies to end suf-
fering and discontent. He set less severe
penalties for breaking laws. He also reduced
taxes for farmers to one-fifteenth of each
year's crop. Although people were required
to work on public projects. their service was
limited to one month of each year.

Han Government. The Han emperors
developed a professional administrative
system for governing the empire. The gov-
ernor in charge of the 108 districts collected
taxes based on a yearly census taken by the
head of every village. The governors re-
ported to regional administrators who were
responsible to the emperor's ministers.

Han rulers depended on government of-
ficials chosen for their ability rather than
their wealth or family connections. The Han
established the first civil service system by
requiring the governors of the provinces to
recommend to the civil service each year
worthy and morally correct men." The

candidates then went to the capital to take
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Government of this kind, it will be noticed, being based upon

11 personal contact between ruler and subject, and upon the Influence uf

11

"1i" (mores or customary morality), is one ideally fitted tor the

small state having a stable and homogeneous culture and a fixed

population. In other words, it is well suited fur conditions, as

they existed in the petty feudal states of the early part ut the LIK4u

dynasty, when communications were poor, and the social structure or

each state was relatively static. Government in a state ut thia

is a paternalistic one, similar in many ways to that existing within

the family clan, which, since earliest times, has been the basis Lot

Chinese society. This is one reason why the Confucians have so often

compared the state with the family, and refer so frequently to the

ruler as "the parent of the people".

Even in the time of Confucius, however, it was becumilly

increasingly difficult to carry this concept of personal government

into practice. Communications were improving, o that fewer perauua

11
spent all their lives in one locality than formerly. Under the

impact of economic changes and new Ideas, the old atandards uf the

different states were crumbling, and people were becoming more and

more impatient with the fixity of the feudal structure, which utterly

failed to adapt itself to new conditions. At the same time many

states were seizing territory for theiriselves at the e;:perie ut their
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neighbors, and were finding it more and more difficult to govern the

subjects thus acquired through the old methods. The "11", which were

backed only by the power of public opinion, were found to be

inadequate to cope with the new and changing conditions. Something

more tangible and compelling, which would serve as a machinery to

operate government in its increasing complexitii0, seemed necessary.

Derk Bodde, China's First Unifier,

pages 192-193.

QUESTIONS FOR CLASS DISCUSSION:

After ten years of economic reforms, 197B-1988i in China, may

be said that the old order was crumbling and people were

searching for a new system of government?

Does the present leadership of China have the willingnes or

ability to establish a now machinery to operate government in

its increasin; Lumplexities as China seeks to modernize?
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On Cruelty and Mercy, and Whether It Is Better
Lto Be Loved Than to Be Feared or the Contrary

Proceeding to the other qualities mentioned above, I say
that every prince must desist to be considered merciful
and not cruel; nevatheless, he must take care not to
misuse this mercy. Cesare Borgia was considered crud;
none the km, his cruelty had brought order to Romagna,
united it, restored It to peace tutd obedience. If we
examine this catefully, we shall we that he sus mmr
merciful than the Florentine people who, in corder to
avoid being autsidered auel, Mooed the destruction of
Paaaats. Thavfore, a prince must not way about the
reproach of amity when it is a maw of keeplan his
subiects united and loyal; for with a very few examples of
aueky he will be more compassionate thaw those who,
out of excessive navy, permit disorders to continue, from
which arise munkm and plunderinse for these usually
harm the communny at large, while the execudons that
come from the prhice ham particular individuals.And
the new prince, above all other princes, cannot MiCape
the repuzaUon ci being called crud, since new suses are
full of dangers. And Virgil, through Md. SLUM WY
difficult condition and the newness of my rule make MC
aCt in such a Minter, and to set guards over my land on
all sides:

S

tievenheless, a prince must be Cautious in believing
sad in acting, nor should he be afraid of his own shadow;
and he should proceed in such a manner, tempered by
pmdence and humanity, so that too much trust may not
render him imprudent nor too much disuust render him
intolerable.

From this arises an MitiMent: whether it Is better to
be loved than w be feared, or the canary. I reply that
one should like to be both one and the othen but since it
is dificuk to loin them together, k is much slier to be
feared than to be loved when one tithe two must be
lacking. For cme can genendirmy this about mew that
they are ungrateful, 'kW, simulants mad deceives,
avoidas of danger, greedy for gam and while you work
for their good they me comidttely ruts, offering you
their Mood, their property, their lives, and their sonsais I
said earlier, when daager is far sway; but when is comes
nearer to re they elm away. And that prince who bases
his power entirely cm their words, finding himself
compktety without other preparations, comes to rube for
friendships thin ate acquired by a price and not by
gtestness and nobility 91 character are purchased but are
not owned, and at the proper moment they mum be
span. And men me les bantam gam harming someone
who makes binned' loved than one who makes himself
feared because love is held together by a chain of
obligation which, since men are wretched CaCittsfes, is
broken on every occasion in which their own interests arc
concerned; but feat is sustained by a dread of punishment
which will never abandon you.

A prince must nevertheless make himself feared in
such a manner that he will avoid hatred, even if he does
not acquire love; since to be feared and not to be hated
can very well be combined; and this will always bc so
when he keeps his hands off the property and the women
of his citizens and his subfects. And if he must take
someone's life, he should do so when there is proper
justi6cation and manifest cause; but, above all, he should
avoid seizing the property of others; for men forget more
quickly the death of their father than the loss of their
patrimony. Moreover, reasons for seizing their proieny
are never lacking; and he who begins to live by stealing
always ends a reason for taking what belongs to others; on
the contrary, reasons for uking a life are rarer and
disappear sooner.

But when the prince is with his armies and has
under his command a multitude of troops, then it is
absolutely necessary that he not worry about being
considered cruel; for without that reputation he will
never keep an army united or prepared for any combat.

I conclude, therefore, returning to the problem of
being feared and loved, that sine,: men love at their own
pleasure and fear at the pleasure of the prince, a wise
prince should build his foundation upon that which
belongs to him, not upon that which belongs to others:
he must strive only to avoid hatred, as has been said.
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INSCRIPTION ON A STELAE ERECTED ON MOUNT LANGYAI BY QIN SHIHUANG IN

218 B.C.:

A new age has been inaugurated by the (First) Emperor; LdWS

and measures have been made right...

Agriculture, the root occupation, is encouraged, and all

55..xindary pursuits discouraged...

Tools and measures are uniform standard...

The written script is everywhere the same...

Local customs have been regulated...

Irrigation ditches have been made and the farmlands divided...

The Emperor makes (new) laws, leaving nothing unclear, and

telling his people the prohibit ons.

The magistrates know their duties and smoothly i the wori,

of the government carried out...

The tasks (of the farmer) are done in due eason, and ail

things grow and prosper.

The people know peace and have laid down their armuur and

their weapons...



The realm of the Emperor

Extends to the lands of the desert,

And South to where the dwellings face north,

East to the Eastern Ocearvi,

And North to beyond the lands of Daxia...

His compassion bathes even the beasts of the field,

All living things benefit from his virtue,

And dwell quietly in tranquility, at home!

THE FAMOUS ESSAY OF JIA YI (201-169 B.C.) CALLED "THE SINS Of UiN"

...And then there came the First Emperor to carry on the great

achievements of six generations (of his ancestors). Crackin9 his

long whip, he drove the whole world before him....He climbed to the

highest position and extended his sway over the six directions,

scourging the world with his rod, and shaking the four seas with his

power....Then, he discarded the ways of the former kings and burned

the writings of the "Hundred Schools" in order to keep hi$ people

mired in ignorance. He tore down the great fortifications of the

states, executed their powerful leaders, collected all the arms of

the Empire, and had them brought to his capital at Xianyany...all

this in order to weaken the people of the Empire....He sarriuned

each strategic point with expert generals and skillful bowmen and

placed their trusted officials and well-trained soldiers where they

could protect the land with the r weapons and question all who pased

back and forth....He believed deep within his heart that...he had



built a dynasty that would be enjoyed by his descendents for ten-

thousand generations.

And for a while after the death of the First Emperor, the memory

of his strength continued to over-awe the common people....

QUOTE FROM WEI LIAO, A COMPETENT ADVISOR TO OIN SHIHUANG:

The king of Qin (i.e. Shihuang) has the proboscis of a hornet

and large (all-seeing) eyes. His chest is like that of a bird of

prey and his voice like that of a Jackal. He is merciless, with the

heart of a tiger or a wolf. When he is in trouble, he finds it easy

to humble himself, but when he is enjoying success, he finds iL just

as easy to devour human beings...Should he achieve his goal of

conquering the Empire, we shall all become his slaves. I cannot luny

cast in my lot with him.

THE CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHER, HSUN TZU, DESCRIBING THE STATE OF OIN IN

ABOUT 264 B.C.:

Its frontier defenses are precipitous, its geographical

configurations arl advantageous, its mountains, forests, streams and

valleys are excellent, and its natural resources are abundant. Thus

in its geographical configurations it is outstanding.

When I entered its frontiers and observed its customs, I c41.4

that its people are simple and unsophisticated. Their music is not



corrupting or licentious, and their clothing is not frivolous. They

stand in deep awe of their officials, and are people who follow

precedent obediently. When I reached the yamens of its cities and

towns, I saw that their officials are dignified, and that there are

none who are not courteous, temperate, honest, serious, sincere and

tolerant. They are worthy officials.

When I entered the capital and observed its great prefects, as

they went forth from their doors and entered the public places, or

left the public places and returned to their uwn homes, I notioed

that none of them engaged in private business, have partialities, ur

form cliques. They are high minded, and there are none who do not

have understanding of the common welfare. They are worthy great

prefects.

When I observed its court, I noticed that in the hearing of

affairs everything was attended to, and yet in a quiet manner as if

nothing were going on. It is a worthy court.

Thus it is no accident, but calculation, which has made (Ch'in)

victorious during four generations. This is what I have seen, and

therefore it is said that the apogee of good government 15 one lo

which there is repose and yet government; a general grasp of the

situation and yet a going into details; an obtaining ot results and

yet an avoidance of bother. Ch'in 15 like this,

Nevertheless, it also has disturbing -features. Granted that it

possesses all of the above characteristics, yet if we compare tnese

with the reputation uf a true King, there 1S no question that they

fall far short. Why should this be? It is because it (Ch'in) has

almost no Confucians. Therefore it Is said that a thorough-go/n9
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(Confucianism) will make a true King; partial (Cunfucianism) will

make a Lord Protector; while when there is nut une particle (of

Confucianism), there comes disaster. And in thie respect Ch'in dleu

falls short.



APPENDIX 5.

The adulation of Qin Shihuang by Chinese historians began after

an unsuccessful attempt on the life of Chairman Mao-Tse-tung in

September of 1971. According to documents later released, his

enemies had referred to Mao as a "feudal tyrant" and "a contemporary

Qin Shihuang." His supporters then mounted a nation-wide campaign to

show that Shihuang had been an enlightened ruler whose greatest

achievement was, like Mao's, the unification of China. Numerous

books and articles on Shihuang appeared in a short space of time ana

formed the basis for discussion meetings throughout the country. The

most widely-distributed was a biography of th f-Irst Emperor oy Hung

Shidi. The initial printing of this work, in May ot 1972, wa

million copies and in just over a year, there were uycr 2 aalliun

copies in print!
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INTRODUCTION: Since 1978 when China's leadership announced a
new policy of economic reform and openness to the outside
world, the Peoples' Republic of China (PRC) has experienced
explosive economic growth. In fact, China is undergoing more
rapid economic change now than at any other time in her modern
history. However, in spite of her long and venerable history and
relatively favorable social indicators, China's Gross National
Product (GNP) per capita remains one of the lowest in the world.
China is home to 22% of the world's population. Therefore, its
current political leaders recognize that if China is to realize
any gains in GNP per capita, economic reform must continue to be
the focus of national policy.

OBJECTIVES: The purpose of this project is to have students
explore and analyze reasons for this economic reform and to
compare and contrast the effects of new economic policy in
different geographic regions of China and in both urban and rural
aruas. Students should begin to understand why China is
experimenting with market socialism and why diversification
and incentives are major aspects of the reform program. In
addition, students will see that in spite oeenormous successes,
widespread economic disparities in different areas could lead to
major political problems in the future.

GRADE LEVEL: This project is suitable tor Senior High schooi
Students in World History and/or Global Studies courses,
Economics, and Contemporary Chinese History.

TIME: Ten class periods are needed to complete tne entire
project. However, any segment ol Lhis proct. may be used
individually.

TEACHER RESOURCES: The following is a list of general references
which provide background information.

2-22.

D.C.

"China's Economy."The Economisl. August 1, 1987. Pages

"China: Redefining the Revolution.'Great Decisions. 1989.
Foreign Policy Association. Pages 47-55.

Ethridge, James M. China:s Unfinished _RevoluLion.
1990. China Books and Periodicals. San Francisco.

Harding, Harry. China's Second Revolution: Reform Alter
Y.ao. 1987. The Brookings Institution. Wasf,ington,
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Riskin, Carl. China's Political Economy: Thy i,/;iest_fcr
DevetoPment Singg 1949. 1987. OxterA Urliverity
Press. New York.

Vogel, Ezra F. One Step Ahead Irk China; Guangdong 111419S_
Refgrm. 1989. Harvard University Press. Cambridge.

STRATEGIES AND PROCEDURES

I. THE NEED FOR REFORM: 3 class periods

This activity is based on student research and analysis of
the reasons for economic reform in China beginning in 1978.
Students can quickly review what they already know about the
centralized Soviet style economic planning which the PRC used
exclusively from 1949-1978 and should explore the various reasons
why that "command economy" was not adequate (e.g., lack of
incentive when quotas are set by government, inadequacy of
rationing, poor selection of goods, and generally slow economic
growth). Students should also discuss the significance of the
downfall of the "Gang of Four" to the emergence of a more
pragmatic power center.

1. Have students examine slides (obtained from a
community resource or university East Asia outreach center)
and/or pictures from recent periodicals to get a sense of what
China's economic condition is like today.

The pictures should represent. i mix of urban and rural
scenes and of different geographic regions of China. Students
should observe housing, consumer goods, 1:ood, healt.h care, etc.
If a slide collection is unavailable, students may examine
pictures in publications such as National GL,s1Rraohic, Far Eastern
Economic Review, China Today_ (formerly China Reconstructs,), China
pictorial, or Beijing Review.

Students should observe carefully details ot the
pictures and respond to questions .:tich 35:

-- What do these pictures tell you about the
degree of economic modernization in China today?

-- How do these pictures fit your preconceived
ideas about what China is like today?

How are they similar to or different from

pictures of your own community?
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2. Ask students to perform a statistical analysis of
current economic and social indicators for China in order to
determine how their impressions from the pictures they have
just seen match with available quantitative data. Student
resources for this activity include The World Bank's Development
Data Book and/or the "World Affairs Annual" of Scholastic
Magazines.

-- Economic and social indicators yield considerable
information on the condition of a country and are a useful
analytical tool for students. Students should look for data on
GNP per capita, GNP growth rate, life expectancy, literacy,
population growth rate, percentage of population engaged in
agriculture, Personal Quality of Life Index (PQGI), etc.

--China is quite conscious of the economic

11P4

successes of the "Four Tigers" (Korea, Taiwan. Hong Kong, and
Singapore) and wants to emulate them. Students should compare and
contrast statistics for China and for each of "the Four Tig,.q."
How far does China have to go?

--Students should compare .and contrast statistics for
China and for industrialized countries of their choice.

--Students should discuss the implications of these
various sets of figures. Where does ::hina rank in the world? How
far does China have to go to catc!. up with countries with which
she would like to be compared?

II. REFORM MEASURES? 1 class period

This segment of the project is based on a lecture/discussion
on the nature of the various economic reforms beginning in 1978
wien the Chinese government introduced aspects of a market style
economy and announced a new "openness to the outside world."

These reforms included:

-- Household Responsibility System: With the abolition
of the commune system, agriculture was decollectivized: family
farming returned to China. This reform was designed ro increase
agricultural output and improve rural productivity. Once a
peasant family fulfilled its responsibility to the government by
meeting its production quota, the family could dispose of any
surplus as it wished, including selling it for profit.
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Township and Village EnterPrisesjTVPs1: These
represent opportunities for profit-making enterprises to be set
up in rural areas. These enterprises help to absorb surplus labor
and to halt urban migration. Examples of items produced by these
enterprises are folkcrafts, textiles, bricks, ti..es, etc. TVEs
which are labor intensive and which are well-suited to a region's
resources are best.

-- Contract Labpr $ifftem: This system makes China's
labor market more flexible and allows companies broader
opportunities to acquire and train the best workers. Companies
gain new employees through .;dvertisements, by word of mouth
through friends and relatives of current workers, etc. This
represents a significant departure from the old employment system
in which the state assigned a person to a job.

Loint Ventures: A jointly owned enternrise in which
a foreign owner enters into a partnership with a Chinese
owner. The foreign owner's share is usually 25% - 50%. Typical
joint ventures are in areas such as tourism, energy, lood stuffs,
etc. These joint ventures represent a good way for China to
acquire foreign investment capital and technical expertise.
Examples of joint ventures are the Hyatt Hotel in Peugeot
factory in Guangzhou, Pepsi-Col.* in Shenzhen. and Foxboro Company
in Shanghai.

-- Special Economic Zones(SEZ1: These :Ire i'ive regions

in China's southeast (Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou, :ciamen, Hainan
Island). The Chinese authorities see them as Thridges" linking
China to the outside world. Generally, they produce export
products and serve as "laboratories" for new management and
investment policies. SEZ's represent a way for China to gain
advanced technologies and to test new management and economic
policies. The Chinese Government provides physical
infrastructure, a well-trained labor force, and preferential tax
treatment to foreign businesses .

III. PROBLEMS INHERENT IN THIS REFORM 1 class period

Using the foregoing information, students should analyze the
problems inherent in this reform program from a variety of
perspectives.

A. Politically, this new economic system poses
problems because previously the Chinese Communist Party(CCP)
was the only route to the "good life" in China. Today, the good
life (as it is defined economically) can be had by anyone who has
the will and desire te work hard for it. What does this do to the
position of the CCP in China? How might this inequality of income
and diversity of lifestyle affect China's stability?

-4
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B. Economically, there are natural differences
between geographic areas of China. Historically, the cities
(particularly those along the coast) have been richer and better
developed than the interior. Will this program of economic
reform even out inequities or increase them? Thinking back to
some of the pictures seen in Section I, is it possible for all of
China to become "modern?"

C. Socially, what are some of the problems that
could emerge between state sector and private sector wort tc,
between "physical" laborers and "mental" laborers, between
urban and rural? With the introduction of incentives, bonuses,
wide varieties of consumer goods, etc., what is socialism anyway?

IV. DEVELOPING REFORM MEASURES: A ROLE PLAY: 4 class periods

In order to more fully underntand the difficulties
encountered in China's economic reform program, the class should
be divided up into groups of 4-6 students.

1. Using various atlases, students should select a province
or city and accumulate data on its resources, land, and
topography as well as population density figures, etc. Using
these data, they should develop a profile of their location and
determine what its economic strengths and weakness are.

2. Using the profile of the selected location students should
then engage in a role play/simulation activity in which they
represent the city or provincial board which has to come up with
a plan for economic modernization.

3. Each group should report orally on it.s reform program.
The class will critique each presentation.

The purpose of this exercise is to have f;tudents understand
some of the difficult choices which China's reformers must make.
Problems with infrastructure, arable land, resources, etc. make
it hard for the reform program to benefit everyone equitably.
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V. CONCLUSION: 1 class period

All of the preceding activities should lead students to
understand that there are many different Chinas. Because of
China's size and diversity, unity and integration are important
goals for her 1:2aders. Students should discuss whether or not
these economic reforms contribute to unity or encourage
disparities between different regions of the country which may
not be resolved.

As a concluding activity, the class can be divided into
thirds for a debate. One team can argue that China's economic
reforms contribute to unity while the other can argue that these
reforms contribute to disunity. The third group can serve
as judges.
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AN OVERVIEW

A mighty civilization! I think China has so much to offer
historically and culturally.

One of my deepest yearnings has always been to stud/ firsthand

the oldest continuing civilization In the world. That wish was
granted during the summer of 1990.. I Shall forever be grateful to

the United States Department of &Wootton, The National Committee on

United States-China Relations, The State Education Commission in

China, Dr.. Craig Canning of William and Nary and the seventeen

Fulbrighters who made the Seminar, China Tradition and Transformation
a very exciting and broadening experience for me.

The focus of this paper is to first explain the Straegic

Demographic Initiatives, second, to enumerate the Incentives for

following the policy, third, some of the consequences for not

adhering to basic state policy will be given. Also, there will be

same discussion and statistics illustrating to what extent has the

program to encourage families to have only one child been effective?
Finally some of the ramification of S D I will be presented.

China, the most populous cwntry in the world, is a

predominantly rural. low-income country which extends over an immense

portion of East Asia. China's three-million seven hundred five

thousano three hundred ninty sqare miles Is home to 1.00 billion

people. One out every five people in the world lives In China. The

vast majority of the population are Han Chinese. Howeverothere are

fifty-five minority nationalities who account for sixty-eight million
of tne total population.

Realizing that twenty-one percent of the world's people reside

in Mainiano China, Peng Pelyun, Minister of the State Family Planning
Commission, stated that,°The excessive growth of the population has

put heavy pressure on the economics and social development,

resources, ecology, and environment. It has also seriously hindered

the chinese socialist mcdernization construction and the improvement

of people's material and cultural level°. (China Dally-July 16,1990).
In order to eradicate poverty and make the country more

prosperous and the people happier, Peng said that the Implementation

of the family planning program Is the °one-child per couple° policy
which was promulgated in 1979 (Hardee-Cleveland,245).

Since 1949, The People's Republic of China has experienced three

Patterns In Its population growth. Here are the patterns:

high birth rate high mortality :ate low growth rate

high birth rate low mortality rate high growth rate

low birth rate low mortality rate low growth rate

Such a pattern is rare especially in terms of speed, therefore much

has been written and said about China's policy of family planning.

Now, some of the characteristics of China's present population

will be given. It has a large base figure and youth predominance.

According to the census In 1982, the number of people In the 0-14 age

group made up 33.44 percent of the country's population. Those under

the age of 30 comprised 64.4 percent. The average aye was 29.
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Another quality of the population is the predominant rural

population with 797.63 million or 79.45 percent of the people living

in the countryside. Thirdly. although China's educational program Is

growing, it still ha3 a low eclucational level. Only 6.8 percent of

the people have senior middle education and above. A fourth

characteristic is that China's population Is unevenly distributed.

THE FOCUS

Since population has become a key problem in the economic and

social development of the People's Republic of China, the country

announted in 1979 STRATEGIC DENOGRAPHIC -INITIATIVES to strictly

control population growth and family planning as basic state policy.

This policy Is composed of "one-child per couple,' raising the

quality of the population, a family-planning policy of late marriage

and late childbirth. Specifically, couples are encouraged to have -

only one child, staff and workers, and city dwellers are urged to

have a second child If their circumstances art urgent. All cdupies

In mountainous, forest and fishing areas as well as sparsely

populated regions can have a second child. Ethnic minority couples

in rural areas are allowed to have as many as four children.

To guarantee the implementation of the family-planning policy,

the state has adopted publicity ane education as the cornerstone of

the whole S D I. The first step is co publicize through mass media

population information both general and specific regarding state

policies and laws concerning family planning, knowlege &Mut

sterilization and contraception as well as having healthy cables and

childrearing. There are mass monilization drives and much propaganda

to convince couples of the need for smaller families in order to

enjoy a higher quality life (Hardee-Cleveland,259). Secondly,

special classes have been held in senior high schools. Population as

a field of study is now available to students in colleges and

universities. The third step in this process is to organize the

masses so that they will compare the relationship between the amount

of land, grain and per capita income and population growth. The aim

of this comparison is to get the people to see the necessity of

family planning (Population anti Family Planning,16).

Another way to encourage compliance with the S D 1 is to offer a

variety of benefits including pay bonuses to those who respond to the

call of having only one child. Urban couples receive a bonus of

sixty Yuan annually upon presentaton of the Certificate of Honor.

Preferential treatment Is given to only children and their families

In nursery, school, factory or college enrollment, housing

distribution and medical treatment. Preference is also given to

those rural families with only children with regard to receiving

bonuses, selling a smaller portion of fixed output quotas to the

state or receiving more farm plots for private use, obtaining

Improved varieties of seeds, chemical fertilizers ana pesticides.

eENALTIES AND RESTRICTIONS

Since one of the stated goals of the Strategic Demographic

Initiatives has been to keep the total population within the range of
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1.2 billion by the year 2000, high pressure methods of the family

planning program have frequently been used (Yuan,7). The state also

imposes economic restrictions on those who don't follow the policy of

family planning. Deductions of five to ten percent will be made for

seven to fourteen years from monthly wages of staff and workers and

urban residents who have childbirths beyond this plan. Rural couples

who violate the policy pay a fine in 9MOO areas, and In other areas

they- must sell a larger portion of the fixed output quotas to the

state as a fine (Population and Family Planning,8). Cadres and

family planning workers don't have the.privilege to have more than

one child. There were examples of them being fined and removed from

their positions for noncompliance. Thcee who have children in melts

of the plan will never be made cadres, will not be promoted, will not

be evaluated as an advanmuivorker and will not be given additional

housing space. There Is evidence that the family planning program

continues to. pressure coupler, with unauthorized pregnancies to have

abortions, those with two children are encouragsd to undergo

sterilization. In order lo meet family planning targets set by the

state and the provinces (Hardee-Cleveland,256).
In the Jiang Province, serious violators are to be punished with

cancellation of euiployment contracts, closing of businesses, or

revoking of licenses.

HOW EFFECTIVE HAS FAMILY PLANNING BEEN?

Although the family planning program is popular among the

masses, serious problems still exist. The 1990's is the key period

to control the population growth, according to a report from the

State Statistics Bureau.
China will have its third baby boom in the early 19901s. When

it comes, the number of women of child-bearing age will grow from 280

million to 340 million, 12 million of whom will reach their peak age

for bearing children annually (Tanal).
More and more Chinese people appear to be aware of the

importance of birth control. On World Population Day which was held

July 11, 1990, many doctors, parents with children and people of all

walks of life participated In the singing, dancing, consultation

sessions, quizzes, cartoon and calligraphy displays and family

planning exhibitions.
China has achieved remarkable success In family planning work.

The total child-bearing rate on average of Chinese women was as high

as 5.9 in the 1960's, 5.7 in the 1960's, 4 In the 1970's and dropped

to 2.5 in the 1980's (1981-1987) a 57 percent decrease from that of

the 1960's (wang,2).
Also, the average birth rate was 3.3 percent In the 19601s. 3.5

percent in the 1960's, 2.3 percent in the 1970's, and dropped to 1.9

percent In the 1980's (1981-1988) a 43 percent decrease from the

1960's.
Since the 1970's, the death rate in China has been comparatively

stable. The natural population growth rate was 2.5 percent In the

1960's, 1.6 percent in the 1970's, and dropped to 1.3 percent in the

1980's (1981-1986) a 48 percent decrease from the 1960's (Waaga).

The family planning policy has helped the Chinese people to
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change their attitude about marriage and child-bearing. In the past,
couples usually married and bore children early and wished to have
more than one child. But naa, more and mere people want to marry and
give birth later and wish to have fewer children.

According to a sample survey, the average age at first marriage
was 18.7 in the 1940's and 21.8 In the 19701s. Those who married
younger than .18 years old accounted for 51.1 percent in 1940, but
dropped to 5.2 percent in 1900, a 90 percent decrease.

Family structure has also Changed greatly. Families with more, .

than two children dropped and those with one Child increased, the
one child famtly proportion was 20.7 percent in 1970 and 52.2 percent
In the first half of 1988, a 152 percent increase. Families with
more than two children accounted for 62.2 percent in 1970 and 15.4
percent In the first half of 1980, a 75 percent decrease (Wang,2).

The Implementation of family planning has helped to improve
pcciulaton quality. Before 1950, the life expectancy of the Chinese
people was only a5 years but it rose to 67.8 years In 1981 (66.4
years for men and 69.3 years for ummen). It was up to 69.1 years In
1987(67.3 for-men and 70.7 for women).

In the 1980's, the Chinese population death rate, infant death
rate, birth rate, natural growth and total fertility rates had all
decreased by large margins, at the same time the average life span,
first marriage age and growth control had risen.

Compared with many developing countries, China has gained
outstanoing achievements in family planning work (Wang,2).

SOME RAMIFICATIONS OF STRATEGIC DEMOGRAPHIC INITIATIVES:

1).Fincling work for young women who have completed their childbearing
while in their twenties.

2).Addressing the needs of rural men who are actually affected by the
aspirations and demands of their wives who are being suddenly
liberated from the burden of extended childbearing.

3).under-reporting of births by rural couples, especially if the
first child Is a girl.

4),Infanticiding of girl babies despite the 1950 law which prohibits
infanticide.

5).re-emerging of early marriage and early reproduction. The 1980
marriage law relaxed the strictures of the 1970s. Today, later
marriages are again being advocated (Brophy,12).

6).Deciding how elderly parents will be cared for if there is only
one child who is relocated to a different area due to the migration
or location policy.

7).Renouncing by 12.5 percent of "One-Child Certificate Holders' who
had a girl compared to 6.7 percent who had a boy.

8).Piloting of an experimental population planning program where the
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option o4 a second child a4ter an interval ol 8-10 years is in
orc;rez==.

:enelcns between the desire to meet the "One child per
couple" policy and the pragmatism of achieving what is feasible in a
changing yet still traditional China.

The following pages will further illustrate the position that
has been taken in this paper.
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TABLE 2 Percent distribution of births by birth
order: Chine. 1910-86

Tikd
or Mier

Year
First .

births
Second
Naha

srder
births

AN

births
1970 20.7 17.1 62.2 100
1977
1981

30.9
46.6

24.6
25.4

44.6
7/.1

100
14X1

1982 51.6 24.2 24.2 100
1983 56.4 24.6 19.0 100
1984 55.5 25.0 19.5 100
1985 50.2 30.1 19.7 100
1986' 51.2 31.5 17.3 100

Unclear whether data are consistent with earlier years (see note 12).
SOURCES: Social Statistics Section, State Statistiad Burcau, Materials on
Chinese Social Statistics (in Chinese). Beijing: Clime Statistical Press, 1985.
p. 34; Wang Lin, "On the level of socialization and fertility contror (in
Chinese), Gookhou Social Science. no. 10 (1986): 84; wad Beijing Review 30,
no. 29 (2D July 1987): 5.
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FERTILITY POLICY IN ClIlaa

MALE 2 Birth control operations in China, 1971-66

Year
Total
operations°

111D
Insertions

WD
removals Vasectomies

Tobal
ligation;

lodsted
aboneans

1971 13,051,1236 6.174889 NR 1.223,480 1,744,644 3,910.1ir1972 18,690,446 9,220,297 853,625 1,115,822 2,087,160 4.811.34:1973 25,075,557 13,949,569 1,126,756 1,933,210 2,955,617 5.11040%1974 22,638,229 12,579,886 1,352,787 1,445,251 2,275,741 4.984.5641975 29,462,861 16,743.693 1,702,213 2,652,653 3,280,042 SARI&
1976 22,385,435 11,626,510 1,812,590 1,495,540 2,707,849 4.742.v*1977 25,539,086 12,974,313 1,941,880 2,616,876 2,776,448 5,2293,6,
1978 21,720,096 10,962,517 2,087,420 767,542 2,511,413 5.39i ,:its1979 30,581,114 13,472,392 2,288,670 1,673,947 5,289,518 7,856.5.-
1980 23,628,437 11,491,871 2,403,408 1,363,508 3,842,006 9,527144
1981 22,760,305 10,344,537 1,513,376 649,476 1,555,971
1982 33,702,389 14,069,161 2,056,671 1,230,967 3,925.927 12A19.fit:
1983 58,205,572 17,755,736 5,323,354 4,359,261 16,398,378 14,371.$41
1984 31,734,864 11,751,146 4,383,129 1,293,286 5,417,163 8,890.14.
1985 NR NR NR NR NR Nit1986 28,470,000 NR NR NR 11,580.00-
NR lwe not swotted.
*Sum of IUD insertions. IUD removals. vasectomies. tubal ligatkons. and induced abortions.
6 Excluding IUD removals.
SOURCES: Data for 1971 through 1984 were reported in Public Health Yearbook of China Compiler Commute, Atm; *4..Yearbook of aka 1910 (Beijing: People's Public Health Publishing House, 1986. p. 57). The total number of operations o iy*was repented by Yan Renying, "Family planning promotes health care work for women and childree (in Chinese). China /*Am-.23 October 1987. p. 3. The number of abortions in 1986 was aliened in "Family planning head admits 'weave activitiesMS. No. 130. 8 July 1987, p. Kl.
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CONFERENCE INTRODUCTION

This past June 1990, I noti-ted a T-shirt being worn by a
man on the street in Beijing. The word OPTIMIST (in English
and in Chinese -I think) sent a strong, compelling message to
the throngs of us, walking and pedaling by. It gave me hope
and diminished my feelings of hopelessness in the face of an
invisible wall of raw power.

Humiliation, fear and deep anger at injustice, are
rendered tolerable by the closely guarded images of beloved
friends, nature and of being a part of a glorious culture and
an ancient land.

In this, we encounter the central theme of
existentialism: to live is to suffer; to survive is to find
meaning in the suffering. It has been said that "those who
have a WHY TO LIVE can bear with almost any HOW.

Life in China might conspire to make the citizens lose
their hold, when many of the goals of life are snatched away.
What alone remains is "the last of human freedoms -the
ability to choose one's attitude in a given set
cf circumstances."

This past summer 1990, 1 nad a rare opportunity as a
Fulbright Scholar to visit the Peoples Republic of China, to
gather information, to write a report, to promote
international understanding, to improve the world, to make
person to person contacts and to walk through and beyond
personal and international history.

I made a successful application for this scholarship in
December 1986. with the help and encouragement of my wife.
With her sudden death, I was faced with that same central
theme of existentialism: to live is to suffer, but to survive
and thrive is to find meaning in the suffering. 1 too had
the freedom to choose an attitude in a given set of
zircumstances.

I walked into personal history as the single father of
Allison Ruth, my six year old daughter. Finding meaning in
that personal crossroad, focused my attention for the next
three years. I had to forego, and rightly so, the
opportunity to study China in 1997.

June 1999 presented a better opportunity for me to move
forward with my life and to find closure in an experience
that I was ready for.



My child and I discussed where daddy was going in June
1989. We found China on the map, studied, and naturally
planned her "3rd Grade-City-of-the-World Report", on
Beijing. The report was due during the first week of June
1989.

World history began to unfold in breathtaking grandeur
and each days newspapers made Allison's 3rd GRADE REPORT, all
too real.

The magnificence. courage, euphoria, hope and naivete of
a million demonstrators...and the People's Liberation Army
members who joined them...in Tia..lanmen Square...turned. The
goals of a new life were snatched away. Raw power, jealousy,
feudalism and rage...punished people who wanted a just,
rational and prosperous SoClety. Chinese citizens simply
wanted to choose their leaders ano to change those leaders
often BECAUSE...THEY KNEW THAT THE LAS1 EMPEROR WAS NOT THE
LAST EMPEROR.

Today I would like to report tO yOu. I would like to
relate tne experiences of our trip...as the first Official
U.S. Educational Delegation in 1700, to enter The Peoples
Republic of China, Since the niStoriO massacre of Chinese
citizens in Tiananmen Square in .7une 1983.

The trip was historic and e,-.traordi,lary.

One of the goals of this zoriference is to find meaning
in the description of this experience. Meaning can come from
a remembrance memorializing this penchmar ln the nistory of
1.3 Pillion Chinese people, in re-ex.,:eriencing the

inspiration and suffering, in choosing an attitude and
finally in ACTION.

It is ,:me purpose of this conference to curse the
darkness...bt..t also to light a candle.

What follows is my report to the comm,Jrlitv.
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WHAT FOLLOWS THIS INTRODUCTION IS A 1 HOUR

20 M I WITE PRESENTAT I CM

TIANANMEW SQUARE: 1989,1990

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE ORGANIZATION AND

CONTENT OF THIS CONFERENCE, CONTACT:

MR. ROBERT RUTH
STAFF DEIELOFMENT SPECIALIST
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

CSD 26
oI-15 OCEANIA STREET

BAYSIDE. NEW YORK 11364
718-225-Q379
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WOMEN IN CHINA

anitailia.
CONTEMT

1. Students will gain insight into the differences between urban and rural
China.

2. Students will learn plat China is a land of many contradictions.

3. Students will gain greater understanding of the differences between
traditional and modern China.

4. Students will gain some knowledge of the system of education, family life
and government in China today.

5. Students will gain knowledge of the variety of expectations, roles and the
variety of working experiences of women in China.

6. Students will assess the achievements and problems of Chinese woman
and to see the commonality in the female experience of Chinese and
American v:omen.

7. Students will learn more about themselves through the study of others.

SKILL OBJECTIVES

I. Students will improve critical reading and thinking skills.

2. Students will work cooperatively in assessing each other s work through
peer review.

3. Students will improve fleir analytical skills through assignments which
focus on comparison and contrast questions.

4. Students will improve their research skills by exploring on', aspect of life
in China in library research.

5. Students will develop interviewing skills for oral history.



CHINESE WOMEN

LESSON PLAN / ASSIGNMENT SREET

DAY I Introduce the topic by showing slides taken while in China (see
enclosed list of slides to be shown) The teacher should not make any
personal comments at this time. It would help to have a tape of Chinese
music playing in the background. Break the class into small groups and ask
each group to share their impressions of China and women in China after
viewing the slides.

-Teachers who have no slides to show could begin with student
oral readings from Cjiinese Lives and Pemnal Voices passed out by the
teacher at the beginning ci class. After a number of selections have been
read, the class can then break into small groups to share their impressions

Hand out Assignment Sheet for the unit and the Paper
Assignment.

Homework Make a list of your impressions of China and the role d
women in China based on the slides you saw in class and your small group
discussions.

Reading Assignment: See "Selected Bibliography For
Teachers and Students."

DAY 2 Show slides again with teacher adding her impressions and
information from enclosed list.

Introduce idea of interviewing American Women. Discuss
techniques of interviewing, whom to interview and possible questions. Pass
out interviewing sheets.

Homework Begin interviewing American women.

DAY 3 Discuss interviews completed to date - Review interviewing
techniques, and discuss any proplems encountered. Add additional
questions to interview sheets.

Stsow Video Longbow Trilogy Part I (SMALL HAPPINESS)
(show first 30 minutes of the tape) This video is
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widely available.

Homework- Reading Assignment: See 'Selected Bibliography for
Teachers and Students?'

Complete interviews and begin to focus on one area of
comparison between women in China and women in
the United States.

DAT 4 Show Longbow Trilogy - Part I (last 30 minutes of the tape)

(Last 10 minutes ci class) - Divide into groups and make a list cd*
the comparisons between rural and urban women in China .

Homework - Complete interviews
- Make a list comparisons between rural and urban

women in China based upon the tape "Small
Happiness" and your small group discussions.

-Reading Assignment: "See Selected Bibliography for
Teachers and Students."

DAY 5 - Library Research Teacher works with individuals on determing
their area of interest working towards developing their thesis statement
Students may use the resources of the library for additional research.

N.B. -. Students may wabk in groups to brainstorm on possible essay
topics / areas of comparison.

Homework Write the introduction fme the paper including a thesis
statement and outline the rest of the paper. Be sure to follow the directions
on the paper assignment sheet. Make note ct further interviews and
research needed to complete the paper. Bring outline, notes and books to
class tomorrow.

DAT 6 Students bring introduction and outline to class. They are to
work in pairs for a peer review of their work to date. They should use the
Peer Review Sheet which is included with this unit. The teacher goes about
the class to trouble shoot and to answer questions. If the students are



finished with their peer review, they may begin working on the body of the
paper.

Hoiaework Complete paper using the paper assignment sheet as a
guideline.

DAY 7 - Paper Due at the start of class.

-Call on individuals to share conclusions with the class . This sharing
of information could extend into the following class day.
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LIST OF SLIDES TO BE SHOWN TO STUDENTS.

I. students exercising in the yard of an elementary school most of the
leaders are boys - one girl leader.
2. room of tiny beds in a preschool
3.1ine of bicycles at a middle school
4. classroom - middle school in the city
5. classroom in a village school - list ci grades on the wall.
6. several slides of women working in cloisonne factory
7. woman professm at Beijing Normal University
8. woman translatcr Beijing Normal university
9. woman acrobats in Shanghai
10. woman rehersing an opera performance
11. woman sweeping the streets
12. woman at the market
13. woman at the Hyatt Hotel gift shop
14. woman patroling the neighborhood in Kunming
15. -several posters for the One-Child Policy
16. mother with child
17. father with child
18. day- tare center Kunming
19. day- care center Beijing
20. several slides of woman with bound feet
21. picture bride and groom
22. girls in minority dress
23. rubbing doors in the Imperial City (to have a boy)
24. many women looking at one "little emperor"
25. day-care center in the village cooperative
26. woman in a rice paddy
27. women threshing rice
28. woman making carpets
29. woman carving jade
30. women washing clothes in a stream
31. women holding hands in Kunming
32. young girls holding hands along the street
33. women at an embroidery factory
34. woman making paper cuts
35. slide from museum in Dali showing Bai wedding customs
36. woman making pottery in a village cooperative
37. building for the Woman's Assocaition of Shanghai
38. woman dishing out herbal medicine perscription
39. young girls lined up for inspection in the Shanghai Hilton Hotel



PAPER ASSIGNMENT

In a short 2 3 page paper (500 - 750 words) compare and contrast one

aspect of :be lives of Chinese women with that of American

women. Be sure to include an introduction with an appropriate setting and

thesis statement at the beginning and a concluding paragraph at the end. In

developing the body of the paper be sure to choose two to three points to

elaborate in detail with supporting evidence. Include di title page, footnotes,

(formal or informal) and a bibliography of works consulted and people

interviewed.
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PAPER COMPARING ONE ASPECT OF THE LIVES OF CHINESE AND
AMERICAN WOMEN

PEER REVIEW FORM

DIRECTIOVS: You are to work in pairs evaluating each other's papers.
I. First read the entire paper without stopping for comment or

clarirication.
2. Reread it a second time using the following check list. Be sure to

write your comments where appriopriate instead of merely checking YES or
NO.

I, INTRODUCTION

A. Has the student provided the
setting and context for the thesis?

B. Does it contain a thesis statement
which is focused and clearly
expressed?

C. Does it contain the 2 - 3 points
which the student will explore in
detail in the body of the paper?

YES NO CAMMENTS

_ANIL

D. Has the student avoided the use
the pers al pronoun?

IL BODY OF THE PAPER

A. Has the student taken each point
mentioned in the introduction and
developed it in a separate paragraph
in the body of the paper?

B. Has the student provided evidence
to support each major argument?



C. Has the student contrasted
each point with the experience of
American women?

D. Are the arguments in the body
of the paper taken up in the same
cyder as in the thesis statement?

IIL CONCLMION

Has the student inctuded a conclusion
which summarizes the paper and, if
possible, provides the histortual
perspective for his/her conclusion? "

f; 7
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INTERVIEW SHEET

Interviewing is rarely as simple as it seems. To make sure you get the
most out of your interview you need to be prepared. The clearer you are
about what it is you want to know, the more productive your interview will
be. A list of questions drawn up before the interviews will help focus and
standarize the discussions.

If possible you might find it useful to tape record your talk's. If you
uw a tape recorder, test it out beforehand and make sure your batteries are
new if you need to rely on them. Here is a list of questions in several
categories which might be helpful to help you get started. As you proceed
with the interviews make revisions in your questions as needed.

Try to interview a cross-section of women from a variety of
backgrounds.

N.B. A list of possible interview questions is attached to this sheet.



INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

FAMILy BACKGROUND

%.

1. How many brothers and sisters are there in your family? What are

their ages?

2. What kind of relationship did you have with your brothers and/or

sisters7 To whom were you the closest when you were growing ue7
Has that changed?

What kind of relationship did you have with your mother? Your

father? To whom were you the closest when you were growing up?

Has it changed?

4. What expectations did your family tparents, grandparents, etc.)
have 0+ YOLC

5. To what extent and in what ways were their expectations shaped Os/
the tact that vou are female?

b. What were tne major positive intluences from your tamily back-
ground on your growth and development as a female in our soclety7

7. What were the major drawbacks from your family background on your
growth and development as a female in our --ctetv'

EDUCOTION

E,escrlDe your educational backgrbund.

2. In what ways have your educational experienc,ss been shaped by the
fact that yoo are female?

what were the major positive influences in .._;ur .-ducation on your

growth and development as a -female in our Si:)t212toi

4. What were the major negative influences in .our education on your
growth and development as a female in our scciety-

5. Do you think the educittion of airis is chanrl ln our society'

If so. how?

WORK (This category of questions should also be ,ccressed to those
women who work full time at home taking care o- t.43(1111y.)

. What did you writ to be when you orF:w

-. Have you fulfiiied t!lat dream' It not, why not-1

What were the major influences on your choice of career'

4. T. what degree and in whAr i was your career choice shaped by
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the #act *hat .;ou are remaleT"

5. In what ways has your
career?

oeing female

o. In what ways has your
vour career?

being female

7. Has it become narder
area in the past ten

or easier tor
vear3 7.

aide.2 the development of your

hinuered tre development of

women to euCceed in your career

a. LW-It effect do you 8::.tect your being temaie to have on your future
in you career.

9. Do you thinv the erork roles ot women are changing in our society'l
If so, how'

FAMILY LIFE

1. Are you Presently inyol'veg ln a family as a wite and/ormother? If

so. describe, It.

.2. How does vour being temetie Erioe vour role :n your family?

,7). Do your family responsibilities c7nflict with your job responsi-
bilitles7'

4. If you nave a d4itughter. nave (.),_( conscioue_ chosen to do some-
thing in raising her because Er,e Is a rema.

5. I+ you have a son. have iou conscisiv cm, -,q1 to do something
in raising him bec3use he la male'

Do you think the role or women in the rAmil. 1E, changing in our
society? If so. how'

MItiCELLANEOUS

1. How were and e your e,:pect.-Dtions for your,-,-it by ,our
being temaie-'

2. Do vou believe there ,:tre basic r.iltferences between men and women'?
It so, what are thev:'

Would you rather be a male or a temale and

4. Do you believe women are I) mare intuitive. -) more emotional.
more in touch with their reelings, 4) more interested in rela-

tionships than men-

5. What Oltont mer, le,arn frryri ...eomen to do bettEir'

o. What ought women learn trom men to do better?
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NOTES ON CHINESE WOMEN

THE FOLLOWING NOTES WERE ASSEMBLED BY SLOAN SABLE AND

DEBORAH DOYLE FOLLOWING THEIR VISIT TO CHINA JUNE 28, 1990 TO JULY

28, 1990. THEY ARE BASED UPON NOTES COMPILED FROM LEtTURES TO THE

SECONDARY TEACBERS IN THE FULBRIGHT SEMINAR ABROAD PROGRAM

AND FROM MENSIVE INTERVIEWS AND DISCUSSIONS WITH CHINESE

WOMEN FROM MANY WALKS OF LIFE. IN READING THE FOLLOWING KEEP IN

MIND THAT ONE U.S. DOLLAR EQUALS APPROXIMATELY 4.7 CHINESE YUAN.

I. LIFE CYCLE

A. CHILDHOOD

-A girl is considered to be a "small happiness" because boys are

preferred,

-Traditionally a boy stayed in the family while a girl went to the

husband's family. This is changing in cities today.

-While the government. forbids infanticide, it is still prevalent in the

countryside according to our sources.

The penalty for infanticide is a fine; the penalty for drug dealing is:

death.

In the cities nurses told us there is access to wide use of

amniocentesis and abortion to avoid having female children.

-Because of the population crisis in China, the government has

instituted a One-Child Policy. This makes giving birth to a daughter less
..-

desireable. :171



-Women are caught in a bind to have one child and also to have a son.

Many Chinese expressed the concern that the One-Child Policy was

creating "Little Emperors" and "Little Empresses" who were spoiled and self-

centered. Every need these children is catered to by parents and

grandparents.

-One person described the One-Child Policy to us as "Six planets

(parents and grandparents) revolving around the sun (child)."

-Special concessions, monthly stipends and other special. privileges go

to a familiy which commits itself to the One-Child Policy. If a family ignores

the policy and has a second child, the government does not provide an

education fcr that child, the family could have trouble getting promotions

in their jobs, and there are no health benefits for that child. There are

penalties for those who violate the policy. Only minority families are

permitted to deviate from this policy. They are allowed two children.

Professm Wong stated that exceptions are made for minorities because

some of the minority groups are very small and might die out if they could

not have more than one child.

-The One-Child policy is ignored in some rural areas where it is more

difficult to enforce. Boys are absolutely needed in the labor-intensive work

of the countryside and to exploit new opportunities in the free economy.

People can move and not be detected with more than one child.

-One speaker felt the emphasis in promoting the policy should be on

education. Presently, the government tries to enforce the policy through

ivertising posters and by at sessing fines (2000 Yuan).

A speaker in a neighborhood association told us that if a child is born

who is disabled or mentally retarded, the family is allowed to have another

child. Also, she mentioned that if both parents are only children, they are
s :472



allowed to have two children. Someone in each neighborhood association

goes to the households to talk about family planning.

-A young guide in Guilin said her mother was a counselor for the One-

Child Policy. She works in her neighborhiJod and talks to people about the

necessity of the policy and provides them with birth control information.

-We talked to several people in the cities who fully accepted and in

fact enjoyed their one child who was a girl.

-Interview with Ms. Guo, a young interpreter in Beijing. She stated

that some young women don't want children because it spoils their figures.

Also, they worry that they can't take care of them. Day-care centers are not

always satisfactory because there are too many children in them. She

preferred to have one person take care of a child but thought it would be

too expensive. She also said that families must register births with the

government (called Wu Kou) and it was not easy to get around this policy,

especially in the cities.

-Professor Dung -(Beijing ) spoke of the traditional roles of women in

folktales in China. There are bad stepmothers who send stepdaughters to

the woods or beat their stepsons. There are also good wives who rescue

their husbands and women who are loyal to their husbands and fathers.

-Professor Wong in Beijing repeated the necessity of the One-Child

Policy but pointed out that the problems arising from one-child homes

were difficult to handle.

Professor Wang quoted Mao s saying, "when women get degraded

the whole world gets degraded." While he stated that there have been great

strides for women since 1949, he also quoted Mao's saying: "the sky is high

for women, but their wings are heavy."

-Population in China If every 4 people in China stood on top of each
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other, they would keep going until they reached the moon. In China in 1950

each person was on 4.5 square meters; in 1975 - each was on 3.6 square

meters. In China 12 people occupy the same area as 1 American.

B. ADOLECENCE

-There is less dating overall compared to teenagers than in the United

States.

-Some speakers were concerned about the "love affairs" of teenagers,

but this seemed to be more dating than "love-affairs."

-In cities there is some parent/child strife and a desire by the

children to have more freedom.

-An evening was spent speaking English with many young students in

Kunmging. When asked what they liked to do in their spare time, the

students answered "work with my computer," "play the piano," "go to the

movies" and "go hiking outside the city." After much questioning about

their favorite music, some said "classical," others "piano," and finally one said

"Madonna, and another "Michael Jackson."

-Ms. Guo, a young interpreter, told us her younger sister doesn't

always listen to her parents. She is more open in her "love affairs" than Guo

was. She said there is some teenage pregnancy. The pressures that young

people feel are homework (sometimes at least 4 hours a night), relationships

with parents and stress about passing the exams for senior middle school,

and for university.

-Ms Wong, a young Bai interpreter, (age 19), told us she likes to dance

and sing with her girl friends. She goes with boys on picnics. She said boys

help girls with studying and girls help boys with cooking. She liked going to

university more (Shangdong) because she has more fun. Overall, she feels

that boys have a better chance of finding a job than girls.
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C. MARRIAGE

-Earlier in the rural areas than in the city.

Rural B/20 ; G/18 Urban B/25; G/23

-In some areas of the countryside the girl wears sun glasses during

the marriage ceremony because she is so shy. She also wears a mirror to

ward off evil spirits.

-In the cities, the arranged marriage seems to be a thing of the past

and in some cases people marry without the consent of their parents.

-Some Western style wedding dresses were seen in pIntographs and

in window displays inetowns.

-Women live with the husband's family in the countr de but most

likely in one or the other's work unit (don wei) in the city.

-Discussion with the Roman Catholic Bisliop and with the tead of the

Catholic Patriotic Society. They pointed out that more women than men are

active in the Church. They said that the female nature is kind and that

women are in the home and therefore loyal to religion. Also, in the family

the wife and mother is the educator of the children. There is a Chinese

saying that the women are one half of the sky. Because of family planning

they ask young persons to marry and bear children later.

-Cost of basic things - 200,000 Yuan- Toyota car (4.7 Yuan - $1.00)

2,380 Yuan - 20 inch color television (US$507)

1,960 Yuan small refrigerator ($418)

5,000 Yuan - upright piano ($1060)

-Marriage age is regulated locally.

-In the countryside the young people mrry earlier. They want to

bare children earlier to have a better life. Some marry earlier than the legal

age. -The country peo!?474Tant 7r7echildren, especially boys.



-InkairjEwith ihree youngininority_airls at the Da li Minority Middk

School - One hoped to become a biologist and another a lawyer but they

each expressed the view that after marriage they would return to their

home village and would not work but would raise their children.

-Interview with Ms. Gsso. an interpreter. If couples belong to a work

unit (don wei) like Beijing Normal University, they can't find common

housing until at least the age of thirty. She is lucky to be in her husband's

housing unit and therefore they have their own two room apartment . She

shares the housework with her husband. He likes to cook. In the countryside

women do more cooking than men because the men are needed in the fields.

-Professor Feng, The One-Child Policy is a suggestion not law.

Violators in the city will be fined.

Projection - 1.2 Billion by the year 2000

Goal - 9.4 per 1000 increase

Now - 14 per 1000 increase

If don't decrease, 1.3 billion by the year 2000

Neighborhood Association Has dances for young people to meet

other young people. The people sign up and tell about their background and

an older person matches them up.

Popular Television program in Shanghai Men and Women go on

the air and tell about themselves and what kind of a partner they are

looking for. There is then time at the television station, and young people

come down to meet each other.

-Disctinion with Ms,__Hu Shi-gin._ a woman professor in )(Ian Women

are often ostracized after a divorce. The divorce is often looked upon as thl

woman's fault.
1'1;
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association plays a role in divorce. It has a small mediation group, and they

attempt mediation at first. The police station in the neighborhood is

involved also.

D. CAREERS FOR WOMEN

- At every lecture a woman served us tea. At the Minority University

in Kunming, a woman seemed to hold an important position. She seemed to

be in charge of the meeting, yet she served us tea and fruit in the

afternoon.

-Professor jin_Shu-xian on the role of women in the CCP since 1949.

There are now many women deputies, and the party hopes for more. She

couldn't remember the exact number, but it is still fewer than it should be.

-Interview with Ms. Guo, a teacher of English at Beijing Normal

University, on woman and college teaching. You don't make very much

money. Teaching used to be a much more respected profession. She also

feels that many students now want jobs not so much for the respect of the

job as for the oppportunity to get more money. The best paying jobs now

are in the joint-ventures and in the hotels for foreigners.

-Ms. Guo also spoke of the number of students who can't go abroad

since "the events of last June." You must wc.-k for five years after

graduation, receive a scholarship from abroad or else pay the government

2000 Yuan for each year of education up to five years.

-Ms. Guo receives 70 Yuan a month plus 50 Yuan from teaching in

night This can be compared to a regular bell cap at the Hyatt Hotel

in Xiar, who receives 200 Yuan a month, and his supervisor who receives

300 yuin a month. 3 77



- Ms. Guo feels that there is equal pay for men and woman in the

universities but prthably not in the joint -ventures. She is told that women

are not sked to translate as much in the Foreign Language Department (I

Beijing Normal University. We had only one female translator out of eight

translators in Beijing.
111,

- Interview with a younttwookan wto_works in the bookstore of Vig

Hyatt Hotel in Xi:an. She is a superviscr of three other women and makes

about 240 Yuan a month. She makes more than her mother a* father who

work in a clothing factory..

-Interview with young girls who work in the gift shop at the Hyatt

Rotel in Xrail, They each receive 200 Yuan a month. "Carl: their manager,

receives 240 Yuan a month. Carl went to the Shaanxi Foreign Language

Institute for a two year program. He has a one-hour bicycle ride to get to

work. His father works in a car factory, and he lives in his father's work

unit. One of the young girls, "Evelyn," is the youngest of three children. She

makes 200 Yuan a month. Her mother and father are teachers in the

Shaanxi Business Management Institute. One brother teaches in a middle

school. She makes =re than anyone in her family. She attended the

Shaanxi BMI for two years. The young men and women who work in these

hotels take English names because it is easier for their boss to remember

them. Several of these young people said they liked their new names.

-Won _ itt_aor stvinbroideryctorv.__ Most of the people who

work in the factory are women. It was well lit and had a pleasant work

atmosphere. The women work a 48 hour work week and earn about 100

Yuan a month. It is very exacting work but is creative in that they often

seem to be creating designs, and they work very intricate stitches. They are

paid bl; the piece and get more money for an increased length of service.
S7S



-Zonien_w_ km_ j_mtinjhaUk_fi They work at machines and cut

and polish the jade which is made into jewelry , or carvings. They are

started at 50 to 60 Yuan a month. After about 20 years they receive about

200 Yuan for a 48 hour work week. The women do most ci the cutting of the

jade.

-Interview with a wealthy peasant family outside of Xi'an. The

family had two children. The mother, father and one set of grandparents

lived in the house. The mother worked in the fields and gave 10% of her

produce to the government and was .able to keep the rest to sell. The families

pay a 5% "administrative fee" to the village township. The husband and son

work in the village repairing cars and earn 6000 Yuan and 1000 Yuan a

year.

-Interview with, women at the Shanghai Opera, They receive 4 5

years training, An older star will receive about 400 Yuan a month while a

younger star receives about 200 Yuan a month. The male roles in this

section of the the opera company are all played by females.

-Discussion witkdoctor aLShanghai hospital, Woman doctors

represent about 50% of the total number of doctors in both traditional and

Western medicine. They receive about 200 Yuan a month. A woman doctor

we met in Kunming left medicine because of the long hours and low pay and

was working in the Foreign Affairs office of the Kunming Medical College

where the shorter hours, more pay, and the opportunity to spend more time

with her child appealed to her.

They sell newspapers, beer, soda and icecream. They are both retired and

receive about 150 Yuan a month in retirement. They work all day and

evening in their shop,say 200 Yuan a mont44the government in fees and.1 itj



take home an additional 150 Yuan. They live in a two room apartment with

their two sons, a daughter-in-law and a two-year-old grandchild. They store

the supplies for their shop in the living room of the apartment.

-Women Musicians/Commurs. We heard a recording of an Erhu solo

played by a famous woman musician. Music Professor Yang said there is a

well- known woman composer of scenes in Mongolia, but he couldn't

remember her name. A young girl played the pipa in a demonstration for

our group, but clearly the number of musicians seen and the responses of

Professor Yang lead us to believe that opportunities for woman in music are

not as great as those for men.

-Woman as College Professors. One half of the professors at Beijing

Normal University are women. There are many more female college

professors in China than in the United States.

-XfsmeiLyAKkina irLit cargetactory jn_513,anghai. They earn 200

Yuan a month. About two thirds of the factory workers are women. This is

very skilled work and involves working very quickly.

-1 She is studying

in the Foreign Language and Literature Department of Shangdong University.

She felt that boys and girls receive equal treatment in foreign language at

the university, but boys have a better chance of finding quality jobs after

university.

-1nt!erviewwtth Lan _administratoi,y Educgan
Kunming. He said that many work units don't want to accept women. He

feels that women are "physically and psychologically" inferior. He said that

women are "unreliable and always out and can't do *wavy work." Women

are needed to take care of sick children because men's jobs are more

important, and therefore mea can't take time off from work.
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E. RETIREMENT

-RetiretrInt for teachers - Males - 60; Females - 55

Life expectancy - Males - 72; Females - 76

-Ms. Guo's grandmother lives in a cave dwelling near Xi'an. She sleeps

A a Kang, a brick bed. Her feet used to be bound. Guo hasn't seen her since

1985.

-Retirement age for most jobs Women - 50 and Men - GO. You retire

at 75 - 100% of your salary. The government is considering adjusting the

difference in retirement age.

Neighborhood Associations organize retirement groups. They have

sewing, bridge, cooking, fishing and tai-chi groups.

Many retired people supplement their income. Fifty percent of the

workers go back to work and get double salary. If they receive over 420

Yuan a month, they must pay a tax. Most double salaries are not over that

amount.

-Neighborhood Association There are neighborhood "Aunties." These

are retired women and sometimes men who keep order in the streets. There

are some in each building to keep track of bad elements (thieves).

-Mr Li, guide in Shanghai - said that retired men park cars at the Ye

Yuan Gardens and earn about 1 Yuan a day.

-Retired teacher in Shanghai Was earning 200 Yuan a month when

she retired; Now she receives 160 Yuan a month.

II. WOMEN IN EDUCATION
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A. PRESCHOOLMINDRIGARDEN

-Visit lo a day-care center in Oeiiing - Children separated by age up to

age six. There were 25 - 30 in each-group. Each group occupied two rooms

with a bathroom and washing area and place to hang their clothes in

between the two rooms. One room was filled with small beds so that they

could nap. Two teachers monittred each group, and their room had some

creative art work displayed. The state paid 27 Yuan a month for each child

to attend, and their families paid 3 Yuan.

-Visit to a village day care center outside of Xilan. This

preschool/kindergarden operates in the summer while the parents are

working. One group of 2 3 year olds were seated on small stools looking

out at us as we came through to visit. They were all seated quietly and were

very well behaved. Another group of 4 5 year olds were singing ahd

dancing accompanied by a small organ. They didn t seem distracted by our

visit. Another group similar to this was doing the same thing, They were far

from our view and did not seem to be doing it "just for show."

-A Chinese woman who works for the American Embassy sends her

five-yea-old son to a state-run boarding kindergarden frna Monday

morning until Saturday afternoon.

B. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

-41 years ago in 1949 at the time of liberation 80% of the country was

illiterate. Now that number is down to 20%.

-97% of elementary age students are in school.

-There are 8 million full-time teachers in both secondary and primary

schools'. 3 S2



-There is now compulsory education for nine years. In the cities, it is

for twelve years, thus education is no longer just for the elite.

-Schools operate ski days a week. There are standarized exams to

move to each higher level.

-In math and science females are better at the elementary level, but

this bas reversed itself by upper middle school.

-Twelve percent of elementary students drop out before middle .

school. This is mostly in the rural areas.

C. MIDDLE SCHOOL/HIGH SCHOOL

- In the past, 50 % of students went to junior middle school and 30%

to senior-middle school and 3-4% to the university. Now there is education

for all students, and themfore they try to have nine years of compulsory

education and twelve years ci education in the cities.

- There is a required course in "Political Studies" in which the students

study the relationship of people to the country and to their unit.

- There is an emphasis on moral responsibility whie* includes

morality, and physical responsibility (labor). "They need to know how to

work with their hands."

Some of the problems with students at this level according to

Professor Tao of the 'Education Department ci Beijing Normal University are

that some students dislike studying. Some students say that in the United

States they have "lively" studies, and the students are not bored as they

sometimes are in China. Some students have problems with their parents,

others start smoking and others have blen found cheating on exams. He was

also concerned that some start "love affairs" which he explained as beginning
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to write letters and dating. However he emphasized that there are no unwed

mothers and no problems with drugs.

-With math and science the females are a little ahead in junior middle

school, but by seniur middle school it is apparent the males are better,

especially in terms of abstract thinking skills such as physics. Professor Tao

said that the cause of this is found in the biology of females. They mature

earlier and begiit love affairs earlier. Therefore females marry earlier. Also,

with the "long history of feudalism in China." females lack self esteem. He

said, "we believe they are the same and can do the same as male students."

At one point the Chinese tried women's schools so women could compete and

be encouraged to study without distractions. But problems developed

because the girls became isolated and strange around the boys.

-There are key middle schools where the students are carefully

selected. To enter them you must pass a 2 part exam with a total of 196

points or 98% on each part.

Distribution of boy/girls in middle schools. -

Grade I of junior middle school - more girls than boys

Senior year of senior middle school - more boys than girls

-There are two tracks in middle school the liberal arts and the

math/science tracks.

-Professor Wong of the Higher Education Department of Beijing Normal

University feels that the examination system doesn't develop the whole

student. It doesn't take the well-being of the student into consideration.

Many high school students drop out because there is no hope for them to

pass the college entrance examinations.
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-The university exams last three days and are from two hours to one

half day in length. There are private evening schools and tutors to help

students prepare for these exams.

-Before the end of junior middle school about 25% of the students

drop out. There is pressure by parents for women to drop out of school.

This tendancy was confirmed during our interviews with the girls at the

minority school in Da li.

-Discussions with students at the Dali Minority Middle School - The

girls were noticably shier than the boys. When asked what they wanted to

be, they looked down and blushed. The English teacher said they lacked

confidence. Despite their shyness the girls tended to speak better English

than the boys when they were in smaller groups. One third of the staff of

Da li Middle School are women. The number of students with male siblings

was greater than the number wit'a female siblings. The boys said they

respect aggressive girls but want to surpass them. The senior middle school

girls said they don't think about marriage now because it seems too far off.

In this school, 75 - 80% of the senior middle school are boys because many

girls drop out after junior middle school. The boys classes are sometimes

called "monk's classes" because so many of the girls have dropped out to

help out at home or to marry early.

D. COLLEGE

-Exams for entrance io the university must score 582 total points on

six exams that is a 97% average. Minority students may score six points

lower, but they are at a disadvantage because the exams are given in the

Mandarin language, not the minority languages.

-Some students who just miss the cut off, are admitted to the

univeriity if their parents pay about 1500rIgv a year.



- Interview with Ms. Guo, a translator and teacher of English at Beijing

Normal University - Her sister just missed the 582 score, so her parents

paid 1800 Yuan a year, and she went to Beijing Normal University for two

years to study tourism. She now works at the information desk of a large

joint-venture hotel.

- Professor Wong told us that once students are admitted to the

university, ttey relax. Some in higher education have difficulty getting jobs.

They need to have more students study applied science and technology. He

said that bell hops, joint-venture hotel shop girls and waitresses make twice

as much as university professors. At Beijing Normal University about one

half of the students are women, but the percentage varies from school to

school. There are many in languages and in the medical fields but fewer in

the Colleges of Metalurgy and Engineering. He stated that a problem comes

with job assignments. The boys get taken first even if they are less

qualified. They are trying to overcome the "traditional feudal values of the

country since liberation."

IIL RURAL WOMEN

-65% of the population is below thirty years of age.

-500 million of the population are below twenty years of age.

-80% of the population live in the countryside.

-Professor Feng said the children are thought to bring good fortune

especially in old age. Childless couples are discriminated against. Boys are

vastly preferred to girls. Girls are thrown out "like dirty water" because

they are not of any use. A couple will bear children until they get a boy.

Even at Beijing Normal University a professor had ten children until he got a

boy. With economic reforms, the desire to have children in the countryside
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is greater. Fines are levied but now the peasants are getting richer and can

afford to pay the fine. Those who can't pay say, "this is a socialist country

and it can't let us starve."

-In the countryside there is much intermarriage and often birth

defects result.

-Professor Ye said that the responsibility system in the countryside

encourages initiative, and therefore there has been an increase in the

production of grain.

IV SISTERHOOD

-Ms. Wong in Dali said the in her university (Shangdong) groups of

girls get together and talk thing's over.

-At the Dali Minority Middle Schhool the girls spend their free time

with each other, not with the boys.
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SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

This bibliography is designee to provide background reading
for teachers and sources for teachers to draw upon in designing the
student readings assigned in the "Lesson Plan / Assignment Sheet."
Since reading levels vary widely in tne ninth and tenth grades. It
would be best if teachers choose readings for their own students which .

they deem appropriate in length and difficulty. Teachers might even
decide to make up a packet of a variety of readings about women in
China today from the materials listed below and let students choose
their own readings depending upon tne focus of their paper topics.

INF

Bingham, Marjorie W. and Susan H. 6ross. Women In Modern China. St.

Louis Park, Mn.: Glennurst Publications, Inc. 1980.

While the reading level of Women in Modern ghkna is

appropriate for students in seventh through tenth graces, it is
clearly dated. It is extremelv readable, provides numerous short
excepts from contemporary sources and interesting pictures and
illustrations. Both teachers and students may find it useful
oackgrouno for the prolect.

Selections from china_DaNews, July, 1990 are included at the end
of this curriculum project. china_Daily_News Is an English language
newspaper published by the People's Republic of China and distributed
throuonout China to Encji:sh-speakina foreigners. Teachers may select
same nee articles tor student reading as -eil as use them to
discuss w to handle and interprHt different oints of view in
primary source materials.

Lroii, Elizabeth. 1,nliw.sq_mumeo_6incq_Cla9 L.Lndcrl: Lod Books Ltd.:

Armon. N.f.: M. E. Sharpe,

.....-.:Inse_women_incq_Mag is much more uLl, to late than Women...In

Modern_cninia . tt the reading level is more dittic.-tit. It provides
e;:cellent bacvdrouna t'or teachers ard able stL. :.r-4 ninth and tenth .

grades. Some at the chaaters includd are "Peasant 1/4,-2engi "Urban

Working Women." 'Domestic Labour and Lhild Care." "Love, Marriage and

very useful addition to materiais tor library -ssearch. Elizabeth
Divorce" and "One-Child Family." C.,ni.nesq_omeinceMc2 would be a

Croll has also edited with Deli_A Oavin 4nd erv ane China_s_One
Child Policy published by Mac:milt-in Ln

Honig, Emily and 0,111 Hershacter. t-ersonai, Voices: C,hinese Women In
.mtantarc: z.anford university Fress. 1988.

1-'erson_gçs prec--ents a very recent study of Chinese women

and their concerns. Each chapter is a combination at scholarly
discussion of isques and conte-ritiorary accounts from a variety of
Chinese sources such as newspapers and interviews with Chinese women.
The scholarly disussions provide e;:cellent background for teachers,
and most ot the primary sources can easily be read by ninth and tenth
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graders. Some or tr,e chapters inciuced are "Cirowir,c o Female,' "The
Pleasures of Adornment.' -Making a Frierl: Changing Patterns ot
Courtship," "Marriage," "r;amliv Relations," 'Divorce' and 'women and
work.-

Another source for both teacher ana =1-1.!dents e Note5 un filnese
Women" assembled bv Deborah DoyiP and 510an tne esic of
this curriculum project aria based upon lectur:F?s and Interview% during
their trip to China in July, 14'4.J.

Ehang Xim:In and Sang Ye. Lnin.mse_Liy.-s:_An_Orai_!listqcy_qt_cpntem:
porarv_Cnl,na. Frans. oy W. J. f uti.nner and Davin.
New york: Pantheon tiooks,

chinqse_Live is an e,:tremeiv valuable source for both
teacher:, and students. Lhana &In*fin af112 ;anil re conducted interviews
througnout Cnina aimost hal+ ot whirn wl=r.P. with women i-scussing
important aspects of their lives. ibe 1.-r:erviews are lively,
3nterestind and easy reading +or ninth Arici tenth dricie students and
are an ercellent source tcr '_Studerit asaianea readings. Chapter topics
wrilcn :nciude the most pertinent inter.'iews witn women are "Livings,"
-Way :Jp." 't.ates G+ marriage.' '!''easa..nts." "Worers,' -Serviceq"
'Loners, 'Lletting On, Handic:aDS :And -youth.-
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CHINA: A PATTERN OF TRADITION AND TRANSFORMATION

a nine week unit for high school students in Asian History and/or
World History coursee

The purposes for this course are:

a. to understand China and Chinese society by placing the 1989
Tiananmen Turmoil in perspective to an ancient, huge, and cum-
bersom nation that has for centuries had to deal with change:
authoritatively and often with violence.

b. to explore how China has and continues to try to maintain her
identity (rr) and how its desires to modernise (YONG) have his-
torically created major problems for her and continue to do so
today.

c. to see the effqcts of modernizatian and internationalisation upon
contemporary Chinese culture and to ascertain how these create
problems for China that are very similar to our own in the United
States.

d. to promote a greater understanding of China and her people so nee-
essary in being able to live compatibly in an ever shrinking world.

To accomplish these objectives the follcwing techniques will be used:

1. INTRODUCTION: since history is a "selection" of facts used to
support an author's and even a nation's point of view, history
is biased.

- a comparison of "TIME" magazine's report on the Tiananmen
Turmoil of 1989 with that of the official Chinese government
view of that event: "The Truth About the Beijing Turmoil: 1989"
(Beijing Publishing House)

2. A CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF CHINA PARALLELING CONTEMPORARY EVENTS
AND POLICIES WITH THOSE OF PAST PERIODS

a. issue: authoritarian leadership with military support

This can be seen as early as the Shang Dynasty: 16th century
BC to llth century SC as a means of controlling a huge area,
many people, warding off foreign intruders, or conquering a
weakened Dyppsty_and maintaingsontroX of the people...ilk" 144%rV lerthrftr t MAL Misi in AA ft I To AAA a+ti cr KAAsqpirar

b. issue: succession of power and loyalty

Who will replace Deng Xiaoping? What difficulties have there
been since the death of Mao and lack of clear succession to him?
These issues are particularly apparent throughout Chinese historl
as one Dynasty is overthrown by another to be. For example,
once a subordinate nation within the Shang Dynasty the Zhou
Dynasty overthrew the Shang while fighting off barbarians.
A more recent example would be the lack"of continuity after
Sun Yat-sen's death, and prior to that the /s14.410eitztis4-6 over-
throw of the Manchus who were unable to deal wlth the effects
of westerners (foreigners) upon their civilization.
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c. issue: authoritarian leadership as if it were mandated

from Heaven

The Chinese ruler as receiving his mandate from Heaven
climaxed during the MAng Dynasty with the creation of
the Forebidden City and the Temple of Heavenly Peace.
It suggests a people submitting to another form of auth-
oritarianism - that backed by the unkown aura of devine
power. This seems reflected again during the Great
Cultural Revolution of 14ao's rule.

d. issue: along with the "mandate from heaven" a parrllel
belief evolved: if a ruler was cruel, lasy, or did not
care for his people, they could overthrow)him. Thg leople 111
then carried out God's punishment - the removal of t,ae
mandate from Heaven.

The Han Dynasty fell in part because of peasant rebellions.
Other examples of this can be seen with the Taiping Rebelli
against the Manchus and the secret societies, i.e. the
Boxers - resisting Loth foreigners and the Aanchus.*.The II
student movements of both May 4,, and Tiananmen represent
that need for "purification". * L. rUumg.4..

e. issue: regional factionalism

This has brought about warlord rule at various times
throughout Chinese history. For instance the Zhou Dynasty 11
collapsed when kings could no longer control their lords,
which lords then made alliances with barbarians to become
independent of the king and then fought among themselves. II

A period of warlordism followed the attempt of Sun Tat-sen
to democratise China.

e. issue: the rise and revival of religion

having a smaller membership because the Pope only recognis
presently Protestantism is accepted in China, Catholicism

the Catholic Church of Taiwan as the Church of China.
The early Chinese beliefs of Taoism, Legalism, and Confucia -
ism were born as a response to the insecurities created by
warring states. Buddhism came into China from the north
around 300 AD due to barbarian invasions at that time.

troubles were merely an illusion.
It gained many converts because it preached that worldly

f. issue: periods in which religion has been forebidden.

The elimination of religion during the Great Cultural
Revolution and currently today's governmental attempt to
assimilate all nationalities into the People's Republic II

- saying that religion is allowed but that only the "old" II

belong to such faiths as Buddhism is such an illustration.
King Zheng 200 years BC not only burned Confucian books
but had 460 Confucian scholars burned alive. During the
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Tang Dynasty in the 9th century AD one emperor destroyed
40,000 Buddhist shrines and over 4,000 monestaries.

g. iissue: the bureaucratic system including examinations

The Chinese bureaucracies can be traced back to King Zheng.
Although a Legalist he established state authority over all
people through detailed use of uniform laws. The Han Dynasty
established a professional administrative system for governing
the empire. The civil service system was introduced and later
during the Tang Dynasty that system became dore intensified.
During the Han'Dynasty Confucianism was made the official state
philosophy and in later centuries when dynasties fell or
barbarians invaded China, the Confucian scholars kept the
government departments running. This system maintained con-
tinuity of Chinese civilizations during civil wars. The same
kind of bilreaucratic control was instituted by Ma0 Ze Deng and
climaxed during the Great Cultural Revolution. Just as the
Han Dynasty established new policies to end suffering and
discontent after the death of King Zheng, i.e. less severe
penalties for breaking laws, reduced taxes for farmers, etc.,
the present government of China has relaxed some of its
stringent regulations, i.e. permission is no longer needed for
a first child, marriage laws have been amended to make divorce
easier, some form of private economy has been established to
allow Chinese peasants and city workers the opportunity to
make a profit.

h. issue: the commune and community responsibility

Such concepts existed long before the Oommunist Revolution
and Mao's thought. During the Wei Dynasty established by the
Toba (385 AD - 534 AD) the Equal Field System in which the
government gave land grants to families which were returned to
to the state for redistribution upon the death of the grantee.
The collective responsibility system made people responsible
for one another's behavior. In the 1630E Hung, leader of the
Taiping Rebellion, created a baeic military organization that
foreshadowed the Communist movement of the 20th century.

A World History ond/or Asian Studies teacher can easily use this
approach by continuously making analogies to the present by using
his/her current text for historical background information.

3. UTILIZING LITERATURE FROM DIFFERENT PERIODS OF CHINESE HISTORY
TO GIVE STUDENTS A GREATER FEELING FOR THE DIFFERENT PERIODS
OF THE CIVILIZATION THEY ARE STUDYING. Sucb literature should
accompany each of the "issues" studied.(12)

Along with the more contemporary literature slides that I
took while in China will help students better grasp the concept
of tradition and change. Also, "documentary" readings published
by the Beijing Publishing House, clearly an arm of the government,
will demonstrate differences in attitudes during the fifties, the
Great Cultural Revolution, and the present.
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In reading the stories it is important that the students are IF
muniE

able to digest ("process" being the term used in educational jargon),
even internalize thp stories by making and thus seeing analogies to 0
themselves. In this way they develop an understanding, hopefully

Itempathy for China - or for that matter any culture studied as well
as new insights into themselves and their own society.

It is worthwhile to occassionally read a story aloud to the class"
This helps students conjure up new images.

Whether the story is read aloud to the class or students read
quitely on their awn, they should be expected to give% written re-
sponses* They should be given "guide" questions from which they may
select several for exploration. Here are tome examples: -

- Describe the relationship between the daughter and her father. If
you are a girl, how is this similar oir different frau your own re-
lationship with your father? If you are a boy, can you think of a ,

girl/father relationship that is similar? Explain why or why not?
What do you learn about the Chinese culture from this relationship? IF
In comparing this to your own or one with which you are familiar
shaw how Chinese and American people and/or their culture are sim-
ilar and yet different,

- What kind of images did this story provoke in your mind? What
specifically do you.remember about these images or the way they
were presentea? How do they tie in with experiences you have had
in real life?

Examples of readings and their use:

I. role of women

"A Aatrimonial Feud" written in tn2 last century deals with a
beautiful, well-to-do young lady who deceives and :Aimiliates a
mean father, who wants to marry his zon to this girl. In the end
her father coincidentally arranges marriage to the man she loves.

."Gold Flower's Story" from Jack Belden's CHINA SHAKES THE WORLD, 1949,11
describes liberation of peasant women from the cruelty of arranged
marriages in a strictly male dominated society.

As I use these stories, they will be accompanied by slides that I
took of Chinese families and homes.

2. love in China

Pearl Buck - "The load Wife"

"A Matrimonial Feud" - 1893

Ba Jin - "Autumn in Spring"

Road to Life - "Dating in School"
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3. Father/Daughter relations (1950s)

Gao Ying "Dajie and Her Father"

Du Pengcheng "My Young Friend"

Xu Huaizhong - "The Girl who s31d Wine"

4. tradition confronts e'ange

"The New Road" by Pearl Buck, 1933 - is a story of an older man
who kept a hot-water shop that he wanted, as is tradition, to
hand down to his son. His son was not interested, appeared lasy
to his father. The son, who joined the revolution, came to his
father's humble home, in uniform, aa part of the Red Guard to
evict him from #is home to make way for a new road.

Slides I have taken with this story in mind demonstrate the
still primitive coal fired boilers that heat water in China
today, pictures of the wide roads, the destruction of old
compounds to make way for new high rise apartments - in other
words a pattern still continuing today from the time the story
was written in the 1930s.

accounts from PORTRAITS OF OR.OINARY CHL.ESE, 1990 give a clue
to the combination of old and new China. "The Latrine 1eaner4
presents a reasonable account of the yet primitive means of san-
itation clean-up in over populated China, einile the "Hairdresser"
shows that a young man who failed the exaas, still can do what he
wants, and can make a good deal of money. The conflict of joint
corporate ventures between state owned f.ctories and American
private enterprise are hinted at in "union Leader".

Again photos i have taken representing the lack of highly mechan-
ized methods of sanitation and transportation alongside the mod-
ern buses and trucks should help reinforce the many issues of
tradition and chnnge.

Among the reading materials available for this section are:

CHINESE STORIES, R. K. Douglas, (translator, 3raham 3rash,
Singapore, 1893, 1990

CHINA SHAKES TEE WORLD,
New York, 1949, 1970

FROM THE OTHER suE OF THE RIVER: A SELF PORTRAIT CF CHINA TODAY,
K. H. Fan, K. T. Fan, Doubleday, New York, 1975

Jack iielden, Aonthly Review Press,

PORTRAITS OF ORDINARY 9K;NESE, Liu
Language Press, Beijink, 1990
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:WAD OF LIFE, China Reconstructs, Beijing, 1989

MENTY SEVEN SHORT STORIES, Pearl S. Buck, Sun Dial Press, New
York, 1933

AUTUMN IN SPRING AND CTHER STORIES, Ba Jin, Panda Books, Beijing,
1981

STORIES FROA THE THIRTIES, Panda Books, Beijing, 1982

CHINESE STORIES FROM THE FIFTIES, Panda Books, Beijing, 1984

Video tapes available for this course are:

CHINA'S ONE CHILD POLICY, NOVA, early 1980s

HEART OF THE DRAGON, Public Broadcasting System, 12 part series

ONE VILLAGE IN CHINA: THE LONG BOW TRILOGY, films by Carma Hinton
and Richard Gordon, 1985

4. TO ESTABLISH A SENSE OF CO:TINUITY, TO REVIEW, AND TO BRING
CLOSURE TO THIS UNIT, TYE FOLLOWING KINDS OF ',UESTIONS ARE
RAISED FOR DISCUSSION AND REFLECTION:

What are the effects of joint economic ventures upon .,:hina?
is the attitude boward foreigners changing

How is burgeoining capitalism for the common person addinp; to the
dissatisfaction of the Chinese people, i.e. the taxi cab driver
earns more than a doctor or engineer? Since China is trying to
reduce the school drop-out rate, vhat is the percentage of students
who quit to open their own "stall" under the new economic policy?
Might this be increasing?

Since freedom always accompanies modernization, since the
accompanying responsibilities uith freedom are usually absent, what
advantages and disadvantages are evolving for the Chinese people?

How is the Chinese government still trying to preserve its tradition-
al and even overwhelming sense of "self-pride" over the huge pop-
ulation?

ow

How does the governtlw.nt and thl "party" - to which only mill'
percentage of people 'along - still effectively control China?

How - if at all - is the educational system changing to meet the
peeds of 1.1 billion people? Is the examination system changing
at all to meet the new methods of tetiching and the new needs of
the country?
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To what extent is religious freedom and pride in minority
nationalities compatible with a socialist government that must
provide for and govern 1.1 billion people?

To what extent is independent thinking, emphasis upon the in-
dividual developing in China, and uhat kinds of conflict does
this bring about?

5. Student evaluation will be based on:

the interpretive essays they will be writing

their factual knowledge as expressed through their writing

the strength of comments and insights made during active class
participation.

afilett..4C1 S-7

David 0. Solmitz
:iadison high School
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September 1990
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Fulbr;ght-Hays Seminar, Summer-1990
Tradition and Transformation

June 25 - July 28, 1990
Gary Swalley

Title: The Sights and Sounds of China

Objective: Using collected artifacts, tapes, slides, and
observations, students will embark on a study
of traditional and contemporary China.

:! -

Relationship to teachings: I applied to the seminar "Tradition
and Transformation" to bring back a trunk of materials for
hands-on research and learning. These materials along with
additional student research will be housed in our district's
cultural museum for dissemination throughout the junior high
and elementary grades. What follows is a listing of ideas
and materials in hopes of assisting future Fulbright scholars
in obtaining materials and resources as they journey through
the wonders of China.

The Sights and Sounds of China:

1. Chinese Language Tapes/30, Educational Service Corp., Washing-
ton, D.C. Two audio cassettes and a phrase dictionary.

2. Take slides of street banners, bill boards, shop signs, and
posters. Catch the attention of your audience by giving
them a feel of walking through the neighborhood. If you
can, ask for a poster or two to include in your artifact's
trunk.

3. CoA.ect several copies of Chinese newspapers in both Chinese
and English editions. Try to have both copies printed on
the same date. Upon return home find a copy of your local
and national paper published on the similar date. These
materials will provide students with the opportunity to see
and research news from both sides.

4. Have students do a comparative study of the front pages of all
papers housed in the trunk. Same idea could apply to compar-
ing advertisements, sports' coverage, editorials, the environ-
ment, and trade and commerce.

5. At hotel, copy list of hotel regulations in Chinese and Enolish.
Often, the translation is an experience to read. Don't forget
to make a copy of the laundry lists too. This material gives
you a great comparison of the language and monetary units. You
can make copies and use with students in class.

6. Ask for a menu when you dine out in China. Students will enjoy
comparing menu to a local restaurant's bill of fare.

7. Interview Chinese exchange students or community members on
their experiences of learning English as a second language.

8. During your travels, obtain tapes of all types of music: tra-
ditional, rock, ceremonial. Tapes make great background music
for slide presentations. Also, look for American songs recorded
in Chinese. You'll be able to play both -,.nd provide students
with some understanding of what is being performed. (I recom-

mend Christmas carols.) 397
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9. Writing Activity from Community Learning Connections, Inc.
Boston, MA : "Introduction to Chinese Writing-The Eight
Basic Strokes" - Activity provides background information,
list of materials needed for activity, and step-by-step
directions. Activity designed by M.B. Kalat and E.F.Hoer-
mann.

Beijing:

1. Obtain slide packages from vendors at all historic and cul-
tural sites. Important to have best photographs for this
city in order for students to create a walking tour through
China's capital with such sites as: the Imperial Palace,
Temple of Heaven, Great Wall, Ming Tombs, Great Hall of the
People The Chairman Mao Memorial Hall, and Tian'anmen Square.
Have students create a script and have Last Emperor serve
as the guide.

IF2. Using slides, recreate a tour through a cloisonne factory.
Have samples of cloisonne in trunk to display after the
presentations. Discuss worlPing conditions, salary, and
skill of craftsmen.

3. Obtain hands-on props to make presentations more interesting
such as: emperor's hat, Chairman Mao cap and souvenir bag,
robes, flags, statues, handiwork, and souvenir buttons and
programs. Encourage students to use and distribute these
props during presentations.

4. Purchase several large maps at bookstores or department stores.
Your scholar/escort will know the best place. A real find is
a world ugap printed in Chinese with the time zones in place.
A suggestion is to purchase a similar map printed in English.
Having both maps, makes any comparisons easier to grasp, espec-
ially for younger students. It is a good idea to buy several
to keep on display at all times.

5. Have students create a travel brochure. An excellent source
for ideas and guidelines is published in China Connections,
Boston, MA.

6 A copy of the book, Portraits of Ordinary, People by Liu Bing- II

wen and Xiong Lei is a must for the artifact trunk. This
book provides a series of personal interviews of everyday citi-
zens. It is a fascinating resource for students to select a
profession and interview American counterpart. Text also pro-
vides insightful comparisons between the old and the new pro-
fessions in Chinese society.

G II
7. Include copies of guide books in your trunk too. The China

uidebook 1990, Harper & Row, gives students a taste of being
a novice in a new land. Instruct studdntt to do additional
research on site of interest in Beijing and compare their
facts and points of interest to the guide book's descriptions. II

14)$
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Xian:

1. Replicas of a terra-cotta soldier and the Bronze Chariots are
excellent hands-on items to compliment slides from the Qin
Dynasty Terra-Cotta figures. Again, use the slides to con-
duct a tour of this world wonder. Have Qin Shi Huang, him-
self, serve as the narrator. Excellent text: The First Em-
peror,.

2. While in Xian, also capture on slides the several joint ven-
ture hotels. In examining the .sites of Xian, have students
compile a list of reaJons why joint venture hotels have lo-
cated here.

3. Have research teams or class compare Xian to other cities lo-
cated along the same latitude/longitude readings. What simil-
arities or differences are noted. Do physical or political
features help to explain the comparisons?

Kunming and Dali:

I. Collect hats from the various nationalities as you travel
through the a7:eas. Hats are a perfect trunk collectable.
They provide a sense of character and creativity for the
students in researching and role playing the various national
minorities. Also, collect post cards of the minorities to
pin on hats.

2. Purchase a stone on site at the Stone Forest in Kunming.
Students will enjoy touching the rock as they view slide
show of a climb through the Stone Forest. Chinese rock
music makes an excellent background for this presentation.

3. Have students research other natural woniers similar to
Stone Forest. Tell where they are located and what makes
these sites unique.

4. Activity: Chinese Seals: Background and art activity. Display
Chinese seal carved with your seal. (I suggest that you have
one made early in the trip.) Have students read background
of seal's history and prepare to make their own seal using
a potato as their "stone". Activity described in China
Connections Boston, MA.

5. Using slides of the countryside on route to Dali, have stu-
dents report bn farming practices of these terranced fields.
Show slides while playing tape of Ancient Chinese Music, pub-
lished by China Travel and Tourism Press. Tape provides stu-
dents with sense of serenity and beauty of this pastoral area.

6. Provide students with a map of China and have them trace route
to Dali. Discuss with class why this area is not considered
a "normal" tourists' attraction.
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Shanghai:

1. Children's toys (tops, dolls, kites, playing cards) are a
find here to include wlth your artifacts. Samples of hand-
painted t-shirts and paper cuts make for added craft items.
These works with dragons and pandas can help in illustrating
stories and legends. Dragon Talcs by Panda Books is a fine MIF

booklet for reference to Chinese tales and legends.
2. Have students read and illustrate a tale for an additional

reference material in the trunk.
3. Slides of carpet weavers capture the true artistry of these

Itfine craftsmen. Portraits of Ordinary People,has an ex-
cellent interview of a woman weaver to correlate with this
slide presentation. Mi

4 Snapshots of the harbor in Shanghai also make for a magnifi- II
cent photo of the fifth largest city in the world. Have
students research the importance of Shanghai to China's

future economic growth. lif

Conclusion:

Artifacts and materials developed for a trunk will pro-
provide years of insight and.education to the many sights
and sounds of China. As each year passes, additional groups
can add their own unique insights and creativity in explor-
ing the wonders of both traditional and the ever-changing
contemporary sides of China.

4( 11
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Fulbright-Hays Smainar, Summer-1990
Tradition and Transformation
June 25 - July 28, 1990

Gary Swalley

Title: The Sights and Sounds of China

1 Objective: Using collected artifacts, tapes, slides, .and
observations, students will embark on a study
of traditional and contemporary China.

Relationship to teachings: I applied to the seminar "Tradition .

and Transformation" to bring back a trunk of materials for
hands-on resear:h and learning. These materials along with
additional student research will be housed in our district's
cultural museum for dissemination throughout the junior high
and elementary grades. What follows is a listing of ideas
and materials in hopes of assisting future Fulbright scholars
in obtaining materials and resources as they journey through
the wonders of China.

The Sights and Sounds of China:

1. Chinese Language Tapes/30, Educational Service Corp., Washing-
ton, D.C. Two audio cassettes and a phrase dictionary.

2. Take slides of street banners, bill boards, shop signs, and
posters. Catch the attention of your audience by giving
them a feel of walking through the neighborhood. If you
can, ask for a poster or two to include in your artifact's
trunk.

3. Collect several copies of Chinese newspapers in both Chinese
and English editions. Try to have both copies printed on
the same date. Upon return home find a copy of your local
and national paper published on the similar date. These
materials will provide ttudents with the opportunity to see
and research news from both sides.

4. Have students do a comparztive Etudy of the front pages of all
papers housed in the trunk. Same idea could apply to compar-
ing advertisements, sport' coverage, editorials, the environ-
ment, and trade and commerce.

5. At hotel, copy list of hotel resulations in Chinese and English.
Often, the translation is an experience to read. Don't forget
to make a copy of the laindry liJts too. This material gives
you a great comparisoa of the lanquage ald monetary units. You
can make copies and use with students in class.

6. Ask for a menu when you ijjt-e out in 'Mina. Students will enjoy
comparing menu to a locai .(estaurant's bill of fare.

7. Interview Chinese exchange ss.odents or community members on
their experiences of learning tnglish a6 a 3econd language.

8. During your travels, obtain tapes of all types of music: tra-
ditional, rock, ceremonial. Tapes make .;reat background music
for slide presentations. Also, look for Aii.erican songs recorded
in Chinese. You'll be able to play both cAad vovide students
with some understanding of what is being perforked. (I recom-

medd Christmas caYoll.)
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9. Writing Activity from Community Learning Connections, Inc.

Boston, MA : "Introduction to Chinese Writing-The Eight
Basic Strokes" - Activity provides background information,
list of materials needed for activity, and step-by-step
directions. Activity designed by M.B. Kalat and E.F.Hoer-
mann.

Beijing:

1. Obtain slide packages from vendors at all historic and cul-
tural Jites. Important to have best photographs for this
city in order for students to create a walking tour through
China's capital with such sites as: the Imperial Palace,
Temple of Heaven, Great Wall, Ming Tombs, Great Hall of the
People The Chairman Mao Memorial Hall, and Tianeanmen Square.
Have students create a script and have Last Emperor serve
as the guide.

2. Using slides, recreate a tour through a cloisonne factory.
Have samples of cloisonne in trunk to display after the
presentations. Discuss working conditions, salary, and

46, skill of craftsmen.
3. Obtain hands-on props to make presentations more interesting

such as: emperor's hat, Chairman Mao cap and souvenir bag,
robes, flags, statues, handiwork, and souvenir buttons and
programs. Encourage students to use and distribute these
props during presentations.

4. Purchase several large maps at bookstores or department stores. II
Your scholar/escort will know the best place. A real find is
a world map printed in Chinese with the time zones in place.
A suggestion is to purchase a similar map printed in English.
Having both maps, makes any comparisons easier to grasp, espec-
ially foryounger students. It is a good idea to buy several
to keep on display at all times.

5. Have students create a travel brochure. An excellent source
11for ideas and guidelines is published in China Connections,

Boston, MA.
6. A copy of the book, Portraits of Ordinau People, by Liu Bing- 11

wen and Xiong Lei is a must for the artifact trunl.. This
book provides a series of personal interviews of everyday citi-
zens. It is a fascinating resource for students to select a
profession and interview American counterpart. Text also pro-
vides insightful comparisons between the old and the new pro-
fessions in Chinese society.

G II
7. Include copies of guide books in your trunk too. The China

uidebook 1990, Harper & Row, gives students a taste of being
a novice in a new land. Instruct studdnts to do additional
research on site of interest in Beijing and compare their
facts and points of interest to the guide book's descriptions."
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Xian:

1. Replicas of a terra-cotta soldier and the Bronze Chariots are
excellent hands-on items to compliment slides from the Qin
Dynasty Terra-Cotta figures. Again, use the slides to coh-
duct a tour of this world wonder. Have Qin Shi Huang, him-
self, serve as the narrator. Excellent text: The First Em-
peror.

While in Xian, also capture on slides the several joint ven-
ture hotels. In examining the sites of Xian, have students
compile a list of reasons why joint venture hotels have lo-
cated here.

3. Have research teams or class compare Xian to other cities lo-
cated along the same latitude/longitude readings. What simil-
arities or differences are noted. Do physical or political
features help to explain the comparisons?

Kunming and Dali:

I. Collect hats from the various nationalities as you travel
through the areas. Hats are a perfect trunk collectable.
They provide a sense of character and creativity for the
students in researching and role playing the various national
minorities. Also, collect post cards of the minorities to
pin on hats.

2. Purchase a stone on site at the Stone Forest in Kunming.
Students will enjoy touching the rock as they view slide
show of a climb through the Stone Forest. Chinese rock
music makes an excellent background for this presentation.

3. Have students research other natural wonders similar to
Stone Forest. Tell where they are located and what makes
these sites unique.

4. Activity: Chinese Seals: Background and art activity. Display
Chinese seal carved with your seal. (I suggest that you have
one made early in the trip.) Have students read background
of seal's history and prepare to make their own seal using
a potato as their "stone". Activity described in China
Connections Boston, MA.

5. Using slides of the countryside on route to Dali, have stu-
dents report on farming practices of these terranced fields.
Show slides while playing tape of Ancient Chinese Music, pub-
lished by China Travel and Tourism Press. Tape provides stu-
dents with sense of serenity and beauty of this pastoral area.

6. Provide students with a map of China and have them trace rcute
to Dali. Discuss with class why this area is not considered
a "normal" tourists' attraction.
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Shanghai:

1. Children's toys (tops, dolls, kites, playing cards) are a
find here to include with your artifacts. Samples of hand-
painted t-shirts and paper cuts make for added craft items.
These works with dragons and pandas can help in illustrating !

stories and legends. Dragon Tales by Panda Books is a fine
booklet for reference to Chinese tales and legends.

2. Have students read and illustrate a tale for an additional
reference material in the trunk.

3. Slides of carpet weavers capture the true artistry of these
fine craftsmen. Portraits of Ordinary People has an ex-
cellent interview of a woman weaver to correlate with this
slide presentation.

4. Snapshots of the harbor in Shanghai also make for a magnifi-
cent photo of the fifth largest city in the world. Have
students research the importance of Shanghai to China's

future economic growth.

Conclusion:
"'-

Artifacts and materials developed for a trunk will pro-
- provide years of insight and education to the many sights

and sounds of China. As each year passes, additional groups I
can add their own unique insights and creativity in explor-
ing the wonders of both traditional and the ever-changing
contemporary sides of China.

11
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The Transformation of the Chinese Family:
The One Child Policy

Susan Tomlinson
Mannheim American Middle School

Mannheim, West Germany

Fall, 1990
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Introduction

This project was designed as the result of a Fulbright

Summer Seminar Abroad. It is the culmination of four weeks

of study and research in the Chinese cities of Beijing,

Kunming, Deli, Xian, and Shanghai. The contents consist of

five lessons designed for secondary students and background

reading for the teacher. The lesson plans can be used as a

unit or individually.
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Background

China is the worles most populous country. Of the 5
billion people in the world, more than 1/5 are Chinese
citizens. Between 1949 and 1900, Chines population grew
from 540 million to 1.1 billion. It is expected that the
1990 census will show an increase to 1.2 billion.

There are several reasons for this significant increase.
After the communist revolution in 1949, living conditions and
medical care improved. This resulted in a high birth rate,
low death rater and high natural growth rate. Additionally,
the Chinese have always placed importance on having large
families. This cultural trait coupled with the high natural
growth rate caused Chines population to skyrocket. By 1970
China had lost control over her growing numbers.

The tradition of large families is rooted in Chines
history as an agrarian and labor intensive society. More
children meant more help with the work and providing income.
It also guaranteed that elderly parents would be well cared
for.

The family support system has remained a strong
influence throughout Chines history. In western countries,
"systems" such as the workere guilds or the Catholic Church
provided alternatives or substitutes for the security that
was once the sole responsibility of the family unit. There
have been no such systems for the Chinese. Therefore they
'continued to look inward to their extended family unit for
their sole support. Even today as a socialist country, there
is no such thing as Social Security. It is not necessary,
because they have "family insurance."

This family responsibility becomes even more distinct
when compared to American family values. From a young age
Americans are told that they will need to support themselves
as adults, and they are expected to move out of the house.
The Chinese know that as adults they will play an integral
part in the support of their parents, and males will bring
their wives into the household to assist with this
responsibility. An American adult living with his or her
parents is the exception to the rule. It is even wondered
why he or she cannot support themselves. Yet of the Chinese
it is expected that they remain in the household to best
fulfill their role as a contributing member of the family
unit.

Even in their language is this responsibility ingrained.
One of the most insulting names that one person can call
another is a term that accuses one of being less than a human
being because of not having lived up to their family
obligations.

Consider also the fact that there is no such thing as a
babysitter in Chinese culture. A concept that Americans
consider essential for ensuring the allowance of free time
for parents is nonexistent for the Chinese. Grandparents and
family members will care for children if the parents need to
be away from home. There are, of course, day care
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centers sponsored by the government and workplaces for
supervision iuring the work day. But if parents need or want
to go out after work hours and family help is not available,
they will either take the child with them or not go out. The
idea of paying an older child or an adult to care for
children is not practiced in Chinese cultute. Child care is
a family responsibility.

No matter how deep the traditions, though, numbers talk.
And China's numbers were echoing throughout the nation. The
chaos of the Cultural Revolution allowed the population to
grow unchecked. Had Nato Zedong implemented some sort of
family planning policy during this time, perhaps China would
have been spared the harshness of the one child policy. But
he did not, and by the 1970s 12,000,000 babies were being
born per year. China had to implement some sort of birth
control policy or face the possibility of being unable to
manage and provide for a country so large. Problems
resulting from overpopulation could mean a slow down if not a
total stalling of their hard-earned modernization efforts.

It was necessary then for the government to initiate a
family planning policy. The first attempt was in the
mid-seventies when couples were encouraged to have no more
than 2 chidren. As is typical of China s policies for
change, state run media explained the duties of its citizens
to limit their family size. But they had waited too long,
and the policy was neither effective nor drastic enough to
affect significant change. By 1980 China had implemented the
world's first one child policy.

How then were the Chinese able to initiate a program
that would shake the foundation of the extended family unit?
How were they able to convince their people that such a
drastic measure was necessary? What effects is this policy
having on this population of more than 1 billion?

First of all it is a one child policy and not a law.
Perhaps the difference between these two terms is a matter of
interpretation, but psychologically "policy" is the better
word. The good citizens, the good socialists, will do their
part for their country by adhering to this policy. Were it a
law, it would be unenforceable. But as a policy you can
reward the adherents, fine or simply not reward the
offenders, and make allowances for special situations.

Chinese law states that the permissible ages for
marriage are 20 for females and 22 for males. The government
requests, however, that males and females wait until ages 23
and 25 respectively if at all possible. It is further
requested that childbearing be postponed until the late 20s.

This is not an altogether unrealistic request. There
are severe housing shortages in the cities, and couples who
must find their own housing must sometimes wait for several
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years for an apartment. Consider also the fact that since
the events of June, 1989, all young people wishing to enter
universities must first spend a year in military service.
Both of these factors serve the need to postpone marriage
until a later age.

Couples who pledge to have only one child are rewarded
in several ways. They receive certificates and recognition
from their community. Mothers are granted a one year paid
matorrity leave. Both parents receive yearly bonuses from
their vofessicus, and the childms education will be either
free or inexpensive. Only children receive preferential
treatment when applying to schools.

What of those parents who do not make this pledge and
have not yet decided? They are never allowed to forget about
this policy. Fosters and billboards line city streets
extolling the virtues of the one child family. Slogabs state
that family planning is the responsibility of everyone, and
picturen show the happy mother, father, and one child as the
goal for all. Family planning groups meet at local and
neighborhood levels. Further influence is provided by "Cadre
Grandmas," n&mes given to older women who are family planning
workers in their villages. These workers count births,
distribute contraceptives, and play an active role in
persuading couples to limit themselves to one child. Second
pregnancies will be visited regularly with the goal being a
decision for abortion.

Expecting one child for every family is unrealistic, and
exceptions have to be made. If the mother or father is an
only child, they may have two children. It is not clear if
the reasoning behind this is to cushion the shrinking family
support for the older generation or to reward them for having
an only child when it was not required. It is also unclear
as to whether this "allowance" also carries with it the
privileges received by one child families. Nevertheless, it
is permitted. Also if the first child is physically or
mentally disablei, second children are permitted after the
first child reacnes the age of four.

When examining the one child policy, the differences
between urban and rural areas are immediately evident.
Population growth is more strictly controlled in urban than
rural areas for several reasons. It is believed that where
population density is highest and natural resources less
available that the greatest eff?rts for population control
are most needed. In 1982 China s rural population was 79.45%
as compared to 26% for the U.S. in the same year. China-s
rural population is still highly labor intensive, and the
need remains for large families to help with the work. There
is a Chinese saying that in the countryside "the sky is high
and the emporer is far away." Because of this it is more
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difficult to monitor and enforce such policies in the rural
areas. Therefore exceptions are presently made for this
segment of the people.

In the rural areas there is less need and less
opportunity for a higher education, and couples tend to marry
just below or above the legal marriage age. The feelings
still exist that the younger they marry and have children,
the earlier theyd'll have a more secure life. Fifty to 70% of
rural couples have a second child.

Long a practice in Chinese history, infanticide of
female babies is still a problem in rural areas. The ancient
Chinese symbol for the term infanticide literally meant the
drowning of baby girls. Even today the birth of a baby girl
is called a small happiness as opposed to the great happiness
of a male child. The importance of physical labor as well as
the carrying on of the family name and caring for elderly
parents continues to influence the desire for male children.
These attitudes and practices have made it necessary to
modify the family planning practices of the rural population.

The Han Chinese constitute 94% of the population. Fifty
five minority nationalities account for the remaining 6%.
Ethnic minorities in rural areas are allowed 2 children and 3
or 4 in special cases.

So Watt happens when these policies are ignored and more
children are born? Deductions from income of 5-10% are
withheld for 7 to 14 years. Pines may be levied in excess of
2000 yuan per year. This is a large amount considering that
for some it is more than their yearly income, and for many it
is more than half. In rural areas farmers may be required to
sell a portion of theik land or turn over to the government
a percentage of their produce. Professionals will be demoted
or forced to change jobs. Children will not be admitted to
the better schools.

The long held traditions of the large family die hard
for some, however. Now emerging are people termed "overbirth
guerillas.* They will move to another city each time they
have a child in addition to their first, knowing that it may
be years before the bureaucratic paperwork catches up with
them. Allowed to sell their products on the open market,
many farmers have become wealthy enough to pay any fines
levied for "overbirth." There are also those people who can
have large families and simply say: "I cannot pay, but this
is a socialist country; and you cannot allow us to starve."
And there are those who will not give up the idea of the
right to have a son. One professor at Beijing Normal
University had 9 girls before accomplishing his "great
happiness" of a baby boy.

Nevertheless, the one child policy remains and with it
the goal of 1.2 billion citizens at the turn of the century.
In what ways is this affecting the family structure? What
kind of people will these children become?
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The Chinese have a term for the condition of only
children. They call them suns surrounded by 6 moons (2
parents and 2 sets of grandparents). These children are
their parente "only chance" at parenthood, and therefore all
of their energies are devoted to its success. These children
are lavished with attention from their parents and
grandparents, and the results are beginning to show
themselves in the schools.

Only children tend to be dependent and don% quite know
how to approach independence when they first encounter the
school atmosphere. They have spent the first 5 years of
their lives being "little emporere and do not know how to
relate to their age peers in large groups. Professors
complain that only children are not easy to deal with. When
offered guidance, these students complain of interference.
If they are left to fend for themselves, educators are
accused of not helping.

The full effects of Chiners one child policy will not be
known for perhaps 10 or even 20 years. It will be at this
time that these only children will beget a generation who
will know no aunts or uncles. The large extended family of
the past will be radically altered. Perhaps the alligence to
family will be replaced by alligence to self. If so, even
though the reduction in birth rate is a desired goal, China
may find itself dealing with an entirely new mentality of its
citizens. One can only surmise what role this will play in
the changing face of communism.
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Day 1-Chines One Child Policy

Objective

Students will be able to comprehend the concept of
China"s population of 1 billion.

Materials

Atlas, Scholastic Update World in Focus Issue
(Scholastic qpdate usually publishes a special section each
October detailing current information concerning population,
life expectancy, literacy rates, and per capita GNP for the
countries of the world), Handout *1 - Natural Changes in the
Population of China, graph paper.

Activities

1. The teacher will introduce students to the concept of 1
billion by writing on the board or reading the following
quotes by Professor Tao Wei, Associate Professor and
Department Head, Beijing Normal University.

"Our population is now 1.1 billion. If all Chinese
people were to stand on one another"s shoulders, they would
stretch from the earth to the moon. It would take SO years
for this many people to pass through a doorway. The birth
cards (identification cards) of all Chinese citizens would
produce a pile higher than the Himalayas."

"We have too many people and our earth is too small.
This is a policy of our state."

"The population projection for the 1990 census is 1.2
billion."

"Out of 1 billion people, 65% have been born since 1949.
The population is young and 65% are less than 30 years old.
Fifty percent are below the age of 21, and only 5% are over
65. The average age is 21 which is younger than the world
average of 22.9."

2. Using the atlas, compare the area and population of the
U.S. to that of China. Additional western and Asian
countries can also be compared.

Students can then use graph paper to make bar graphs
and/or line graphs to depict the date provided on the
handout "National Changes in the Population of China."

4 The teacher will explain the reasons for China"s growth
since 1949 and will introduce students to China"s one
child policy.
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HandOUt #i
China--Facts and Figures: Po ulation and Fallon Plannin
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Natural Changes in the Population of China
Year Birth rate (per Mortality rate Natural growth rate

1,000) (per 1,000) (per 1,000)
1950 37.00 18.00 19.00
1952 37.00 17.00 20.00
1954 37.97 13.18 24.79
1956 31.90 11.40 20.50
1958 29.22 11.9S 17.24
1960 20.86 25.43 -4.57
1962 37.01 10.02 26.99
1964 39.14 11.50 27.64
1966 35.05 8.83 26.22
1964 35.59 8.21 27.38
1970 33.43 7.60 25.83
1972 29.77 7.61 22.16.

1974
1976

24.81
Pon

7 34

7.25
17.48
12.66

1978 18.25 0.1 i 12.00
1980 18.21 6.34 11.87
1982 21.09 6.60 14.49
1984 17.50 6.69 10.81
1986 20.77 6.69 14.08
1987 21.04 6.65 14.39

4 4



Day 2-Getting Married in China

Objective

Students will be able to compare and contrast marriage
customs in China and the United States.

Materials

Handout #2, "A Modern Marriage," from The Road of Life.

Activities

Students will read the handout "A Modern Marriage" and
discuss the following questions.

1. In what ways does Li Xies wedding ceremony and
celebration differ from marriage customs in the United
States?

2. What are some of the major purchases. of newlywed couples
in the U.S.? What were the major purchases mentioned in
the reading?

3. What were some ways in which the government and the
workplaces affected Li Xies marriage plans?

4. List several references that were made concerning the
differences between traditional and modern customs
associated with marriage.

5. What do you think are some of the reasons for the
marriage procedures in China?



Handout 02
Chtna Reconstructs: What's New in China (38), China Reconstructs Press, Beijing, 1989
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Road of Life

A Modern Marriage

LI XIA

SHAll never forget the night my husband propo,cd. We
were walking down a quiet. tree-lined stre,t c lieu he sud.

dcnly declared that he loved me and asked if I would marry
him.

Although we had worked in die same building tor *owe
time. I as a staff reporter for one magazine. he as a translator for
another magarine, at first I never really noticed him. I am
extremely shtn t-sighted. When I did get a close look. I was
really attracted. You might say it was love at first sight. from
then on. we often took walks and chatted together. I learned
that this tall fellow. who had been abroad to study, was quite
intelligent and worked very hard. He was 30 at the time and
I was 2b. almost -too old to get married" according to conser-
vative Chinese tradition.

I accepted his proposal, and both sets of parents approved
So w set about making plans for our future.

( )1)it BIOULST problem was housing. In Chinese cities,
work units usually provide inexpensive housing. Both

units were very short of accommodations for married cou-
pies; in ,,ome eases four or five people from three generations
were living in one ti-square meter room. Our combined salaries
were less than 200 yuan a month, so renting an apartment, which
would have cost at least t 00 yuan a month (the cheapest for
private housing), was Ulso out of the question. We thought we
might have to continue living separately in single-sex dormito-
ries, and only see each other for walks or to go to the cinema.

The following spring, however, we had a stroke of luck.

72

ticaurfasaoaika is J.

My roommate had already been married for six months, and
she moved out when hcr husband was allocated a flat by his
unit Once I had the room to myself, I began to make it into
a home for my husband and myself. I took down dic posters
of film stars from the walls and replaced them with brightly
colored pictures of flowers. We also bought a double bed and
several comfortable chairs.

After completing all the registration formalities and going
to a local hospital for a medical examination, we were finally
ready to tic the knot. One windy day in April. we went down
to the Marriage Registration Office to collect our certificate. I
gave my husband a "love bean" (a special symbol of love in
China) in a beautiful heart-shaped box and he gave me a
Western-style wedding ring. Unfortunately, he hud bought the
ring to fit his own finger. and I could only wear it on my
thumb! "les more like a thimble than a ring." I laughed, but
he VV114 rather upset.

We had decided to spend our honeymoon in linan in Shan-
dong province, but before we left wc went to a local department
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store to buy a refrigerator. These days electrical goods. espe-cially imported ones, are considered very hnportant when acouple gets married. In the l970s, the bride would ask for awatch, a sewing machine and a bicycle, but now refrigerawrs.color TVs, tape recorders and washing machines have been add-ed to the list. A friend of mine even refused to marry her
boyfriend because he couldn't afford a famous-brand refrige-rator!

fir KADITIONAI.1.Y, the prospective hushund would alsohave to provide his wife with a whole wardrobe ofclothes, and arrange extravagant banquets for their families andfriends. Often the birde and groom's families help out with allthese expenses, but even though we had little money. we de-cided to do it on out own.
One of the problems of being an intellectual today in Chinais that wages are low a common saying is that "those whomake missiles are inferior to those who sell eggs." So myhusband had to take on extra work to meet expenses. We de-cided not to have a wedding banquet, but instead sent specialcandy to our friends and colleagues from work. My husband

Receiving friends' coaaratulatiass on dude nrarriago#

Alta& .)
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Main dinner together.

and I were also rather shy, and felt embarrassed about receiv-
ing people's congratulations in person.

We finally made our escape to linan. where we spent five
days, and then traveled to Tianjin. Because we were both over
25 when we married, we were given 10 days' holiday from
work for our honeymoon. If we had been under 25, we would
only have had three days. In Tianjin which is my husband's
hometown, there are many traditional customs associated with
marriage. If a son marries, four red "double happiness' charac-
ters (associated by long custom witk weddings) are posted
outside the house. If a daughter marries, there are only two

symbolizing in the old days the superiority of men over
women. A room is prepared with new bedding, a new mirror
and a new tea set, everything marked with the characters for
double happiness. Firecrackers are lit at the gate of the house,
and then the bride's mother-in-law pins a red velvet flower in
the bride's hair.

1 felt both embarrassed and excited at the thought of this
fuss. Fortunately, my new mother.in-law is not very traditional,
and we had already told the family that we didn't want a iarge
banquet to celebrate our marriage. For part of our soy, I
nervously helped my mother-In-law in the kitchen, and thP time
passed very quickly.
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A ETER THE honeymoon, we wcre both glad to return/11 to our own small home in Beijing. As soon as we en-tered our room, my husband pm down our bags and we saton thc edge of the brd holding hands. Thc look on my bus-hand's lace was very tender as he murmured, "East. west,home is best." The rpm felt like a stare on which our lives,whether hitter or sweet. would he played out. We might quarrelsometimes, and a baby would bring both joy and a very hecticlife. hut we felt our love would overcome everything.

1
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Day.3 - Practices of New Families in China

Objective

Students will be able to discuss differences and
similarities between practices of American and Chinese new
families.

Materials

Handout #3, *After My Daughter Was Born,* from The Road
of Life.

Activities

Students will read the handout and discuss the following
questions. Major points can be listed on the blackboard.

1. What are some ways in which Jiang Jialin and her mother
disagree about child care practices?

2. How have Jiang Jialins and her husbanes lives changed
due to the arrival of the baby?

In what ways is this family similar to an American family
with a newborn baby? In what ways is it different?

4. Predict what kind of a life this baby may have. How
might it be different if later she had brothers and
sisters?

422



Handout 03
China Reconstructs: What's New in China
(30, Mina Reconstructs Press.
NiTTing, 1989.
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Road of Life

After My Daughter Was

Born

PANG IIALIN

IANE SPRING afternoon I was sent to the maternity hospital.
My baby would soon come into the world! My husband

and I had been married for seven years. In order to concentrate
on work and study, we agreed to delay having a child. I was
33 years old. The doctor had kept a close watch on me and
advised me to hsve a caesaresn operation for the sake of my
health. The date was fixed.

Gazing at the yellow Jasmines in the warm sun outside my
window, I had mixed feelings of excitement and anxiety. The
young gynecologist came to give me a final antenatal examina-
tion. "Excellent," she smiled at me. "The little thing was sleep-
ing and I woke it up." Her friendly attitude put me at ease.

My husband came once or twice a day to see me as the
operation drew nearer. H. teassured me that everything would
be all right. He told me my parents (with whom we were
living temporarily) had prepared a cozy room and bought a
little bed for the baby. Our relatives had even started sending
gifts, "Do you want a boy or a girl?" he asked me. "Of course
they're the some. I can teach either one how to swim, ride a
bike and play all kinds of ball games. I can teach him or her
English, you can teach Chinese..." Seeing how happy he
was. I was happy too.

TIME SEEMED to stand still in the operating room. I don't
I. know how long I waited before I finally heard a loud,

clear cry. A nurse soon brought my baby to me. A white
plaster strip recorded: female, length: 4$ em.. weight: 3,200 g.
I looked at my baby girl attentively. Her little face was so
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red and tender, and so strange butt also familiar. She had fallen"asleep again, knowing nothing shout me, her mother, nor theworld. I felt reassured, as if 1 had accomplished a glorioustask.
Two weeks later I left the hospital. My work unit covered

all the costs of my hospitalization and the operation. Hackat my parents' house my daughter immediatdy became the
center of the family. Everybody wanted to see her and express
their affection. As her mother, I felt rather kft out. I watched
everybody bustling about her as I lay in bed

My husband and I had decided to have only one child
and to bring it up in our c,wn way, not by conventional methods.
Mother insisted that we should follow her advice. Being a
doctor and a nwther of two children, she had the right to do
so. But it was too much w hen sht said we were just experi-
menting with our strange ideas on the baby. My husband
complained that she was nwnopofizing our daughter. We raninto more and more conflicts. People in China often wrap
infants tightly in small, thin quilts or blankets. They believe
babies sleep better this way and won't catch cold. Motherlikes this idea, but I object to it. The newspapers say it isincorrect, I explained. as it affects the child's normal physical
growth, particularly the development of the hands and indirectly
the brain. She, of course, wouldn't listen to me. So whenever
she was out, I would untie the wraps to let my daughter stretch
her arms and legs freely. She must feel more comfortable thisway.

Both my husband and I are against spoiling the child, but
as she is our only daughter sometimes we weaken. Once the
family was seated having dinner when suddenly we heard my
daughter's cry. My mother went to have a look and said when
she returned, "It's okey. She's doing breathing exercises."
The child went on crying. My husband stood up but was
slopped by my mother. "It doesn't matter. She's full and
I've just changed hcr diaper." I grew so uneasy as I listened to
her continuous cries. Afraid of hurting my mother's feelings,
I remained unmoved at the table. "It's not a probkm." I said.
"The crying has the right rhythm." But I was worried that
tears might fall into her cars.

Mother required strict breast-feeding times. No matter
how the baby cried, she wouldn't let me feed her even ten

3
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minutes ahead of time. "If you're ten minutes early this time,"
she said. "next time she'll cry half an hour earlier." I thought
mother was too mechanical. But later I realized she was correct.
My daughter was trained like a quartz clock, waking punctually
when the time came for her to eat.

IVY FATHER is a professional armyman. tie made regular
tours of my room to see his grand-daughter and commenwd

-good, good," just as if he was inspecting his soldiers. Once in a
while he would hold hcr in his arms, like holding a shell. and
examine her carefully. My husband is a college teacher. liclore
we had our daughter, he spent much of his time at sch.tol.
Now he finds as much time as possible to return home to See
her. Perhaps men are all clumsy with babies. We deprived
him of the right to look after her except for ehanging her diapers.
I mocked him, telling him that be had only become a qualified
father by washing diapers, but fv.: was serious when he said we
needed to hold her in our arms s;:veral limes a day to give her
a feeling of safety. I knew hv got this idea froni the Complete
Library of Child l..7sing.

Like other parents with only one child, we hopod to raise
our daughter in a scientific way. I started listening to the
"Child Care" radio program when I was pregnant, and bought
Knowledge for Parents, Heath Consultations and many other
books. I wanted to learn about child psychology, nutrition .atid
disease prevention. I still turn to them when I have difficulties.
I had six months' maternity leave with full pay. This is an
incentive on the part of the government to encourage mothers
who plr.n to have only one chila. When my daughter was two
months old we moved from my parents' apartment to one of
our own. I began to take care of my daughter by myself, and
found there were so many things I had to learn to be a good
mother. I was proud at my daughter's regular check-ups
when the doctor pr-i.ed both her physical and intellectual
development.

I watched my daughter learn to raise her head, turn over
in bed and sit by herself. As she changed, some of my ruks
at home changed too. I used to criticize my husband for being
messy, but now I made our rooms messier than he ever did.
with milk bottles, diapers and toys thrown everywhere. My
husband and I stopped our regular stroll after supper. We

4 4 9 6
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Grandmother's darling.

used the time to bathe our daughter, nurse her, wash her clothes
and diapers, and do other things for her. When she fell asleep,
my husband prepared his lessons and I read books. newspapIrs,
or wrote letters.

It is strange that although with a child we are much busier
than before, we have more contact with other people. Friends
visit us more frequently to offer us advice on our daughter.
As everybody is busy, neighbors in our apartment building often
greet each other only in passageways or on the staircase. Now
when old people see my baby, they come over to caress her and
ask question. Young mothers examine her with a critical eye.
We often exchange our experiences of looking after children.
I discovered kids have a world of their own. Little ones, no
matter how spoiled by th,:ir parents, always appear sensible
before children even younger than themselves. They call them
younger sister or brother, and touch them in a cute and loving
way. Even in parks and on the street people have shown so
much affection to my daughter.
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rriHE hIIIMITIVIM FESTIVAL is a time for family reunions
in China. We spent the evening of the festival end also the

siz-month anniversary of my daughter's birth with my parents.
While we were sipping jasmine tea and eating moon cakes,
our conversation naturally turned to our daughter. Grandmother
hoped she would. HU her, become a doctor. Grandpa said
personal qualities are most important. He wanted her to be
loyal and useful to the country and the people. Her father
wished her life would be fuil of sunshine and said he would
teach her fishing es soon as she was able to learn. As her
mother. I want to do everything for her.
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Day 4-Family Planning Practices

Objectives

Students will be able to list and analyze ways in which
government workers influence family planning in China.

Materials

Handout #4, 'Vital Role of the Old Aunties" and handout
#5, "She"s One of the Family."

Activities

The following questions can be used to lead discussion
or as a writing assignment.

1. List the ways in which the sold aunties* are responsible
for the overseeing of neighborhood districts.

2. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the
involvement of the neighborhood committees.

3. Who is responsible for these types of tasks or work in
the U.S.? Which system do you think is more effective
and why?

4. What are some of Cui Shuhues responsibilities?

5. What aspect of her job would probably be the most
difficult?

6. What are some reasons that Cui Shuhua can feel proud
about her job?

7. Why might some people not agree with what Shuhua is
trying to do?

6. Write or role play a discussion that Cui Shuhua might
have with a family who wants a second child.

4 9
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Handout PI

China Daily, July 21, 1990, page 4.
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Vital role of the 'bold aunties'
by Cal Nu.

You arena mks the sold eme.
ties" wearing red armbands mud
sitting en snail chairs Chime,*
cities.

These neighbourhood committee
members ars celled old aunties
became moot of them me bands
and 76 per ant of them ere oar U.

Amd people ahnsys associate
these old aunties with
"busybodies." A envoy of 10 law
cities coeducted by the BoVinc
based newspaper. Econc Infer
maim, found that meighboethood
committees are resperseibie fer 160
different jobs.

Their more vital work Wham
maintabring public order and
mediating cid disputes. They deo
help aerate jeweils, dampens*
and eacourage there to become in-
Unstated members of society, sr-
range placement for the

and disabled, and care
for the

Neighbourhood committees are
in charge of some seasonal work
such as killing flies and mom
plum. fire prevention in Use
manna, end afforestation in the

"Neighbourhood committee
,membwe look inromorkume, bet
their fractions am notowortky,"
add the survey.

Neighbourhood eaumatese are
desaibed as "public servants of ail

heneehoide" es their Warta reflect
the meads of a residests.

Take the garters distekt of
Wuhan. capitol el Hubei Province,
as an man& Mom than 141000
employees of War Steel Werke
live in the IMO, Most 04 them
are waking couple" Several yaws
ago, their pang ached asse
children were suffering from
bustgre because there wee me me so
prepare their hes&

A asighbourhood cosamittee in
the district mad Ito effins to est up
a sesell restament maer
theme pupils. Now 1 6.4

Xw
school s1sekse4 set Iona there.
When they mut moodita seheal.
many stederste amiss the geed old
days seed the "did reemtim" from
the neighbetwissed mesmittes.

Remade& rooms
Due to housing problems, it is

still commas in Mu for three
remotion* to Ivo ender the sense
roof. To give the renew yam
lions seers roasa, older papas mire
found to be spending dr* time es
the anat.

In respons to this.
neighbourhood committees
throughout the country have
estabnehed some 39,000 recreation
roans where the elderly can while
away thek thee chatting sad pier
ing cards or am

Neighboorhood comunittess also
set ap other kinds of service mar
tree, each as kiedergartons.

"They amens a ado envireasucat
seeklente." the survey cow

asented.
Sy the esti of lam year, about

$10.000 mighbmwheed esinuity
committees with 9.1 million
semehers had hem established in
tubas and rural Chime.

Many asessisere of
neighbourhood committees are
taketed smodistees, who help wad
off del aspestee.

A "wow emple kr Sheayang.
sepital Limmift Province, quer-
mid far years ever trivties.
Senmedesen, the orabbles turned
into flame fights.

The wile complained of her hus-
band*. mole cheovieleas while the
issebead imitated that she shossM
be obseast to Mat

Ultima* they termed to U *
righbourkied commktee for .

After hearing both sides'
grimaces, a committee sunaher
criticised the buelmod's attitude

towards his wife and advised Mar
to nest her as an spa

The husband apologised to his
wife, prondeing to sespect her in
future. They are so far keeping on
good terms.

ava disputes dealt with by the

Wiosi=eire, property arm.
committas may in-

penestien. inheritance and the
sharing od land and houess.

On Jormsery 1, 1990, the
Orgeriestien Ley on the Urban
Nsighbmwhood Comeates of the
PospWs Serdslir ot Chine was put
into effort.

Neighbeswhood committees have
been plead as local government
vendee. According to the savoy,
committee somber* me einvieg as

bridge batman asayme sod
maidante. They inform mayors
about reeideraise suggestion sod
compleints.

However, meighbomiseed cow
mimeos are hides hem* and
financial problems el their own.

leer imetance, Pingdingehen, a
emir-educing city in Horan Pro .
vino, has 179 neighbourhood com-
mittens. 04 per cent el which have
n o oaken

The monthly ou tlay for a
n eigidrourhood committee is five
yeas at meet.

China Daily welcomes letters
from readers on all local,
national and international
subject& Preference will be

given to thor# letters. Letters
should be mailed to: Letter- 4
to-the-Rditor, China Daily, 15
Huixin Dongjie, Beijing,
100029.
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She's
by Me Wang

She seemed to have a thankless
jeb. Some declined her home vidte,
some shouted curses hi her face and
sone even threatened her with in-
jw.r.

But now the Ismily-planning
worker is welcomed by her
neighbours. And she hes helped to
achieve the goal at the ossechild
family in her township.

"Many of our odisegues have
described our work es 'the mom
fiat% job in the world.' sad that hi
not redly an exaggeration." said
Cul Slmisua, family-planning
winker in Huilongituang tow
kt the northern suburb of Beijing.

Cid, 44, is ks charge at family
planning for 2,257 households in
eh villages under the township
government. Her major respon-
sibility is to go from door to door.
counting births and giving out con-
traceptives to make sure that all
families follow the call of the State
which says that one family should
item no more than one child.

In the past three years. no
woman in the township has had a
second child. The Husiongguang
township government has been
honoured as a model unit in family
planning by the Beijing munkipal
authorities.

"Until the last few ymrs. many
people were not reedy to co-
operate." Cui said. 'You had to
bear all their abusive words and
contemptuous looks while reason-
ing with them about the advan-
tages of singlechild parenthood.
But gradually they ail came to
understand our work."

In 1978. when she was appointed
a full-time cadre supervising family
planning for the whole township.
she did not quite expect the bard
tirnes she would have to endure.

"It was a kind of new work at the
time when the State had just begun
to tighten up its population control
policy." she said. "I had to start
from watch."

For more then three months.; she
travelled in the countryside end
visited ell the six villages to
discover violations of the birth-
coauxii regulations. ,
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"It's for the
villagers.
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of all to have fewer chileets," Cui Shuhua often says ga her
photo by Ben Re

Tradidon

People were still allowed to have
a second child in 1978 if their first
child wee four years old. In the first
five months of that, year. Cui found
more than 10 women in the
township had become pregnant
with a second child when '..neir first
was under four. Sand were preg-
nant with their third child.

"Vibes I called on these villagers.
they could hardly understand my
work and all called me quedegui
(evil-doing Cui said. "So
many neighbours and friends came
to persuade me to quit the job.
They all knew it was the kind of
work that would really offend peo-
ple. especially in the countriside
where the tradition I. that children
mean wealth."

But Cui is a stubborn winter.
Once she accepts an assignment,
she never giVall up. For several
days she made repeated calls on
these "problem" families, talking
to them until they were convinced
of the need for birth control.

432

"Some people hated me for my
work. For several nights they
threw stones at my house end
scared my whole family make."
she recalled. "I actually Wow who
they might be hut west to visit
their homes the next day as if
nothing had happened. They were
my fellow villapre, and I believed
they would understand it was also
for their own good to hive fewer
children.**

Cul is the only full-time family
Omning worker in the township.
hut she le hs charge of 24 part-time
assistants, each working in one of
the siz villages or IS production
teams in the township with the help
of two Of three volunteers as
family-planning propagandists.

An important part of their work
is keeping a card on mei of the
women, following her front mar-
doge to age 49. Her details of (anti-
ly menbers and birth control
methods *re updated every six
months.

Now the whole township has
more than 1.600 women of child-
bearing age. More than 80 per cent
of them have taken some long-term
contraceptive memures like use of
'tweeter:no devices or
sterilisation, mid she net of them
take colitrecepsiw pdle segulecil
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Once. an angry yam* villager
came to Cul and made a stens right
"Use* they was the IUD after

their lint birth end get Maud
after dosir mimed birth." Cid mid.
''Shice 1979 the Stale has best eel-
ing for each family ee haw enke one
Ailt but in many asses the second
birth is allowed fer fandlies that
meet certain tondidons."

Once, an miry young villager
came to Cui and nude a some rirMt

in front of her office. The man wa s
an tut-convict. He and his wife Wdee
dellide OS have a seemed child
loseasse their lint was physically
haniNeepped. However. a/seeding
le the State renimbleielk the seehad
birth is net awed until the first
child twee few.

Despise the man's noisy protest.
Col wee soot ineired. &it in the next
few *it elm visited him and his
wife many times, talking with them
like an eider WSW

''The State regulation is lts' las
welfare of the people,- she told him.
"Remember the other year when
you were just rekateed from prison?
It was the township government
that assigned you a job and beeped
you start a leanly with more than
1,000 yuaa.

-On the other hand. I don't think
you want to be hard up by having
the burden of raising two small
kids at the same time."

PersuattiOn
With her persistent persuasion.

the man changed his mind He and
his wife agreed to wait till their
first child was four. Eventually. .
when their child was five years old.
the wife gave birth to a healthy
baby girL

"Economic punishment is a ma-
jor peaky for those who eventual-
ly have more childree than ellowed
in demise of a0 oar persuasion."
she added. Since 1878. the
township has collected a total of
more than S. rise in fmes on
-extra-budget births." In 1966. for
instance. it fined two families 2.000
yuan and 600 yuan each for birth
control violations.

Here in Huilongguang township,
farmers seem to have changed their
old ides of wanting a large femiiy.
They have come to realise that they
are becoming bettor off with a
loner birth nit& In the pest 10
years. the annual per capita income
in the township has increased
steadily. It was 1.760 yuan in 1989.
compared with only 140 yuan in

4.1 3

1111.

Aim as aieny as 86 per cent
of the farmers have *tared writ-
ing in township lealustaies does
most of the finning work bas been
mechanised.

"Now we really don't have to
work on them that mach. Abodes
el worn= el chilitheariag age use
coistraceptivm. If the contniesp-
tive fads, they would ge to hospital
to have 40 abortion on their own lee
itiadve. Shaw may want to have a
second child ki semi, but they ere
mese often disiaraded of the idea by
their OW5 family members."

la Beide* viiaga a women got
pregnant with a ascend child hut
did not tel anyyne. One day.
however. her 40005 was discovered
by her motber-in-law, who fin*
succeeded in persuading bw to
have an abortion.

But there ase times when Cul has
to do a lot of running around to get
her job done. In early 1968. a
worms villager wits fouled prat
must far the second time. She bad
twin gide from the first birth. but
wanted to have a boy because she
felt she was looked down upon by
her mother-in-law for not having a
4011.

When one family-planning
worker came to persuade her, she
agreed to have an abortion, but
later she changed her mind and
went to her parents' bane in
Xingtang County in neighbouring
Hebei Pmvince.

The case was then reported to
Cul. who decided to go over to talk
to her pereonelly. Togelher voith
some of her colleagues. Cul 110110n .
ed with lwr for 4 whole day. trying
to make her understand that the
birth control policy was also in
their own interest&

The woman then asked :o be
given a job in the township enter
prise. After Cui agreed to her re-
quest. she went back to Beijing and
had the abortion.

When she returned from hospital.
Cui visited her and brought her
some good food. By then, the
woman was regretting her past
beh.o.,;:m and said. "You we so
nice 14.14e that I will never forget it
inr bie. Take my word. I will be
no tome trouble for you."
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Day 5-Spreading the Word of the One Child Policy

Objective

Students will be able to identify and analyze ways in
which China educates its people concerning the one child
policy.

Materials

Handouts #6 and #7 can be photocopied or overhead
transparencies can be made.

Activities

1. The teacher will ask students to brainstorm for a list of
public service announcements that are seen on T.V. or on
billboards (e.g. don"t drink and drive, give to the
United Negro College Fund, recycle). Students will then
be asked to discuss to what degree they feel that these
forms of advertisement influence people"s opinions and
actions.

2. The teacher will present the students with reproductions
made from the three pages of photos from handout #6.
Students will then be asked to describe what their
reactions might be if pr±sters of this kind began to
appear in their neighboeaood.

3. Students will discuss ways in which they feel they are
influenced by the media in relationship to family
structure or family planning or even teenage pregnancies.
Ask students to recommend additional ways in which China
might educate or inform its people about the need for
family planning.

4. Students will be shown reproductions of the photographs
from handout #7. Further descriptions of the pictures
and suggested topics for discussion follow.

a. This photo depicts a population class in a middle school.
Students learn about the importance of reducing the
population of China. It is not a sex education class.
Information about birth control is not taught at the
middle school level. There are essentially no unwed
mothers of school age. What are some possible reasons
that this problem does not exist in China?

Women who pledge to have only one child receive
certificates of recognition. Each year that they make

'4414



2.

this pledge, they will receive a cash bonus from the
government. What are some things for which our
government "rewards" its citizens? Are these rewards
effective incentives?

C. Notice that the babies here are numbered as opposed to
wearing nametags. Do you think this makes any
difference? If so, what?

d. Scientists continue to research new ways in which to
assist with family p'anning.

e. Posters promoting the one child family are found in
cities all over China.

f. Neighborhood committees help to distribute free
information concerning family planning.

r-J



Handout #6
NEST WY AVAILABLE

These posters in Kunming, Yunnan Province remind
people of the importance of being counted for the
1940 census.
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Photographs on these 3 pages were taken by the author
in summer, 1990. 416
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All photos on this page
are of family planning
posters in Xian
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Handout f7
Pictures on this and the following page from:
China--Facts and Figures: Population and Family Planning, Foreign languages Press, Beijing,
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A population class at a middle school ht
Haicheng County, Liaoning PrOvinee.

Newborns at the Beijing Maternity Hospital.
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Women from Iliokou Township or Shawiu County, Henan
ProvinCe, who want only onc child receive an "Only Child

Certificate" from the township governmcm.

A contraceptive device for men, invented by Zhao Shengcai vecond (twn
left), president of Shanxi Peogne's Hospital, has achieved good malts.
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Sidewalk bulletin boards publicizing family planning in Shanghai.

Medical personnel give information about having healthy
babies to people at Changping County, Beijing.
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